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1973 Young Scientist Exhibition 
 

        

Tadhg Begley aged 18 winner of the 1973 Young Scientist Exhibition and as Prof Tadhg Begley Texas 

A&M University winner of the Boyle Higgins Gold Medal Award 2021 being presented with the 

medal on the 17th of November 2022 by Prof Pat Guiry during the ICI Centenary Congress in the Royal 

Irish Academy. 

Watch the archieve video here: RTÉ Archives | Technology | Young Scientist Exhibition 

(rte.ie)  

https://www.rte.ie/archives/2022/1130/1339158-young-scientist-exhibition/
https://www.rte.ie/archives/2022/1130/1339158-young-scientist-exhibition/
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A Message from the President  

Dear Fellows, Members, Graduates and Associates,  

Happy New Year to you all. 

The cover of this issue gives you to a link to a super RTE interview with the winner of the Young 

Scientist Exhibition in 1973, our Boyle-Higgins Medallist in 2021 Professor Tadhg Begley. You will see 

that the rigour and clarity so obvious in Tadhg’s lecture in the Royal Irish Academy was obvious even at 

such a young age and the interviewer comes off a clear second best.  

Planning continues for ECC9 in July 2024 and I will represent the ICI as an Executive Board member of 

EuChemS in February where we will agree upon the personnel on the Scientific Committee which will be 

chaired by Professor David Leigh from the University of Manchester. Theme convenors will then be 

chosen and invitations will be sent to Plenary and Invited Lecturers.  

The Local Organising Committee, co-chaired by Professors Thorri Gunnlaugsson and Celine Marmion, 

includes many chemists from across Ireland, namely Professors Steven Bell, Susan Quinn, Paul Murphy, 

Isabel Rozas, Rob Elmes, John Wenger, Silvia Giordani, Colm McKeever, Odilla Finlayson Mike 

Zaworotko, John Cassidy, Sarah Hayes and John Keegan.  

We will have an interesting programme across our eight themes: Energy, Environment and Sustainability; 

Physical, Analytical and Computational Chemistry; Advances in Synthetic Organic Chemistry; Chemistry 

Meets Biology; Catalysis; Supramolecular Chemistry; Nanochemistry/Materials; and Chemistry 

(Education, History, Cultural Heritage, Ethics). In addition, we will have a one-day special symposium on 

industrial chemistry. 

We have sent out a call for nominations for the Boyle-Higgins Medal, the Eva Philbin Award and the 

Postgraduate Award for 2023 and those selected for these prestigious awards will present at the ICI 

Awards Day which will be held in UCD on Thursday April 20th with the AGM of the ICI held afterwards. 

Many thanks to the ICI Young Chemists’ Network (YCN) who continue to work hard to provide support 

to the younger members of our community. Colm McKeever, Maynooth University, is the ICI YCN chair 

and do get in contact with him if there are issues you wish to highlight or events you wish to organise.  
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I wish to again thank our Editor, Pat Hobbs, who continues to enlighten our community on national and 

international topics that are of most interest to our community. This is a significant undertaking and is 

much appreciated and I do hope you enjoy reading it. 

My thanks also to all Council members who voluntarily give of their time and expertise to support our 

Institute and community. A special thanks to you, our ICI Fellows, members, graduates and associates. 

Please do keep in touch and send us your updates. We would be delighted to showcase these on our ICI 

website and in future ICN issues.  

 

With best regards,  

Professor Pat Guiry PhD FRSC FICI MRIA 

President, Institute of Chemistry of Ireland  

6th February, 2023  
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      Editorial 

The New Year brings exciting developments and innovation in chemistries and related technologies with 

huge spending and efforts aimed at climate change remediation. In chemistry, issues retractions and 

questions of Open Access are highlighted. Roman cement with its low carbon footprint in comparison to 

Portland cement has garnered much attention.  

 

Since the last Issue of ICN a RTE interview with Tadhg Begley has come to light. The front cover features 

two photos of Tadhg Begley, one at 18 years old as winner of the 1973 Young Scientist Exhibition and 

another as Prof Tadhg Begley, Texas A&M University, as recipient of the ICI Boyle Higgins Gold Medal 

Award 2021. The 1st photo of Tadhg is a screen shot from the RTE Achieve.  The video depicts a 

confident, self-assured and focused young man destined to go places. A link to the footage is provided. 

 

A second international conference COP15, focused on biodiversity, was held in Montreal, Canada, in 

December 2022. Despite its significance, it received less media attention than the COP27 conference in 

Egypt earlier in the year, and its conclusions are less clear.  

 

The RIA Kathleen Lonsdale RIA Chemistry Prize 2023 was awarded to Dr Chunchun Li, of Queen’s 

University Belfast. The Boyle Higgins Gold Medal, the ICI Annual Award for Chemistry, and 

Postgraduate Awards are now open for nominations. 

 

The Irish Research Council section has expanded with lots happening there.  

 

EuChemS have published a new journal. The EuChemS Magazine was launched in January replacing 

Chemistry in Europe and Brussels News Updates. EuChemS have announced changes to the Executive 

Board and the appointment of five new members including Prof Pat Guiry UCD, Chair of EuChemS 

Division of Organic Chemistry, to the Executive Board. Under Professional Networks, the list of 

EuChemS Divisions/Working Parties is presented. Some exciting fore coming EuChemS events are 

announced. 

 

The ERC, European Research Council have made new appointments of distinguished scientists and 

scholars including Prof Luke O’Neill TCD, to join the ERC Scientific Council effective from January 1st 

2023.  

 

Gene editing technologies, particularly CRISPR now 10 years old, continue to make progress with new 

applications. The name of this topic has been changed to include gene editing technologies other than just 

CRISPR. These technologies will have huge impact for medicine and agriculture just to mention two 

applications. 

 

Battery chemistry and technology continues to get attention. Green hydrogen and closely associated Green 

Ammonia is making headlines as it is a source of hydrogen and more easily stored and transported. 

However, these topics also have their challenges. 

 

Artificial Intelligence software ChatGPT is generating buzz in the media, with massive implications for 

education, and the potential to write research papers. This ground breaking AI application is only a few 

months old and has the potential to be a game changer. Further coverage is deferred until the next Issue.  
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Nuclear Fusion grabbed the headlines in December with the announcement by the US National Ignition 

Facility of a net fusion energy gain, claiming a world first. Although the reality is more complex than the 

headlines suggest, it is still decades away from practical use.  
 

Finally this is the last time covering SARS CoV-2 Virus Updates and Developments because new 

publications have become much more medical and health care in nature with little chemistry focus. It has 

run its course. The section stands as a record of this unprecedented time in our lives. As the WHO warns, 

it is not over yet. Vaccinations and immunity through exposure have greatly benefited the majority in 

developed countries, making the virus no longer life-threatening.  

 

Note: Key topics in the main section are highlighted in colour to emphasize subjects that generated 

significant attention during the period covered. 

 

Last but not least is a big thank you to Dr John Keegan our Treasurer who diligently proof reads each 

issue of ICN over the last number of years. 

 

Editorial Notes: In endeavouring to publish links to open access articles that readers can click on and 

read,  American Chemical Society (ACS) articles general are not open access and readers have to buy, pay 

a subscription or access through a university or subscribed institution. As these ACS publications are very 

important, not including them would be a loss so links included. Probably most readers interested in these 

topics will have institutional access. Readers can read the abstract and supplementary material. The DOIs 

are provided. Some Nature articles come under this as well but generally Nature is very generous with 

open access. These comments apply to this Issue and the last few Issues. 

Comments, Feedback and Responses are welcome and can be sent to the Editor Email address: -  

editor@instituteofchemistry.org 

Institute of Chemistry of Ireland (chemistryireland.org) 
 

 

Patrick Hobbs MSc, FICI, CChem, CSci, MRSC.  

Editor 

Irish Chemical News 

 

6th January 2023 

 
 

Note: Opinions expressed in this Journal are those of the authors and not necessarily those 

of the Institute. 

mailto:editor@instituteofchemistry.org
https://www.chemistryireland.org/
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The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland Awards 
 

The ICI Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award  

The ICI Annual Award for Chemistry (Eva Philbin Public Lecture Series)  

The ICI Postgraduate Award    
 

 

The Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award 

The Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award, instituted in 1985, is an award for research work carried out in chemistry under 

the headings: (a) Pure Chemistry, (b) Applied and Industrial Chemistry or (c) Chemical Education. The award recognizes a chemist 

of any nationality working in Ireland or a chemist who is an Irish citizen working overseas who has made an outstanding 

and internationally recognised research contribution to the advancement of chemistry. A person nominated for this award 

must be a member of the Institute at the time of nomination or upon receipt of the award.  

Nomination process: The nominator shall indicate in writing to the President of the Institute the category which applies to their 

nominee and they shall submit by email one electronic copy which will include a brief statement outlining the reasons for the 

nomination, together with a CV (maximum 3 pages) of the nominee. Nominations will be externally reviewed by two independent 

referees, who are recognised experts in the category and who are not nominators.   

 

The ICI Annual Award for Chemistry (Eva Philbin Public Lecture Series) 

This award is for a practising chemist, who has made a significant contribution to the advancement of chemistry and has 

considerably raised the profile of chemistry through both the excellence of their work and their ability to communicate in an 

effective and lucid manner. The recipient, who may be an Irish or international chemist of repute, will present lectures in three 

locations in Ireland (including Dublin), which will be open to the public. A person nominated for this award must be a member of 

the Institute at the time of nomination or upon receipt of the award.   

Nomination process: The nominator shall send one electronic copy of their nomination by email to the President of the Institute, 

which will include a cover letter providing a brief statement outlining the reasons for the nomination, together with a CV (maximum 

3 pages) of the nominee. Nominations for this award will be externally reviewed.   

 

The ICI Postgraduate Award  

The nominee must be a registered PhD student in any Chemistry discipline working in an Irish Higher Education Institution. 

They must have demonstrated excellence in research through publications. They must also have demonstrated a commitment to 

supporting and promoting Chemistry within their Institution (e.g. through active participation in public engagement initiatives). A 

person nominated for this award must be a member of the Institute at the time of nomination or upon receipt of the award. 

Nomination Process: The nominator, who must be the student’s PhD supervisor, shall send one electronic copy of their nomination 

by email to the President of the Institute, which will include a cover letter providing a brief resume of the reasons for the nomination, 

together with a CV (maximum 2 pages) of the nominee. 

 

For these awards and others see ICI website https://www.chemistryireland.org/awards-events  

Nominations to be sent to the ICI President at: president@instituteofchemistry.org  

https://www.chemistryireland.org/awards-events
mailto:president@instituteofchemistry.org
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 Royal Irish Academy  

 

The Kathleen Lonsdale RIA Chemistry Prize 2023 
 

Dr Chunchun Li wins the Kathleen Lonsdale RIA Chemistry Prize 2023 
 

Recent Queen's University Belfast graduate wins prize for best chemistry PhD in Ireland. 

 

 
 

Dr Chunchun Li, a recent PhD graduate of Queen’s University Belfast, has been awarded the 2023 

Kathleen Lonsdale RIA Chemistry Prize for the best chemistry PhD thesis in Ireland. This prestigious 

prize is named in honour of the famous Irish x-ray crystallographer Kathleen Lonsdale and announced in 

January every year to mark her birthday. 

 

Dr Li’s PhD research focused on understanding and controlling the surface properties of nanomaterials. 

Understanding how the surfaces of nanomaterials interact with the environment and chemical substances 

in the environment is key to designing nanomaterials for use in applications such as sensing and catalysis. 

The principal technique Dr Li used to understand and control nanosurfaces was surface-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (SERS) which can give useful information on interactions on nanomaterials’ surfaces. 

 

The basis to studying the interactions between nanomaterials and the environment is to have surface-

accessible nanomaterials. Besides putting up a method to synthesize surface-accessible colloidal 

nanoparticles with required morphology in a bottom-up manor, Dr Li also untangled the role of CTAB in 

inducing self-assembly of colloidal nanoparticles into multi-dimensional interfacial nanoarrays. This is 

significant since CTAB is commonly present in nanoparticle colloids but their role in the assembly of 

colloidal nanoparticles have been elusive. 

 

The success on understanding and designing surface-accessible nanomaterials leads to another ground-

breaking discovery of Dr Li’s research, in which SERS combined with surface-accessible nanomaterials 

were used to reveal the existence of π-metal interactions between aryl molecules and IB metals under 
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ambient conditions. This broke the common perception and can potentially change the way people think 

when designing and applying metal nanomaterials. 

 

In addition, the nanomaterials that Dr Li developed could be used for SERS sensing of pollutants, 

pharmaceuticals and illegal drugs. More generally, the new understandings from her PhD research will 

enable the rational design of sensors and catalysts with enormously enhanced performance important 

applications, such as therapeutic monitoring of anticancer drugs and environmental analysis. 

 

Dr Li described her reaction to the news that she had been selected for the Kathleen Lonsdale RIA 

Chemistry Prize 2022: 

 

“I am very excited and honoured to receive the prestigious Kathleen Lonsdale Prize from the Royal Irish 

Academy. I first heard of the prize in the second year of my PhD from Dr Yikai Xu who won the award in 

2019. At the time I also learnt about Dr Kathleen Lonsdale, who became one of my inspirations as a 

woman in science. Therefore, being awarded this prize is extremely special to me, since it is not only a 

testament to my efforts during my PhD but also a huge confidence boost for me to continue to pursue even 

bigger goals in my research in the future. Looking at the impressive resume of previous winners, I am 

extremely humbled and would like to once more express my gratitude towards the Royal Irish Academy 

and the panel members of the Kathleen Lonsdale Prize for taking the time to read my application and for 

selecting me for this year's award.” 

 

Professor Christine O’Connor, TU Dublin, chair of the assessment panel for the prize, commended the 

quality of this year’s competition entries:  

 

“This year there were 13 applicants for the Kathleen Lonsdale Chemistry Prize which is the largest pool of 

applicants we have had in the past 5 years. As always, the standard of applications was extremely high. 

The applications were a real showcase of the high quality and impactful research being carried out 

nationally in the Chemical Sciences. It was interesting to see that many of the research projects had a 

focus on sustainability.” 

 

Dr Li will receive the winner’s certificate and the €2,000 prize at a special ceremony of the Royal Irish 

Academy later this year. She will also be nominated by the Royal Irish Academy to represent Ireland in 

the 2023 IUPAC-Solvay International Award for Young Chemists. The Kathleen Lonsdale RIA 

Chemistry Prize is kindly supported by Henkel.  

 
SCIENCE COMMITTEESPHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES COMMITTEEGRANTS AND 

AWARDS 
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Save the Date 

 

AGM, ICI Awards Ceremonies and Lectures 

 

April 20th 2023 

 

Boyle-Higgins Gold Medal  

Annual Lecture Award (Eva Philbin)  

Post Graduate Award 

 

Details of venue & times to follow. 
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The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland 

is delighted to announce the call for nominations for the following prestigious ICI award: 

The ICI Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award 2023 

  

Deadline for receipt of nominations: Friday, 24th March, 2023 

 

 
The Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award 2023 

The Boyle Higgins Gold Medal and Lecture Award, instituted in 1985, is an award for research work carried out in 

chemistry under the headings: (a) Pure Chemistry, (b) Applied and Industrial Chemistry or (c) Chemical Education. 

The award recognizes a chemist of any nationality working in Ireland or a chemist who is an Irish citizen working 

overseas who has made an outstanding and internationally recognized research contribution to the advancement 

of chemistry. A person nominated for this award must be a member of the Institute at the time of nomination or upon 

receipt of the award.   

Nomination process: The nominator shall indicate in writing to the President of the Institute the category which applies 

to their nominee and they shall submit by email one electronic copy which will include a brief statement outlining the 

reasons for the nomination, together with a CV (maximum 3 pages) of the nominee. Nominations will be externally 

reviewed by at least two independent referees, who are recognized experts in the category and who are not nominators.   

 

Nominations to be addressed to the ICI President, Professor Pat Guiry and sent by email to: p.guiry@ucd.ie and 

secretary@instituteofchemistry.org   

 

ICI website: http://www.chemistryireland.org/ 

 

Recent Past Recipients 
 2022 Professor Grace Morgan (Pure Chemistry) 

 2021 Professor Tadhg Begley (Pure Chemistry) 

 2020 Professor Amilra P. de Silva (Applied Chemistry) 

 2019 Professor Suresh Pillai (Applied Chemistry) 

 2018 Professor John Kelly (Applied Chemistry) 

 2017 Professor Henry Curran (Applied Chemistry) 

 2016 Professor Kieran Hodnett (Applied Chemistry) 

 2015 Professor Dermot Diamond (Applied Chemistry) 

 2014 Professor Pat Guiry (Pure Chemistry) 

 2013 Doctor Sheila Willis (Applied Chemistry) 

 2012 Professor Malcolm R. Smyth (Applied Chemistry) 

 2011 Professor Frank Hegarty (Pure Chemistry) 

 2009 Professor Seán Corish (Pure Chemistry) 

 2008 Professor Albert Pratt (Pure Chemistry) 

 2007 Professor Rory More O’Ferrall (Pure Chemistry) 

 2005 Professor Donald Fitzmaurice (Pure Chemistry) 

 2002 Doctor John F. O’Sullivan (Applied Chemistry) 

 2000 Professor Dervilla M.X. Donnelly (Pure Chemistry) 

mailto:p.guiry@ucd.ie
mailto:secretary@instituteofchemistry.org
http://www.chemistryireland.org/
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The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland 

is delighted to announce the call for nominations for the following prestigious ICI award: 

 

The ICI Annual Award for Chemistry (Eva Philbin Public Lecture Series) 2023 
 

Deadline for receipt of nominations: Friday, 24th March, 2023 

 

This award is for a practising chemist, who has made a significant contribution to the advancement of chemistry and 

has considerably raised the profile of chemistry through both the excellence of their work and their ability to 

communicate in an effective and lucid manner. The recipient must be a Chemist of any nationality working in 

Ireland.  They will present lectures in three locations in Ireland (including Dublin), which will be open to the public. 

A person nominated for this award must be a member of the Institute at the time of nomination or upon receipt of the 

award. 

Nomination process: The nominator shall send one electronic copy of their nomination by email to the President of 

the Institute, Professor Pat Guiry (p.guiry@ucd.ie), which will include a cover letter providing a brief statement 

outlining the reasons for the nomination, together with a CV (maximum 3 pages) of the nominee. Nominations for this 

award will be externally reviewed. Please note that self-nominations are also allowed. 

Past Recipients 
 2005 Professor David A. Leigh 

 2006 Professor A. Prasanna de Silva 

 2007 Dr Mary Archer 

 2008 Professor Peter Atkins 

 2009 Professor Martyn Poliakoff 

 2011 Dr Malachy McCann 

 2012 Professor Lesley Yellowlees 

 2013 Professor Herbert W. Roeskey 

 2014 Professor Thorfinnur Gunnlaugsson 

 2015 Professor Michael J. Zaworotko 

 2016 Professor John Sodeau 

 2017 Professor Donal O’Shea 

 2018 Professor Anita Maguire 

 2019 Professor Declan McCormack 

 2020 Professor Declan Gilheany 

 2021 Professor Paula Colavita 

 2022 Professor Carmel Breslin 

 

ICI website: http://www.chemistryireland.org/ 

Nominations to be sent by email to the ICI President, Professor Pat Guiry at: p.guiry@ucd.ie and 

secretary@instituteofchemistry.org   

http://www.chemistryireland.org/
mailto:p.guiry@ucd.ie
mailto:secretary@instituteofchemistry.org
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The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland 

is delighted to announce the call for nominations for the following prestigious ICI award: 

 

The ICI Postgraduate Award for Chemistry 2023 
 

Deadline for receipt of nominations: Friday, 24th March, 2023 

 

The nominee must be a registered PhD student in any Chemistry discipline working in an Irish Higher Education 

Institution. They must have demonstrated excellence in research through publications. They must also have 

demonstrated a commitment to supporting and promoting Chemistry within their Institution (e.g. through active 

participation in public engagement initiatives). A person nominated for this award must be a member of the Institute 

at the time of nomination or upon receipt of the award. 

 

Nomination Process: The nominator, who must be the student’s PhD supervisor, shall send one electronic copy of 

their nomination by email to the President of the Institute, which will include a cover letter providing a brief resume 

of the reasons for the nomination, together with a CV (maximum 2 pages) of the nominee. 

 

Nominations to be addressed to the ICI President, Professor Celine Marmion and sent to: p.guiry@ucd.ie 

 

ICI website: http://www.chemistryireland.org 

 

ICI Postgraduate Awardees To Date: 

 

2022:    Dr Niamh O’Mahoney (UCC) (Supervisor: Dr Dara Fitzpatrick) 

2021:  Dr Ioannis Mylonas Margaritis (NUIG) (Supervisor: Dr Constantina Papatriantafyllopoulou) 

2020: Dr Priyanka Ganguly (Sligo IT) (Supervisor: Professor Suresh Pillai) 

2020:  Dr Conor Crawford (UCD) (Supervisor: Professor Stefan Oscarson) 

2019:  Dr Saoirse Dervin (Sligo IT) (Supervisor: Professor Suresh Pillai) 

2018:  Dr Adele Gabba (NUIG) (Supervisor: Professor Paul Murphy) 

 

  

mailto:cmarmion@rcsi.ie
http://www.chemistryireland.org/
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23rd February 2023 | The Leopardstown Pavilion, 

Leopardstown Racecourse 

Registration Free at: Register | National Sustainability Summit 

The National Sustainability Summit, being held on the 23rd February in The Leopardstown Pavilion, 

Leopardstown Racecourse, will focus on the new opportunities for businesses and enterprising 

individuals arising from the Government’s recently published Climate Action Plan, which aims to achieve 

a cleaner, safer and more sustainable future for Ireland. 

Embracing every relevant sector – electricity, enterprise, housing, heating, transport, agriculture, waste, 

and the public sector – the Climate Action Plan identifies how Ireland will achieve its 2030 targets for 

carbon emissions, and puts the country on a trajectory to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

Adopting the same model as the Government’s Action Plan for Jobs, it sets out over 180 actions, together 

with hundreds of sub-actions that need to be taken. 

For example, the Climate Action Plan aims to: move to 70% renewable electricity by 2030 – currently 

only 30% of our electricity comes from renewable sources; introduce 950,000 electric vehicles onto our 

roads and deliver a nationwide charging network; ban the sale of petrol/diesel cars from 2030; deliver 

reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture; and eliminate non-recyclable plastic while 

imposing higher fees on the production of materials which are difficult to recycle. 

Other actions include: the delivery of an intensive programme of retrofitting to install 400,000 heat pumps 

in homes and businesses, replacing existing carbon-intensive heating systems; the establishment of a new 

Microgeneration Scheme, allowing homeowners to generate their own electricity and sell any excess back 

to the National Grid; a new Retrofit Plan to retrofit 500,000 homes, with large groups of houses being 

retrofitted by the same contractor to reduce costs, smart finance, and easy pay back methods; and the 

expansion of the network of cycling paths and ‘Park and Ride’ facilities to ease congestion. 

Irish companies across all industrial and commercial sectors are looking to reduce their ecological 

footprints and are already pursuing sustainability strategies. Of course, the adoption of sustainability 

practices can also lead to improving operational efficiency by reducing costs, such as water and energy, 

and waste. 

The Key Areas Focused on Include 

 Energy Efficiency 

 Reenable Energy 

 Sustainable Packaging 

 Waste & Recycling 

https://www.sustainabilitysummit.ie/register/
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 Water 

 Circular Economy 

 ESG 

 Sustainable Buildings 

 Sustainable Transport 

 Environmental Protection 

 Biodiversity 

Sectors Attending 

 Manufacturing 

 Retail 

 Food & Agriculture 

 Transport & Logistics 

 Public Sector 

 Construction & Built Environment 

National Sustainability Summit 

Contact | National Sustainability Summit 

 

https://www.sustainabilitysummit.ie/
https://www.sustainabilitysummit.ie/contact/
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Ulysses Funding Call 

 

The Ulysses scheme fosters new collaborations between Ireland and France-based 

researchers by providing seed funding for reciprocal travel visits. 

The 2023 call opens on the 15/02/2023. 

Background 

 
The aim of the Ulysses scheme is to foster new collaborations between Ireland and France-based 

researchers by providing seed funding for reciprocal travel visits. The scheme thus facilitates the exchange 

of innovative ideas and approaches across all disciplines. 

In order to facilitate more collaborative engagements, funding is now provided over the course of 2 

calendar years and has been increased to €5,000 each to Ireland and France-based research partners. 

The Irish Research Council and the Embassy of France in Ireland are committed to supporting continued 

knowledge exchange between Irish and French researchers through appropriate forms of collaboration. 

This year, selected research projects will also be supported by the following strategic partners: 

 Electricity transmission system operator EirGrid will partner with France-based Réseau de 

Transport d’Électricité to support suitably aligned research projects in the area of renewable 

energies and smart grids. 

 

 The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland and ADEME, the French Environment and 

Energy Management Agency, will provide support to research projects exploring topics relating to 

sustainable energies. 

 

What we offer 
A Ulysses award will involve researcher(s) based in Ireland travelling to France and researcher(s) based in 

France travelling to Ireland. Awards will be up to a maximum of €5,000 each to the lead Ireland and the 

http://www.eirgridgroup.com/
https://www.rte-france.com/en/accueil
https://www.rte-france.com/en/accueil
https://www.seai.ie/
http://www.ademe.fr/en
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lead France-based research partner to cover travel and living expenses. These awards are simultaneously 

receivable and must be used by end of the 2025 calendar year. 

How to apply 
One electronic copy of the application form and all related attachments must be submitted via email 

to ulysses@research.ie by a person authorised by their institution to hold responsibility for research 

grants. 

Queries not addressed in the Call Document or Terms and Conditions will be answered using a 

frequently asked questions process. Research offices may send any queries they are unable to clarify 

to ulysses@research.ie. 

 

Key Dates 

 
 

Celebrating 25 Years of the Ulysses Scheme 
In order to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Ulysses Scheme researchers who were awarded funding in 

the latest round of the scheme were honoured at a special Bloomsday-themed reception hosted by the 

French Ambassador to Ireland, H.E. Mr. Vincent Guérend, at his Dublin residence. Since its establishment 

in 1997 the Ulysses scheme has funded over 700 awardees across all research disciplines, from humanities 

and social sciences through to engineering, earth and life sciences, mathematics, biotechnology and 

computer science. 

 
 

Video Link: Celebrating 25 Years of the Ulysses Scheme - YouTube 

 

In Ireland, Ulysses is funded and administered by the Irish Research Council. In France, it is funded by 

the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and administered by the Embassy of France in Ireland and 

Campus France, the leading French agency for international mobility. 

 

mailto:ulysses@research.ieb
https://research.ie/assets/uploads/2017/07/IRC-PI-TCs-January-2022.pdf
mailto:Ulysses@research.ie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEsnVwFdxrk
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Minister Simon Harris TD appoints Professor Sinéad Ryan to the 

Irish Research Council 

22 December, 2022 

 
 

Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Simon Harris, TD, has 
appointed leading academic, Professor Sinéad Ryan, to the Irish Research Council. 

Professor Sinéad Ryan is Professor and Chair of Theoretical High Energy Physics at Trinity College 
Dublin. She is chair of the EuroHPC Infrastructure Advisory Group, a member of the International 
Advisory Board of the Mainz Institute for Theoretical Physics, and she has held Distinguished 
Visiting Professorships at the Institute for Advanced Study at the Technische Universität München, 
Germany and Institut des Hautes Études Scientifiques, France. Her research is in high energy 
particle physics and with a focus on Quantum Chromodynamics. 

Chair of the Irish Research Council, Professor Daniel Carey, said “We are delighted to welcome 
Professor Sinéad Ryan to the Irish Research Council. Professor Ryan brings very valuable expertise 
to the Irish Research Council at a particularly important time in its evolution in the context of major 
changes in the Irish research funding landscape associated with Ireland’s research and innovation 
strategy, Impact 2030. We look forward to working with Professor Ryan as we progress the 
ambitions in Impact 2030 and continue to promote the value of public funded research across all 
disciplines”. 
 
Professor Kieran Conboy concludes his time on the Council after two three-year terms 
Professor Carey also thanked Professor Kieran Conboy (University of Galway) for his contribution 
to the Irish Research Council during his two terms. He added: “The Irish Research Council greatly 
benefitted from the insights of Professor Conboy over his six years of membership, in relation to 
strategy, our work with industry and enterprise, and many other areas. On behalf of the Irish 
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Research Council, I extend our warmest thanks for his commitment and generosity in the sharing of 
his expertise”. 

 

Professor Robert Gerwarth named Irish Research Council 

Researcher of the Year 

6 December, 2022 

 
 

Dr. Edoardo Celeste wins Early Career Researcher of the Year, with Professor Judith Harford named as 

Impact Award winner 

 

Modern history expert and author, Professor Robert Gerwarth, University College Dublin, has won the 

distinguished Irish Research Council Researcher of the Year Award for 2022. 

 

“The Researcher of the Year Awards provide an important opportunity to recognise the very best of the 

excellent researchers supported by the Irish Research Council and to highlight the tangible impact of 

public investment in research across all disciplines. The Irish Research Council is very proud to have 

provided vital support to the work of our awardees at various stages of their research careers. We extend 

our congratulations to each of our awardees as we acknowledge their significant contributions to the 

understanding of our shared past, present, and future from a diversity of perspectives.” 

Director of the Irish Research Council, Dr Louise Callinan 

Now in their sixth year, the Researcher of the Year Awards commend the exceptional Irish Research 

Council funded researchers making considerable contributions to knowledge, society, culture, or 

innovation. The winners announced today were selected by an independent expert panel, chaired by 

Professor Áine Hyland. 

Winner of the overall Researcher of the Year Award, Robert Gerwarth, is Professor of Modern History at 

University College Dublin and Director of the UCD Centre for War Studies. His field of expertise is 20th-

century Europe, with a particular emphasis on the history of political violence and armed conflict. 
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While Professor Gerwarth’s principal area of interest lies in World War I, World II and German history, 

one of his main objectives as a scholar has been to connect different national experiences in European 

countries. His research has seen him examine how the Irish War of Independence and Irish Civil War 

relate to other examples of extreme violence in Europe, in particular in the first half of the twentieth 

century. 

Professor Gerwarth is the author of several acclaimed popular history books, and his work has been 

translated into 30 languages. 

Professor Gerwarth says that his first IRC award, a 2008 Major Thematic Research Grant held jointly with 

Professor John Horne (Trinity College Dublin), helped establish the UCD Centre for War Studies, and led 

to his 2009 ERC Starting Grant, the first for a humanities scholar in Ireland. He has had many funding 

successes subsequently, including further IRC funding, and in 2022 was awarded a highly prestigious 

ERC Advanced Grant. 

Highly commended in the Researcher of the Year category were Professor Maria Baghramian, 

University College Dublin, and Professor John Atkins, University College Cork. 

 

In addition to the overall Researcher of the Year Award, winners of the Early Career Researcher of 
the Year and the Impact Award were also announced today. 

Dr. Edoardo Celeste, Dublin City University, won the Early Career Researcher of the Year Award. He is 

Assistant Professor of Law, Technology and Innovation at DCU. 

His research expertise is in the new field of data law, with a special focus on the impact of the digital 

revolution on legal systems. He studies how fundamental rights are evolving to face the challenges of the 

digital age. 

Among all digital rights, he specialises in the analysis of the rights to privacy and to data protection, and 

the regulation of mass surveillance and data retention in Europe. One of his projects involved 

investigating the impact of Covid-19 tracker apps on privacy rights. 

He further specialises in the law and governance of social media platforms. To date, he has investigated 

what the constitutional rules are that can bind the actions of private multinational organisations, such as 

social media companies. 

Highly commended in this category were Dr. Madhusanka Liyanage of University College Dublin, 

and Dr. Giovanni Di Liberto of Trinity College Dublin. 
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Professor Judith Harford, University College Dublin, was awarded this year’s Impact Award. This 

award is given to a current or former Irish Research Council awardee who is making a highly significant 

impact outside of academia. 

Professor Harford is Professor of Education and Deputy Head of the School of Education, UCD. Her 

research focus is on gender, social class and inequalities in relation to education, particularly in the Irish 

context. 

She has applied her research to raise awareness at national level of gender and social class inequalities in 

education, working with policy makers to achieve greater equity in and through education. 

Her most impactful public projects include a study into the under-representation of women in senior 

positions in higher education, funded by the IRC, which led to a symposium on gender equality in higher 

education held in the Royal Irish Academy. 

She is leading a project called Power2Progress which is providing a dedicated programme to more than 

600 senior cycle students in 21 designated disadvantaged schools nationally. She has also led a study into 

the participation of girls in STEM subjects in DEIS Schools. 

 
 

Director of the Irish Research Council, Dr Louise Callinan, congratulated this year’s winners, saying: 

“The Researcher of the Year Awards provide an important opportunity to recognise the very best of the 

excellent researchers supported by the Irish Research Council and to highlight the tangible impact of 

public investment in research across all disciplines. The Irish Research Council is very proud to have 

provided vital support to the work of our awardees at various stages of their research careers. We extend 

our congratulations to each of our awardees as we acknowledge their significant contributions to the 

understanding of our shared past, present, and future from a diversity of perspectives.” 

Medals of Excellence 
As well as the Researcher of the Year awards, the Irish Research Council also announced today the four 

early career researchers who have won Medals of Excellence. The medals recognise excellence in the 

2022 Government of Ireland postgraduate and postdoctoral funding calls run by the Irish Research 

Council in the arts, humanities and social sciences (AHSS) and science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM). The medals are named for former IRC Council Chairs. 

Dr Claudia Dellacasa (UCD) is the winner of the Maurice J. Bric Medal for her AHSS postdoctoral 

proposal: ‘Intersectional Eco-Polyphony: Cross-Cultural and Cross-Species Dialogues in Contemporary 
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Women’s Writing (1960s-2020s)’. Dr Amiya Pandit (UCD) was awarded the Thomas Mitchell Medal for 

his STEM postdoctoral project: ‘A Novel Combination of Tuned Mass Dampers and Sloped Wall Tuned 

Liquid Dampers for Vibration Control of Offshore Wind Turbines.’ 

The Eda Sagarra Medal was awarded to Charitha Marcus (Technological University Dublin) for her 

planned AHSS doctoral work on ‘Women’s Political Identity Construction through Social Media’. Finally, 

the Jane Crimson Medal was won by Jack Murray (UCC) for his STEM doctoral proposal on ‘Applying 

AI Tools in Drug Formation Development’. 
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Taoiseach Micheál Martin T.D. and Minister Simon Harris T.D. 

announce funding for new research projects to contribute to the 

Government’s Shared Island initiative 
1 December, 2022 

 

Projects will bring researchers together to inform development of political, policy and economic 
cooperation, as well as deepening social and cultural understandings on the island of Ireland. 

 

The Taoiseach Micheál Martin T.D. and Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, 
Innovation and Science, Simon Harris T.D., have announced funding for eight new research projects 
under the Shared Island strand of the Irish Research Council’s New Foundations programme. 

The projects bring researchers North and South together to examine political, economic, civic and 
social cooperation and connection on the island of Ireland, and are funded by the Shared Island unit 
in the Department of the Taoiseach. 

The awards, totalling €150,000, focus on the Shared Island priorities set by Government as part of 
the revised National Development Plan (2021-2030) and key issues from the Shared Island 
Dialogue series convened by the Government to foster inclusive civic dialogue on a shared future on 
the island, across two themes: 

Theme 1: Political, policy and economic cooperation on the island 
Theme 2: Civic, social and cultural connections and understanding on the island 
The Shared Island strand of the New Foundations programme sees researchers develop 
partnerships either North/South on the island of Ireland, East/West between Ireland and Britain, or 
through an international collaboration relevant to the island of Ireland and the Good Friday 
Agreement. 

This is the second funding announcement under the Shared Island unit and Irish Research Council 
partnership. 

Among the research projects being funded are: 
 
• Dr. Conor Little, University of Limerick who will lead a project examining the development of the 
policy agendas of the shared institutions of the Good Friday Agreement, and legislatures and 
political parties in Ireland and Northern Ireland. This project will identify what policy issues receive 
political attention, and how agenda-setting shapes politics and policymaking on the island of 
Ireland. 
• Dr. Maebh Harding, University College Dublin project will bring together a network of legal 
scholars across Ireland, Northern Ireland and Britain to address emerging and complex issues of 
gender and law in both the immediate and long term. 
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• Professor Sheila O’Donohoe, South East Technological University is to establish a research 
partnership between two universities on the island of Ireland focused on sustainable finance 
solutions to tackle biodiversity loss. This partnership will work at the intersection of these two 
disciplines to make policy recommendations while strengthening North-South research links. 
 
• Dr Steven Hadley, Trinity College Dublin is bringing together academics, cultural data specialists 
and arts sector organisations from England, Ireland and Northern Ireland to develop a data system 
for enhancing how cultural engagement is understood, which aims to impact on the development of 
policy, tourism and creative industries. 
 
Shared Island New Foundations Programme to date: 
11 projects were funded under the first call of Shared Island New Foundations awards in 2021, and 
these reports are now being finalised and published. These include the North-South Legal Mapping 
Project led by Professor Oran Doyle of Trinity College Dublin which brought together legal experts 
from North and South to benchmark and assess divergence and convergence across legal systems, 
legal knowledge and legal networks across the two jurisdictions. 
 
The project published a report in October 2022, identifying high-level trends of legal convergence 
and divergence. Since its launch, the report has been discussed at the Irish Association of Law 
Teachers conference in Belfast (12 November 2022) and is also due to be discussed at a conference 
hosted by the Bar Council of Ireland. Eight detailed papers are also expected to be published as part 
of the continuation of the project in 2023. 
 
Commenting today, Taoiseach Micheál Martin TD, said: 
“I am pleased to announce eight new projects funded by the Government’s Shared Island initiative 
and the Irish Research Council. This is part of a wide-ranging research programme under Shared 
Island, which looks to the future of this island in an inclusive, practical way, underpinned by the 
Good Friday Agreement. These research projects will help light the way on how we deepen 
beneficial cooperation and connections between people and communities in culture, science, 
education, law and on equality concerns. I look forward to the evidence and insights that these 
research projects will bring forward as they are completed next year.” 
 
Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science Simon Harris 
TD added: “Research can play a significant role in building links between communities by finding 
solutions to common problems. The Irish Research Council’s New Foundations Programme will tap 
into the expertise and talent in the research systems of this island – north and south – for the benefit 
of Shared Island goals. The funded projects will see researchers examine issues including the 
circular economy, cancer treatment, and post-pandemic recovery in the performing arts industry. 
My Department is proud to support this initiative.” 
 
Director of the Irish Research Council, Dr Louise Callinan, added: “The Irish Research Council is 
delighted to partner for the second time with the Shared Island unit of the Department of the 
Taoiseach. The North South Legal Mapping Project led by Professor Oran Doyle, previously funded 
through this scheme, is one such project which highlights how the Department of the Taoiseach’s 
Shared Island New Foundations Awards are already contributing to the Shared Island Initiative.” 
The eight projects selected for the 2022 Shared Island New Foundations Awards were funded by the 
Shared Island unit in the Department of the Taoiseach under strand 8 of the IRC New Foundations 
Programme. Full details of each project can be found here on the IRC website. 

https://www.tcd.ie/law/2020.21/NSLMap%20Final%20Report.pdf
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fresearch.ie%2Fassets%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F12%2FShared-Island-Project-NF2021_2022_Updated.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ccmoriarty%40research.ie%7C09418299209f4829a7ba08dad39dae6e%7C0aea2147cbd34025a822a3fe4746e7af%7C0%7C0%7C638054971442093603%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=DTQtW5QdZYkgVn2YlvoRuOqb6P7UllhwcS11F1uDelo%3D&reserved=0
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Irish Research Council to invest €24 million in ground-breaking, 

‘curiosity-driven’ research 

10 October, 2022 
 

Ukrainian researcher who came to Ireland due to the war to collaborate on one of the newly awarded 

projects 

 

An investment of almost €24 million in ‘curiosity-driven’ frontier research was announced today by 

Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science Simon Harris, T.D. The 

investment will fund 48 ground-breaking research projects under the Irish Research Council’s Starting and 

Consolidator Laureate Awards Programme. 

Under the scheme, researchers will receive funding for cutting-edge projects equally divided across the 

fields of the humanities; physical sciences and engineering; life sciences; and social sciences. Their 

research areas range from new approaches to treatment for diseases such as cancers and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease, 6G technology development, interculturalism in rural Ireland, changing 

storm patterns and the communication of climate science. 

The Laureate programme encompasses two streams of funding, namely ‘starting’ funding for early-career 

researchers who are to receive €400,000 each and ‘consolidator’ funding for mid-career researchers who 

are to receive €600,000 each. 

A Ukrainian researcher will collaborate on one of the newly awarded projects in UCD as part of the IRC’s 

Ukrainian Researcher Scheme. The scheme was established so that researchers from Ukraine who are 

arriving in Ireland due to the war could be supported by the Irish research system. 

Announcing the awards, Minister Harris said: 

“I am delighted to announce the winners of the second round of the Irish Research Council’s Starting and 

Consolidator Laureate Awards Programme and I congratulate each of the awardees. It is a pleasure to 

also welcome the Ukrainian researcher who came to Ireland from the war in Ukraine, and who will 

collaborate on one of the newly funded projects through the IRC’s innovative Ukrainian Researchers 

Scheme. 

These talented researchers will no doubt contribute hugely towards the world-class excellence that is the 

bedrock of our research system in Ireland, pushing the boundaries of research knowledge and finding new 

discoveries that deepen our understanding of the world around us, by looking to the past, questioning the 

present, and unlocking our future potential.” 

Also commenting, Dr Louise Callinan, Director of the Irish Research Council, said: “The 48 researchers 

who will receive funding under the Starting and Consolidator Laureate Awards Programme have the 

potential to make ground-breaking advances in their respective fields and to bolster Ireland’s 

competitiveness in European research funding. 

This is the second round of Laureate funding and many of the first-round awardees will be completing 

their research next year. It is testament to the success of the programme that three of the first-round 
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awardees have already gone on to receive European Research Council funding, one as part of Ireland’s 

first ERC Synergy grant worth €10 million. 

The winning projects were awarded on the basis solely of excellence, and applications were assessed 

through a rigorous and independent international peer-review process. 

 

Successful Projects 
Among the research projects receiving funding are: 

 ‘Non-communicable diseases including cancer (and except disorders of the nervous system 

and immunity-related diseases)’, Dr Tríona Ní Chonghaile, RCSI University of Medicine and 

Health Sciences: 
Taking age as being the biggest risk factor for cancer, this project will investigate the dynamic effect that 

age has on tumour biology and treatment responses, in an effort to make this risk factor better understood. 

 ‘Imaginative Literature and Social Trust, 1990-2025’, Dr Adam Kelly, UCD: 
By comparing contemporary imaginative literature from the US, Russia and Ireland, this project will look 

at how social trust functions and how it fails, with a view to identifying better, more justified, and more 

sustainable forms of trust. 

 ‘Rural Villages, Migration, and Intercultural Communication’, Dr Andrea Ciribuco, 

University of Galway: 
This project will work with rural communities in Ireland to understand how different languages and 

cultures coexist in these environments, investigating the obstacles and opportunities for intercultural 

interaction in rural areas. 

 ‘The battle for iron in the alveolar space underlies susceptibility to Chronic Obstructive 

Pulmonary Disease’, Prof Suzanne Cloonan, Trinity College Dublin: 
The link between iron overload in the lung with susceptibility to the inflammatory lung disease known as 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) will be examined in this project. 

 ‘Gene Editing with Nucleic Acid Click Chemistry’, Dr Andrew Kellett, DCU: 
This research project seeks to develop a new type of gene technology that will be tested against cancer 

causing genes that are present in aggressive human cancers. 

 ‘Holocene Storminess in Ireland’, Dr Lisa Orme, Maynooth University: 
This project will examine how periods with intense or frequent storms can cause societal challenges in 

Ireland, particularly for coastal communities, and seek to discover whether storminess in Ireland increased 

or decreased during past warm periods. 

 ‘Examining the Potential of Communicative Deliberation for Climate Action’, Dr Jane 

Suiter, DCU: 
This project will seek to bridge the communicative mismatch between climate science, citizens and 

policymakers utilising insights from three disciplines: deliberative democracy; science communication; 

and political psychology. 

Download the full list of Laureate awardees 2022 

 

https://research.ie/assets/uploads/2022/10/Awardee-list-2022.pdf
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Are you a chemist in Ireland aged between 18-35 years old? Want to be part of an exciting new network 

of young chemists and be part of a growing community? Join us today by emailing 

youngchemists@instituteofchemistry.org with your name, age, and where you study or work. If your 

institution is not listed below, you could even be part of our incredible committee. 

 

New Committee 2023: 

 
Name  Position  Representation  

Colm McKeever  Chairperson  MU  

Jessica O’Neill  Vice-Chairperson  
DCU  

Sean Byrne  Secretary  UCD  

Liam Fitzgerald  Treasurer  NUIG  

Cathal Kelly  
PRO  QUB  

Siobhán O’Flaherty  
Committee member  RCSI  

Hong Ann Gan  
Committee member  TUS  

Matthew McCole  
Committee member  ATU  

Wiktoria Brytan  
Committee member  UL  

Neil Curtis  
Committee member  UCC  

Joseph Byrne  Advisor (non-voting)  
UCD  

 

ICI-YCN Quiz 

On the 24th of November, teams from up and down the country competed in the first ICI-YCN 

Interdepartmental Quiz. This hybrid event featured 16 teams from MU, QUB, DCU, UL, AIT, NUIG and 

ATU, and covered topics ranging from bond angles to Heath Ledger films. With several competitive 

teams, the final round proved to be decisive, with UL's "Ion the Prize" scoring maximum points and 

taking home the prize. The ICI-YCN would like to thank all our competitors for helping us make a 

thoroughly enjoyable event, and we look forward to next year's quiz!  

 

mailto:youngchemists@instituteofchemistry.org
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Institute of Chemistry of Ireland as a Co-Owner Benefits 

when you publish in PCCP 

 

 

 

 Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 
21 December 2022,  
Issue 47, Number 47 

Page 28643 to 29242 

 

Support our Institute by publishing your new research results in this 

prestigious peer reviewed journal. 

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics  Home-High quality research in physical chemistry, chemical physics and 
biophysical chemistry.<br/><br/>Editorial Board Chair: Anouk Rijs<br/>Impact factor: 3.945<br/>Time to first 
decision (peer reviewed only): 35 days<br/> (rsc.org) 
 

Scope 

PCCP (Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics) is an international journal for the publication of cutting-

edge original work in physical chemistry, chemical physics and biophysical chemistry. To be suitable for 

publication in PCCP, articles must include significant new physical insights; this is the prime criterion 

that referees and the Editors will judge against when evaluating submissions. 

The journal has a broad scope which includes spectroscopy, dynamics, kinetics, statistical mechanics, 

thermodynamics, electrochemistry, catalysis, surface science, quantum mechanics and theoretical 

developments play an important part in the journal. Interdisciplinary research areas such as polymers and 

soft matter, materials, nanoscience, surfaces/interfaces, and biophysical chemistry are especially 

welcomed whenever they include a physico-chemical approach. 

PCCP is proud to be a Society journal and is co-owned by 19 national chemical societies. The journal is 

published by the Royal Society of Chemistry on a not-for-profit basis for the benefit of the whole 

scientific community. 

Impact factor: 4.493* 

Publishing frequency: 48 per year 

Indexed in MEDLINE and Web of Science 

 

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024039&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024039&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024039&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!partner-societies
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Chemistry and related Sciences around the 

World 

Chemistry & Related Technologies  
 

Pfizer to invest €1.2bn in Dublin and hire for hundreds of jobs 
1 December 

Pfizer to invest €1.2bn in Dublin and hire for hundreds of jobs (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

"Ultra-shock-absorbing" foam packs a plethora of carbon nanotubes 
2 December 

"Ultra-shock-absorbing" foam packs a plethora of carbon nanotubes (newatlas.com) 

 

Photoinduced β-fragmentation of aliphatic alcohol derivatives for forging C–C bonds 

| Nature Communications 
2 December 

Photoinduced β-fragmentation of aliphatic alcohol derivatives for forging C–C bonds | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35249-7 

 

 

Metallurgist explains the surprising properties of aluminium 
2 December 

Metallurgist explains the surprising properties of aluminum (phys.org) 

More information: Zero-waste production of alumina in Europe: cordis.europa.eu/article/id/44 … of-alumina-in-

europe 

 

Going back to basics yields a printable, transparent plastic that's highly conductive 
2 December 

Going back to basics yields a printable, transparent plastic that's highly conductive (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/anie.202211600 

 

New theory explains magnetic trends in high-temperature superconductors 
1 December 

New theory explains magnetic trends in high-temperature superconductors (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.abm2295 

 

Zapped, infrared-heated lentils are more nutritious and 'greener' to process 
2 December 

Zapped, infrared-heated lentils are more nutritious and 'greener' to process (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.focha.2022.100091 

 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/jobs-news/pfizer-hiring-dublin-investment
https://newatlas.com/materials/helmet-lining-foam-carbon-nanotubes/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35249-7
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-metallurgist-properties-aluminum.html
https://cordis.europa.eu/article/id/442115-zero-waste-production-of-alumina-in-europe
https://cordis.europa.eu/article/id/442115-zero-waste-production-of-alumina-in-europe
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-basics-yields-printable-transparent-plastic.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.202211600
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Earth's Oxygen Came From an Unexpectedly Deep And Hot Source, Study Suggests : 

ScienceAlert 
3 December 

Earth's Oxygen Came From an Unexpectedly Deep And Hot Source, Study Suggests : ScienceAlert 

 

Anisotropic phenanthroline-based ruthenium polymers grafted on a titanium metal-

organic framework for efficient photocatalytic hydrogen evolution | Communications 

Chemistry 
3 December 

Anisotropic phenanthroline-based ruthenium polymers grafted on a titanium metal-organic framework for efficient 

photocatalytic hydrogen evolution | Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00763-8 

 

Broadly Tunable Atmospheric Water Harvesting in Multivariate Metal–Organic 

Frameworks | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
29 November 

Broadly Tunable Atmospheric Water Harvesting in Multivariate Metal–Organic Frameworks | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09756 

 

General Synthesis of MOF Nanotubes via Hydrogen-Bonded Organic Frameworks 

toward Efficient Hydrogen Evolution Electrocatalysts | ACS Nano 
2 December 

General Synthesis of MOF Nanotubes via Hydrogen-Bonded Organic Frameworks toward Efficient Hydrogen 

Evolution Electrocatalysts | ACS Nano 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.2c08245 

 

Single-molecule characterization of subtype-specific β1 integrin mechanics | Nature 

Communications 
3 December 

Single-molecule characterization of subtype-specific β1 integrin mechanics | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35173-w 

 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent 
5 December 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41557-022-01091-z 

 

Paper-mill detector put to the test in push to stamp out fake science 
2 December 

Paper-mill detector put to the test in push to stamp out fake science (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04245-8 

 

Inside the Proton, the ‘Most Complicated Thing You Could Possibly Imagine’ 
19 October 

Inside the Proton, the ‘Most Complicated Thing’ Imaginable | Quanta Magazine 

 

New Catalyst Can Turn a Smelly Gas Byproduct Into a Cash Cow 
3 December 

https://scitechdaily.com/new-catalyst-can-turn-a-smelly-gas-byproduct-into-a-cash-cow 
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A growth selection system for the directed evolution of amine-forming or converting 

enzymes | Nature Communications 
3 December 

A growth selection system for the directed evolution of amine-forming or converting enzymes | Nature 

Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35228-y 

 

Nano, it’s a small world after all: how tiny are nanomaterials and why are they 

useful? - YP | South China Morning Post 
6 December 

Nano, it’s a small world after all: how tiny are nanomaterials and why are they useful? - YP | South China Morning 

Post (scmp.com) 

 

A new milestone for laser technology: Seeded free-electron lasers 
5 December 

A new milestone for laser technology: Seeded free-electron lasers (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41566-022-01104-w 

 

A General Strategy to Install Amidine Functional Groups Along the Peptide 

Backbone | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
5 December 

A General Strategy to Install Amidine Functional Groups Along the Peptide Backbone | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society (acs.org) 

 

Resurrecting Billon-Year-Old Enzymes – Scientists Reveal New Key Information 

About Photosynthesis 
4 December 

Resurrecting Billon-Year-Old Enzymes – Scientists Reveal New Key Information About Photosynthesis 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.abq1416 

 

European Institute of Innovation & Technology announces €890m funding round 
6 December 

European Institute of Innovation & Technology announces €890m funding round - TechCentral.ie 

 

New Structures To Harvest an Almost Limitless Supply of Freshwater 
6 December 

New Structures To Harvest an Almost Limitless Supply of Freshwater (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41598-022-24314-2 

 

Exploring nanodiamonds that can be activated as photocatalysts with sunlight 
30 November 

Exploring nanodiamonds that can be activated as photocatalysts with sunlight (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2NR03919B 

 

Microstructured fiber measures the size of nanoparticles 
6 December 

Microstructured fiber measures the size of nanoparticles (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/smll.202202024 
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Catalytic nitrogen fixation using visible light energy | Nature Communications 
1 December 

Catalytic nitrogen fixation using visible light energy | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-34984-1 

 

Fully Solution-Based AgNW/AlOx Nanocomposites for Stable Transparent Heaters | 

ACS Applied Electronic Materials 
6 December 

Fully Solution-Based AgNW/AlOx Nanocomposites for Stable Transparent Heaters | ACS Applied Electronic 

Materials 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsaelm.2c01007 

 

Mechanochemistry: Working Toward a Sustainable Future 
9 December 

Mechanochemistry: Working Toward a Sustainable Future (azom.com) 

 

Structure of SpoT reveals evolutionary tuning of catalysis via conformational 

constraint | Nature Chemical Biology 
5 December 

Structure of SpoT reveals evolutionary tuning of catalysis via conformational constraint | Nature Chemical Biology 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41589-022-01198-x 

 

Spin-defect qubits in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides operating at 

telecom wavelengths | Nature Communications 
6 December 

Spin-defect qubits in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides operating at telecom wavelengths | Nature 

Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35048-0 

 

Five exotic nuclei half-lives revealed in first experiment at FRIB – Physics World 
6 December 

Five exotic nuclei half-lives revealed in first experiment at FRIB – Physics World 

 

Aromaticity in Fully π-Conjugated Open-Cage Molecules | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
7 December 

Aromaticity in Fully π-Conjugated Open-Cage Molecules | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10859 

 

Multipod Bi(Cu2-xS)n Nanocrystals formed by Dynamic Cation–Ligand 

Complexation and Their Use as Anodes for Potassium-Ion Batteries | Nano Letters 
6 December 

Multipod Bi(Cu2-xS)n Nanocrystals formed by Dynamic Cation–Ligand Complexation and Their Use as Anodes 

for Potassium-Ion Batteries | Nano Letters (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.2c03933 

 

Lexology: European General Court Annuls Harmonized Classification and Labeling 

of Titanium Dioxide. 
6 December 

European General Court Annuls Harmonized Classification and Labeling of Titanium Dioxide - Lexology 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-34984-1
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsaelm.2c01007
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4000 Tons Released Annually: Hazardous Herbicide Chemical Goes Airborne 
6 December 

4000 Tons Released Annually: Hazardous Herbicide Chemical Goes Airborne (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.2c03740 

 

Metallaphotoredox-Enabled Construction of the P(O)–N Bond from Aromatic 

Amines and P(O)–H Compounds | Organic Letters 
6 December 

Metallaphotoredox-Enabled Construction of the P(O)–N Bond from Aromatic Amines and P(O)–H Compounds | 

Organic Letters (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c03860 

 

Enantioselective Copper-Catalyzed Borylative Amidation of Allenes | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society 
6 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10507 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10507 

 

New method of reducing carbon dioxide could be a golden solution to pollution 
8 December 

New method of reducing carbon dioxide could be a golden solution to pollution (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1007/s12274-022-5159-8 

 

Organocatalyst-mediated five-pot synthesis of (–)-quinine | Nature Communications 
 

7 December 

Organocatalyst-mediated five-pot synthesis of (–)-quinine | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-34916-z 

 

Pesticide lobbyists pushing against environmental protections, research finds 
8 December 

Pesticide lobbyists pushing against environmental protections, research finds (thejournal.ie) 

 

High-Level Data Fusion Enables the Chemoinformatically Guided Discovery of 

Chiral Disulfonimide Catalysts for Atropselective Iodination of 2-Amino-6-

arylpyridines | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
7 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c08820 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c08820 

 

Unexpected speed-dependent friction in graphene 
7 December 

Unexpected speed-dependent friction in graphene (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.2c03667 

 

Prof Luke O'Neill appointed to ERC Scientific Council - TechCentral.ie 
9 December 

Prof Luke O'Neill appointed to ERC Scientific Council - TechCentral.ie 

 

Synthesis of material that absorbs electromagnetic waves in the 6G band 
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Synthesis of material that absorbs electromagnetic waves in the 6G band (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2CC03168J 

 

Experimental nanosheet material marks a step toward the next generation of low-

power, high-performance electronics 
8 December 

Experimental nanosheet material marks a step toward the next generation of low-power, high-performance 

electronics (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1007/s12274-022-5229-y 

 

International research team creates previously unknown nitrogen compounds 
9 December 

International research team creates previously unknown nitrogen compounds (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/chem.202201998 

 

Compliant and conductive carbon nanomaterial for on-skin electronics 
3 December 

Compliant and conductive carbon nanomaterial for on-skin electronics (inceptivemind.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.2c06169 

 

Designing better electrolytes | Science 
9 December 

Designing better electrolytes | Science 

DOI: 10.1126/science.abq3750 

 

Team undertakes study of lithium deposition behavior in hard carbon hosts 
8 December 

Team undertakes study of lithium deposition behavior in hard carbon hosts (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1007/s12274-022-5256-8 

 

An embedded interfacial network stabilizes inorganic CsPbI3 perovskite thin films | 

Nature Communications 
6 December 

An embedded interfacial network stabilizes inorganic CsPbI3 perovskite thin films | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35255-9 

 

Meet The Latest, Toughest Material On Earth | IFLScience 
9 December 

Meet The Latest, Toughest Material On Earth | IFLScience 

DOI: 10.1126/science.abp807 

 

Optogenetic polymerization and assembly of electrically functional polymers for 

modulation of single-neuron excitability | Science Advances 
7 December 

Optogenetic polymerization and assembly of electrically functional polymers for modulation of single-neuron 

excitability | Science Advances 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.ade1136 

 

PAN-based activated carbon fibers for efficient adsorption of nitrate ion 

contaminants 
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https://phys.org/news/2022-12-pan-based-carbon-fibers-efficient-adsorption.html 

DOI: 10.1007/s42452-022-05191-w 

 

The Graphene Transistor Designed For Diagnostics 
9 December 

The Graphene Transistor Designed For Diagnostics (azonano.com) 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sse.2013.08.007 

 

All types of plastics now recyclable thanks to two companies 
10 December 

All types of plastics now recyclable thanks to two companies (interestingengineering.com) 

 

Chemoselective carbene insertion into the N−H bonds of NH3·H2O | Nature 

Communications 
10 December 

Chemoselective carbene insertion into the N−H bonds of NH3·H2O | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35394-z 

 

Innovation 
7 December 

Innovation (nature.com) 

Nature (Nature) ISSN 1476-4687 (online) ISSN 0028-0836 (print) 

 

Amgen agrees €26.8bn deal for Dublin-based Horizon Therapeutics – The Irish Times 
12 December 

https://www.irishtimes.com/business/2022/12/12/amgen-said-to-agree-247bn-deal-for-horizon-therapeutics-

bloomberg 

 

What do scientists gain from engaging in public communications? 
5 December 

What do scientists gain from engaging in public communications? (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1177/10755470221137052 

 

Drawn to Superconducting Magnets | Research UC Berkeley 
6 December 

Drawn to Superconducting Magnets | Research UC Berkeley 

 

Lab Advances Water-Splitting Catalysts for Clean Hydrogen 
5 December 

Lab Advances Water-Splitting Catalysts for Clean Hydrogen | Chemical Processing 

 

State of the Art Quantum Chemistry in 2022 | NextBigFuture.com 
10 December 

State of the Art Quantum Chemistry in 2022 | NextBigFuture.com 

 

Direct Detection of Hydrogen Bonds in Supramolecular Systems Using 1H–15N 

Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Coherence Spectroscopy | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
12 December 
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Direct Detection of Hydrogen Bonds in Supramolecular Systems Using 1H–15N Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum 

Coherence Spectroscopy | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10742 

 

Total Synthesis of Atrachinenins A and B | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
12 December 

Total Synthesis of Atrachinenins A and B | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09978 

 

Focus on research: Prof Damien Thompson, SSPC 
13 December 

Focus on research: Prof Damien Thompson, SSPC - TechCentral.ie 

 

Chemists create quantum dots at room temperature using lab-designed protein 
12 December 

Chemists create quantum dots at room temperature using lab-designed protein (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2204050119 

 

Intelligent prediction models based on machine learning for CO2 capture 

performance by graphene oxide-based adsorbents | Scientific Reports 
13 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26138-6 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26138-6 

 

Photon extraction enhancement of praseodymium ions in gallium nitride nanopillars | 

Scientific Reports 
8 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25522-6 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25522-6 

 

New technique allows for the precise selection of molecular handedness in chemical 

reactions 
12 December 

New technique allows for the precise selection of molecular handedness in chemical reactions (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.ade5320 

 

An integrated, net-negative system captures carbon and produces ethylene 
12 December 

An integrated, net-negative system captures carbon and produces ethylene (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2EE03396H 

 

Telling nanotech success stories 
8 December 

Telling nanotech success stories | Nature Nanotechnology 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41565-022-01304-z 

 

Light can be used to control molecular handedness 
13 December 

Light can be used to control molecular handedness (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.ade0311 
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https://phys.org/news/2022-12-molecular-handedness.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.ade0311
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Scientists use chitosan to develop more stable antioxidant microparticles for 

cosmetics 
14 December 

Scientists use chitosan to develop more stable antioxidant microparticles for cosmetics | AGÊNCIA FAPESP 

www.mdpi.com/2075-1729/12/7/1049/htm 

 

2022: The year in innovation (great graphics and links) 
9 December 

2022 year in review: Innovation highlights | McKinsey 

 

Sidewalk Grass Analysis Tracks the Trends in Air Pollution 
6 December 

Sidewalk Grass Analysis Tracks the Trends in Air Pollution | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1029/2022AV000732 

 

Compound in Olive Leaves Explored as Potential Endometriosis Treatment 
14 December 

Compound in Olive Leaves Explored as Potential Endometriosis Treatment | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1186/s12929-022-00883-2 

 

GTUB3 is the first microporous, metal-organic solid that is both conductive and 

photoluminescent 
14 December 

GTUB3 is the first microporous, metal-organic solid that is both conductive and photoluminescent (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/adom.202200213 

 

Chemists use boron radicals to convert nitrogen to ammonia in solution 
14 December 

Chemists use boron radicals to convert nitrogen to ammonia in solution (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/anie.202209102 

 

Team creates protein-based material that can stop supersonic impacts 
14 December 

Team creates protein-based material that can stop supersonic impacts (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1101/2022.11.29.518433 

 

Crystallographic–Morphological Connections in Star Shaped Metal–Organic 

Frameworks | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
12 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09785 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09785 

 

A New Simple Process Extracts Valuable Compounds From Seawater 
14 December 

 

A New Simple Process Extracts Valuable Compounds From Seawater (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.estlett.2c00229 

 

Water clean-up method destroys pervasive, cancer-causing 'forever chemicals' 
13 December 

Water cleanup method destroys pervasive, cancer-causing 'forever chemicals' (phys.org) 

https://agencia.fapesp.br/scientists-use-chitosan-to-develop-more-stable-antioxidant-microparticles-for-cosmetics/40285/
https://www.mdpi.com/2075-1729/12/7/1049/htm
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/2022-year-in-review/2022-the-year-in-innovation?stcr=D09DA6FF7D4D4ABD9DB14F73327022ED&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=c126f37e97304f0bbbedfebea2a79177&hctky=9170817&hdpid=a4be5e19-4248-446e-98c5-d27bf4c1f112
https://www.technologynetworks.com/applied-sciences/news/sidewalk-grass-analysis-tracks-the-trends-in-air-pollution-368175?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Environmental%20Analysis&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=237904989&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8XNxN888AFh3HeTMJxenEl-f7_CiRPzrNV72ZL9XEcxeebHWuL_MCZ-Pxlq2jrWnZ1owG5jol4Hkgs_6wcD66GD-K-GA&utm_content=237904989&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1029/2022AV000732
https://www.technologynetworks.com/drug-discovery/news/compound-in-olive-leaves-explored-as-potential-endometriosis-treatment-368438?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Breaking%20Science%20News&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=237923241&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-97x-wsJcCP_6fVJiVULzHP_I946LB42eq0NyTRae8UGErOXL9h0kYPDdWGeA7LmG8_bzTFfqTFrfi7A1HxOyKBnOuiJg&utm_content=237923241&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12929-022-00883-2
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-gtub3-microporous-metal-organic-solid-photoluminescent.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adom.202200213
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-chemists-boron-radicals-nitrogen-ammonia.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.202209102
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-team-protein-based-material-supersonic-impacts.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1101/2022.11.29.518433
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09785
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09785
https://scitechdaily.com/a-new-simple-process-extracts-valuable-compounds-from-seawater/
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.estlett.2c00229
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-cleanup-method-destroys-pervasive-cancer-causing.html
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DOI: 10.1016/j.hazl.2022.100072 

 

Earth’s most abundant organic material provides an ion highway 
14 December 

Earth’s most abundant organic material provides an ion highway (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04391-z 

 

For the First Time: Scientists Have Formed a Charged Rare Earth Molecule on a 

Metal Surface and Rotated It 
15 December 

For the First Time: Scientists Have Formed a Charged Rare Earth Molecule on a Metal Surface and Rotated It 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-33897-3 

 

Microwave-assisted synthesis of biodiesel by a green carbon-based heterogeneous 

catalyst derived from areca nut husk by one-pot hydrothermal carbonization | 

Scientific Reports 
12 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25877-w 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25877-w 

 

Turning Enantiomeric Relationships into Diastereomeric Ones: Self-Resolving α-

Ureidophosphonates and Their Organocatalytic Enantioselective Synthesis | Journal 

of the American Chemical Society 
14 December 

Turning Enantiomeric Relationships into Diastereomeric Ones: Self-Resolving α-Ureidophosphonates and Their 

Organocatalytic Enantioselective Synthesis | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10911 

 

Bio-Based Plastics Aim to Capture Carbon. But at What Cost? 
15 December 

Bio-Based Plastics Aim to Capture Carbon. But at What Cost? | WIRED 

 

Chemistry just a click away (paid access only) 
14 December 

Chemistry just a click away | Nature Chemistry 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41557-022-01108-7 

 

Calcium as an innovative and effective catalyst for the synthesis of graphene-like 

materials from cellulose | Scientific Reports 
13 December 

Calcium as an innovative and effective catalyst for the synthesis of graphene-like materials from cellulose | 

Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25943-3 

 

Catalytic Chemical Recycling of Post-Consumer Polyethylene | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society 
16 December 

Catalytic Chemical Recycling of Post-Consumer Polyethylene | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11949 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.hazl.2022.100072
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04391-z
https://scitechdaily.com/for-the-first-time-scientists-have-formed-a-charged-rare-earth-molecule-on-a-metal-surface-and-rotated-it/
https://scitechdaily.com/for-the-first-time-scientists-have-formed-a-charged-rare-earth-molecule-on-a-metal-surface-and-rotated-it/
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-33897-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25877-w
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10911
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10911
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10911
https://www.wired.com/story/bio-based-plastics-aim-to-capture-carbon-but-at-what-cost/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-022-01108-7?utm_source=nchem_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41557_14_12&utm_content=20221217
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25943-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25943-3
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11949
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11949
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Scientists create emissions-free method for recycling plastics 
11 December 

Scientists create emissions-free method for recycling plastics (interestingengineering.com) 

 

Physicists create the first two-dimensional ferrimagnetism in graphene 
16 November 

Physicists create the first two-dimensional ferrimagnetism in graphene 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.226401 

 

Design of free-standing porous carbon fibers anode with high-efficiency potassium-

ion storage – ScienceDirect 
12 December 

Design of free-standing porous carbon fibers anode with high-efficiency potassium-ion storage - ScienceDirect 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2022.140902 

 

New Breakthrough Could Pave The Way For Commercial Bioplastics | OilPrice.com 
17 December 

New Breakthrough Could Pave The Way For Commercial Bioplastics | OilPrice.com 

 

Expanded [23]-Helicene with Exceptional Chiroptical Properties via an Iterative 

Ring-Fusion Strategy | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
16 December 

Expanded [23]-Helicene with Exceptional Chiroptical Properties via an Iterative Ring-Fusion Strategy | Journal of 

the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09555 

 

Asphaltene turned into graphene for composites 
18 December 

Asphaltene turned into graphene for composites (controleng.com) 

 

Covalent organic framework-immobilized wood membrane for efficient, durable, and 

high-flux nanofiltration – ScienceDirect 
13 December 

Covalent organic framework-immobilized wood membrane for efficient, durable, and high-flux nanofiltration - 

ScienceDirect 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2022.135595 

 

Reviewing Titanium Oxide-Based Gas Sensors for VOC Sensing 
14 December 

Reviewing Titanium Oxide-Based Gas Sensors for VOC Sensing (azosensors.com) 

https://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/12/5/699/htm 

 

A Twisted Chiral Cavitand with 5-Fold Symmetry and Its Length-Selective Binding 

Properties | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
18 December 

A Twisted Chiral Cavitand with 5-Fold Symmetry and Its Length-Selective Binding Properties | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11225 

 

Trouble at ACS - And at C&E News | Science | AAAS 
19 December 

https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/scientists-create-emissions-free-recycling-plastics
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-physicists-two-dimensional-ferrimagnetism-graphene.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.226401
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1385894722063823
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2022.140902
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/New-Breakthrough-Could-Pave-The-Way-For-Commercial-Bioplastics.html
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09555
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09555
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09555
https://www.controleng.com/articles/asphaltene-turned-into-graphene-for-composites/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959652622051691
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959652622051691
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2022.135595
https://www.azosensors.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=2585
https://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/12/5/699/htm
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11225
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11225
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11225
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Trouble at ACS - And at C&E News | Science | AAAS 

Estimating hydrogen absorption energy on different metal hydrides using Gaussian 

process regression approach 
19 December 

Estimating hydrogen absorption energy on different metal hydrides using Gaussian process regression approach | 

Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26522-2 

 

Chemists make the unimaginable possible in crystalline materials discovery 
20 December 

Chemists make the unimaginable possible in crystalline materials discovery (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05307-7 

 

Engineering the Charge Density on an In2.77S4/Porous Organic Polymer Hybrid 

Photocatalyst for CO2-to-Ethylene Conversion Reaction | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
20 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10351 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10351 

 

Synthesis of macrocyclic nucleoside antibacterials and their interactions with MraY | 

Nature Communications 
20 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35227-z 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35227-z 

 

Exploring the problem of creating a plastic that is both strong and biodegradable 
20 December 

Exploring the problem of creating a plastic that is both strong and biodegradable (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/ange.202213438 

 

A cheap and simple method of bonding polymers to galvanized steel 
21 December 

A cheap and simple method of bonding polymers to galvanized steel (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.jmapro.2022.11.044 

 

Scientists turn single molecule clockwise or counterclockwise on demand 
21 December 

https://phys.org/news/2022-12-scientists-molecule-clockwise-counterclockwise-demand.html 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-33897-3 

 

Scientists Discover Enzymes That Could Make It Cheaper To Recycle Waste 

Polyester Textiles and Bottles Than Making Them From Petroleum | News | NREL 
21 December 

Scientists Discover Enzymes That Could Make It Cheaper To Recycle Waste Polyester Textiles and Bottles Than 

Making Them From Petroleum | News | NREL 

 

Total Synthesis of Puberuline C | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
20 December 

Total Synthesis of Puberuline C | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11259 

https://www.science.org/content/blog-post/trouble-acs-and-c-e-news
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26522-2?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_12_1_20221220&utm_content=PS_2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26522-2?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_12_1_20221220&utm_content=PS_2
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-chemists-unimaginable-crystalline-materials-discovery.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05307-7
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10351
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10351
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35227-z
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-exploring-problem-plastic-strong-biodegradable.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ange.202213438
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-cheap-simple-method-bonding-polymers.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmapro.2022.11.044
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-scientists-molecule-clockwise-counterclockwise-demand.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-33897-3
https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2022/scientists-discover-enzymes-cheaper-to-recycle-waste-polyester-textiles-and-bottles-than-making-from-petroleum.html
https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2022/scientists-discover-enzymes-cheaper-to-recycle-waste-polyester-textiles-and-bottles-than-making-from-petroleum.html
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11259
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11259
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Elucidating the mechanism of high proton conduction to develop clean energy 

materials 
20 December 

Elucidating the mechanism of high proton conduction to develop clean energy materials (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/adfm.202206777 

 

Recycle waste washcloth to design Fe3O4/FeS2/C heterojunction membrane as high-

area capacity freestanding anode for sodium-ion batteries – ScienceDirect 
1 January 2023 

Recycle waste washcloth to design Fe3O4/FeS2/C heterojunction membrane as high-area capacity freestanding 

anode for sodium-ion batteries - ScienceDirect 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2022.140945 

 

Ultrafast Electronic Characterization of Proteins and Materials 
22 December 

Ultrafast Electronic Characterization of Proteins and Materials (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsphotonics.2c01304 

 

Greenwashed catalysis? | Nature Catalysis 
16 December 

Greenwashed catalysis? | Nature Catalysis 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41929-022-00905-0 

 

A Radical New Approach in Synthetic Chemistry 
22 December 

A Radical New Approach in Synthetic Chemistry (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c10296 

 

Functionalized graphene/polystyrene composite, green synthesis and characterization 

| Scientific Reports 
16 December 

Functionalized graphene/polystyrene composite, green synthesis and characterization | Scientific Reports 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26270-3 

 

A Radical New Approach in Synthetic Chemistry 
22 December 

A Radical New Approach in Synthetic Chemistry (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c10296 

 

Tandem C/N-Difunctionalization of Nitroarenes: Reductive Amination and 

Annulation by a Ring Expansion/Contraction Sequence | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
23 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12450 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12450 

 

CuF2/DMAP-Catalyzed N-Vinylation: Scope and Mechanistic Study | Organic 

Letters 
22 December 

https://phys.org/news/2022-12-elucidating-mechanism-high-proton-energy.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adfm.202206777
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1385894722064257
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1385894722064257
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2022.140945
https://scitechdaily.com/ultrafast-electronic-characterization-of-proteins-and-materials/
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsphotonics.2c01304
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41929-022-00905-0?utm_source=natcatal_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41929_5_12&utm_content=20221223
https://scitechdaily.com/a-radical-new-approach-in-synthetic-chemistry/
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10296
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26270-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26270-3
https://scitechdaily.com/a-radical-new-approach-in-synthetic-chemistry/
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10296
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12450
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12450
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CuF2/DMAP-Catalyzed N-Vinylation: Scope and Mechanistic Study | Organic Letters (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c03856 

 

Electrons on the run: On chirality, tunneling and light fields 
23 December 

Electrons on the run: On chirality, tunneling and light fields (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.11.041056 

 

The impacts of shape factor and heat transfer on two-phase flow of nano and hybrid 

nanofluid in a saturated porous medium | Scientific Reports 
18 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26169-z 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26169-z 

 

Automated simulation software creates a world map of polymer properties 
22 December 

Automated simulation software creates a world map of polymer properties (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41524-022-00906-4 

 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy database synthesis and automation of core-loss 

edge recognition by deep-learning neural networks | Scientific Reports 
23 December 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy database synthesis and automation of core-loss edge recognition by deep-learning 

neural networks | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25870-3 

 

The preparation of polyvinyl imidazole-functionalized magnetic biochar decorated by 

silver nanoparticles as an efficient catalyst for the synthesis of spiro-2-Amino-4H-

pyran compounds | Scientific Reports 
24 December 

The preparation of polyvinyl imidazole-functionalized magnetic biochar decorated by silver nanoparticles as an 

efficient catalyst for the synthesis of spiro-2-Amino-4H-pyran compounds | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25857-0 

 

Synthesis and characterization of selenium nanoparticles stabilized with 

cocamidopropyl betaine | Scientific Reports 
20 December 

Synthesis and characterization of selenium nanoparticles stabilized with cocamidopropyl betaine | Scientific Reports 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25884-x 

 

Enantioselective Total Synthesis of (+)-Alterbrassicicene C | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
23 December 

Enantioselective Total Synthesis of (+)-Alterbrassicicene C | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12275 

 

Pulsed laser-assisted additive manufacturing of Ti-6Al-4V for in-situ grain 

refinement | Scientific Reports 
23 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c03856
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c03856
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-electrons-chirality-tunneling-fields.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevX.11.041056
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26169-z
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-automated-simulation-software-world-polymer.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41524-022-00906-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25870-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25870-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25857-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25857-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25884-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-25884-x
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12275
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12275
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Pulsed laser-assisted additive manufacturing of Ti-6Al-4V for in-situ grain refinement | Scientific Reports 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26758-y 

 

The ability of trimethylamine N-oxide to resist pressure induced perturbations to 

water structure 
28 September 

The ability of trimethylamine N-oxide to resist pressure induced perturbations to water structure | Communications 

Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00726-z 

 

Synthesis of rare-earth metal compounds through enhanced reactivity of alkali 

halides at high pressures 
8 October 

Synthesis of rare-earth metal compounds through enhanced reactivity of alkali halides at high pressures | 

Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00736-x 

 

Chemical "breaking points" let new type of plastic biodegrade in days 
20 December 

Chemical "breaking points" let new type of plastic biodegrade in days (newatlas.com) 

https://doi.org/10.1002/ange.202213438 and 

Biodegradable High‐Density Polyethylene‐like Material - Eck - Angewandte Chemie International Edition - Wiley 

Online Library 

https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202213438 

 

Surface engineering of zinc phthalocyanine organic thin-film transistors results in 

part-per-billion sensitivity towards cannabinoid vapor | Communications Chemistry 
24 December 

Surface engineering of zinc phthalocyanine organic thin-film transistors results in part-per-billion sensitivity 

towards cannabinoid vapor | Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00797-y 

 

On-surface synthesis and spontaneous segregation of conjugated tetraphenylethylene 

macrocycles | Communications Chemistry 
22 December 

On-surface synthesis and spontaneous segregation of conjugated tetraphenylethylene macrocycles | 

Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00794-1 

 

Reduced thermal expansion by surface-mounted nanoparticles in a pillared-layered 

metal-organic framework | Communications Chemistry 
22 December 

Reduced thermal expansion by surface-mounted nanoparticles in a pillared-layered metal-organic framework | 

Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-022-00793-2 

 

Diverse reactivity of the gem-difluorovinyl iodonium salt for direct incorporation of 

the difluoroethylene group into N- and O-nucleophiles | Communications Chemistry 
3 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26758-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26758-y
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Riddle solved: Why was Roman concrete so durable? 
6 January 

Riddle solved: Why was Roman concrete so durable? | MIT News | Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

 

These chemists cracked the code to long-lasting Roman concrete 
17 January 

These chemists cracked the code to long-lasting Roman concrete (sciencenews.org) 

doi: 10.1126/sciadv.add1602 

 

Roman vs Modern Concrete - by Brian Potter 
10 January 

Roman vs Modern Concrete - by Brian Potter (substack.com) 

 

C&EN’s Year in Chemistry 2022 
15 December 

C&amp;EN’s Year in Chemistry 2022 (acs.org)   

 

Materials and nanotechnology: our favourite research in 2022 – Physics World 
29 December 

https://physicsworld.com/a/materials-and-nanotechnology-our-favourite-research-in-2022 

 

Researchers develop eco-friendly materials capable of purifying water 
29 December 

Researchers develop eco-friendly materials capable of purifying water (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/adma.202206982 

 

Chemists create framework for the oxidation of hydrocarbons 
28 December 

Chemists create framework for the oxidation of hydrocarbons (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.3390/molecules27196205 

 

Revealing intermolecular hydrogen bond's important role in separation, purification 

of structurally similar compounds 
27 December 

https://phys.org/news/2022-12-revealing-intermolecular-hydrogen-bond-important.html 

DOI: 10.1039/D2IM00020B 

 

Seven science and tech breakthroughs you may have missed this year 
28 December 

7 science and tech breakthroughs you may have missed this year (freethink.com) 

 

Residue from detergents left on dishes could harm gut health 
29 December 

Residue from detergents left on dishes could harm gut health (newatlas.com) 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaci.2022.10.020 

 

Subtle base swap yields big difference in Suzuki coupling 
23 December 

https://cen.acs.org/synthesis/process-chemistry/Subtle-base-swap-yields-big/100/web/2022/12 

 

https://news.mit.edu/2023/roman-concrete-durability-lime-casts-0106
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/chemists-long-lasting-roman-concrete
https://constructionphysics.substack.com/p/roman-vs-modern-concrete
https://cen.acs.org/education/science-communication/CENs-Year-Chemistry-2022/100/i44?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=f198362770-briefing-dy-20221229&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-f198362770-45372434#Check-out-CENs-molecules-of-the-year-for-2022
https://physicsworld.com/a/materials-and-nanotechnology-our-favourite-research-in-2022/
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-eco-friendly-materials-capable-purifying.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adma.202206982
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-chemists-framework-oxidation-hydrocarbons.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.3390/molecules27196205
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-revealing-intermolecular-hydrogen-bond-important.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D2IM00020B
https://www.freethink.com/hard-tech/science-and-tech-2022
https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/chemical-detergents-washing-dishes-harm-gut-health/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaci.2022.10.020
https://cen.acs.org/synthesis/process-chemistry/Subtle-base-swap-yields-big/100/web/2022/12
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Chemically Sculpturing the Facets of CsPbBr3 Perovskite Platelet Nanocrystals | 

ACS Nano 
28 December 

Chemically Sculpturing the Facets of CsPbBr3 Perovskite Platelet Nanocrystals | ACS Nano 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.2c10107 

 

NGenE 2022: Electrochemistry for Decarbonization | ACS Energy Letters 
28 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02587 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02587 

 

How science fiction predicted recent high-tech developments in chemistry 
29 December 

How science fiction predicted recent high-tech developments in chemistry (theconversation.com) 

 

Molybdenum carbide/Ni nanoparticles-incorporated carbon nanofibers as effective 

non-precious catalyst for urea electrooxidation reaction | Scientific Reports 
30 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26975-5 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26975-5 

 

The effect of residual palladium on the performance of organic electrochemical 

transistors | Nature Communications 
27 December 

The effect of residual palladium on the performance of organic electrochemical transistors | Nature 

Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35573-y 

 

Voltammetric Kinetic Studies of Electrode Reactions: Guidelines for Detailed 

Understanding of Their Fundamentals | Journal of Chemical Education 
27 December 

Voltammetric Kinetic Studies of Electrode Reactions: Guidelines for Detailed Understanding of Their 

Fundamentals | Journal of Chemical Education (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.2c00944 

 

Old trees could become renewable fuels this Christmas 
29 December 

Old trees could become renewable fuels this Christmas (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/acssuschemeng.2c06218 

 

Photoinduced Halogen-Atom Transfer by N-Heterocyclic Carbene-Ligated Boryl 

Radicals for C(sp3)–C(sp3) Bond Formation | Journal of the American Chemical 

Society 
30 December 

Photoinduced Halogen-Atom Transfer by N-Heterocyclic Carbene-Ligated Boryl Radicals for C(sp3)–C(sp3) Bond 

Formation | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10444 

 

The physics of entropy and the origin of life - Big Think 
30 December 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.2c10107
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.2c10107
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02587
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02587
https://theconversation.com/how-science-fiction-predicted-recent-high-tech-developments-in-chemistry-195519
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26975-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35573-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35573-y
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jchemed.2c00944
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jchemed.2c00944
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.2c00944
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-trees-renewable-fuels-christmas.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.2c06218
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10444
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10444
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10444
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The physics of entropy and the origin of life - Big Think 

 

Amplification of Molecular Asymmetry during the Hierarchical Self-Assembly of 

Foldable Azobenzene Dyads into Nanotoroids and Nanotubes 
27 December 

Amplification of Molecular Asymmetry during the Hierarchical Self-Assembly of Foldable Azobenzene Dyads into 

Nanotoroids and Nanotubes | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10631 

 

Photochemical Organocatalytic Functionalization of Pyridines via Pyridinyl Radicals 

| Journal of the American Chemical Society 
27 December 

Photochemical Organocatalytic Functionalization of Pyridines via Pyridinyl Radicals | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12466 

 

Opinion: Protein folds vs. protein folding: Differing questions, different challenges | 

PNAS 
29 December 

Opinion: Protein folds vs. protein folding: Differing questions, different challenges | PNAS 

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2214423119 

 

Microfluidic device erosion reduced with cavitation bubbles 
23 December 

Microfluidic device erosion reduced with cavitation bubbles (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41598-022-24746-w 

 

Mechanism of the Reaction of Olefins with Nitrous Anhydride (O═N–O–N═O) to 

Form 1,2-Oxazetes | Organic Letters 
30 December 

Mechanism of the Reaction of Olefins with Nitrous Anhydride (O═N–O–N═O) to Form 1,2-Oxazetes | Organic 

Letters (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04080 

 

The year in chemistry: 2022’s biggest chemistry stories – Compound Interest 
29 December 

https://www.compoundchem.com/2022/12/29/tyic2022 

 

From Divalent to Pentavalent Iron Imido Complexes and an Fe(V) Nitride via N–C 

Bond Cleavage | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
30 December 

From Divalent to Pentavalent Iron Imido Complexes and an Fe(V) Nitride via N–C Bond Cleavage | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09072 

 

Modification of TiO2 nanotubes by graphene–strontium and cobalt molybdate 

perovskite for efficient hydrogen evolution reaction in acidic medium | Scientific 

Reports 
30 December 

https://bigthink.com/series/great-question/entropy-origin-of-life/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10631
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10631
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10631
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12466
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12466
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12466
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2214423119
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2214423119
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-microfluidic-device-erosion-cavitation.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-24746-w
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04080
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04080
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04080
https://www.compoundchem.com/2022/12/29/tyic2022/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09072
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c09072
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09072
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Modification of TiO2 nanotubes by graphene–strontium and cobalt molybdate perovskite for efficient hydrogen 

evolution reaction in acidic medium | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-27143-5 

Mechanical and gas adsorption properties of graphene and graphynes under biaxial 

strain | Scientific Reports 
27 December 

Mechanical and gas adsorption properties of graphene and graphynes under biaxial strain | Scientific Reports 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-27069-y 

 

Graphene-Based Electronics (MIT) 
2 January 

https://semiengineering.com/graphene-based-electronics-mit 

 

Takashi Taniguchi and Kenji Watanabe interview: A graphene revolution | New 

Scientist 
3 January 

Takashi Taniguchi and Kenji Watanabe interview: A graphene revolution | New Scientist 

 

Is my study useless? Why researchers need methodological review boards 
3 January 

Is my study useless? Why researchers need methodological review boards (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04504-8 

Experimental measurement and modeling of asphaltene adsorption onto iron oxide 

and lime nanoparticles in the presence and absence of water | Scientific Reports 
4 January 

Experimental measurement and modeling of asphaltene adsorption onto iron oxide and lime nanoparticles in the 

presence and absence of water | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-27335-z 

 

Best of both worlds: New elastic and durable crosslinked anion exchange membranes 
4 January 

Best of both worlds: New elastic and durable crosslinked anion exchange membranes (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2022.121071 

 

Vanadium-Catalyzed Dinitrogen Reduction to Ammonia via a [V]═NNH2 

Intermediate | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
3 January 

Vanadium-Catalyzed Dinitrogen Reduction to Ammonia via a [V]═NNH2 Intermediate | Journal of the American 

Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c08000 

 

N-Heterocyclic Carbene-Catalyzed Aza-Michael–Mannich–Lactamization Cascade 

for the Enantioselective Synthesis of Pyrazoloquinolin-3-ones | Organic Letters 
3 January 

N-Heterocyclic Carbene-Catalyzed Aza-Michael–Mannich–Lactamization Cascade for the Enantioselective 

Synthesis of Pyrazoloquinolin-3-ones | Organic Letters (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04070 

 

New spectroscopy technique improves trace element detection in liquid 
4 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27143-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27143-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27069-y
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27069-y
https://semiengineering.com/graphene-based-electronics-mit/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg25634201-700-the-crystal-growers-behind-the-graphene-revolution/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04504-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27335-z
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27335-z
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-worlds-elastic-durable-crosslinked-anion.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2022.121071
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c08000
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c08000
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c08000
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04070
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04070
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.orglett.2c04070
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New spectroscopy technique improves trace element detection in liquid (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1117/1.APN.2.1.016008 

 

PFAS: you can't smell, see or taste these chemicals, but they are everywhere – and 

they're highly toxic to humans 
5 January 

PFAS: you can't smell, see or taste these chemicals, but they are everywhere – and they're highly toxic to humans 

(theconversation.com) 

 

Processing laser ablated plasmonic nanoparticle aerosols with nonthermal dielectric 

barrier discharge jets of argon and helium and plasma induced effects | Scientific 

Reports 
3 January 

Processing laser ablated plasmonic nanoparticle aerosols with nonthermal dielectric barrier discharge jets of argon 

and helium and plasma induced effects | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-27294-5 

 

Deep learning lets algorithm produce best solutions to molecules’ Schrödinger 

equations yet | Research | Chemistry World 
5 January 

Deep learning lets algorithm produce best solutions to molecules’ Schrödinger equations yet | Research | Chemistry 

World 

 

High-performance visible-light lasers that fit on a fingertip 
4 January 

High-performance visible-light lasers that fit on a fingertip (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41566-022-01120-w 

 

New type of entanglement lets scientists 'see' inside nuclei 
4 January 

New type of entanglement lets scientists 'see' inside nuclei (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abq3903. www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq3903 

 

Strain evolution and confinement effect in InAs/AlAs short-period superlattices 

studied by Raman spectroscopy | Scientific Reports 
4 January 

Strain evolution and confinement effect in InAs/AlAs short-period superlattices studied by Raman spectroscopy | 

Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26368-8 

 

Anti-drift additives may volatilise alongside herbicides, causing pollution 
5 January 

Anti-drift additives may volatilise alongside herbicides, causing pollution | Business | Chemistry World 

 

Monometallic endohedral azafullerene synthesized for first time 
4 January 

Monometallic endohedral azafullerene synthesized for first time (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c08679 

 

Plasma-enabled superhydrophobic coatings on mild steel | Scientific Reports 
5 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-spectroscopy-technique-element-liquid.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.APN.2.1.016008
https://theconversation.com/pfas-you-cant-smell-see-or-taste-these-chemicals-but-they-are-everywhere-and-theyre-highly-toxic-to-humans-196168?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20January%205%202023%20-%202508025163&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20January%205%202023%20-%202508025163+CID_68435d3a65254f568f226756d6676ec1&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=PFAS%20you%20cant%20smell%20see%20or%20taste%20these%20chemicals%20but%20they%20are%20everywhere%20%20and%20theyre%20highly%20toxic%20to%20humans
https://theconversation.com/pfas-you-cant-smell-see-or-taste-these-chemicals-but-they-are-everywhere-and-theyre-highly-toxic-to-humans-196168?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20January%205%202023%20-%202508025163&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20January%205%202023%20-%202508025163+CID_68435d3a65254f568f226756d6676ec1&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=PFAS%20you%20cant%20smell%20see%20or%20taste%20these%20chemicals%20but%20they%20are%20everywhere%20%20and%20theyre%20highly%20toxic%20to%20humans
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27294-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27294-5
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/deep-learning-lets-algorithm-produce-best-solutions-to-molecules-schr%C3%B6dinger-equations-yet/4016745.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/deep-learning-lets-algorithm-produce-best-solutions-to-molecules-schr%C3%B6dinger-equations-yet/4016745.article
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-high-performance-visible-light-lasers-fingertip.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41566-022-01120-w
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-entanglement-scientists-nuclei.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abq3903
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq3903
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26368-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26368-8
https://www.chemistryworld.com/anti-drift-additives-may-volatilise-alongside-herbicides-causing-pollution/4016759.article?utm_source=cw_daily_thu&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cw_newsletters
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-monometallic-endohedral-azafullerene.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c08679
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Plasma-enabled superhydrophobic coatings on mild steel | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26695-w 

 

Newly discovered form of carbon is graphene's 'superatomic' cousin 
5 January 

Newly discovered form of carbon is graphene's 'superatomic' cousin (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05401-w 

 

Electrochemistry converts carbon to useful molecules 
5 January 

Electrochemistry converts carbon to useful molecules (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05667-0 

 

Luminescent Cd coordination polymer based on thiazole as a dual-responsive 

chemosensor for 4-nitroaniline and CrO42− in water | Scientific Reports 
6 January 

Luminescent Cd coordination polymer based on thiazole as a dual-responsive chemosensor for 4-nitroaniline and 

CrO42− in water | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-023-27466-x 

 

New photochemistry method eases manufacture of drug, chemical precursors 
5 January 

New photochemistry method eases manufacture of drug, chemical precursors (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-35560-3 

Searching the Wilderness for New Chemistry | Science | AAAS 
5 January 

Searching the Wilderness for New Chemistry | Science | AAAS 

 

Organocatalytic Enantioselective Thermal [4 + 4] Cycloadditions | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society 
5 January 

Organocatalytic Enantioselective Thermal [4 + 4] Cycloadditions | Journal of the American Chemical Society 

(acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12750 

 

All the Gold in the Universe Was (Likely) Created This Way - Scientific American 
5 January 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/video/all-the-gold-in-the-universe-was-likely-created-this-way 

 

Not-Such-Better-Living Through Chemistry | Science | AAAS 
6 January 

Not-Such-Better-Living Through Chemistry | Science | AAAS 

 

Dibenzotropylium-Capped Orthogonal Geometry Enabling Isolation and 

Examination of a Series of Hydrocarbons with Multiple 14π-Aromatic Units | Journal 

of the American Chemical Society 
6 January 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12574 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12574 

 

There's a new super-material in town: Graphullerene • The Register 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26695-w
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-newly-carbon-graphene-superatomic-cousin.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05401-w
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-electrochemistry-carbon-molecules.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05667-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-27466-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-27466-x
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-photochemistry-method-eases-drug-chemical.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35560-3
https://www.science.org/content/blog-post/searching-wilderness-new-chemistry
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12750
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12750
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12750
https://www.scientificamerican.com/video/all-the-gold-in-the-universe-was-likely-created-this-way/
https://www.science.org/content/blog-post/not-such-better-living-through-chemistry
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12574
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12574
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6 January 

There's a new super-material in town: Graphullerene • The Register 

 

Strategies and reaction systems for solar-driven CO2 reduction by water 
19 April 2022 

Strategies and reaction systems for solar-driven CO2 reduction by water | SpringerLink 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1007/s43979-022-00006-8 

 

Scientists Have Decrypted the “Mechanical Code” of DNA 
6 January 

Scientists Have Decrypted the “Mechanical Code” of DNA (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41594-022-00877-6 

 

New Technology Creates Carbon-Neutral Chemicals Out of Thin Air 
6 January 

New Technology Creates Carbon-Neutral Chemicals Out of Thin Air (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2NR02688K 

 

New porous electrodes can magic fuel out of thin air - Materials Today 
6 January 

New porous electrodes can magic fuel out of thin air - Materials Today and 

A step towards solar fuels out of thin air 
4 January 

A step towards solar fuels out of thin air - EPFL 

 

99% Efficiency: Princeton Engineers Have Developed a New Way To Remove 

Microplastics From Water 
7 January 

99% Efficiency: Princeton Engineers Have Developed a New Way To Remove Microplastics From Water 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.mattod.2022.08.001 

New whiskey distillery gets green light for North Dublin creating 150 jobs - 

Independent.ie 
7 January 

https://m.independent.ie/regionals/dublin/dublin-news/new-whiskey-distillery-gets-green-light-for-north-dublin-

creating-150-jobs-42269119.html 

 

Ultrathin vanadium oxychloride demonstrates strong optical anisotropic properties 
6 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-ultrathin-vanadium-oxychloride-strong-optical.html 

DOI: 10.1007/s12274-022-5358-0 

 

Nanoplastics unexpectedly produce reactive oxidizing species when exposed to light 
6 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-nanoplastics-unexpectedly-reactive-oxidizing-species.html 

DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.2c05803 

 

Scientists Develop a Cool New Method of Refrigeration: “Ionocaloric Cooling” 
9 January 

Scientists Develop a Cool New Method of Refrigeration: “Ionocaloric Cooling” (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.ade1696 

https://www.theregister.com/2023/01/06/graphullerene/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s43979-022-00006-8?sap-outbound-id=DF4D05E19586A8E748F053C0EC5E9AF2C2F82FF0&utm_source=hybris-campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=000_PAND05_0000026836_APSR_JRNLS_AWA1_GL_MPAS_PORKN_4_ENV_2&utm_content=EN_internal_49500_20230107&mkt-key=42010A0553051EEB98E164A56B7423F6
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Easily Recyclable and Compostable – A New Plastic With Excellent Mechanical 

Stability 
29 January 

https://scitechdaily.com/easily-recyclable-and-compostable-a-new-plastic-with-excellent-mechanical-stability 

DOI: 10.1002/ange.202213438 

 

Helium Shortage 4.0: What caused it and when will it end? 
26 January 

Helium Shortage 4.0: What caused it and when will it end? (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Novel Coating Could Greatly Reduce Microplastic Pollution From Washing Clothes 
30 January 

Novel Coating Could Greatly Reduce Microplastic Pollution From Washing Clothes | Technology Networks 

doi:10.1038/s41893-022-01059-4 

 

ChatGPT Is Making Universities Rethink Plagiarism 
30 January 

ChatGPT Is Making Universities Rethink Plagiarism | WIRED 

 

Transforming Food Science With Analytical Chemistry 
30 January 

https://www.news-medical.net/whitepaper/20230130/Transforming-Food-Science-and-Agriculture-With-

Analytical-Chemistry.aspx 

 

REACH for the stars! 
30 January 

REACH for the stars! – Productwise (cooley.com) 

 

Supervised learning of a chemistry functional with damped dispersion | Nature 

Computational Science 
23 December 2022 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s43588-022-00371-5 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s43588-022-00371-5 

 

Grassland Agro joins Teagasc and UCC for fertiliser research 
30 January 

Grassland Agro joins Teagasc and UCC for fertiliser research (agriland.ie) 

 

Surprising Discovery: Graphene on Platinum Surfaces Seemingly Defies Coulomb’s 

Law 
30 January 

Surprising Discovery: Graphene on Platinum Surfaces Seemingly Defies Coulomb’s Law (scitechdaily.com) 

 

https://theconversation.com/chatgpt-our-study-shows-ai-can-produce-academic-papers-good-enough-for-journals-just-as-some-ban-it-197762
https://theconversation.com/chatgpt-our-study-shows-ai-can-produce-academic-papers-good-enough-for-journals-just-as-some-ban-it-197762
https://semiengineering.com/wafer-scale-transfer-of-2d-materials-graphene/
https://scitechdaily.com/easily-recyclable-and-compostable-a-new-plastic-with-excellent-mechanical-stability/
https://doi.org/10.1002/ange.202213438
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/helium-shortage-4-0-what-caused-it-and-when-will-it-end/29255/
https://www.technologynetworks.com/applied-sciences/news/novel-coating-could-greatly-reduce-microplastic-pollution-from-washing-clothes-369629?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Breaking%20Science%20News&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243742846&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8G20nOhzka4VEQlvYf-zMq8fM7HfP0VRHLFamMmNAKYHIAOdu-3BfZRgwQ0RpcX4DR9RVU3l4XGLG4ZX04IixkcH7dlA&utm_content=243742846&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-022-01059-4
https://www.wired.com/story/chatgpt-college-university-plagiarism/?bxid=604f408885e8954779470a61&cndid=64162920&esrc=growl2-regGate-1120&mbid=mbid%3DCRMWIR012019%0A%0A&source=EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_content=WIR_Daily_013023&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_013023&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=P1
https://www.news-medical.net/whitepaper/20230130/Transforming-Food-Science-and-Agriculture-With-Analytical-Chemistry.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/whitepaper/20230130/Transforming-Food-Science-and-Agriculture-With-Analytical-Chemistry.aspx
https://products.cooley.com/2023/01/30/reach-for-the-stars/#page=1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43588-022-00371-5
https://www.agriland.ie/farming-news/grassland-agro-joins-teagasc-and-ucc-for-fertiliser-research/
https://scitechdaily.com/surprising-discovery-graphene-on-platinum-surfaces-seemingly-defies-coulombs-law/
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‘Photoredox catalysis goes asymmetric’: counterion strategy a breakthrough in 

reaction control 
31 January 

’Photoredox catalysis goes asymmetric’: counterion strategy a breakthrough in reaction control | Research | 

Chemistry World 

 

Revolutionary Automated Method Predicts Stereochemistry of Pericyclic Reactions 
30 January 

https://scitechdaily.com/revolutionary-automated-method-predicts-stereochemistry-of-pericyclic-reactions/ 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c09830 

 

How Did We Get Here? The Tangled History of the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics—Stephen Wolfram Writings (Long read. This is part 3 of 3. Part 1 & 2 fore- 

coming)  

31 January 
How Did We Get Here? The Tangled History of the Second Law of Thermodynamics—Stephen Wolfram Writings 

 

Solid material that 'upconverts' visible light photons to UV light photons could 

change how we utilize sunlight 
30 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-solid-material-upconverts-visible-photons.html 

DOI: 10.1039/D2TC04578H 

 

An illuminated water droplet creates an 'optical atom' 
31 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-illuminated-droplet-optical-atom.html 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.043804 

 

New algorithm enables simulation of complex quantum systems 
30 January 

New algorithm enables simulation of complex quantum systems (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adf0873 

 

Polarity Transduction Enables the Formal Electronically Mismatched Radical 

Addition to Alkenes | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
31 January 

Polarity Transduction Enables the Formal Electronically Mismatched Radical Addition to Alkenes | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12699 

 

Palladium-Catalyzed Conjunctive Cross-Coupling with Electronically Asymmetric 

Ligands | The Journal of Organic Chemistry 
25 January 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.joc.2c02341 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.joc.2c02341 

 

Quantum vortex formation in the lab 
31 January 

Quantum vortex formation in the lab (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.add1299 

 

https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/photoredox-catalysis-goes-asymmetric-counterion-strategy-a-breakthrough-in-reaction-control/4016868.article?utm_source=cw_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cw_newsletters
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/photoredox-catalysis-goes-asymmetric-counterion-strategy-a-breakthrough-in-reaction-control/4016868.article?utm_source=cw_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cw_newsletters
https://scitechdaily.com/revolutionary-automated-method-predicts-stereochemistry-of-pericyclic-reactions/
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09830
https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/01/how-did-we-get-here-the-tangled-history-of-the-second-law-of-thermodynamics/
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-solid-material-upconverts-visible-photons.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D2TC04578H
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-illuminated-droplet-optical-atom.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.043804
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-algorithm-enables-simulation-complex-quantum.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.adf0873
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12699
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12699
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12699
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.joc.2c02341
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.joc.2c02341
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-quantum-vortex-formation-lab.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.add1299
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Stunning Green Comet Will Be Closest to Earth Today, at Peak Brightness 
31 January 

Stunning Green Comet Will Be Closest to Earth Today, at Peak Brightness : ScienceAlert 

 

Revolutionary Automated Method Predicts Stereochemistry of Pericyclic Reactions 
30 January 

Revolutionary Automated Method Predicts Stereochemistry of Pericyclic Reactions (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c09830 

 

SciFest calls for entries for its 2023 competition 
SciFest calls for entries for its 2023 competition - TechCentral.ie 

Closing date March 10 2023 

 

ECHA Adds Nine Hazardous Chemicals to Candidate List – Lexology 
31 January 

ECHA Adds Nine Hazardous Chemicals to Candidate List | REACHblog™ 

 

Stabilizing copper sites in coordination polymers toward efficient electrochemical C-

C coupling | Nature Communications 
30 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-35993-4 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-023-35993-4 

 

Zinc-bromine redox flow batteries with superpower density – pv magazine 

International 
31 January 

Zinc-bromine redox flow batteries with superpower density – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 https://doi.org/10.1002/admi.202202007 

Researchers uncover key mechanisms for sustainable ammonia production 
31 January 

Researchers uncover key mechanisms for sustainable ammonia production (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02175 

 

Cation-Templated Assembly of 613 and 623 Metalla-Links 
30 January 

Cation-Templated Assembly of 613 and 623 Metalla-Links | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c13416 

 

A new catalyst that transforms carbon dioxide into added-value chemical products 
31 January 

A new catalyst that transforms carbon dioxide into added-value chemical products (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.checat.2022.11.021 

 

Three-Dimensional Covalent Organic Frameworks with Ultra-Large Pores for Highly 

Efficient Photocatalysis 
31 January 

Three-Dimensional Covalent Organic Frameworks with Ultra-Large Pores for Highly Efficient Photocatalysis | 

Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c13817 

 

https://www.sciencealert.com/stunning-green-comet-will-be-closest-to-earth-today-at-peak-brightness?utm_source=ScienceAlert+-+Daily+Email+Updates&utm_campaign=1720dcd116-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_fe5632fb09-1720dcd116-366021682
https://scitechdaily.com/revolutionary-automated-method-predicts-stereochemistry-of-pericyclic-reactions/
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c09830
https://www.techcentral.ie/scifest-calls-for-entries-for-its-2023-competition/?utm_source=TechCentral+newsletter&utm_campaign=321da9fb1f-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_01_05_34&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_-321da9fb1f-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.reachblog.com/2023/01/echa-adds-nine-hazardous-chemicals-to-candidate-list/#page=1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-35993-4
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/31/zinc-bromine-redox-flow-batteries-with-superpower-density/
https://doi.org/10.1002/admi.202202007
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-uncover-key-mechanisms-sustainable-ammonia.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsenergylett.2c02175
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c13416
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c13416
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-catalyst-carbon-dioxide-added-value-chemical.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.checat.2022.11.021
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c13817
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c13817
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c13817
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Stabilizing copper sites in coordination polymers toward efficient electrochemical C-

C coupling | Nature Communications 
30 January 

Stabilizing copper sites in coordination polymers toward efficient electrochemical C-C coupling | Nature 

Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-023-35993-4 

 

Energy landscapes from cryo-EM snapshots: a benchmarking study | Scientific 

Reports 
25 January 

Energy landscapes from cryo-EM snapshots: a benchmarking study | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-023-28401-w 

 

Study: Superconductivity switches on and off in “magic-angle” graphene | Mirage 

News 
31 January 

Study: Superconductivity switches on and off in “magic-angle” graphene | Mirage News 

 

Shape-Dependent CO2 Hydrogenation to Methanol over Cu2O Nanocubes Supported 

on ZnO | Journal of the American Chemical Society 
30 January 

Shape-Dependent CO2 Hydrogenation to Methanol over Cu2O Nanocubes Supported on ZnO | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11540 

 

Dual hydrogen production from electrocatalytic water reduction coupled with 

formaldehyde oxidation via a copper-silver electrocatalysis   
31 January 

Dual hydrogen production from electrocatalytic water reduction coupled with formaldehyde oxidation via a copper-

silver electrocatalyst | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-023-36142-7 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-35993-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-35993-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28401-w
https://www.miragenews.com/study-superconductivity-switches-on-and-off-in-937652/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11540
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c11540
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c11540
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-36142-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-36142-7
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Medicinal Chemistry, Chemical Biology & Life Sciences 
 

“Profound Implications” – New Research Details the Microbial Origins of Type 1 

Diabetes 
1 December 

“Profound Implications” – New Research Details the Microbial Origins of Type 1 Diabetes (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.cmet.2022.09.001 

 

Researchers Build Powerful Model for Discovering New Drugs 
1 December 

Researchers Build Powerful Model for Discovering New Drugs | Lab Manager 

 

Sunscreen Testing Is Riddled With Problems You've Probably Never Considered 
2 December 

Sunscreen Testing Is Riddled With Problems You've Probably Never Considered : ScienceAlert 

 

Researchers boost accuracy of home-based continuous glucose monitoring 
2 December 

https://phys.org/news/2022-12-boost-accuracy-home-based-glucose.html 

DOI: 10.1007/s12274-022-5138-0 

 

Advanced “Lab on a Chip” – Scientists Have Created a Powerful, Ultra-Tiny 

Spectrometer 
3 December 

Advanced “Lab on a Chip” – Scientists Have Created a Powerful, Ultra-Tiny Spectrometer (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.add8544 

 

Scientific Weight Loss Study: Green Mediterranean Diet Reduces Twice As Much 

Visceral Fat 
4 December 

Scientific Weight Loss Study: Green Mediterranean Diet Reduces Twice As Much Visceral Fat (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1186/s12916-022-02525-8 

 

The evolving exosome: from small player to rising star 
2 December 

The evolving exosome: from small player to rising star | CAS 

 

The Y Chromosome Is Slowly Vanishing. A New Sex Gene Could Be The Future of 

Men : ScienceAlert 
6 December 

The Y Chromosome Is Slowly Vanishing. A New Sex Gene Could Be The Future of Men : ScienceAlert 

Scientists Have Developed a New, Better Antidepressant 

https://scitechdaily.com/profound-implications-new-research-details-the-microbial-origins-of-type-1-diabetes/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cmet.2022.09.001
https://www.labmanager.com/news/researchers-build-powerful-model-for-discovering-new-drugs-29346?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTERS_LM_Monitor&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=236318723&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9EU7vA4Z7xfFoxXURt0X4Qr-Pidd5si6KHpERoTNtrxg-djqbKuWj2T3fmWGStRM_JMu_IdDIITkbP-hPso1nlUvHaAQ&utm_content=236318722&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.sciencealert.com/sunscreen-testing-is-riddled-with-problems-youve-probably-never-considered?utm_source=ScienceAlert+-+Daily+Email+Updates&utm_campaign=bdccf0036d-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_fe5632fb09-bdccf0036d-366021682
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-boost-accuracy-home-based-glucose.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s12274-022-5138-0
https://scitechdaily.com/advanced-lab-on-a-chip-scientists-have-created-a-powerful-ultra-tiny-spectrometer/
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.add8544
https://scitechdaily.com/scientific-weight-loss-study-green-mediterranean-diet-reduces-twice-as-much-visceral-fat/
https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-022-02525-8
https://www.cas.org/resources/cas-insights/biotechnology/evolving-exosome-small-player-rising-star?utm_campaign=GLO_GEN_ANY_CIS_USG&utm_medium=EML_CAS%20_ORG&utm_source=EMexosome1
https://www.sciencealert.com/the-y-chromosome-is-slowly-vanishing-a-new-sex-gene-could-be-the-future-of-men
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4 December 

https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-have-developed-a-new-better-antidepressant 

DOI: 10.1126/science.abo3566 (error with link) 

 

Newly discovered gut bacteria may be a culprit behind rheumatoid arthritis 
27 October 

Newly discovered species of bacteria in the microbiome may be a culprit behind rheumatoid arthritis 

(theconversation.com) 

 

Self-assembling nanofibrous bacteriophage microgels as sprayable antimicrobials 

targeting multidrug-resistant bacteria | Nature Communications 
5 December 

Self-assembling nanofibrous bacteriophage microgels as sprayable antimicrobials targeting multidrug-resistant 

bacteria | Nature Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-34803-7 

 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent 
5 December 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41557-022-01091-z 

 

Powerful New Weapon Against Contamination and Infection – Food Spray Deploys 

“Billions of Tiny Soldiers” 
5 December 

Powerful New Weapon Against Contamination and Infection – Food Spray Deploys “Billions of Tiny Soldiers” 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-34803-7 

 

Antioxidant Flavonols Associated With Slower Memory Decline 
22 November 

Antioxidant Flavonols Associated With Slower Memory Decline | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000201541 

 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent 
5 December 

Chemists Discover Why Synonymous DNA Mutations Are Not Always Silent (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41557-022-01091-z 

 

A new compound targets bacteria hiding in biofilms 
8 December 

A new compound targets bacteria hiding in biofilms | Drug Discovery News 

 

Molecular mechanisms of exercise contributing to tissue regeneration | Signal 

Transduction and Targeted Therapy 
30 November 

Molecular mechanisms of exercise contributing to tissue regeneration | Signal Transduction and Targeted Therapy 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41392-022-01233-2 

 

Experimental mRNA Vaccine May Protect Against All 20 Influenza Virus Subtypes 
6 December 

https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-have-developed-a-new-better-antidepressant/
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abo3566
https://theconversation.com/newly-discovered-species-of-bacteria-in-the-microbiome-may-be-a-culprit-behind-rheumatoid-arthritis-193267
https://theconversation.com/newly-discovered-species-of-bacteria-in-the-microbiome-may-be-a-culprit-behind-rheumatoid-arthritis-193267
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-34803-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-34803-7
https://scitechdaily.com/chemists-discover-why-synonymous-dna-mutations-are-not-always-silent/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-022-01091-z
https://scitechdaily.com/powerful-new-weapon-against-contamination-and-infection-food-spray-deploys-billions-of-tiny-soldiers/
https://scitechdaily.com/powerful-new-weapon-against-contamination-and-infection-food-spray-deploys-billions-of-tiny-soldiers/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-34803-7
https://www.technologynetworks.com/applied-sciences/news/antioxidant-flavonols-associated-with-slower-memory-decline-367803?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Food%20%26%20Beverage%20Analysis&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=236621025&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_Xha9Ukw0ONlxP9mVfW4p5FdUbQnpet4TGbXxcrqDsr3Ux2BPdiHsmULn6YsVuHonHwHUKVKllKx64ivE88rF6Vrzr-A&utm_content=236621023&utm_source=hs_email
https://n.neurology.org/content/early/2022/11/22/WNL.0000000000201541
https://scitechdaily.com/chemists-discover-why-synonymous-dna-mutations-are-not-always-silent/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-022-01091-z
https://www.drugdiscoverynews.com/a-new-compound-targets-bacteria-hiding-in-biofilms-15499
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41392-022-01233-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41392-022-01233-2
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Experimental mRNA Vaccine May Protect Against All 20 Influenza Virus Subtypes – NIH Director's Blog 

 

Scientists Discover a Unique Gut Bacteria That May Cause Arthritis 
5 December 

Scientists Discover a Unique Gut Bacteria That May Cause Arthritis (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/scitranslmed.abn5166 

A Simple Urine Test for Alzheimer’s Disease? 
30 November 

A Simple Urine Test for Alzheimer’s Disease? | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.3389/fnagi.2022.1046066. 

New Blood Test Can Detect “Toxic” Protein Years Before Alzheimer’s Disease 

Symptoms Emerge 
6 December 

New Blood Test Can Detect “Toxic” Protein Years Before Alzheimer’s Disease Symptoms Emerge 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2213157119 

 

Improving Antibiotic Treatment: Scientists Test “Smart” Red Blood Cells 
6 December 

Improving Antibiotic Treatment: Scientists Test “Smart” Red Blood Cells (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsinfecdis.2c00017 

 

Cervical Cancer Breakthrough: Major New Clue to Better Understanding the Disease 
7 December 

Cervical Cancer Breakthrough: Major New Clue to Better Understanding the Disease (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-33544-x 

 

How Cold Weather May Help You Catch a Cold 
6 December 

How Cold Weather May Help You Catch a Cold | The Scientist Magazine® (the-scientist.com) 

 

Could Tomatoes and Potatoes Give Rise to New Cancer Drugs? 
7 December 

Could Tomatoes and Potatoes Give Rise to New Cancer Drugs? | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.3389/fphar.2022.979451 

 

New Oral Compound May Help Prevent and Treat Osteoporosis 
7 December 

New Oral Compound May Help Prevent and Treat Osteoporosis | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1073/pnas.2214396119 

 

Researchers welcome $3.5-million haemophilia gene therapy — but questions remain 
6 December 

Researchers welcome $3.5-million haemophilia gene therapy — but questions remain (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04327-7 

 

Tiny, anti-inflammatory nanomotors to treat rheumatoid arthritis - Advanced 

Science News 
1 December 

Tiny, anti-inflammatory nanomotors to treat rheumatoid arthritis - Advanced Science News 

DOI: 10.1002/advs.202204881 

https://directorsblog.nih.gov/2022/12/06/experimental-mrna-vaccine-may-protect-against-all-20-influenza-virus-subtypes/
https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-discover-a-unique-gut-bacteria-that-may-cause-arthritis/
https://doi.org/10.1126/scitranslmed.abn5166
https://www.technologynetworks.com/proteomics/news/a-simple-urine-test-for-alzheimers-disease-368021?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Proteomics&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=236986914&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_aRw4-Jigl6wj7b6wiuPnMnWG-sdg-n22ldio81kTaWMq_gKWEwsvunGbs2v5CoNrvzzfaLX_gXmZ3gA6xUJuT9zOHFA&utm_content=236986914&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnagi.2022.1046066/full?utm_source=fweb&utm_medium=nblog&utm_campaign=ba-sci-fnagi-biomarker-urine-alzheimers#B47
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direct electron transfer type glucose dehydrogenase | Communications Biology 
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Microgravity environment grown crystal structure information based engineering of direct electron transfer type 

glucose dehydrogenase | Communications Biology (nature.com) 
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Locations 
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Curcumin more effective than coenzyme Q10 in improving hyperlipidaemia 
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Discovery of Protein's "QR Code" Could Aid Drug Development 
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Technology Networks 
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Key Regulator of Cell Growth Deciphered 
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Turning antibodies off and on again using a covalently tethered blocking peptide | 

Communications Biology 
10 December 
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Researchers discover how a nano-chamber in the cell directs protein folding 
8 December 

Researchers discover how a nano-chamber in the cell directs protein folding (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2022.11.014 

 

A 1.3-micrometer-thin elastic conductor for wearable and implantable devices 
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Groundbreaking Study Finds Treatment Effective for Rheumatoid Arthritis Patients (scitechdaily.com) 
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Could alternative proteins solve antimicrobial resistance? 
8 December 

Could alternative proteins solve antimicrobial resistance? (newfoodmagazine.com) 

 

The Expanding Clinical Role of Bifunctional Antibodies | NEJM 
11 December 
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Bioscience firms Novozymes and Chr. Hansen to merge in biggest-ever Danish deal 
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Bioscience firms Novozymes and Chr. Hansen to merge in biggest-ever Danish deal (cnbc.com) 

 

Anti-Tumor Effects Without Toxicities: Researchers Use a Spice To Treat Cancer 
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Adverse Drug Reactions Overly Affect Women. The Reason Why Is Starting to 

Emerge 
13 December 

Adverse Drug Reactions Overly Affect Women. The Reason Why Is Starting to Emerge : ScienceAlert 

 

New Compound Reverses Gut Inflammation in Mice 
13 December 

New Compound Reverses Gut Inflammation in Mice | Technology Networks and 
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Mechanisms of circular RNA degradation | Communications Biology 
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Mechanisms of circular RNA degradation | Communications Biology (nature.com) 
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Researchers reassemble plasmid to deliver genes across diverse environmental 

microbiomes 
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Researchers reassemble plasmid to deliver genes across diverse environmental microbiomes (phys.org) 
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Study discovers link between a lesser-known hormone and lipid levels in midlife 

women 
12 December 

Study discovers link between a lesser-known hormone and lipid levels in midlife women (news-medical.net) 
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Huge Molecules, Hitching a Ride Into Cells | Science | AAAS 
13 December 

Huge Molecules, Hitching a Ride Into Cells | Science | AAAS 

 

Getting bifunctional molecules into cells | Science 
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Getting bifunctional molecules into cells | Science 
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8 December 

Structural studies offer “how-to” guide for designing cancer drugs | Scripps Research 

 

100% Survival – Tiny Swimming Robots Can Treat Life-Threatening Cases of 

Pneumonia 
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100% Survival – Tiny Swimming Robots Can Treat Life-Threatening Cases of Pneumonia (scitechdaily.com) 
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After AlphaFold: protein-folding contest seeks next big breakthrough 
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After AlphaFold: protein-folding contest seeks next big breakthrough (nature.com) 
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Hemorrhagic stroke: Long-term statin use may significantly lower risk 
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Hemorrhagic stroke: Long-term statin use may significantly lower risk (medicalnewstoday.com) 

 

Fungal toxins are widespread in European wheat – threatening human health and the 

economy 
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The Power of PK/PD in mAb Development (pharmtech.com) 

 

Cheaper and Faster: A New Device for Measuring Cholesterol 
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Cheaper and Faster: A New Device for Measuring Cholesterol (scitechdaily.com) 
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Computational biologists design a novel and improved triosephosphate isomerase 

barrel protein 
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Computational biologists design a novel and improved triosephosphate isomerase barrel protein (phys.org) 
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Enhanced polymeric material can be used in regenerative therapies to repair 

damaged tissues 
20 December 

Enhanced polymeric material can be used in regenerative therapies to repair damaged tissues (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.3390/polym14214654 

 

These 5 biomedical advances gave 2022 a sci-fi feel 
21 December 

These 5 biomedical advances gave 2022 a sci-fi feel (sciencenews.org) 

 

Scientists Warn That Common Food Dye Can Trigger Inflammatory Bowel Diseases 
21 December 

Scientists Warn That Common Food Dye Can Trigger Inflammatory Bowel Diseases (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-35309-y 

 

Common Acne Treatment Can Have Unintended Life-Long Effects on the Skeleton 
21 December 

Common Acne Treatment Can Have Unintended Life-Long Effects on the Skeleton (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1172/jci.insight.160578 

 

Mechanically robust stretchable semiconductor metallization for skin-inspired 

organic transistors | Science Advances 
21 December 

Mechanically robust stretchable semiconductor metallization for skin-inspired organic transistors | Science 

Advances 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.ade2988 

 

Immune Surprise: Key Alarm Protein Drives Inflammation 
24 December 

Immune Surprise: Key Alarm Protein Drives Inflammation (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciimmunol.ade5728 

 

Diabetes Drug Metformin May Protect Hips and Knees | Everyday Health 
21 December 

Diabetes Drug Metformin May Protect Hips and Knees | Everyday Health 

 

Innovative biosynthesis, artificial intelligence-based optimization, and 

characterization of chitosan nanoparticles by Streptomyces microflavus and their 

inhibitory potential against Pectobacterium carotovorum | Scientific Reports 
17 December 

Innovative biosynthesis, artificial intelligence-based optimization, and characterization of chitosan nanoparticles by 

Streptomyces microflavus and their inhibitory potential against Pectobacterium carotovorum | Scientific Reports 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25726-w 

 

Cancer-Fighting Nanoparticles: A New Weapon in the Fight Against Disease 
25 December 

Cancer-Fighting Nanoparticles: A New Weapon in the Fight Against Disease (scitechdaily.com) 
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An extra sticky mussel-inspired skin graft heals without scars 
4 October 

An extra sticky mussel-inspired skin graft heals without scars | Drug Discovery News 

 

Regenerative Medicine Breakthrough: Cellular “Glue” To Regenerate Tissues, Heal 

Wounds, Regrow Nerves 
26 December 

Regenerative Medicine Breakthrough: Cellular “Glue” To Regenerate Tissues, Heal Wounds, Regrow Nerves 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05622-z 

 

Tattoo therapeutics deliver medicine more than skin deep 
12 October 

Tattoo therapeutics deliver medicine more than skin deep | Drug Discovery News 

 

New Study Indicates This Vitamin Can Significantly Reduce Your Risk of Bone 

Fractures 
27 December 

New Study Indicates This Vitamin Can Significantly Reduce Your Risk of Bone Fractures (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2FO02494B 

 

Cancer vaccines are showing promise. Here’s how they work. | National Geographic 
22 December 

https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/science-and-technology/2022/12/cancer-vaccines-are-showing-promise-

heres-how-they-work 

 

Meet the microrobots primed to take down cancer 
1 November 

Meet the microrobots primed to take down cancer | Drug Discovery News 

 

Enzyme that defends human cells against viruses may be a potential target for future 

cancer treatments 
28 December 

Enzyme that defends human cells against viruses may be a potential target for future cancer treatments (news-

medical.net) 

doi.org/10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-22-2912 

 

Green synchronous spectrofluorimetric method for the simultaneous determination 

of agomelatine and venlafaxine in human plasma at part per billion levels | Scientific 

Reports 
29 December 

Green synchronous spectrofluorimetric method for the simultaneous determination of agomelatine and venlafaxine 

in human plasma at part per billion levels | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26827-2 

 

Breakthrough Test for Alzheimer’s: New Biomarker Can Detect Neurodegeneration 

in Blood 
29 December 

Breakthrough Test for Alzheimer’s: New Biomarker Can Detect Neurodegeneration in Blood (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1093/brain/awac407 
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Scientists Have Discovered Unique Peptides With Anti-Cancer Potential 
29 December 

Scientists Have Discovered Unique Peptides With Anti-Cancer Potential (scitechdaily.com) 

 

The Magic of mRNA Will Push Medical Advances for Everyone 
30 December 

The Magic of mRNA Will Push Medical Advances for Everyone | WIRED 

 

Ketamine Found to Increase Brain Noise - Neuroscience News 
30 December 

Ketamine Found to Increase Brain Noise - Neuroscience News 

 

Nicotinamide Riboside (NR) as an Alternative to Nicotinamide Mononucleotide 

(NMN) | HealthNews 
28 December 

Nicotinamide Riboside (NR) as an Alternative to Nicotinamide Mononucleotide (NMN) | HealthNews 

 

Animal microbiomes hold the key to new antifungals 
10 January 2022 

Animal microbiomes hold the key to new antifungals | Drug Discovery News 

 

Wearable and flexible electrochemical sensors for sweat analysis: a review | 

Microsystems & Nanoengineering 
1 January 2023 

Wearable and flexible electrochemical sensors for sweat analysis: a review | Microsystems & Nanoengineering 

(nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41378-022-00443-6 

 

Explained: In a first, scientists use artificial DNA to kill cancer cells: Here’s what you 

need to know - Science News 
28 December 

https://www.wionews.com/science/in-a-first-scientists-use-artificial-dna-to-kill-cancer-cells-heres-what-you-need-

to-know-547276 

 

Key Discovery Boosts the Potential of New Cancer-Fighting Drugs 
1 January 

Key Discovery Boosts the Potential of New Cancer-Fighting Drugs (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1126/science.add7574 

 

Tirzepatide: What to Know About New Weight Loss Drug 
2 January 

Tirzepatide: What to Know About New Weight Loss Drug (people.com) 

 

Diagnostic Advances Driving Personalized Medicine 
19 December 

Diagnostic Advances Driving Personalized Medicine | Technology Networks 

 

Parkinson’s Breakthrough: Scientists Have Identified a Key Molecule 
3 January 

Parkinson’s Breakthrough: Scientists Have Identified a Key Molecule (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05407-4 
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Belharra's wave catches Genentech in $130M launch for new drug discovery engine 
4 January 

Belharra's wave catches Genentech in $130M launch (fiercebiotech.com) 

 

Bacterial outer membrane vesicles: utility as vaccines and novel engineering 

approaches 
3 January 

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230103/Bacterial-outer-membrane-vesicles-utility-as-vaccines-and-novel-

engineering-approaches.aspx 

doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2022.1029146 

 

Fungi that cause serious lung infections are now found throughout the U.S 
4 January 

Fungi that cause serious lung infections are found across the U.S (sciencenews.org) 

doi: 10.1093/cid/ciac882 

 

Could a Promising New Drug Delivery Method Replace Injections With Pills? 
5 January 

Could a Promising New Drug Delivery Method Replace Injections With Pills? | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1073/pnas.2211977120 

 

Diagnostic Advances Driving Personalized Medicine 
19 December 

Diagnostic Advances Driving Personalized Medicine | Technology Networks 

 

Flu or Cold? A New Home Gadget Could Tell You 
3 January 

Flu or Cold? A New Home Gadget Could Tell You | Technology Networks 

doi:10.1038/s41467-022-32706-1 

 

Detecting Cancer From a Droplet of Blood 
7 December 

Detecting Cancer From a Droplet of Blood | Technology Networks 

 

Cancer-killing vaccine may also prevent brain cancer 
4 January 

Cancer-killing vaccine may also prevent brain cancer (scienceboard.net) 

 

The ‘breakthrough’ obesity drugs that have stunned researchers 
4 January 

The ‘breakthrough’ obesity drugs that have stunned researchers (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04505-7 

 

Benchtop machine automates synthesis of drug screening hits | Research | Chemistry 

World 
4 January 

https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/benchtop-machine-automates-synthesis-of-drug-screening-

hits/4016743.article 

 

What’s next for mRNA vaccines | MIT Technology Review 
5 January 
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What’s next for mRNA vaccines | MIT Technology Review 

 

UK plan for national mRNA cancer vaccine advance - BBC News 
6 January 

UK plan for national mRNA cancer vaccine advance - BBC News 

 

A bacterial culprit for rheumatoid arthritis 
23 December 

A bacterial culprit for rheumatoid arthritis | Drug Discovery News 

 

New Antibiotic Is Effective Against Drug-Resistant Bacteria | Technology Networks 
20 December 2022 

New Antibiotic Is Effective Against Drug-Resistant Bacteria | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1038/s41467-022-35227-z 

 

Preclinical Study Reveals Promising Triple Immunotherapy for Pancreatic Cancer | 

Technology Networks 
4 January 

Preclinical Study Reveals Promising Triple Immunotherapy for Pancreatic Cancer | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1038/s43018-022-00500-z 

 

Scientists Have Decrypted the “Mechanical Code” of DNA 
6 January 

Scientists Have Decrypted the “Mechanical Code” of DNA (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41594-022-00877-6 

 

Reducing Aspirin's Negative Effects: New Study Offers a Simple Solution 
6 January 

Reducing Aspirin's Negative Effects: New Study Offers a Simple Solution (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(22)01843-8 

 

Transfer RNAs Have a Surprising Role in Breast Cancer Growth | The Scientist 

Magazine(R) 
5 January 

Transfer RNAs Have a Surprising Role in Breast Cancer Growth | The Scientist Magazine® (the-scientist.com) 

 

Kids' Incredible Learning May All Be Down to 1 Chemical in The Brain 
7 January 

Kids' Incredible Learning May All Be Down to 1 Chemical in The Brain : ScienceAlert 

 

A New Approach to Halting the Effects of Aging: Boosting Immune Cells Improves 

Brain Waste Clearance 
6 January 

A New Approach to Halting the Effects of Aging: Boosting Immune Cells Improves Brain Waste Clearance 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05397-3 

 

A New Weapon Against Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria 
7 January 

A New Weapon Against Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0269093 
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We Need To Do More – Global Warming Will Likely Exceed the 1.5-Degree Limit 
7 January 

We Need To Do More – Global Warming Will Likely Exceed the 1.5-Degree Limit (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41558-022-01508-0 

 

New Oral Drug Lowers Cholesterol by 70% 
7 January 

New Oral Drug Lowers Cholesterol by 70% (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.celrep.2022.111538 

 

New Study Uncovers Potential Target for Stopping 90% of Cancer Deaths 
7 January 

New Study Uncovers Potential Target for Stopping 90% of Cancer Deaths (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05394-6 

 

Puzzling Biochemists for Decades: Reconstruction of Two-Billion-Year-Old Enzyme 

Solves a Long-Standing Mystery 
10 January 

Puzzling Biochemists for Decades: Reconstruction of Two-Billion-Year-Old Enzyme Solves a Long-Standing 

Mystery (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1093/molbev/msac250 

 

Honeybees To Be Vaccinated Against Lethal Disease 
9 January 

Honeybees To Be Vaccinated Against Lethal Disease | Technology Networks 

 

EU Regulations Fall Short Over Environmental Emission of Pharmaceutical 

Manufacturing Waste 
9 January 

EU Regulations Fall Short Over Environmental Emission of Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Waste | Technology 

Networks 

doi:10.1111/reel.12488 

 

Investigators find lab-grown retinal eye cells make key connections, open door for 

clinical trials to treat blindness 
6 January 

Investigators find lab-grown retinal eye cells make key connections, open door for clinical trials to treat blindness 

(modernretina.com) 

 

Antibiotics linked to increased risk of inflammatory bowel disease, research shows – 

The Irish Times 
9 January 

Antibiotics linked to increased risk of inflammatory bowel disease, research shows – The Irish Times 

 

For the First Time: Doctors Have Successfully Treated a Fetus With a Devastating 

Genetic Disorder 
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For the First Time: Doctors Have Successfully Treated a Fetus With a Devastating Genetic Disorder 

(scitechdaily.com) 
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Mucus Molecules Could Prevent Cholera 
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Mucus Molecules Could Prevent Cholera (scitechdaily.com) 
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Not Just Waistlines: Exercise Can Change the Very Molecules in the Human Body 

That Influence How Genes Behave 
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Not Just Waistlines: Exercise Can Change the Very Molecules in the Human Body That Influence How Genes 
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CAR T cells attack fungal infections | Drug Discovery News 
11 January 

https://www.drugdiscoverynews.com/car-t-cells-attack-fungal-infections-15590 

 

Peptide-guided lipid nanoparticles deliver mRNA to the neural retina of rodents and 

nonhuman primates | Science Advances 
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FDA no longer needs to require animal tests before human drug trials | Science | 
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4 key things to know about lung infections caused by fungi 
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4 key things to know about lung infections caused by fungi (sciencenews.org) 

 

Microplastics May Boost the Toxicity of Other Pollutants 
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Diabetes Medications Linked to Multiple Sclerosis: New Study Uncovers Surprising 

Connection 
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“Endangering Public Health” – New Investigation Reveals Startling Lack of FDA 

Oversight in Clinical Trials 
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Are antihistamines antiworkout? | Drug Discovery News 
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5 biotech trends to watch in 2023 - Big Think 
12 January 
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New statins guidance could make extra 15m people eligible in England | Statins | The 

Guardian 
12 January 

New statins guidance could make extra 15m people eligible in England | Statins | The Guardian 

 

Accumulation of Amyloid Beta Protein at Sites of Potassium Depletion in the Brain 

Discovered - Neuroscience News 
13 January 

Accumulation of Amyloid Beta Protein at Sites of Potassium Depletion in the Brain Discovered - Neuroscience 

News 

 

Antibiotic-sterol interactions provide insight into the selectivity of natural aromatic 

analogues of amphotericin B and their photoisomers | Scientific Reports 
14 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28036-x 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-023-28036-x 

 

Holes in T Cells: Previously Unknown Function of Immune Cells Revealed 
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Holes in T Cells: Previously Unknown Function of Immune Cells Revealed (scitechdaily.com) 
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One-pot reaction creates versatile building block for bioactive molecules 
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Accumulation of Chemicals in the Vagina Linked to Preterm Birth 
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Accumulation of Chemicals in the Vagina Linked to Preterm Birth | Technology Networks 
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A Comprehensive Guide to Proteomics | The Scientist Magazine(R) 
16 January 

A Comprehensive Guide to Proteomics | The Scientist Magazine® (the-scientist.com) 
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A breakthrough in understanding the sugar biology of multicellular organisms 
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A breakthrough in understanding the sugar biology of multicellular organisms (phys.org) 
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Eating one wild fish same as month of drinking tainted water: study 
17 January 
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Protective Bacterial Cultures Could Keep Harmful Salmonella at Bay 
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Profound Implications: New Research Challenges a 70-Year-Old Theory of Protein 

Folding 
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Mining human proteins for hidden antibiotics 
17 January 

Mining human proteins for hidden antibiotics | Drug Discovery News 

 

Review highlights ‘huge potential for postbiotics as the extension direction of 

probiotics’ 
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Review highlights ‘huge potential for postbiotics as the extension direction of probiotics’ (nutraingredients.com) 

Biomolecular analyses now have an expanded chemical toolkit 
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Biomolecular analyses now have an expanded chemical toolkit (phys.org) 
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How do we solve antibiotic resistance? – DW  
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How do we solve antibiotic resistance? – DW – 01/13/2023 

 

Breakthrough in treating superbugs like MRSA by University of Galway scientists 
17 January 

Breakthrough in treating superbugs like MRSA by University of Galway scientists (irishexaminer.com) 

 

RNA lipid nanoparticle engineering stops liver fibrosis in its tracks, reverses damage 
17 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-rna-lipid-nanoparticle-liver-fibrosis.html 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-35637-z 

 

Study finds that UV-emitting nail polish dryers damage DNA and cause mutations in 

cells 
17 January 

Study finds that UV-emitting nail polish dryers damage DNA and cause mutations in cells (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-023-35876-8 

 

Next-generation light-activated nanotech can eradicate antibiotic-resistant superbugs 
16 January 

Next-generation light-activated nanotech can eradicate antibiotic-resistant superbugs (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.3390/pharmaceutics14102124 

 

Metabolic “Switch” Modifies Enzyme Crucial for Fat Production 
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Metabolic “Switch” Modifies Enzyme Crucial for Fat Production | Technology Networks 
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An Introduction to Organoids, Organoid Creation, Culture and Applications 
17 January 

An Introduction to Organoids, Organoid Creation, Culture and Applications | Technology Networks 

 

Towards a purely physics-based computational binding affinity estimation | Nature 

Computational Science 
16 January 

Towards a purely physics-based computational binding affinity estimation | Nature Computational Science 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s43588-023-00396-4 

 

Insights into pyrrolysine function from structures of a trimethylamine 

methyltransferase and its corrinoid protein complex | Communications Biology 
16 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42003-022-04397-3 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-022-04397-3 

 

The Effects of Dietary Choline Deficiency on Neurologic and System-Wide Health - 

Neuroscience News 
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Productwise Bitesize: The Cosmetic Products Regulation – Lexology 
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Experimental regenerative medicine shows potential to restore bone in an animal 
19 January 

Experimental regenerative medicine shows potential to restore bone in an animal (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.3389/fdmed.2022.992722 

 

Playing Legos with Proteins: UW Medicine Researchers Develop Nanoparticle 

Technology behind RSV Vaccine 
19 January 

Playing Legos with Proteins: UW Medicine Researchers Develop Nanoparticle Technology behind RSV Vaccine - 

America's Essential Hospitals 

 

Arbor and Vertex to Advance Reverse Transcriptase Genetic Medicines 
17 January 

Arbor and Vertex to Advance Reverse Transcriptase Genetic Medicines (genengnews.com) 

 

In the core of the cell: New insights into the utilization of nanotechnology-based drugs 
20 January 

In the core of the cell: New insights into the utilization of nanotechnology-based drugs (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-023-35902-9 

 

In a first, chemists synthesize ocean-based molecule that could fight Parkinson's 
20 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-chemists-ocean-based-molecule-parkinson.html 

DOI: 10.1126/science.ade0032 

 

Stanford researchers claim to create ‘Theranos that works’ 
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https://stanforddaily.com/2023/01/20/stanford-researchers-theranos-that-works 

 

In search for therapies for solid tumors, companies turn to claudin-6 
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In search for therapies for solid tumors, companies turn to claudin-6 (statnews.com) 

 

Toxins produced by Amazonian spider have potential for development of drugs and 

insecticides 
18 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-toxins-amazonian-spider-potential-drugs.html 
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Inhalable polymer delivers RNA to the lungs | Nature Reviews Bioengineering 
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Inhalable polymer delivers RNA to the lungs | Nature Reviews Bioengineering 
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Iterative Design of Ionizable Lipids for Intramuscular mRNA Delivery | Journal of 

the American Chemical Society 
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A Life-Saving Breakthrough: Scientists Uncover Japanese Fruit Juice That May Help 

Prevent Lung Cancer 
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New scientific breakthrough could reverse the aging process - Luke O'Neill | 

Newstalk 
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New scientific breakthrough could reverse the aging process - Luke O'Neill | Newstalk 

 

Development of a smart pH-responsive nano-polymer drug, 2-methoxy-4-vinylphenol 

conjugate against the intestinal pathogen, Vibrio cholerae | Scientific Reports 
23 January 

Development of a smart pH-responsive nano-polymer drug, 2-methoxy-4-vinylphenol conjugate against the 

intestinal pathogen, Vibrio cholerae | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 
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Molecule Stimulates Regeneration After Optic Nerve Injury 
20 January 

Molecule Stimulates Regeneration After Optic Nerve Injury | Technology Networks 
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Study suggests Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis is associated with higher levels of 

soluble ACE2 in the human brain 
23 January 

Study suggests Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis is associated with higher levels of soluble ACE2 in the human brain 

(news-medical.net) 
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Towards a structurally resolved human protein interaction network | Nature 

Structural & Molecular Biology 
23 January 

Towards a structurally resolved human protein interaction network | Nature Structural & Molecular Biology 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41594-022-00910-8 

 

Debunking Previous Misconceptions: New Study Indicates That Potatoes Are 

Healthier Than You Think 
23 January 

Debunking Previous Misconceptions: New Study Indicates That Potatoes Are Healthier Than You Think 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.2337/dc22-0974 

Cryo-electron microscopy reveals detailed blueprint of viral genome replication 

machinery 
25 January 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10670
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c10670
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c10670
https://scitechdaily.com/a-life-saving-breakthrough-scientists-uncover-japanese-fruit-juice-that-may-help-prevent-lung-cancer/
https://scitechdaily.com/a-life-saving-breakthrough-scientists-uncover-japanese-fruit-juice-that-may-help-prevent-lung-cancer/
https://genesenvironment.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41021-022-00255-0
https://www.newstalk.com/news/new-scientific-breakthrough-could-reverse-the-aging-process-in-humans-luke-oneill-1428954
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28033-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28033-0
https://www.technologynetworks.com/neuroscience/news/molecule-stimulates-regeneration-after-optic-nerve-injury-369383?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Biopharma&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=242504752&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_abtT-ak2bjThNUHFXgc1QM4fI2gz9GcL-64JMDPFry4SkFhoOHGZFfOY1oLY3YQq6LwOmAEQfkgrYvJXkZMdaAd9tNA&utm_content=242504752&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2121273119
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230123/Study-suggests-Alzheimere28099s-disease-diagnosis-is-associated-with-higher-levels-of-soluble-ACE2-in-the-human-brain.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230123/Study-suggests-Alzheimere28099s-disease-diagnosis-is-associated-with-higher-levels-of-soluble-ACE2-in-the-human-brain.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1101/2023.01.17.524254
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41594-022-00910-8
https://scitechdaily.com/debunking-previous-misconceptions-new-study-indicates-that-potatoes-are-healthier-than-you-think/
https://scitechdaily.com/debunking-previous-misconceptions-new-study-indicates-that-potatoes-are-healthier-than-you-think/
https://doi.org/10.2337/dc22-0974
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https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230125/Cryo-electron-microscopy-reveals-detailed-blueprint-of-viral-

genome-replication-machinery.aspx 

doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2217412120 

Researchers pinpoint new method to help bone-producing cells make more bone 
23 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-method-bone-producing-cells-bone.html 

DOI: 10.1038/s42003-022-04143-9 

 

Study shows that bioprinted artificial skin can be used in cosmetics and drugs testing 

| AGÊNCIA FAPESP 
25 January 

https://agencia.fapesp.br/study-shows-that-bioprinted-artificial-skin-can-be-used-in-cosmetics-and-drugs-

testing/40540 

doi.org/10.1016/j.bprint.2022.e00251 

 

Insulin in a Pill? New Research Answers a Question That Has Puzzled Diabetes 

Researchers for 100 Years 
24 January 

Insulin in a Pill? New Research Answers a Question That Has Puzzled Diabetes Researchers for 100 Years 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-33315-8 

 

Stunningly detailed blueprint revealed of viral genome replication machinery 
24 January 

Stunningly detailed blueprint revealed of viral genome replication machinery (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2217412120 

 

Could a New Test That Detects Dopamine Levels Help Diagnose Neurological 

Diseases? - Neuroscience News 
25 January 

Could a New Test That Detects Dopamine Levels Help Diagnose Neurological Diseases? - Neuroscience News 

 

New DNA Biosensor Could Unlock Powerful, Low-Cost Clinical Diagnostics | NIST 
24 January 

New DNA Biosensor Could Unlock Powerful, Low-Cost Clinical Diagnostics | NIST 

DOI: 10.1109/IEDM45625.2022.10019493 

 

New spray can have a dual impact in the fight against antibiotic resistance 
26 January 

New spray can have a dual impact in the fight against antibiotic resistance (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpharm.2022.122215 

 

How antidepressants help bacteria resist antibiotics 
24 January 

How antidepressants help bacteria resist antibiotics (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-023-00186-y 

 

AI has designed bacteria-killing proteins from scratch – and they work | New 

Scientist 
26 January 

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230125/Cryo-electron-microscopy-reveals-detailed-blueprint-of-viral-genome-replication-machinery.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230125/Cryo-electron-microscopy-reveals-detailed-blueprint-of-viral-genome-replication-machinery.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2217412120
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-method-bone-producing-cells-bone.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s42003-022-04143-9
https://agencia.fapesp.br/study-shows-that-bioprinted-artificial-skin-can-be-used-in-cosmetics-and-drugs-testing/40540/
https://agencia.fapesp.br/study-shows-that-bioprinted-artificial-skin-can-be-used-in-cosmetics-and-drugs-testing/40540/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bprint.2022.e00251
https://scitechdaily.com/insulin-in-a-pill-new-research-answers-a-question-that-has-puzzled-diabetes-researchers-for-100-years/
https://scitechdaily.com/insulin-in-a-pill-new-research-answers-a-question-that-has-puzzled-diabetes-researchers-for-100-years/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-33315-8
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-stunningly-blueprint-revealed-viral-genome.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2217412120
https://neurosciencenews.com/dopamine-test-neurology-22358/
https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2023/01/new-dna-biosensor-could-unlock-powerful-low-cost-clinical-diagnostics
https://doi.org/10.1109/IEDM45625.2022.10019493
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230126/New-spray-can-have-a-dual-impact-in-the-fight-against-antibiotic-resistance.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpharm.2022.122215
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00186-y?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=f5133a413d-briefing-dy-20230126&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-f5133a413d-45372434
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https://www.newscientist.com/article/2356597-ai-has-designed-bacteria-killing-proteins-from-scratch-and-they-

work 

DOI: 10.1038/s41587-022-01618-2 

 

Large language models generate functional protein sequences across diverse families | 

Nature Biotechnology 
26 January 

Large language models generate functional protein sequences across diverse families | Nature Biotechnology 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41587-022-01618-2 

 

Plant Toxin Emerges as Strong Candidate for Developing New Antibiotics 
24 January 

Plant Toxin Emerges as Strong Candidate for Developing New Antibiotics | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1038/s41929-022-00904-1 

 

Mechanisms of Protein Involved in Cardiovascular Disease and Cancer Uncovered 
20 January 

Mechanisms of Protein Involved in Cardiovascular Disease and Cancer Uncovered | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1016/j.molmet.2022.101662 

 

Ocean-Derived Molecule Synthesized for First Time as Potential Parkinson's 

Treatment 
20 January 

Ocean-Derived Molecule Synthesized for First Time as Potential Parkinson's Treatment | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1126/science.ade0032 

 

Bottlebrush-Shaped Nanoparticle Targets Cancers With Multiple Drugs 
27 January 

Bottlebrush-Shaped Nanoparticle Targets Cancers With Multiple Drugs | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1038/s41565-022-01310-1 

 

AI Creates Original Proteins From Scratch 
27 January 

AI Creates Original Proteins From Scratch | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1038/s41587-022-01618-2 

 

AI Replicated Evolution and Generated New Enzymes as Good as Natural Ones 
27 January 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/3adgvv/ai-replicated-evolution-and-generated-new-enzymes-as-good-as-natural-

ones 

 

A Growing Threat: Harmful Fungal Toxins Spreading in Wheat 
26 January 

A Growing Threat: Harmful Fungal Toxins Spreading in Wheat (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s43016-022-00655-z 

 

Columbia Researchers Uncover Dangerous Connection Between Serotonin and Heart 

Valve Disease 
28 January 

Columbia Researchers Uncover Dangerous Connection Between Serotonin and Heart Valve Disease 

(scitechdaily.com) 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2356597-ai-has-designed-bacteria-killing-proteins-from-scratch-and-they-work/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2356597-ai-has-designed-bacteria-killing-proteins-from-scratch-and-they-work/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-022-01618-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-022-01618-2
https://www.technologynetworks.com/drug-discovery/news/plant-toxin-emerges-as-strong-candidate-for-developing-new-antibiotics-369464?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Drug%20Discovery&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243311510&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8TwI5A2LuE4-Lql2AeESHiI9gYHIdcKk6eiaxrazqQk6yuOtsZwI8k6ry4_vc5xqBxu-BxxglXJJ92h9k-Rg-9BUiLSQ&utm_content=243311510&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41929-022-00904-1
https://www.technologynetworks.com/drug-discovery/news/mechanisms-of-protein-involved-in-cardiovascular-disease-and-cancer-uncovered-369394?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Drug%20Discovery&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243311510&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--1pbKXH3G3NFc3NPOP-QezkHEA1erddYUFYNIrEgoos8lI0gD7iw8Dr7FM0cDXh3wdJf7U8lf17tscM7IAi461DWf_hw&utm_content=243311510&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212877822002319
https://www.technologynetworks.com/drug-discovery/news/ocean-derived-molecule-synthesized-for-first-time-as-potential-parkinsons-treatment-369377?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Drug%20Discovery&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243311510&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-88T7JlYUUdJwmz3usGX98cSDc39Oz0-bxeYbrS9zC4JSJ1zdX4LkuTuLaK45aWfXOTjaMZ0JVURxEemlC4LUUuzcJwzw&utm_content=243311510&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.ade0032
https://www.technologynetworks.com/drug-discovery/news/bottlebrush-shaped-nanoparticle-targets-cancers-with-multiple-drugs-369593?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Breaking%20Science%20News&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243467567&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--UBUztOpp29_HQB7MP3JdKIsuciA3gZXaeeRkfxiZgY3sOEkRfVJfJYHV5R7Hv6NlKwcXUGJ654Q8f6FDNsAXRiJ120g&utm_content=243467567&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41565-022-01310-1
https://www.technologynetworks.com/proteomics/news/ai-creates-original-proteins-from-scratch-369598?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Breaking%20Science%20News&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243467567&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9ly64I0b_VLfyedagyvEVNtB4ja6H558QzR4d7aQbPfXu1ZbncL4P0fvoXLN8Pmdgxm0hw2fKIneY5uP7nUBklX6-mIw&utm_content=243467567&utm_source=hs_email
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41587-022-01618-2
https://www.vice.com/en/article/3adgvv/ai-replicated-evolution-and-generated-new-enzymes-as-good-as-natural-ones
https://www.vice.com/en/article/3adgvv/ai-replicated-evolution-and-generated-new-enzymes-as-good-as-natural-ones
https://scitechdaily.com/a-growing-threat-harmful-fungal-toxins-spreading-in-wheat/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43016-022-00655-z
https://scitechdaily.com/columbia-researchers-uncover-dangerous-connection-between-serotonin-and-heart-valve-disease/
https://scitechdaily.com/columbia-researchers-uncover-dangerous-connection-between-serotonin-and-heart-valve-disease/
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Plant toxin hailed as ‘new weapon’ in antibiotic war against bacteria | Antibiotics | 

The Guardian 
29 January 

Plant toxin hailed as ‘new weapon’ in antibiotic war against bacteria | Antibiotics | The Guardian 

 

Selective Synthesis of Lysine Peptides and the Prebiotically Plausible Synthesis of 

Catalytically Active Diaminopropionic Acid Peptide Nitriles in Water 
26 January 

Selective Synthesis of Lysine Peptides and the Prebiotically Plausible Synthesis of Catalytically Active 

Diaminopropionic Acid Peptide Nitriles in Water | Journal of the American Chemical Society (acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12497 

 

Antiviral activity of natural flavonoids against various coronaviruses 
29 January 

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230129/Antiviral-activity-of-natural-flavonoids-against-various-

coronaviruses.aspx 

doi:10.3390/ microorganisms11020314 

 

The protein wears Prada 
28 January 

The protein wears Prada (nanowerk.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41587-022-01464-2 

 

Multi-antigen spherical nucleic acid cancer vaccines | Nature Biomedical Engineering 
30 January 

Multi-antigen spherical nucleic acid cancer vaccines | Nature Biomedical Engineering 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41551-022-01000-2 

 

Considerations for Manufacturing Solid Versus Semi-solid Drugs 
2 January 

Considerations for Manufacturing Solid Versus Semi-solid Drugs (pharmtech.com) 

 

Prof who went on to co-found Moderna was told to ‘find another job’ after pitching 

drug delivery idea | The Straits Times 
29 January 

Prof who went on to co-found Moderna was told to ‘find another job’ after pitching drug delivery idea | The Straits 

Times 

 

Biotech pipeline hosts 163 potential meds for mental illness 
30 January 

Biotech pipeline hosts 163 potential meds for mental illness (fiercebiotech.com) 

Nanofluids in Biomedicine 
31 January 

Nanofluids in Biomedicine (news-medical.net) 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11671-008-9174-9 

CID12261165, a flavonoid compound as antibacterial agents against quinolone-

resistant Staphylococcus aureus | Scientific Reports 
31 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28859-8 

https://doi.org/10.1126/scitranslmed.adc9606
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2023/jan/29/plant-toxin-new-weapon-antibiotic-war-against-bacteria-albicidin
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12497
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12497
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12497
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230129/Antiviral-activity-of-natural-flavonoids-against-various-coronaviruses.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230129/Antiviral-activity-of-natural-flavonoids-against-various-coronaviruses.aspx
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2607/11/2/314
https://www.nanowerk.com/news2/biotech/newsid=62256.php
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41551-022-01000-2
https://www.pharmtech.com/view/considerations-for-manufacturing-solid-versus-semi-solid-drugs?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1-31-2023%20PTE%20Enews%20Multi%20Sponsored&eKey=cGF0cmlja2hvYmJzQG91dGxvb2suY29t
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/moderna-co-founder-told-to-find-another-job-after-pitching-vaccine-delivery-idea
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/moderna-co-founder-told-to-find-another-job-after-pitching-vaccine-delivery-idea
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/biotech-pipeline-hosts-163-potential-meds-mental-illness-depression-treatments-making
https://www.news-medical.net/life-sciences/Nanofluids-in-Biomedicine.aspx
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28859-8
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Switching from membrane disrupting to membrane crossing, an effective strategy in 

designing antibacterial polypeptide | Science Advances 
25 January 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abn0771 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abn0771 

 

Synthetic anaplerotic modules for the direct synthesis of complex molecules from CO2 | 

Nature Chemical Biology 

5 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41589-022-01179-0 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41589-022-01179-0 

 

How Does Alcohol Affect the Brain and the Body? 
27 January 

How Does Alcohol Affect the Brain and the Body? | Technology Networks 

 

A crash course in biotech success — and failure 

30 January 

A crash course in biotech success — and failure (nature.com) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abn0771
https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abn0771
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41589-022-01179-0
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/articles/how-does-alcohol-affect-the-brain-and-the-body-369447?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Food%20%26%20Beverage%20Analysis&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=243749264&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9ZEPMJwYHni0aw7iJ4R_AFg3MssBW4hVJx86zBuFPXV36C-VXqlXQ9OSIHwsjOXuaRigguD1x5ekmwhHirQ7ZOVQclQQ&utm_content=243749264&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00221-y?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=a32993cbba-briefing-dy-20230131&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-a32993cbba-45372434
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EuChemS Magazine Launched 
Jan 25, 2023 

 

With the beginning of 2023, we established the brand new Serial Publication of the European Chemical 

Society, EuChemS Magazine, succeeding Chemistry in Europe and Brussels News Updates. You can 

read EuChemS Magazine here! 

 

The new EuChemS Magazine is a fresh, modern publication, which contains the latest key briefings from 

EU science policy and breaking updates about EuChemS. Every three months, EuChemS Magazine Plus 

will also release (starting from this March), with more in depth analytical research policy and perspective 

articles, editorials and interviews. We invite all, in particular, member societies and professional networks 

to contribute to EuChemS Magazine Plus. 

 

If you are subscribed to either of our previous newsletters, you don’t have to worry – your subscription is 

automatically transferred to EuChemS Magazine. If you are not yet, and you would like to receive 

subscribed we invite you to do so here! 

https://www.magazine.euchems.eu/
https://www.magazine.euchems.eu/subscribe-to-our-newsletter/
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Changes in EuChemS Executive Board 

  

New EuChemS Executive Board Members began their terms on 1 January 2023. 

President-Elect Angela Agostiano and Treasurer Hans Peter Lüthi were elected by the EuChemS 

General Assembly in Lisbon in 2022. Angela Agostiano will serve one year as President-Elect, after 

which she will succeed Floris Rutjes as the President of EuChemS. She is a Full Professor at the 

University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy. Her area of expertise is chemical-physical processes. She was also 

the first woman President of the Italian Chemical Society, where she focused on connecting different 

disciplinary areas and societal challenges.  

Hans Peter Lüthi was an adjunct professor at the ETH Zurich Department of Chemistry and Applied 

Biosciences, Switzerland. He also served as a Treasurer for the Swiss Chemical Society (SCS) as well as 

the Director of its Foundation. He succeeded Eckart Rühl as EuChemS Treasurer. 

Helen Pain, CEO of the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) began her first term as an appointed 

Executive Board member. She is a Chartered Chemist and a Chartered Scientists.  

Joana Amaral started in the same capacity, representing EuChemS Professional Networks. She is an 

Adjunct Professor at the Department of Chemical and Biological Technology of the Polytechnic Institute 

of Bragança, Portugal, and the Chair of EuChemS Division of Food Chemistry.  

Patrick Guiry, Full Professor of synthetic organic chemistry at University College Dublin became an 

appointed member, representing the Irish Chemical Society, the host of the 10th EuChemS Chemistry 

Congress (ECC9) in Dublin, to be held in 2024. 

With the end of 2022, the term of Pilar Goya as Vice President, as well as the term of Eckart Rühl as 

Treasurer ended. In addition, we also bid farewell to Robert Parker (RSC) and Péter Szalay (Chair of 

EuChemS Division of Computational and Theoretical Chemistry) as appointed members. EuChemS 

warmly thanks them for their hard work for and impactful contributions towards European chemistry. 

https://www.euchems.eu/about-us/executive-board/
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Professional Networks 

EuChemS scientific Divisions and Working Parties enhance networking in their own fields 

of expertise and promote collaboration with other European and international 

organisations. These professional networks organise high quality scientific conferences in 

chemical and molecular sciences and interdisciplinary areas. 

 

Guidelines for Divisions and Working Parties 

 Nomination of Delegates by EuChemS Member Organisations 

 

 Division of Analytical Chemistry (Chair: Marcela Segundo) 

 Division of Chemical Education (Chair: Rachel Mamlock-Naaman) 

 Division of Chemistry and Energy (Chair: Aline Auroux) 

 Division of Chemistry and the Environment (Chair: Ioannis Katsoyiannis) 

 Division of Chemistry in Life Sciences (Chair: Sonsoles Martín Santamaría) 

 Division of Computational and Theoretical Chemistry (Chair: Tanja van Mourik) 

 Division of Food Chemistry (Chair: Joana Amaral) 

 Division of Green and Sustainable Chemistry (Chair: Ana Aguiar Ricardo) 

 Division of Inorganic Chemistry (Chair: Yulia Gorbunova) 

 Division of Nuclear and Radiochemistry (Chair: Marko Štrok) 

 Division of Organic Chemistry (Chair: Patrick Guiry) 

 Division of Organometallic Chemistry (Chair: Martin Albrecht) 

 Division of Physical Chemistry (Chair: Wolfgang Kautek) 

 Division of Solid State and Materials Chemistry (Chair: Paul Attfield) 

 Working Party on Chemistry for Cultural Heritage (Chair: Elena Badea) 

 Working Party on Ethics in Chemistry (Chair: Anca Silvestru) 

 Working Party on Formulation in Chemistry (Chair: Alain Durand) 

 Working Party on the History of Chemistry (Chair: Annette Lykknes) 

 European Young Chemists´ Network (Chair: Maximilian Menche) 

 

  

https://www.euchems.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/P-003-EuChemS-Divisions-Guidelines-ver.2021.pdf
https://www.euchems.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/P-003-EuChemS-Divisions-Guidelines-ver.2021.pdf
https://www.euchems.eu/nomination-to-a-euchems-professional-network/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/analytical-chemistry/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/chemical-education-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/chemistry-and-energy/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/chemistry-and-the-environment-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/chemistry-in-life-sciences-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/computational-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/food-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/green-and-sustainable-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/inorganic-chemistry/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/nuclear-and-radiochemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/organic-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/organometallic-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/physical-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/solid-state-and-materials-chemistry/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/chemistry-for-cultural-heritage-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/ethics-in-chemistry/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/working-party-formulation-chemistry/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/history-of-chemistry-2/
https://www.euchems.eu/divisions/european-young-chemists-network/
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13th International Conference on the History of Chemistry 

(13ICHC) 

 

 

23/05/2023 - 27/05/2023     

All Day 

 ADD TO CALENDAR 

Download ICS Google Calendar iCalendar Office 365 Outlook Live 

Vilnius University, Central Building 

Universiteto 3, Vilnius 

Event information 

Location  13th International Conference on the History of Chemistry (13ICHC) - 

EuChemS 

Registration 

You can register, and find up-to-date information about the event, speakers, deadlines and the venue 

below:- 

Register here  

 

https://www.euchems.eu/events/13th-international-conference-on-the-history-of-chemistry-13ichc/ical/
https://www.google.com/calendar/event?action=TEMPLATE&text=13th+International+Conference+on+the+History+of+Chemistry+%2813ICHC%29&dates=20230523T000000/20230527T235959&details=&location=Universiteto+3%2C+Vilnius%2C+Lithuania&trp=false&sprop=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.euchems.eu%2Fevents%2F13th-international-conference-on-the-history-of-chemistry-13ichc%2F&sprop=name:EuChemS&ctz=Europe%2FBrussels
webcal://www.euchems.eu/events/13th-international-conference-on-the-history-of-chemistry-13ichc/ical/
https://outlook.office.com/calendar/0/deeplink/compose?allday=false&body=&location=Universiteto+3%2C+Vilnius%2C+Lithuania&path=/calendar/action/compose&rru=addevent&startdt=2023-05-23T00%3A00%3A00%2B02%3A00&enddt=2023-05-27T23%3A59%3A59%2B02%3A00&subject=13th+International+Conference+on+the+History+of+Chemistry+%2813ICHC%29
https://outlook.live.com/calendar/0/deeplink/compose?allday=false&body=&location=Universiteto+3%2C+Vilnius%2C+Lithuania&path=/calendar/action/compose&rru=addevent&startdt=2023-05-23T00%3A00%3A00%2B02%3A00&enddt=2023-05-27T23%3A59%3A59%2B02%3A00&subject=13th+International+Conference+on+the+History+of+Chemistry+%2813ICHC%29
https://www.euchems.eu/locations/vilnius-university-central-building/
https://www.euchems.eu/events/13th-international-conference-on-the-history-of-chemistry-13ichc/
https://www.euchems.eu/events/13th-international-conference-on-the-history-of-chemistry-13ichc/
https://www.ichc2021vilnius.chgf.vu.lt/
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Women scientists at the forefront of global conflicts

 

 

 

About the event 
 
EuChemS is proud to announce its 2023 Global Woman Breakfast online event, titled “Women scientists 

at the forefront of global conflicts”. The online event will take place on  

Tuesday 14 February 2023 10:00 – 11:30 Brussels time. 

 

It is important to acknowledge that science and technology plays a significant role in contemporary 

conflict. While scientific achievements advanced the quality of life greatly, innovation in technology has 

also transformed conflicts across the globe in the last century. By taking this into account, we can see 

science’s responsibility in ensuring the minimisation of harm coming from conflict. As conflicts scenarios 

tend to increase exposure to abuse and discrimination, women represent one of the highly vulnerable 

groups in conflict. Therefore we find it crucial to hear and learn from the inputs of women researchers and 

scientists who are involved with science in conflict. 

 

Therefore EuChemS’s 2023 GWB event will focus on the historical context of what roles women played 

in research areas relevant to conflict and crisis, such as nuclear and radiochemistry. The event will also 

examine contemporary efforts from woman researchers in fighting against chemical warfare, amongst 

other topics. 

 

Remember the date – 14.02.2023 – and stay tuned for more details. 

 

EuChemS Global Women’s Breakfast event is part of IUPAC’s Global Women’s Breakfast (#GWB2023) 

initiative. 

https://iupac.org/gwb/
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Registration 

The event is free to attend, however registration is mandatory. 

Please register below. 

Registration Ctry + Click 

 

We invite you to propose questions for the speakers during registration. 

 

Programme and Speakers 
Programme 

Invited speakers 

Hosts 

 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/2916703415802/WN_D7OlVOW3QQCC6kiO1n_7tw
https://www.euchems.eu/women-scientists-at-the-forefront-of-global-conflicts/
https://www.euchems.eu/women-scientists-at-the-forefront-of-global-conflicts/
https://www.euchems.eu/women-scientists-at-the-forefront-of-global-conflicts/
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European Chemical Biology Symposium (8ECBS) 

 

09/05/2023 - 11/05/2023 – AstraZeneca, AstraZeneca, PGN entrance. Pepparedsleden 5, 431 53 

Mölndal, Gothenburg, SWEDEN, Gothenburg. 

Event Information 

The inaugural ELRIG meeting on Therapeutic OLIGOs combined with the 8th European Chemical 

Biology Symposium (ECBS) will be held on May 9-11 at the beautiful AstraZeneca R&D site in 

Gothenburg. This interactive 3-day event will host leading scientists from academia, industry and the 

vendor community to discuss recent advancements in the discovery of therapeutic OLIGOs and in the 

Chemical Biology research field in Europe and internationally. The ECBS part of the meeting is co-

organized by EU-OPENSCREEN and the EuChemS Division of Chemistry in Life Sciences, and includes 

contributions from key academic chemical biology research groups in Europe. Our ambition is to create an 

open access meeting and an inspiring environment for networking between biologists and chemists to fuel 

cross-fertilisation between research areas. 

OLIGOs such as ASOs, siRNAs and other mRNA-targeted therapeutics are impacting patients daily. To 

further expand the scope of these drug modalities the field is exploring new ways to formulate and 

distribute the cargo to improve the reach of additional disease-relevant tissue. Efforts include various 

ways of targeting the delivery, for example by conjugating the cargo to functional groups that interact 

with specific cell types. This is one area in which developments interplay with the field of chemical 

biology, where the aim is to exploit chemistry for the purpose of understanding and manipulating biology. 

With the recent announcement of the latest Nobel Prize in Chemistry for bio-orthogonal chemistry and 

click chemistry, there is more reason than ever to discuss the next advancements that will impact our 

understanding of and man-made changes to biology. This meeting will explore these opportunities and 

challenges in six focus areas as outlined at the web page (https://www.elrig.org/portfolio/elrigs-

therapeutic-oligos-european-chemical-biology-symposium-2023/). 

Registration 

You can register, and find up-to-date information about the event, speakers, 

deadlines and the venue below: 

Register here  

https://www.elrig.org/portfolio/elrigs-therapeutic-oligos-european-chemical-biology-symposium-2023/
https://www.elrig.org/portfolio/elrigs-therapeutic-oligos-european-chemical-biology-symposium-2023/
https://www.elrig.org/portfolio/elrigs-therapeutic-oligos-european-chemical-biology-symposium-2023/
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16th International Symposium on Applied Bioinorganic Chemistry (16th 

ISABC) 

 

11/06/2023 - 14/06/2023 - Conference Venue Karolos Papoulias University of Ioannina, Ioannina, 

Greece , Ioannina 

Event Information 

Dear Colleagues, On behalf of the organizing committee, I would like to invite you to participate in the 

16th International Symposium on Applied Bioinorganic Chemistry (16-ISABC). 

It will be held in 11-14 June 2023, in Ioannina, Greece. This is the 16th Symposium of the series and it 

will cover all branches of modern applied bioinorganic chemistry.  

Scientific program sessions:  

Metals in Medicine and Biology, Metallomics, Metalloproteins Structures, Metals Complexes Interaction 

with RNA, DNA or Proteins, Bioinorganic Biomaterials, Biomimetic and Bioinspired Bioinorganic 

Chemistry and Energy Conversion, Metal Toxicology and Metals in Environment and Biophysical, 

Biochemical and Spectroscopic Methods in Bioinorganic Chemistry. 

Registration  

You can register, and find up-to-date information about the event, speakers, 

deadlines and the venue below: 

Register here    

https://www.euchems.eu/locations/conference-venue-karolos-papoulias/
https://isabc2023.com/
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ChemistryViews - The Magazine of Chemistry Europe 
 

 

Latest News 

 
Topics 

Videos 

Must Read Articles 
 

Go to: ChemistryViews - The Magazine of Chemistry Europe  

https://www.chemistryviews.org/
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ERC: New members appointed, changes to 2024 evaluation 

approved 

The Scientific Council welcomes five new members, who started their term on 1 January 

2023. The new members were announced on 7 December.  
Distinguished scientists and scholars to join the ERC Scientific Council | ERC (europa.eu) 

Marton Kottmayer, 

EuChemS  

January 13, 2023 

The European Commission appointed the new members – each of them distinguished scientists or scholars 

from different countries, ranging from Ireland (Luke O’Neill, TCD) to Poland, and coming from diverse 

scientific backgrounds, including, but not limited to biochemistry, computer science, immunology and 

geography – for a four year term. In the meantime, the Commission also extended the term of five current 

members. Information on the newly elected members to the 22 person Scientific Council can be found here. 

ERC President Prof. Maria Leptin formally welcomed the new members alongside Commissioner for 

Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth, Mariya Gabriel. 

 

Following this, during its December Plenary Meeting, the council decided on changes to ERC application 

forms and evaluation procedures, to be implemented for 2024 calls. The key principle behind the changes 

in application is simplification: certain templates will be merged, and applicants will be given the 

opportunity to add narrative descriptions. This is in line with ERC becoming a signatory of the Coalition 

for Advancing Research Assessment (CoARA)’s agreement – of which EuChemS is an early signatory of. 

 

Earlier last year, Prof. Leptin also participated in an exchange of views with the European Parliament’s 

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE).  In her address on 29 November 2022, she expressed 

ERC’s stance on Research Assessment reforms and defining “Scientific Excellence”. While highlighting 

the key achievements of ERC to illustrate its success, she expressed the Council’s openness to evolve its 

practices, however, also emphasized its commitment to its core principles established at the foundation of 

ERC in 2007. 

https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/news/New-ScCmembers-2022-Dec
https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/news/New-ScCmembers-2022-Dec
https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/news/erc-scientific-council-decides-changes-evaluation-forms-and-processes-2024-calls
https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/news/erc-scientific-council-decides-changes-evaluation-forms-and-processes-2024-calls
https://coara.eu/agreement/the-agreement-full-text/
https://www.euchems.eu/euchems-supports-coara/
https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/news/speech-european-parliaments-itre-committee
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Climate Change, Environment, Sustainability & Related Topics 
 

Market interventions killing industry’s access to renewable power – BASF Renewable 

Energy CEO 
1 December 

Market rules kill access to renewables – BASF Renewable Energy CEO (energymonitor.ai) 

 

Global energy efficiency progress is accelerating, signalling a potential turning point 

after years of slow improvement - News – IEA 
2 December 

Global energy efficiency progress is accelerating, signalling a potential turning point after years of slow 

improvement - News - IEA 

 

Wind turbines have an image problem but silent, bladeless designs could change all 

that | Euronews 
2 December 

Wind turbines have an image problem but silent, bladeless designs could change all that | Euronews 

 

Prince William: We put man on the moon - we can repair our planet | Climate News | 

Sky News 
4 December 

Prince William: We put man on the moon - we can repair our planet | Climate News | Sky News 

 

An easy way for dairy farmers to reduce their climate impact 
2 December 

An easy way for dairy farmers to reduce their climate impact (phys.org) 

 

The smart and efficient domestic wind turbine 
1 December 

The smart and efficient domestic wind turbine (surfertoday.com) 

 

The day world's biggest isolated grid had enough wind and solar to reach 100 pct 

renewables | RenewEconomy 
2 December 

The day world's biggest isolated grid had enough wind and solar to reach 100 pct renewables | RenewEconomy 

 

Why the humble heat pump is about to experience a global boom - One Step Off The 

Grid 
1 December 

https://onestepoffthegrid.com.au/why-the-humble-heat-pump-is-about-to-experience-a-global-boom 

 

Microsoft-backed start-up Heirloom uses limestone to capture CO2 
5 December 

Microsoft-backed start-up Heirloom uses limestone to capture CO2 (cnbc.com) 

 

Watch "Aeromine Rooftop Wind. Static. Silent. 50% more power than Solar PV. 

What's not to like?" on YouTube 
5 December 

Aeromine Rooftop Wind. Static. Silent. 50% more power than Solar PV. What's not to like? - YouTube 

https://www.energymonitor.ai/sectors/industry/market-interventions-killing-industrys-access-to-renewable-power-basf-renewable-energy-ceo?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=em_0212
https://www.iea.org/news/global-energy-efficiency-progress-is-accelerating-signalling-a-potential-turning-point-after-years-of-slow-improvement
https://www.iea.org/news/global-energy-efficiency-progress-is-accelerating-signalling-a-potential-turning-point-after-years-of-slow-improvement
https://www.euronews.com/green/2022/12/02/it-may-look-rude-but-this-vibrating-wind-turbine-is-producing-clean-energy
https://news.sky.com/story/prince-william-we-put-man-on-the-moon-we-can-repair-our-planet-12761262
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-easy-dairy-farmers-climate-impact.html
https://www.surfertoday.com/environment/the-smart-and-efficient-domestic-wind-turbine
https://reneweconomy.com.au/the-day-worlds-biggest-isolated-grid-had-enough-wind-and-solar-to-reach-100-pct-renewables/
https://onestepoffthegrid.com.au/why-the-humble-heat-pump-is-about-to-experience-a-global-boom/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/05/microsoft-backed-start-up-heirloom-uses-limestone-to-capture-co2.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnSZ0MHIcvs
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Academia–industry ties under scrutiny 
10 November 

Academia–industry ties under scrutiny | Nature Climate Change 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-022-01522-2 

 

Behaviour as leverage | Nature Climate Change 
16 November 

Behaviour as leverage | Nature Climate Change 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-022-01531-1 

 

Consortium seeks first proposals for carbon capture shipping project 
6 December 

Consortium seeks first proposals for carbon capture shipping project - CNA (channelnewsasia.com) 

 

Southampton scientist's CO2 work earns Earthshot prize - BBC News 
5 December 

Southampton scientist's CO2 work earns Earthshot prize - BBC News 

 

Netherlands Selects Offshore Hydrogen Network Developer | Offshore Wind 
5 December 

Netherlands Selects Offshore Hydrogen Network Developer | Offshore Wind 

 

Charting the global energy landscape to 2050: Emissions 
1 December 

The global energy landscape to 2050: Emissions | McKinsey 

 

Dawn Meats to invest €100 million in 2040 net-zero target 
6 December 

Dawn Meats to invest €100 million in 2040 net-zero target (agriland.ie) 

 

German giant RWE doubles down on Irish offshore wind with swoop for 'invaluable' 

East Celtic | Recharge 
5 December 

German giant RWE doubles down on Irish offshore wind with swoop for 'invaluable' East Celtic | Recharge 

(rechargenews.com) 

 

Concrete's impact on the environment 
3 December 

Concrete's impact on the environment (fastcompany.com) 

 

New food technologies could release 80% of the world’s farmland back to nature 
6 December 

New food technologies could release 80% of the world's farmland back to nature (theconversation.com) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

COP 15 (The 15th United Nations Biodiversity Conference, COP15, opened 

in Montreal, Canada 7- 19 December 2022) 

 

World leaders must step up to put biodiversity deal on path to success 
6 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-022-01522-2?utm_source=nclimate_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41558_12_12&utm_content=20221206
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-022-01531-1?utm_source=nclimate_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41558_12_12&utm_content=20221206
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/business/consortium-seeks-first-proposals-carbon-capture-shipping-project-3124831
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-hampshire-63858565
https://www.offshorewind.biz/2022/12/05/netherlands-selects-offshore-hydrogen-network-developer/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/oil-and-gas/our-insights/charting-the-global-energy-landscape-to-2050-emissions?stcr=ACD8310F80AD4F62A7C2D63E4F67EE8A&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=8f7b4ad9a3f14e8cb35808f6897e959b&hctky=9170817&hdpid=150847cd-2411-45c2-bba0-6840a9e5e695
https://www.agriland.ie/farming-news/dawn-meats-to-invest-e100-million-in-net-zero-2040-target/
https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/german-giant-rwe-doubles-down-on-irish-offshore-wind-with-swoop-for-invaluable-east-celtic/2-1-1366766
https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/german-giant-rwe-doubles-down-on-irish-offshore-wind-with-swoop-for-invaluable-east-celtic/2-1-1366766
https://www.fastcompany.com/90817483/climate-hell-concrete
https://theconversation.com/new-food-technologies-could-release-80-of-the-worlds-farmland-back-to-nature-195981?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884+CID_699e75378655f3c1fafd11caf764afc5&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=New%20food%20technologies%20could%20release%2080%20of%20the%20worlds%20farmland%20back%20to%20nature
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World leaders must step up to put biodiversity deal on path to success (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04329-5 

 

COP15: three visions for protecting nature on the table at the UN biodiversity 

conference 
6 December 

COP15: three visions for protecting nature on the table at the UN biodiversity conference (theconversation.com) 

 

Cop15: what are the key targets for the biodiversity agreement? | Environment | The 

Guardian 
10 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/10/cop15-what-are-the-key-targets-for-the-biodiversity-

agreement 

 

Developing countries walkout at UN biodiversity talks 
14 December 

Developing countries walkout at UN biodiversity talks (rte.ie) 

 

Walkouts and tensions as row over finance threatens to derail Cop15 talks | Cop15 | 

The Guardian 
14 December 

Walkouts and tensions as row over finance threatens to derail Cop15 talks | Cop15 | The Guardian 

 

COP15: Ireland supports biodiversity framework - Noonan - Agriland.ie 
15 December 

COP15: Ireland supports biodiversity framework - Noonan - Agriland.ie 

 

Watered down: why negotiators at Cop15 are barely mentioning the ocean | Cop15 | 

The Guardian 
16 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/16/negotiators-cop15-barely-mentioning-ocean 

 

New hope for 'deal to save nature' at UN summit 
17 December 

New hope for 'deal to save nature' at UN summit (rte.ie) 

 

The US touts support for biodiversity – but at Cop15, it remains on the sidelines | 

Cop15 | The Guardian 
17 December 

The US touts support for biodiversity – but at Cop15, it remains on the sidelines | Cop15 | The Guardian 

 

Factbox: "30-by-30": Key takeaways from the COP15 biodiversity summit 
19 December 

Factbox: "30-by-30": Key takeaways from the COP15 biodiversity summit | Reuters 

 

UN biodiversity conference: what does living in harmony with nature look like? 
16 December 

UN biodiversity conference: what does living in harmony with nature look like? (theconversation.com) 

‘Crucial’ Cop15 deal includes target to protect 30% of nature on Earth by 2030 
19 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04329-5?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=33796e1f17-briefing-dy-20221207&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-33796e1f17-45372434
https://theconversation.com/cop15-three-visions-for-protecting-nature-on-the-table-at-the-un-biodiversity-conference-195946?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884+CID_699e75378655f3c1fafd11caf764afc5&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=COP15%20three%20visions%20for%20protecting%20nature%20on%20the%20table%20at%20the%20UN%20biodiversity%20conference
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/10/cop15-what-are-the-key-targets-for-the-biodiversity-agreement
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/10/cop15-what-are-the-key-targets-for-the-biodiversity-agreement
https://www.rte.ie/news/world/2022/1214/1341877-un-talks/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/14/walkouts-and-tensions-as-row-over-finance-threatens-to-derail-cop15-talks
https://www.agriland.ie/farming-news/cop15-ireland-supports-biodiversity-framework-noonan/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/16/negotiators-cop15-barely-mentioning-ocean
https://www.rte.ie/news/world/2022/1217/1342454-cop15-conference/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/17/cop15-us-biodiversity-cbd
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/30-by-30-key-takeaways-cop15-biodiversity-summit-2022-12-19/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily-briefing&utm_term=12-20-2022
https://theconversation.com/un-biodiversity-conference-what-does-living-in-harmony-with-nature-look-like-196228?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2019%202022%20-%202495325008&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2019%202022%20-%202495325008+CID_0a8f7ae0e7197852800f01a013a4cde6&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=UN%20biodiversity%20conference%20what%20does%20living%20in%20harmony%20with%20nature%20look%20like
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‘Crucial’ Cop15 deal includes target to protect 30% of nature on Earth by 2030 | Cop15 | The Guardian 

 

Things to know about landmark UN biodiversity agreement 
19 December 

Things to know about landmark UN biodiversity agreement (rte.ie) 

 

Nations forge historic deal to save species: what’s in it and what’s missing 
19 December 

Nations forge historic deal to save species: what’s in it and what’s missing (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04503-9 

Cop15 in Montreal: did the summit deliver for the natural world? | Cop15 | The 

Guardian 
20 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/cop15-montreal-did-it-deliver-for-natural-world-aoe 

 

Cop15 summit: DRC drops objections to seal deal on historic action on biodiversity | 

Cop15 | The Guardian 
20 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/cop15-summit-drc-drops-objections-to-seal-deal-on-

historic-action-on-biodiversity-aoe 

 

Five options for restoring global biodiversity after the UN agreement 
20 December 

Five options for restoring global biodiversity after the UN agreement (theconversation.com) 

 

‘Embrace history’: UN environment chief calls for immediate action on Cop15 deal | 

Cop15 | The Guardian 
20 December 

‘Embrace history’: UN environment chief calls for immediate action on Cop15 deal | Cop15 | The Guardian 

 

The historic COP15 outcome is an imperfect game-changer for saving nature. Here’s 

why Australia did us proud 
20 December 

The historic COP15 outcome is an imperfect game-changer for saving nature. Here's why Australia did us proud 

(theconversation.com) 

 

COP15: A call to action for investors to help us meet vital biodiversity goals 
15 December 

COP15: A call to action for investors to help us meet vital biodiversity goals (theconversation.com) 

 

UN biodiversity conference: what does living in harmony with nature look like? 
16 December 

UN biodiversity conference: what does living in harmony with nature look like? (theconversation.com) 

 

Biodiversity: one way to help countries stick to their commitments to restore nature 
20 December 

Biodiversity: one way to help countries stick to their commitments to restore nature (theconversation.com) 

 

Biodiversity treaty: UN deal fails to address the root causes of nature’s destruction 
21 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/19/cop15-deal-includes-target-to-protect-30-of-nature-on-earth-by-2030-aoe?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=3baa4cf847-briefing-dy-20221219&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-3baa4cf847-45372434
https://www.rte.ie/news/newslens/2022/1219/1342726-biodiversity/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04503-9?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=2bc755ed32-briefing-dy-20221219_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-2bc755ed32-45372434
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/cop15-montreal-did-it-deliver-for-natural-world-aoe
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/cop15-summit-drc-drops-objections-to-seal-deal-on-historic-action-on-biodiversity-aoe
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/cop15-summit-drc-drops-objections-to-seal-deal-on-historic-action-on-biodiversity-aoe
https://theconversation.com/five-options-for-restoring-global-biodiversity-after-the-un-agreement-196835?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2021%202022%20-%202499525048&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2021%202022%20-%202499525048+CID_855af234b3df086d2354e1b93bb26b6e&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=Global%20agreement%20to%20protect%20nature%20signed%20%20heres%20how%20the%20world%20can%20start%20restoring%20biodiversity
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/20/embrace-history-un-environment-chief-calls-for-immediate-action-on-cop15-deal
https://theconversation.com/the-historic-cop15-outcome-is-an-imperfect-game-changer-for-saving-nature-heres-why-australia-did-us-proud-196731?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=commit%20to%2023%20targets
https://theconversation.com/the-historic-cop15-outcome-is-an-imperfect-game-changer-for-saving-nature-heres-why-australia-did-us-proud-196731?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=commit%20to%2023%20targets
https://theconversation.com/cop15-a-call-to-action-for-investors-to-help-us-meet-vital-biodiversity-goals-196640?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=funding%20shortfall
https://theconversation.com/un-biodiversity-conference-what-does-living-in-harmony-with-nature-look-like-196228?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=human-wildlife%20conflict
https://theconversation.com/biodiversity-one-way-to-help-countries-stick-to-their-commitments-to-restore-nature-168000?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=reviewing%20each%20countrys%20progress
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Biodiversity treaty: UN deal fails to address the root causes of nature’s destruction (theconversation.com) 

 

Five ways you can help stop biodiversity loss in your area – and around the world 
20 December 

Five ways you can help stop biodiversity loss in your area – and around the world (theconversation.com) 

 

COP15’s Global Biodiversity Framework must advance Indigenous-led conservation 

to halt biodiversity loss by 2030 
20 December 

COP15's Global Biodiversity Framework must advance Indigenous-led conservation to halt biodiversity loss by 

2030 (theconversation.com) 

 

Biodiversity: one way to help countries stick to their commitments to restore nature 
20 December 

Biodiversity: one way to help countries stick to their commitments to restore nature (theconversation.com) 

 

'Risk like offshore wind': Orsted to build huge plant tapping green hydrogen for 

shipping fuel | Recharge 
20 December 

'Risk like offshore wind': Orsted to build huge plant tapping green hydrogen for shipping fuel | Recharge 

(rechargenews.com) 

 

How to build on the success of Cop15 agreement | Cop15 | The Guardian 
28 December 

How to build on the success of Cop15 agreement | Cop15 | The Guardian 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Shipping must accelerate its decarbonisation efforts – and now it has the opportunity 

to do so 
6 December  

Shipping must accelerate its decarbonisation efforts – and now it has the opportunity to do so (theconversation.com) 

 

Wexford wind farm project purchased by German multinational company - 

Independent.ie 
6 December 

https://www.independent.ie/regionals/wexford/news/wexford-wind-farm-project-purchased-by-german-

multinational-company-42198342.html 

 

Gaia Vince on how climate change will shape where people live 
2 December 

Gaia Vince on how climate change will shape where people live (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04132-2 

 

RWE expands Irish offshore wind footprint - Splash247 
5 December 

https://splash247.com/rwe-expands-irish-offshore-wind-footprint 

 

Scotland’s Largest Offshore Wind Farm Entering Home Stretch | Offshore Wind 
5 December 

Scotland’s Largest Offshore Wind Farm Entering Home Stretch | Offshore Wind 

https://theconversation.com/biodiversity-treaty-un-deal-fails-to-address-the-root-causes-of-natures-destruction-196905
https://theconversation.com/five-ways-you-can-help-stop-biodiversity-loss-in-your-area-and-around-the-world-196746?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=you%20can%20help
https://theconversation.com/cop15s-global-biodiversity-framework-must-advance-indigenous-led-conservation-to-halt-biodiversity-loss-by-2030-195188?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=COP15s%20Global%20Biodiversity%20Framework%20must%20advance%20Indigenous-led%20conservation%20to%20halt%20biodiversity%20loss%20by%202030
https://theconversation.com/cop15s-global-biodiversity-framework-must-advance-indigenous-led-conservation-to-halt-biodiversity-loss-by-2030-195188?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=COP15s%20Global%20Biodiversity%20Framework%20must%20advance%20Indigenous-led%20conservation%20to%20halt%20biodiversity%20loss%20by%202030
https://theconversation.com/biodiversity-one-way-to-help-countries-stick-to-their-commitments-to-restore-nature-168000?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Imagine%20064&utm_content=Imagine%20064+CID_75e2f82723bc6c30be6e392234a91697&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=Read%20more
https://www.rechargenews.com/energy-transition/risk-like-offshore-wind-orsted-to-build-huge-plant-tapping-green-hydrogen-for-shipping-fuel/2-1-1377300
https://www.rechargenews.com/energy-transition/risk-like-offshore-wind-orsted-to-build-huge-plant-tapping-green-hydrogen-for-shipping-fuel/2-1-1377300
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/28/how-to-build-on-the-success-of-cop15-agreement
https://theconversation.com/shipping-must-accelerate-its-decarbonisation-efforts-and-now-it-has-the-opportunity-to-do-so-195222?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%207%202022%20-%202484224884+CID_699e75378655f3c1fafd11caf764afc5&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=Shipping%20must%20accelerate%20its%20decarbonisation%20efforts%20%20and%20now%20it%20has%20the%20opportunity%20to%20do%20so
https://www.independent.ie/regionals/wexford/news/wexford-wind-farm-project-purchased-by-german-multinational-company-42198342.html
https://www.independent.ie/regionals/wexford/news/wexford-wind-farm-project-purchased-by-german-multinational-company-42198342.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04132-2
https://splash247.com/rwe-expands-irish-offshore-wind-footprint/
https://www.offshorewind.biz/2022/12/05/scotlands-largest-offshore-wind-farm-entering-home-stretch/
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Mixing diesel and hydrogen provides big cuts in emissions | Ars Technica 
7 December 

Mixing diesel and hydrogen provides big cuts in emissions | Ars Technica 

DOI: 10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.08.149 

 

The food emissions ‘solutions’ alarming experts after Cop27 | Environment | The 

Guardian 
7 December 

The food emissions ‘solutions’ alarming experts after Cop27 | Environment | The Guardian 

 

Column: 'Dispatchable' renewables in spotlight after upbeat IEA report 
8 December 

Column: 'Dispatchable' renewables in spotlight after upbeat IEA report | Reuters 

 

Enjoy It While You Can: Dropping Oxygen Will One Day Suffocate Most Life on 

Earth 
8 December 

Enjoy It While You Can: Dropping Oxygen Will One Day Suffocate Most Life on Earth : ScienceAlert 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41561-021-00693-5 

 

Cumbria coal mine: empty promises of carbon capture tech have excused digging up 

more fossil fuel for decades 
8 December 

Cumbria coal mine: empty promises of carbon capture tech have excused digging up more fossil fuel for decades 

(theconversation.com) 

 

Global Nitrogen Fertilizer Market Faces Issues with Availability, Affordability 
6 December 

Global Nitrogen Fertilizer Market Faces Issues with Availability, Affordability (dtnpf.com) 

 

Long-term national climate strategies bet on forests and soils to reach net-zero | 

Communications Earth & Environment 
7 December 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s43247-022-00636-x 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s43247-022-00636-x 

 

COP 27: a way forward for methane, fossil fuel (not just coal) phase-out, and U.S.-

China competition? 
9 December 

COP 27: a way forward for methane, fossil fuel (not just coal) phase-out, and U.S.-China competition? - Energy 

Post 

 

Atmospheric removal of methane by enhancing the natural hydroxyl radical sink 
7 November 

Atmospheric removal of methane by enhancing the natural hydroxyl radical sink - Wang - 2022 - Greenhouse 

Gases: Science and Technology - Wiley Online Library 

https://doi.org/10.1002/ghg.2191 

 

Sustainable and inclusive growth: Briefing note #25, December 8, 2022 
8 December 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/12/mixing-diesel-and-hydrogen-provides-big-cuts-in-emissions/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.08.149
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/dec/07/false-food-solutions-experts-climate-cop27
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/dispatchable-renewables-spotlight-after-upbeat-iea-report-maguire-2022-12-08/
https://www.sciencealert.com/enjoy-it-while-you-can-dropping-oxygen-will-one-day-suffocate-most-life-on-earth?utm_source=ScienceAlert+-+Daily+Email+Updates&utm_campaign=c41d383d32-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_fe5632fb09-c41d383d32-366021682
https://theconversation.com/cumbria-coal-mine-empty-promises-of-carbon-capture-tech-have-excused-digging-up-more-fossil-fuel-for-decades-196242
https://theconversation.com/cumbria-coal-mine-empty-promises-of-carbon-capture-tech-have-excused-digging-up-more-fossil-fuel-for-decades-196242
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/crops/article/2022/12/06/global-nitrogen-fertilizer-market
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43247-022-00636-x
https://energypost.eu/cop-27-a-way-forward-for-methane-fossil-fuel-not-just-coal-phase-out-and-u-s-china-competition/
https://energypost.eu/cop-27-a-way-forward-for-methane-fossil-fuel-not-just-coal-phase-out-and-u-s-china-competition/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ghg.2191?_cldee=0cVq9lhkPPZDpJkVF5djru8dRtncYQ0BhRaSkoYADvtVx_N-nIvyHQb4IyblO4cB&recipientid=contact-f18a9ce440fee811a2e400155d0fd300-f9c9d482ab8647ad9938723aaff2e97a&utm_source=ClickDimensions&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=e-alert-journals&esid=cba014ba-0f77-ed11-a34b-00155d0fd307
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ghg.2191?_cldee=0cVq9lhkPPZDpJkVF5djru8dRtncYQ0BhRaSkoYADvtVx_N-nIvyHQb4IyblO4cB&recipientid=contact-f18a9ce440fee811a2e400155d0fd300-f9c9d482ab8647ad9938723aaff2e97a&utm_source=ClickDimensions&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=e-alert-journals&esid=cba014ba-0f77-ed11-a34b-00155d0fd307
https://doi.org/10.1002/ghg.2191
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Business insights on growth and societal benefits | McKinsey 

 

Global warming is spurring harmful oxygen loss in lakes 
7 December 

Global warming is spurring harmful oxygen loss in lakes (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Carbon capture: UK’s first plant could remove 1.5 million tonnes of CO2 from the 

air a year | Euronews 
9 December 

Carbon capture: UK’s first plant could remove 1.5 million tonnes of CO2 from the air a year | Euronews 

 

The Five-Year Engineering Feat Germany Pulled Off in Months – WSJ 
8 December 

The Five-Year Engineering Feat Germany Pulled Off in Months - WSJ 

 

Oil firms have internally dismissed swift climate action, House panel says | Oil and 

gas companies | The Guardian 
10 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/dec/09/oil-gas-companies-fossil-fuel-industry-house-committee 

 

London air pollution: expanding the ULEZ is good but it won’t work by itself 
9 December 

London air pollution: expanding the ULEZ is good but it won't work by itself (theconversation.com) 

 

Texas Will Have More Electricity From Renewables Than Natural Gas Next Year, 

Says EIA Report – CleanTechnica 
9 December 

Texas Will Have More Electricity From Renewables Than Natural Gas Next Year, Says EIA Report - 

CleanTechnica 

 

Supertanker Becomes Vastly More Efficient By Adding Small Sails 
6 December 

Supertanker Becomes Vastly More Efficient By Adding Small Sails (thesized.com) 

 

Omnidirectional, bladeless wind turbine produces electricity as it spins on its own 
5 December 

omnidirectional, bladeless wind turbine produces electricity as it spins on its own (designboom.com) 

 

EU aims for 30 GW of solar module production by 2025 – pv magazine International 
12 December 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/12/eu-aims-for-30-gw-of-solar-module-production-by-2025 

 

TOP 10 renewable energy solutions of 2022 
https://www.designboom.com/technology/top-10-renewable-energy-solutions-of-2022-11-07-2022 

 

The world just got serious about dealing with climate damage 
12 December 

The world just got serious about dealing with climate damage - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (thebulletin.org) 

Turning commitments into action on the 1.5⁰ pathway 
12 December 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/sustainable-inclusive-growth/sustainable-and-inclusive-growth-a-weekly-briefing?stcr=5687ACF0CCE24B13A1E39981B4A6EA09&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=d798fe7abab848828976e82051fa2635&hctky=9170817&hdpid=e62152e6-4639-41a3-8353-6a7668e6648f
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/global-warming-is-spurring-harmful-oxygen-loss-in-lakes/28117/
https://www.euronews.com/green/2022/12/09/carbon-capture-uks-first-plant-could-remove-15-million-tonnes-of-co2-from-the-air-a-year
https://www.wsj.com/articles/natural-gas-terminal-engineering-feat-germany-11670513353
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/dec/09/oil-gas-companies-fossil-fuel-industry-house-committee
https://theconversation.com/london-air-pollution-expanding-the-ulez-is-good-but-it-wont-work-by-itself-195587?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2012%202022%20-%202487224921&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2012%202022%20-%202487224921+CID_5934a8f2f24b949e231ea8aac649ce53&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=London%20air%20pollution%20expanding%20the%20ULEZ%20is%20good%20but%20it%20wont%20work%20by%20itself
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/09/texas-will-have-more-electricity-from-renewables-than-natural-gas-next-year-says-eia-report/
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/09/texas-will-have-more-electricity-from-renewables-than-natural-gas-next-year-says-eia-report/
https://www.thesized.com/supertanker-efficient-adding-small-sails/
https://www.designboom.com/technology/owind-omnidirectional-bladeless-wind-turbine-12-05-2022/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/12/eu-aims-for-30-gw-of-solar-module-production-by-2025/
https://www.designboom.com/technology/top-10-renewable-energy-solutions-of-2022-11-07-2022/
https://thebulletin.org/2022/12/the-world-just-got-serious-about-dealing-with-climate-damage/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=MondayNewsletter12122022&utm_term=ClimateChange
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Turning commitments into action on the 1.5⁰ pathway | McKinsey 

 

The Tech Is Finally Good Enough for an Airship Revival - IEEE Spectrum 
10 December 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/airship 

 

Biodiversity and climate COPs 
7 December 

Biodiversity and climate COPs | Nature Sustainability 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-022-01031-2 

 

Energy security concerns and new policies lead to largest ever upward revision of 

IEA’s renewable power forecast - IEA 
December 2022 

Executive summary – Renewables 2022 – Analysis - IEA 

IEA (2022), Renewables 2022, IEA, Paris https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022, License: CC BY 4.0 

 

EU To Raise $21 Billion From Carbon Market To Help Ditch Russian Gas | 

OilPrice.com 
14 December 

EU To Raise $21 Billion From Carbon Market To Help Ditch Russian Gas | OilPrice.com 

ChemX’s high-purity alumina technology advances the green energy transition 
7 December 

ChemX’s high-purity alumina technology advances green energy transition (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

H3 debuts all-in-one hydrogen powertrain pods for long-range flight 
14 December 

https://newatlas.com/drones/h3-hydrogen-propulsion 

 

'Guilt free' transatlantic flight is on the horizon, government says | Climate News | 

Sky News 
16 December 

'Guilt free' transatlantic flight is on the horizon, government says | Climate News | Sky News 

 

Race to Develop Carbon Removal Technology Begins with Record 

Funding - Scientific American 
14 December 

Race to Develop Carbon Removal Technology Begins with Record Funding - Scientific American 

 

Anemoi's mechanic rotor sails capture wind power to propel ships into a sustainable 

future 
11 December 

anemoi's mechanic rotor sails capture wind power to propel ships into a sustainable future (designboom.com) 

 

Sustainable and inclusive growth: Briefing note #26, December 15, 2022 
15 December 

Business insights on growth and societal benefits | McKinsey 

 

Stripe-backed Eion digs up $12M Series A to help farms capture carbon with green 

rock dust 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-asia/future-of-asia-podcasts/turning-commitments-into-action-on-the-1-and-half-degree-pathway?stcr=C76B866843DD441FBABA1FEB4501FD4C&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=ca30ab4e1abe462e8c0f7936cfe55a9f&hctky=9170817&hdpid=333e6eb2-fd23-4020-ad9e-2c3a39a9006b
https://spectrum.ieee.org/airship
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41893-022-01031-2?utm_source=natsustain_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41893_5_12&utm_content=20221214
https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022/executive-summary
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/EU-To-Raise-21-Billion-From-Carbon-Market-To-Help-Ditch-Russian-Gas.html
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/chemxs-high-purity-alumina-technology-advances-green-energy-transition-2/27994/
https://newatlas.com/drones/h3-hydrogen-propulsion/
https://news.sky.com/story/guilt-free-transatlantic-flight-is-on-the-horizon-government-says-12768846
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/race-to-develop-carbon-removal-technology-begins-with-record-funding/
https://www.designboom.com/technology/anemoi-mechanic-rotor-sails-wind-power-propel-ships-sustainable-future-12-10-2022/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/sustainable-inclusive-growth/sustainable-and-inclusive-growth-a-weekly-briefing?stcr=5687ACF0CCE24B13A1E39981B4A6EA09&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=258f0ba0a70a4713b5861833457731b7&hctky=9170817&hdpid=2515caf6-5d2e-4634-a478-c3787e85a212
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15 December 

Stripe-backed Eion digs up $12M Series A to help farms capture carbon with green rock dust | TechCrunch 

 

Russia, fossil prices, energy security will boost Renewables to 38% of global power 

mix by 2027, says IEA 
16 December 

Russia, fossil prices, energy security will boost Renewables to 38% of global power mix by 2027, says IEA - 

Energy Post 

 

Using ammonia as a shipping fuel could disturb the nitrogen cycle (payed access only) 
5 October 

Using ammonia as a shipping fuel could disturb the nitrogen cycle | Nature Energy 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41560-022-01124-4 

 

British boilers handed £102m 'no regrets' plan to heat homes with new energy source 

| Science | News | Express.co.uk 
13 December 

British boilers handed £102m 'no regrets' plan to heat homes with new energy source | Science | News | 

Express.co.uk 

 

New wind farm plan aims to transform Shannon estuary and create 50,000 jobs | 

Business Post 
14 December 

New wind farm plan aims to transform Shannon estuary and create 50,000 jobs | Business Post 

 

New report sets out a vision to make Shannon Estuary a hub for transport and 

energy - Ireland Live 
16 December 

New report sets out a vision to make Shannon Estuary a hub for transport and energy - Ireland Live (ireland-live.ie) 

 

Boost for bogs as extra cash and expertise pledged to help save precious habitats - 

Independent.ie 
16 December 

Boost for bogs as extra cash and expertise pledged to help save precious habitats - Independent.ie 

 

No breakthrough during day-long talks on EU carbon market reform 
17 December 

No breakthrough during day-long talks on EU carbon market reform – EURACTIV.com 

 

World’s first net-zero transatlantic flight: Fly London to New York on used cooking 

oil 
17 December 

World’s first net-zero transatlantic flight: Fly London to New York on used cooking oil 

(interestingengineering.com) 

 

Russia Whiffs On Baltic Green Hydrogen Opportunity 
17 December 

Russia Whiffs On Baltic Green Hydrogen Opportunity (cleantechnica.com) 

How one small European country could hold the key to energy self-sufficiency 
18 December 

https://techcrunch.com/2022/12/15/stripe-backed-eion-digs-up-12m-series-a-to-help-farms-capture-carbon-with-green-rock-dust/?guce_referrer=YW5kcm9pZC1hcHA6Ly9jb20uZ29vZ2xlLmFuZHJvaWQuZ29vZ2xlcXVpY2tzZWFyY2hib3gv&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAK1EVSAr1PnI3WKVoNdcFlsu1M8K6FaZc4RzqpPsAVribiM0Rgo0QE7f-04TCBc8SA8qkTXMUbBwZJtR5GHMbyksQt_HcDflFtp_qwBldWY63FfitHM1Clf5sYVOCtB-WUvpQeNLd6t2g12TSiQQzkBDklzWWKbXYNF9TAE1kRKm&guccounter=2
https://energypost.eu/russia-fossil-prices-energy-security-will-boost-renewables-to-38-of-global-power-mix-by-2027-says-iea/
https://energypost.eu/russia-fossil-prices-energy-security-will-boost-renewables-to-38-of-global-power-mix-by-2027-says-iea/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-022-01124-4?utm_source=nenergy_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41560_7_12&utm_content=20221217
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1709147/energy-crisis-british-hydrogen-boilers-102-million-nuclear-innovation-mike-foster
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1709147/energy-crisis-british-hydrogen-boilers-102-million-nuclear-innovation-mike-foster
https://www.businesspost.ie/news/new-wind-farm-plan-aims-to-transform-shannon-estuary-and-create-50000-jobs/
https://www.ireland-live.ie/news/tipperary-live/990468/new-report-sets-out-a-vision-to-make-shannon-estuary-a-hub-for-transport-and-energy.html
https://www.independent.ie/news/environment/boost-for-bogs-as-extra-cash-and-expertise-pledged-to-help-save-precious-habitats-42225731.html
https://www.euractiv.com/section/emissions-trading-scheme/news/no-breakthrough-during-day-long-talks-on-eu-carbon-market-reform/
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/net-zero-transatlantic-flight-used-cooking-oil
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/net-zero-transatlantic-flight-used-cooking-oil
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How one small European country could hold the key to energy self-sufficiency (interestingengineering.com) 

 

What’s wrong with these climate models? 

16 December 

What’s wrong with these climate models? - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (thebulletin.org) 

 

McKinsey: Top Ten Most Popular Sustainability & Energy 
19 December 

Top Ten Most Popular | McKinsey & Company 

 

Energy crisis: five questions that must be answered in 2023 
Energy crisis: five questions that must be answered in 2023 (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04467-w 

 

The energy transition: A region-by-region agenda for near-term action 
15 December 

The energy transition: A region-by-region agenda for near-term action | McKinsey 

 

EU strikes key agreement to overhaul carbon market – DW – 12/18/2022 
18 December 

EU strikes key agreement to overhaul carbon market – DW – 12/18/2022 

 

London Underground polluted with particles small enough to enter the human 

bloodstream – new research 
19 December 

London Underground polluted with particles small enough to enter the human bloodstream -- new research 

(theconversation.com) 

 

Climate change can be beaten - why some scientists are hopeful 
19 December 

Climate change can be beaten - why some scientists are hopeful (theconversation.com) 

 

Producing fertilizer without carbon emissions 
19 December 

Producing fertilizer without carbon emissions (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1088/1748-9326/aca815 

 

Carbon-eating blocks ingest eight tonnes of CO2 a day, says company 
18 December 

https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/carbon-eating-building-blocks 

 

EU gas consumption dropped by 20% before winter as most countries reach key 

voluntary targets | Euronews 
20 December 

EU gas consumption dropped by 20% before winter as most countries reach key voluntary targets | Euronews 

 

Plastic ‘nurdles’ stop sea urchins developing properly, study finds 
15 December 

Plastic ‘nurdles’ stop sea urchins developing properly, study finds | Marine life | The Guardian 

 

https://interestingengineering.com/science/european-country-energy-sufficiency
https://thebulletin.org/2022/12/whats-wrong-with-these-climate-models/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=MondayNewsletter12192022&utm_content=ClimateChange_WhatsWrongWithTheseClimateModels_12162022
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04467-w?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=3baa4cf847-briefing-dy-20221219&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-3baa4cf847-45372434
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/electric-power-and-natural-gas/our-insights/the-energy-transition-a-region-by-region-agenda-for-near-term-action?stcr=E3B06DFD9AAF43B2A4B28BCA1A2F7C6B&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=a34e24c97b8f4a6b8ba1d7d280d72c85&hctky=9170817&hdpid=3404688f-05b7-41e6-b728-5acf694e35fe
https://www.dw.com/en/eu-strikes-key-agreement-to-overhaul-carbon-market/a-64138297
https://theconversation.com/london-underground-polluted-with-particles-small-enough-to-enter-the-human-bloodstream-new-research-196600?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2020%202022%20-%202497225027&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2020%202022%20-%202497225027+CID_b8071dfb009e20c7068cc37537ba064b&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=London%20Underground%20polluted%20with%20particles%20small%20enough%20to%20enter%20the%20human%20bloodstream%20%20new%20research
https://theconversation.com/london-underground-polluted-with-particles-small-enough-to-enter-the-human-bloodstream-new-research-196600?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2020%202022%20-%202497225027&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2020%202022%20-%202497225027+CID_b8071dfb009e20c7068cc37537ba064b&utm_source=campaign_monitor_uk&utm_term=London%20Underground%20polluted%20with%20particles%20small%20enough%20to%20enter%20the%20human%20bloodstream%20%20new%20research
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https://phys.org/news/2022-12-fertilizer-carbon-emissions.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/aca815
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/carbon-eating-building-blocks
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Carbon sequestration in UK woodlands twice as high as expected 
20 December 

Carbon sequestration in UK woodlands twice as high as expected (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Porsche starts production of e-fuel that could provide gas alternative 
20 December 

Porsche starts production of e-fuel that could provide gas alternative (cnbc.com) 

 

Taoiseach: 'Very attractive' incentives to diversify farms in 2023 
21 December 

Taoiseach: 'Very attractive' incentives to diversify farms in 2023 (agriland.ie) 

 

EU’s end-of-year energy breakthroughs will have big climate implications 
21 December 

EU energy breakthroughs will have big climate implications (energymonitor.ai) 

 

Opinion: Europe can lead the world on CCS 
20 December 

Opinion: Europe can lead the world on CCS (energymonitor.ai) 

 

Exploration of the Use of Raman Microscopy to the Identification of Extractables and 

Leachables from Polymeric Containers 
1 December 

Exploration of the Use of Raman Microscopy to the Identification of Extractables and Leachables from Polymeric 

Containers (spectroscopyonline.com) 

 

Back From the Dead: Up to 32 Species Thought To Be Extinct Are Still Surviving 
22 December 

Back From the Dead: Up to 32 Species Thought To Be Extinct Are Still Surviving (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.biocon.2022.109784 

 

Gas discovery off Cyprus gives Europe more options 
21 December 

Gas discovery off Cyprus gives Europe more options (rte.ie) 

 

World's most powerful wind turbine's blades arrive for installation 
22 December 

World's most powerful wind turbine's blades arrive for installation (electrek.co) 

 

Shipping’s oil era is coming to an end - The Economic Times 
21 December 

Shipping’s oil era is coming to an end - The Economic Times (indiatimes.com) 

 

Vertical Farming Has Found Its Fatal Flaw | WIRED 
22 December 

Vertical Farming Has Found Its Fatal Flaw | WIRED 

 

The Middle East Oil And Gas Nations Pouring Billions Into Clean Energy | 

OilPrice.com 
22 December 

The Middle East Oil And Gas Nations Pouring Billions Into Clean Energy | OilPrice.com 

https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/carbon-sequestration-in-uk-woodlands-twice-as-high-as-expected/28446/
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https://www.spectroscopyonline.com/view/exploration-of-the-use-of-raman-microscopy-to-the-identification-of-extractables-and-leachables-from-polymeric-containers?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12-21-2022%20SPEC%20Wavelength%20Multi%20Sponsored&eKey=cGF0cmlja2hvYmJzQG91dGxvb2suY29t
https://scitechdaily.com/back-from-the-dead-up-to-32-species-thought-to-be-extinct-are-still-surviving/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2022.109784
https://www.rte.ie/news/business/2022/1221/1343149-cyprus-natural-gas-find/
https://electrek.co/2022/12/22/worlds-most-powerful-wind-turbine-vestas/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/trade/exports/insights/shippings-oil-era-is-coming-to-an-end/articleshow/96387281.cms?from=mdr
https://www.wired.com/story/vertical-farms-energy-crisis/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/The-Middle-East-Oil-And-Gas-Nations-Pouring-Billions-Into-Clean-Energy.html
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Government consents to Dublin offshore wind farm – The Irish Times 
23 December 

Government consents to Dublin offshore wind farm – The Irish Times 

 

Permission for €70m Kildare wind farm quashed by High Court - Kildare Now 
23 December 

Permission for €70m Kildare wind farm quashed by High Court - Kildare Now 

 

The common lightbulb is about to get a lot more efficient in the US 
23 December 

The common lightbulb is about to get a lot more efficient in the US (electrek.co) 

 

Concrete can now be a climate solution thanks to these carbon-eating blocks 
26 December 

Concrete can now be a climate solution thanks to these carbon-eating blocks (interestingengineering.com) 

 

The carbon footprint of steel corrosion | npj Materials Degradation 
29 December 

The carbon footprint of steel corrosion | npj Materials Degradation (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41529-022-00318-1 

 

Heat pumps could reduce biogas carbon footprint by 36%, research suggests 
22 December 

Heat pumps could reduce biogas carbon footprint by 36%, research suggests (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.biortech.2022.128485 

 

Biotech chestnut tree poised to restore lost ecosystems and biodiversity — But it 

needs your help - Genetic Literacy Project 
22 December 

Biotech chestnut tree poised to restore lost ecosystems and biodiversity — But it needs your help - Genetic Literacy 

Project 

 

Startling Discovery: 60% of Home “Compostable” Plastic Doesn’t Fully Decompose, 

Contaminating Our Soil 
29 December 

Startling Discovery: 60% of Home “Compostable” Plastic Doesn’t Fully Decompose, Contaminating Our Soil 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.3389/frsus.2022.942724 

 

The ‘Sleeping Giant Of Energy Storage’ Is Waking Up 
29 December 

The ‘Sleeping Giant Of Energy Storage’ Is Waking Up (forbes.com) 

 

Energy storage 2022: biggest projects, financing and offtake deals 
27 December 

Energy storage 2022: biggest projects, financing and offtake deals (energy-storage.news) 

 

A secretive legal system lets fossil fuel investors sue countries over policies to keep oil 

and gas in the ground – podcast 
6 October 

https://www.irishtimes.com/business/2022/12/23/government-consents-to-dublin-offshore-wind-farm/
https://www.kildarenow.com/news/home/995674/permission-for-70m-kildare-wind-farm-quashed-by-high-court.html
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https://scitechdaily.com/startling-discovery-60-of-home-compostable-plastic-doesnt-fully-decompose-contaminating-our-soil/
https://scitechdaily.com/startling-discovery-60-of-home-compostable-plastic-doesnt-fully-decompose-contaminating-our-soil/
https://doi.org/10.3389/frsus.2022.942724
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https://www.energy-storage.news/biggest-projects-financing-and-offtake-deals-in-the-energy-storage-sector-in-2022-so-far/
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A secretive legal system lets fossil fuel investors sue countries over policies to keep oil and gas in the ground – 

podcast (theconversation.com) 

 

'Great step forward' | Vestas 15MW offshore wind giant produces first power | 

Recharge 
30 December 

'Great step forward' | Vestas 15MW offshore wind giant produces first power | Recharge (rechargenews.com) 

 

Australia takes serious look at its carbon sequestration potential - MINING.COM 
30 December 

Australia takes serious look at its carbon sequestration potential - MINING.COM 

 

‘Rebound effect’ cancels out home insulation’s impact on gas use – study | Energy 

efficiency | The Guardian 
1 January 2023 

‘Rebound effect’ cancels out home insulation’s impact on gas use – study | Energy efficiency | The Guardian 

 

China claims ‘revolutionary breakthrough’ in cooling power plants 
1 January 2023 

China claims ‘revolutionary breakthrough’ in cooling power plants (interestingengineering.com) 

 

Shipping LNG In One Direction & CO2 In The Other Won't Work – CleanTechnica 
31 December 2022 

Shipping LNG In One Direction & CO2 In The Other Won't Work - CleanTechnica 

 

The Hidden Environmental Consequences of Bio-Based Plastics 
2 January 

Are bioplastics good for the environment? (slate.com) 

 

New development model is essential to save not just the Amazon but the world, 

scientists say 
4 January 

New development model is essential to save not just the Amazon but the world, scientists say | AGÊNCIA FAPESP 

 

'Reducing nitrogen use key to human and planetary health' 
4 January 

'Reducing nitrogen use key to human and planetary health' (geo.tv) 

 

Codling Wind Park will need 30% fewer wind turbines 
4 January 

Codling Wind Park will need 30% fewer wind turbines (rte.ie) 

 

Europe Faces Difficult Years, But Russia Stands To Lose Energy Showdown | 

OilPrice.com 
3 January 

Europe Faces Difficult Years, But Russia Stands To Lose Energy Showdown | OilPrice.com 

 

The Oil Market Crisis Sparked By Russia’s Invasion Is Nearing Its End 
2 January 

The Oil Market Crisis Sparked By Russia’s Invasion Is Nearing Its End | OilPrice.com 
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https://slate.com/technology/2023/01/bioplastics-carbon-capture-environmental-cost.html
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New Monopile Installation Method Attracts Major Backer | Offshore Wind 
5 January 

New Monopile Installation Method Attracts Major Backer | Offshore Wind 

 

Decarbonising steel: The four-horse race 
4 January 

Decarbonising steel: The four-horse race (energymonitor.ai) 

 

10 Ways to Make the Most of Your New Kindle – Review Geek 
26 December 

10 Ways to Make the Most of Your New Kindle – Review Geek 

 

Green Ammonia Project Puts Greenland on Offshore Wind Map | Offshore Wind 
4 January 

Green Ammonia Project Puts Greenland on Offshore Wind Map | Offshore Wind 

 

Wind Hunter: MOL to start building wind-sail-fitted hydrogen-producing ship in 

2024 
4 January 

Wind Hunter: MOL to start building wind-sail-fitted hydrogen-producing ship in 2024 - Offshore Energy (offshore-

energy.biz) 

 

Offshore Wind Turbines in 2022: 15 MW Prototypes Starting to Spin in Europe, 

Chinese Rolling Out 16 MW Models, Windcatcher and VAWTs Secure Demo 

Projects | Offshore Wind 
5 January 

Offshore Wind Turbines in 2022: 15 MW Prototypes Starting to Spin in Europe, Chinese Rolling Out 16 MW 

Models, Windcatcher and VAWTs Secure Demo Projects | Offshore Wind 

 

Wind generated a record amount of electricity in 2022 - BBC News 
6 January 

Wind generated a record amount of electricity in 2022 - BBC News 

 

Raytheon Tests Hybrid Engine That Could Cut Air Travel Emissions by 30 Percent 
5 January 

Raytheon Hybrid Engine Could Cut Plane Emissions by 30 Percent (jalopnik.com) 

 

Country-based rate of emissions reductions should increase by 80% beyond 

nationally determined contributions to meet the 2 °C target 
9 February 2021 

Country-based rate of emissions reductions should increase by 80% beyond nationally determined contributions to 

meet the 2 °C target | Communications Earth & Environment (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s43247-021-00097-8 

 

Ireland's Big 7-Gigawatt Offshore Wind Power Push Underway – CleanTechnica 
8 January 

Ireland's Big 7-Gigawatt Offshore Wind Power Push Underway - CleanTechnica 

 

Flying boats and other tech for cleaner shipping 
6 January 
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Pioneering the energy transition with revolutionary heat storage systems 
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Reduce, reuse, recycle: the path to sustainable agriculture 
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US | New Scientist 
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New type of gravity battery may be able to store energy forever 
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Gene Editing and CRISPR Nobel Prize Winning Chemistry  
 

What are genome editing and CRISPR-Cas9? 
? 

What are genome editing and CRISPR-Cas9?: MedlinePlus Genetics 

 

Genome-Editing Technologies: Principles and Applications 
December 2016 

Genome-Editing Technologies: Principles and Applications - PMC (nih.gov) 

doi: 10.1101/cshperspect.a023754 

 

Genome Editing Techniques: The Tools That Enable Scientists to Alter the Genetic 

Code 
? 

Genome Editing Techniques: The Tools That Enable Scientists to Alter the Genetic Code (synthego.com) 

 

Applications of genome editing technology in the targeted therapy of human diseases: 

mechanisms, advances and prospects 
3 January 2020 

Applications of genome editing technology in the targeted therapy of human diseases: mechanisms, advances and 

prospects | Signal Transduction and Targeted Therapy (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41392-019-0089-y 

 

Decorating chromatin for enhanced genome editing using CRISPR-Cas9 | PNAS 
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Decorating chromatin for enhanced genome editing using CRISPR-Cas9 | PNAS 
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Biochemical characterization of the two novel mgCas12a proteins from the human 

gut metagenome | Scientific Reports 
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Biochemical characterization of the two novel mgCas12a proteins from the human gut metagenome | Scientific 

Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-25227-w 

 

The Potential for Caffeine-Free Coffee via Crispr/CAS9 or Crossbreeding | Office for 

Science and Society - McGill University 
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The Potential for Caffeine-Free Coffee via Crispr/CAS9 or Crossbreeding | Office for Science and Society - McGill 

University 

 

How CRISPR Could Help Solve the Problem of Poor Cholesterol | Time 
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How CRISPR Could Help Solve the Problem of Poor Cholesterol | Time 

 

NYU Tandon Exploring “Megabase-Scale” Genetic Engineering A team led by David 

Truong is building technology to rewrite large chunks of DNA cheaply, safely, and 

efficiently 
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NYU Tandon Exploring “Megabase-Scale” Genetic Engineering - IEEE Spectrum 
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Experimental CRISPR technique has promise against aggressive leukaemia | New 

Scientist 
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Experimental CRISPR technique has promise against aggressive leukaemia | New Scientist 

 

Could Insulin One Day Come in a Pill? 
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Could Insulin One Day Come in a Pill? | Technology Networks 
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New CRISPR tech makes it possible to wipe out invasive mice 
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New gene drive makes it possible to wipe out invasive mice (freethink.com) 

 

Leveraging Modern Electronics to Streamline CRISPR Workflows 
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Leveraging Modern Electronics to Streamline CRISPR Workflows (genengnews.com) 

 

Alzheimer’s disease progression slowed using CRISPR technique in mice | New 

Scientist 
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Alzheimer’s disease progression slowed using CRISPR technique in mice | New Scientist 
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New York Times 
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https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/09/opinion/crispr-gene-editing-cures.html 

 

Gene editing technology for treatment-resistant cancer could be a 'scientific layup' to 

treat other diseases | CNN 
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Gene editing technology for treatment-resistant cancer could be a 'scientific layup' to treat other diseases | CNN 

 

CRISPR Technology Reduces Huntington’s Disease Symptoms in Models 
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CRISPR Technology Reduces Huntington’s Disease Symptoms in Models | Technology Networks 
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An RNA-targeting CRISPR–Cas13d system alleviates disease-related phenotypes in 

Huntington’s disease models | Nature Neuroscience 
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An RNA-targeting CRISPR–Cas13d system alleviates disease-related phenotypes in Huntington’s disease models | 

Nature Neuroscience 
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CRISPR gene-editing may boost cancer immunotherapy, new study finds | WUWM 
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Infusing CRISPR therapeutics with safety and soul 
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Infusing CRISPR therapeutics with safety and soul | Drug Discovery News 

 

Polarity of the CRISPR roadblock to transcription 
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Cell and Gene Therapy Industry Feels Growing Pains 
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CRISPR cuts tree flowering times from a decade to mere months 
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CRISPR cuts tree flowering times from a decade to mere months (newatlas.com) 
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The Crispr Baby Scientist Is Back. Here’s What He’s Doing Next | WIRED 

 

Documentary spurs a new look at the case of the first gene-edited babies 
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Documentary spurs a new look at the case of the first gene-edited babies (phys.org) 

 

Can “Gene Writing” Deliver What Gene Editing Can’t? 
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CRISPR/Cas9 Gene Editing Used to ‘Cut Out’ ALS Mutation: Early Study | 

CRISPR/Cas9 Gene Editing Reduces ALS-driving Molecules in Early Study | ALS 

News Today 
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Gene edited tomatoes get a boost of vitamin D 
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Foundational CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing patent granted to CVC in Canada 
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Foundational CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing patent granted to CVC in Canada (prnewswire.com) 

 

Gene Therapy Gel Helps Old Wounds Heal 
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Gene Therapy Gel Helps Old Wounds Heal | Technology Networks 
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Gene-Editing Biotech Graphite Halts CRISPR Study After Safety Scare 
6 January 
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1?r=US&IR=T 

 

The first CRISPR gene-edited meat is coming. This is the CEO making sc 
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The first CRISPR gene-edited meat is coming. This is the CEO making sc (fastcompany.com) 

 

CRISPR for high cholesterol: 10 Breakthrough Technologies 2023 | MIT Technology 

Review 
9 January 

CRISPR for high cholesterol: 10 Breakthrough Technologies 2023 | MIT Technology Review 

 

Scientists Successfully Edit the Genes of Nature’s Master Manipulators 
9 January 

Scientists Successfully Edit the Genes of Nature’s Master Manipulators (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41564-022-01258-x 

 

CRISPR Technology Reduces Huntington’s Disease Symptoms in Models | 

Technology Networks 
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CRISPR Technology Reduces Huntington’s Disease Symptoms in Models | Technology Networks 
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Newly Discovered CRISPR System Shuts Down Cells to Thwart Infection 
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Newly Discovered CRISPR System Shuts Down Cells to Thwart Infection (laboratoryequipment.com) 
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Affairs 
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wants-to-resume-experimenting.html 
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New killer CRISPR system is unlike any scientists have seen 
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New killer CRISPR system is unlike any scientists have seen (freethink.com) 

 

Cas12a2 elicits abortive infection through RNA-triggered destruction of dsDNA 
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Cas12a2 elicits abortive infection through RNA-triggered destruction of dsDNA | Nature 
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New CRISPR-Cas9 approach confers protection from ischemia/reperfusion injury 
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change 
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A New Way To Transport Gene Therapies Across the Brain’s Barrier 
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Xenotransplants, From Promise to Reality Thanks to CRISPR 
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'Climate penalty' | High levels of blue hydrogen use could wipe out carbon reduction, 

or even make it worse: study 
1 December 

'Climate penalty' | High levels of blue hydrogen use could wipe out carbon reduction, or even make it worse: study | 
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Airbus reveals plans for hydrogen fuel cell aircraft | CNN Travel 
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Hydrogen Aviation is Ready for Take-off - Hycap - Hydrogen Central (hydrogen-central.com) 

 

Green hydrogen production | 'Final proposal' of EU Delegated Act calls for quarterly 

proof of dedicated renewables supply 
2 December 

Green hydrogen production | 'Final proposal' of EU Delegated Act calls for quarterly proof of dedicated renewables 

supply | Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Germany's H2Global kicks off world’s first green hydrogen subsidy scheme with 

ammonia import tender 
8 December 

Germany's H2Global kicks off world’s first green hydrogen subsidy scheme with ammonia import tender | 

Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Water-splitting device solves puzzle of producing hydrogen direct from seawater | 

Research | Chemistry World 
6 December 

Water-splitting device solves puzzle of producing hydrogen direct from seawater | Research | Chemistry World 

 

The Days Of The Hydrogen Car are Over? - Why Sales of Electric Cars Have Raced 

Ahead in Battle of New Technologies - ARU - Hydrogen Central 
7 December 

The Days Of The Hydrogen Car are Over? - Why Sales of Electric Cars Have Raced Ahead in Battle of New 

Technologies - ARU - Hydrogen Central (hydrogen-central.com) 

 

Prototype Corolla Cross Hydrogen Concept Highlights Toyota’s Multi-Path 

Approach To Zero 
5 December 

Prototype Corolla Cross Hydrogen Concept Highlights Toyota’s Multi-Path Approach To Zero 

(fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

Hydrogen pipeline between Spain and France to be complete by 2030 and cost €2.5 

billion | Euronews 
9 December 

Hydrogen pipeline between Spain and France to be complete by 2030 and cost €2.5 billion | Euronews 

 

The Hydrogen Stream: Global renewables capacity for hydrogen to surge by 2027, 

says IEA – pv magazine International 
6 December 

https://www.inverse.com/gear/honda-hyrdogen-cars-vs-battery-ev
https://www.globaldata.com/store/report/hydrogen-in-power-theme-analysis/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=GDmedia_RS_Power_Email_Hydrogen_in_Power_05.12.22_EM01
https://hydrogen-central.com/hydrogen-aviation-ready-take-hycap/
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/green-hydrogen-production-final-proposal-of-eu-delegated-act-calls-for-quarterly-proof-of-dedicated-renewables-supply/2-1-1365901
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/green-hydrogen-production-final-proposal-of-eu-delegated-act-calls-for-quarterly-proof-of-dedicated-renewables-supply/2-1-1365901
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/germanys-h2global-kicks-off-world-s-first-green-hydrogen-subsidy-scheme-with-ammonia-import-tender/2-1-1369442
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/germanys-h2global-kicks-off-world-s-first-green-hydrogen-subsidy-scheme-with-ammonia-import-tender/2-1-1369442
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/water-splitting-device-solves-puzzle-of-producing-hydrogen-direct-from-seawater/4016645.article
https://hydrogen-central.com/the-days-hydrogen-car-over-sales-electric-cars-have-raced-ahead-battle-new-technologies-aru/
https://hydrogen-central.com/the-days-hydrogen-car-over-sales-electric-cars-have-raced-ahead-battle-new-technologies-aru/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/prototype-corolla-cross-hydrogen-concept-highlights-toyotas-multi-path-approach-to-zero/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/prototype-corolla-cross-hydrogen-concept-highlights-toyotas-multi-path-approach-to-zero/
https://www.euronews.com/my-europe/2022/12/09/hydrogen-pipeline-between-spain-and-france-to-be-complete-by-2030-and-cost-25-billion
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The Hydrogen Stream: Global renewables capacity for hydrogen to surge by 2027, says IEA – pv magazine 

International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

NAMX HUV vehicle with changeable hydrogen bottles unveiled - H2 News 
5 December 

NAMX HUV vehicle with changeable hydrogen bottles unveiled - H2 News (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

Green hydrogen exports from WA seen as possible power source for Europe - ABC 

News 
9 December 

Green hydrogen exports from WA seen as possible power source for Europe - ABC News 

 

Airbus and Ariane Group partner to build ‘first’ liquid hydrogen refuelling facility 
30 November 

Airbus and ArianeGroup partner to build ‘first’ liquid hydrogen refuelling facility (h2-view.com) 

 

H2Med hydrogen pipeline can build ‘a European hydrogen backbone’ 
9 December 

H2Med hydrogen pipeline can build ‘a European hydrogen backbone’ (h2-view.com) 

 

Green hydrogen startup spotlight: Advanced Ionics | Enlit World 
12 December 

Green hydrogen startup spotlight: Advanced Ionics | Enlit World 

 

SOUND VIBRATIONS TURBOCHARGE GREEN HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 
13 December 

Sound vibrations turbocharge green hydrogen production - Green Hydrogen News (energynews.biz) and 

Good vibrations turbo charge green hydrogen production - RMIT University 
13 December 

Good vibrations turbo charge green hydrogen production - RMIT University 

DOI: 10.1002/aenm.202203164 and 

High-frequency sound waves make electrolyzers produce 14x more hydrogen 
13 December 

https://newatlas.com/energy/hydrogen-sound-vibration-electrolysis 

 

India plans to introduce green hydrogen mandates for heavy industry after passing 

enabling legislation 
14 December 

India plans to introduce green hydrogen mandates for heavy industry after passing enabling legislation | Hydrogen 

news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Here comes the sun: Research team mimics nature to create hydrogen fuel 
12 December 

Here comes the sun: Research team mimics nature to create hydrogen fuel (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.2c08462 

 

Clever device efficiently splits hydrogen and lithium out of seawater 
15 December 

Clever device efficiently splits hydrogen and lithium out of seawater (newatlas.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05379-5 

 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/06/the-hydrogen-stream-global-renewable-capacity-for-hydrogen-to-rise-100-fold-by-2027-says-iea/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/06/the-hydrogen-stream-global-renewable-capacity-for-hydrogen-to-rise-100-fold-by-2027-says-iea/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/hydrogen-bottles-namx-huv/8556266/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-12-09/midwest-hydrogen-energy-to-power-rotterdam-port/101751266
https://www.h2-view.com/story/airbus-and-arianegroup-partner-to-build-first-liquid-hydrogen-refuelling-facility/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_e840fa0b9d8d118630924732c5beb5cb&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Airbus%20and%20ArianeGroup%20partner%20to%20build%20first%20liquid%20hydrogen%20refuelling%20facility
https://www.h2-view.com/story/h2med-hydrogen-pipeline-can-build-a-european-hydrogen-backbone/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_36f618704ec4ece1ba8ca1bc8d16652c&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=H2Med%20hydrogen%20pipeline%20can%20build%20a%20European%20hydrogen%20backbone
https://www.enlit.world/hydrogen/green-hydrogen-startup-spotlight-advanced-ionics/
https://energynews.biz/sound-vibrations-turbocharge-green-hydrogen-production/
https://www.rmit.edu.au/news/all-news/2022/dec/green-hydrogen
https://newatlas.com/energy/hydrogen-sound-vibration-electrolysis/
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/india-plans-to-introduce-green-hydrogen-mandates-for-heavy-industry-after-passing-enabling-legislation/2-1-1373860
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/india-plans-to-introduce-green-hydrogen-mandates-for-heavy-industry-after-passing-enabling-legislation/2-1-1373860
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-sun-team-mimics-nature-hydrogen.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c08462
https://newatlas.com/energy/hydrogen-electrolysis-seawater/
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First Australian pilotless VTOL with hydrogen-electric propulsion to set off soon 
15 December 

first australian pilotless VTOL with hydrogen-electric propulsion to set off soon (designboom.com) 

 

Researchers Improve Hydrogen Fuel Cell Charging Times And Safety 
15 December 

Researchers Improve Hydrogen Fuel Cell Charging Times And Safety (fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

Power Play: GE’s Avio Aero To Lead European Project To Explore Fuel-Cell-

Powered Hybrid Electric Systems 
15 December 

Power Play: GE’s Avio Aero To Lead European Project To Explore Fuel-Cell-Powered Hybrid Electric Systems 

(fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

Is Hydrogen A Better Alternative To Jet Fuel? 
17 December 

Is Hydrogen A Better Alternative To Jet Fuel? (simpleflying.com) 

 

Latin America emerging as hot spot for more climate-friendly jet fuel | Reuters 
16 December 

Latin America emerging as hot spot for more climate-friendly jet fuel | Reuters 

 

Brit MPs say hydrogen cannot replace fossil fuels • The Register 
20 December 

Brit MPs say hydrogen cannot replace fossil fuels • The Register 

 

The Hydrogen Stream: US team assesses atmospheric methane risk for hydrogen – pv 

magazine International 
14 December 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/14/the-hydrogen-stream-green-h2-can-mitigate-atmospheric-methane-if-

losses-are-below-12-say-princeton-researchers 

 

An electric jumbo jet could arrive in a decade with the help of hydrogen 
15 December 

An electric jumbo jet could arrive in a decade with the help of hydrogen (inverse.com) 

 

EXCLUSIVE | Hydrogen car company Riversimple finds it has vastly exaggerated 

the range and performance of its FCEV 
19 December 

EXCLUSIVE | Hydrogen car company Riversimple finds it has vastly exaggerated the range and performance of its 

FCEV | Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

German city to retire its one-year-old hydrogen fuel-cell buses after €2.3m filling 

station breaks down 
16 December 

German city to retire its one-year-old hydrogen fuel-cell buses after €2.3m filling station breaks down | Hydrogen 

news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Has green hydrogen sprung a leak? | Reuters 
22 December 

https://www.designboom.com/technology/vtol-hydrogen-electric-h3-dynamics-carbonix-12-15-2022/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/researchers-improve-hydrogen-fuel-cell-charging-times-and-safety/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=researchers-improve-hydrogen-fuel-cell-charging-times-and-safety
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/power-play-ges-avio-aero-to-lead-european-project-to-explore-fuel-cell-powered-hybrid-electric-systems/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/power-play-ges-avio-aero-to-lead-european-project-to-explore-fuel-cell-powered-hybrid-electric-systems/
https://simpleflying.com/is-hydrogen-a-better-alternative-to-jet-fuel/
https://www.reuters.com/business/aerospace-defense/latin-america-emerging-hot-spot-more-climate-friendly-jet-fuel-2022-12-16/
https://www.theregister.com/2022/12/20/uk_hydrogen_report/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/14/the-hydrogen-stream-green-h2-can-mitigate-atmospheric-methane-if-losses-are-below-12-say-princeton-researchers/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/14/the-hydrogen-stream-green-h2-can-mitigate-atmospheric-methane-if-losses-are-below-12-say-princeton-researchers/
https://www.inverse.com/innovation/hydrogen-plane-fuel-airbus
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/transport/exclusive-hydrogen-car-company-riversimple-finds-it-has-vastly-exaggerated-the-range-and-performance-of-its-fcev/2-1-1375637
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/transport/exclusive-hydrogen-car-company-riversimple-finds-it-has-vastly-exaggerated-the-range-and-performance-of-its-fcev/2-1-1375637
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/transport/german-city-to-retire-its-one-year-old-hydrogen-fuel-cell-buses-after-2-3m-filling-station-breaks-down/2-1-1375568
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/transport/german-city-to-retire-its-one-year-old-hydrogen-fuel-cell-buses-after-2-3m-filling-station-breaks-down/2-1-1375568
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Has green hydrogen sprung a leak? | Reuters 

 

Hydrogen heating trial treats us like guinea pigs - residents - BBC News 
22 December 

Hydrogen heating trial treats us like guinea pigs - residents - BBC News 

 

Fortescue signs deal to produce hydrogen-fuelled green steel | RenewEconomy 
20 December 

Fortescue signs deal to produce hydrogen-fuelled green steel | RenewEconomy 

 

Green Hydrogen Breakthrough Edges Clean Energy Closer to Reality 
19 December 

Green Hydrogen Breakthrough Edges Clean Energy Closer to Reality (newsweek.com) 

 

Researchers Improve Hydrogen Fuel Cell Charging Times And Safety 
15 December 

Researchers Improve Hydrogen Fuel Cell Charging Times And Safety (fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

What have we learned from the slow adoption of the hydrogen car? 
17 December 

What have we learned from the slow adoption of the hydrogen car? (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

JCB hydrogen engines reach major production milestone - H2 News 
15 December 

JCB hydrogen engines reach major production milestone - H2 News (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

Hydrogen ‘game-changer’ technology developed by CSIRO and FFI trialled in UK 
20 December 

https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/hydrogen-game-changer-technology-trialled-in-uk-20221220-p5c7or 

 

The Race To Develop Hydrogen Storage | OilPrice.com 
23 December 

The Race To Develop Hydrogen Storage | OilPrice.com 

 

Greening Up the Modern World’s Metal Backbone - IEEE Spectrum 
22 December 

Greening Up the Modern World’s Metal Backbone - IEEE Spectrum 

 

‘Largest-ever’ hydrogen plane to begin real-world testing after regulator approval | 

E&T Magazine 
23 December 

‘Largest-ever’ hydrogen plane to begin real-world testing after regulator approval | E&T Magazine (theiet.org) 

 

Hydrogen: Researchers Create Green Fuel With The Flip Of A Light Switch 
20 December 

Hydrogen: Researchers Create Green Fuel With The Flip Of A Light Switch (fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

‘We can’t wait for hydrogen’: Rolls-Royce’s Warren East on the engine maker’s 

future | Rolls-Royce | The Guardian 
28 December 

https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/has-green-hydrogen-sprung-leak-2022-12-22/
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-64028510
https://reneweconomy.com.au/fortescue-signs-deal-to-produce-hydrogen-fuelled-green-steel/
https://www.newsweek.com/green-hydrogen-production-boosted-sound-waves-energy-breakthrough-1768181
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/researchers-improve-hydrogen-fuel-cell-charging-times-and-safety/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/slow-adoption-of-the-hydrogen-car/8556446/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/hydrogen-engines-jcb/8556469/
https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/hydrogen-game-changer-technology-trialled-in-uk-20221220-p5c7or
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Race-To-Develop-Hydrogen-Storage.html
https://spectrum.ieee.org/green-steel
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2022/12/largest-ever-hydrogen-plane-to-begin-real-world-testing-after-regulator-approval/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/hydrogen-researchers-create-green-fuel-with-the-flip-of-a-light-switch/
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‘We can’t wait for hydrogen’: Rolls-Royce’s Warren East on the engine maker’s future | Rolls-Royce | The 

Guardian 

 

Chinese researchers successfully achieve hydrogen production with seawater - H2 

News 
26 December 

Chinese researchers successfully achieve hydrogen production with seawater - H2 News (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

IISc Professor Innovates New Tech to Generate Green Hydrogen Using Biomass 
27 December 

IISc Professor Innovates New Tech to Generate Green Hydrogen Using Biomass (thebetterindia.com) 

 

Scotland's renewable energy jackpot: Hydrogen exports alone could be worth £25 

billion a year by 2045 – Angus Robertson | Edinburgh News 
27 December 

Scotland's renewable energy jackpot: Hydrogen exports alone could be worth £25 billion a year by 2045 – Angus 

Robertson | Edinburgh News (scotsman.com) 

 

World's First Hydrogen Train With A Speed Of 160 Kilometers Per Hour Rolled Out 

In China – FuelCellsWorks 
28 December 

World's First Hydrogen Train With A Speed Of 160 Kilometers Per Hour Rolled Out In China - FuelCellsWorks 

 

Green hydrogen production significantly enhanced by Innovative research using 

sound waves - H2 News 
22 December 

https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/green-hydrogen-production-sound/8556565 

 

Green hydrogen: Fuel of the future has ‘big potential’ but a worrying blind spot, 

scientists warn | Euronews 
29 December 

Green hydrogen: Fuel of the future has ‘big potential’ but a worrying blind spot, scientists warn | Euronews 

 

Microsoft Showing How Hydrogen Fuel Cells Could Be The Future Of Facility Power 
2 January 

Microsoft Showing How Hydrogen Fuel Cells Could Be The Future Of Facility Power (fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

Tube length optimization of titania nanotube array for efficient photoelectrochemical 

water splitting | Scientific Reports 
3 January 

Tube length optimization of titania nanotube array for efficient photoelectrochemical water splitting | Scientific 

Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-27278-5 

 

The Wait For Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Aircraft Just Got Shorter 
2 January 2023 

The Wait For Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Aircraft Just Got Shorter (cleantechnica.com) 

 

Renault’s Hydrogen Fantasy Debunked – CleanTechnica 
3 January 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/dec/28/we-cant-wait-for-hydrogen-rolls-royce-warren-east-on-the-engine-makers-future
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/dec/28/we-cant-wait-for-hydrogen-rolls-royce-warren-east-on-the-engine-makers-future
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/hydrogen-production-china-sea/8556602/
https://www.thebetterindia.com/307263/prof-s-dasappa-iisc-researcher-technology-to-produce-green-hydrogen-from-biomass/
https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/news/opinion/columnists/scotlands-renewable-energy-jackpot-hydrogen-exports-alone-could-be-worth-ps25-billion-a-year-by-2045-angus-robertson-3965057
https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/news/opinion/columnists/scotlands-renewable-energy-jackpot-hydrogen-exports-alone-could-be-worth-ps25-billion-a-year-by-2045-angus-robertson-3965057
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/worlds-first-hydrogen-train-with-a-speed-of-160-kilometers-per-hour-rolled-out-in-china/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/green-hydrogen-production-sound/8556565/
https://www.euronews.com/green/2022/12/29/green-hydrogen-fuel-of-the-future-has-big-potential-but-a-worrying-blind-spot-scientists-w
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/microsoft-showing-how-hydrogen-fuel-cells-could-be-the-future-of-facility-power/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27278-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-27278-5
https://cleantechnica.com/2023/01/02/the-wait-for-hydrogen-fuel-cell-electric-aircraft-just-got-shorter/
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Renault’s Hydrogen Fantasy Debunked - CleanTechnica 

 

Plug Power previews the potentional of a green hydrogen highway | FleetOwner 
3 January 

Plug Power previews the potential of a green hydrogen highway | FleetOwner 

 

‘Blue is not green’ says Renewable Hydrogen Coalition, urging EU Council to reject 

RED amendments 
12 December 

‘Blue is not green’ says Renewable Hydrogen Coalition, urging EU Council to reject RED amendments (h2-

view.com) 

 

Hydrogen’s role in US nuclear fusion breakthrough 
14 December 

Hydrogen’s role in US nuclear fusion breakthrough (h2-view.com) 

 

Hong Kong Scientists Unveil Two New Hydrogen Production Catalysts | OilPrice.com 
4 January 

Hong Kong Scientists Unveil Two New Hydrogen Production Catalysts | OilPrice.com 

France: Hydrogen Projects Are Accelerating, 225 Hydrogen Stations Planned By 

2025 
2 January 

France: Hydrogen Projects Are Accelerating, 225 Hydrogen Stations Planned By 2025 (fuelcellsworks.com) 

 

New method to introduce efficient water splitting for hydrogen production at low 

voltage 
4 January 

New method to introduce efficient water splitting for hydrogen production at low voltage (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-33905-6 

 

Prepare for lift-off | Why 2023 will be the year that green hydrogen moves from idea 

to reality around the world 
3 January 

Prepare for lift-off | Why 2023 will be the year that green hydrogen moves from idea to reality around the world | 

Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Indian cabinet approves $2.1bn of initial funding for two separate green hydrogen 

subsidies 
4 January 

Indian cabinet approves $2.1bn of initial funding for two separate green hydrogen subsidies | Hydrogen news and 

intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Portugal unveils first national green hydrogen tender — forcing natural-gas suppliers 

to blend H2 or biomethane into network 
4 January 

Portugal unveils first national green hydrogen tender — forcing natural-gas suppliers to blend H2 or biomethane 

into network | Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Norwegian start-up unveils €4bn green steel and hydrogen production facility in 

southern Finland 

https://cleantechnica.com/2023/01/03/renaults-hydrogen-fantasy-debunked/
https://www.fleetowner.com/emissions-efficiency/article/21257105/plugging-away-at-the-green-hydrogen-highway
https://www.h2-view.com/story/blue-is-not-green-says-renewable-hydrogen-coalition-urging-eu-council-to-reject-red-amendments/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_71e134e2dbdb3e11d7290feff055551e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Blue%20is%20not%20green%20says%20Renewable%20Hydrogen%20Coalition%20urging%20EU%20Council%20to%20reject%20RED%20amendments
https://www.h2-view.com/story/blue-is-not-green-says-renewable-hydrogen-coalition-urging-eu-council-to-reject-red-amendments/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_71e134e2dbdb3e11d7290feff055551e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Blue%20is%20not%20green%20says%20Renewable%20Hydrogen%20Coalition%20urging%20EU%20Council%20to%20reject%20RED%20amendments
https://www.h2-view.com/story/hydrogens-role-in-us-nuclear-fusion-breakthrough/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_71e134e2dbdb3e11d7290feff055551e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Hydrogens%20role%20in%20US%20nuclear%20fusion%20breakthrough
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Fuel-Cells/Hong-Kong-Scientists-Unveil-Two-New-Hydrogen-Production-Catalysts.html
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/france-hydrogen-projects-are-accelerating-225-hydrogen-stations-planned-by-2025/
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-method-efficient-hydrogen-production-voltage.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-33905-6
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/production/prepare-for-lift-off-why-2023-will-be-the-year-that-green-hydrogen-moves-from-idea-to-reality-around-the-world/2-1-1382245
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/production/prepare-for-lift-off-why-2023-will-be-the-year-that-green-hydrogen-moves-from-idea-to-reality-around-the-world/2-1-1382245
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/indian-cabinet-approves-2-1bn-of-initial-funding-for-two-separate-green-hydrogen-subsidies/2-1-1383247
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/indian-cabinet-approves-2-1bn-of-initial-funding-for-two-separate-green-hydrogen-subsidies/2-1-1383247
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/portugal-unveils-first-national-green-hydrogen-tender-forcing-natural-gas-suppliers-to-blend-h2-or-biomethane-into-network/2-1-1383378?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-05&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/portugal-unveils-first-national-green-hydrogen-tender-forcing-natural-gas-suppliers-to-blend-h2-or-biomethane-into-network/2-1-1383378?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-05&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
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3 January 

Norwegian start-up unveils €4bn green steel and hydrogen production facility in southern Finland | Hydrogen news 

and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

New electrolyzer to split saltwater into hydrogen – pv magazine USA 
3 January 

New electrolyzer to split saltwater into hydrogen – pv magazine USA (pv-magazine-usa.com) 

 

Heavy-Duty Trucks Drive Clean Hydrogen to the Next Level - Hydrogen Central 
4 January 

Heavy-Duty Trucks Drive Clean Hydrogen to the Next Level - Hydrogen Central (hydrogen-central.com) 

 

Cheap, Sustainable Hydrogen Through Solar Power: New Catalyst Is 10 Times More 

Efficient Than Previous Sun-Powered Water-Splitting Devices 
6 January 

Cheap, Sustainable Hydrogen Through Solar Power: New Catalyst Is 10 Times More Efficient Than Previous Sun-

Powered Water-Splitting Devices (fuelcellsworks.com) and 

Solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of more than 9% in photocatalytic water splitting 
4 January 

Solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of more than 9% in photocatalytic water splitting | Nature 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05399-1 

 

Reaserachers find new way to produce hydrogen by using sun - Green Hydrogen 

News 
6 January 

Reaserachers find new way to produce hydrogen by using sun - Green Hydrogen News (energynews.biz) 

 

What makes Toyota’s hydrogen combustion engine special? - H2 News 
5 January 

What makes Toyota’s hydrogen combustion engine special? - H2 News (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

The Potential Role of Biohydrogen in Creating a Net-Zero World: The Production 

and Applications of Carbon-Negative Hydrogen 
9 January 

Columbia | SIPA Center on Global Energy Policy | The Potential Role of Biohydrogen in Creating a Net-Zero 

World: The Production and Applications of Carbon-Negative Hydrogen 

 

How a bio-inspired breakthrough could unlock economically viable green hydrogen | 

RenewEconomy 
12 January 

https://reneweconomy.com.au/how-a-bio-inspired-breakthrough-could-unlock-economically-viable-green-hydrogen 

 

Solar-Powered Leaf Can Convert Air to Hydrogen Fuel | Earth And The 

Environment 
11 January 

https://www.labroots.com/trending/earth-and-the-environment/24381/solar-powered-leaf-convert-air-hydrogen-

fuel-2 

https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.202208740 

 

Why critical minerals won’t hamper the green hydrogen revolution 

https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/industrial/norwegian-start-up-unveils-4bn-green-steel-and-hydrogen-production-facility-in-southern-finland/2-1-1382648?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-05&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/industrial/norwegian-start-up-unveils-4bn-green-steel-and-hydrogen-production-facility-in-southern-finland/2-1-1382648?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-05&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2023/01/03/new-electrolyzer-to-split-saltwater-into-hydrogen/
https://hydrogen-central.com/heavy-duty-trucks-drive-clean-hydrogen-next-level/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/cheap-sustainable-hydrogen-through-solar-power-new-catalyst-is-10-times-more-efficient-than-previous-sun-powered-water-splitting-devices/
https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/cheap-sustainable-hydrogen-through-solar-power-new-catalyst-is-10-times-more-efficient-than-previous-sun-powered-water-splitting-devices/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-05399-1
https://energynews.biz/reaserachers-find-new-way-to-produce-hydrogen-by-using-sun/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/hydrogen-combustion-engine-toyota-2/8556753/
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/research/report/potential-role-biohydrogen-creating-net-zero-world-production-and-applications-carbon-negative
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/research/report/potential-role-biohydrogen-creating-net-zero-world-production-and-applications-carbon-negative
https://reneweconomy.com.au/how-a-bio-inspired-breakthrough-could-unlock-economically-viable-green-hydrogen/
https://www.labroots.com/trending/earth-and-the-environment/24381/solar-powered-leaf-convert-air-hydrogen-fuel-2
https://www.labroots.com/trending/earth-and-the-environment/24381/solar-powered-leaf-convert-air-hydrogen-fuel-2
https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.202208740
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10 January 

Why critical minerals won't hamper the green hydrogen revolution (energymonitor.ai) 

 

South Korea to create six 'hydrogen cities' that would use H2 in buildings and 

transport as part of daily life 
10 January 

South Korea to create six 'hydrogen cities' that would use H2 in buildings and transport as part of daily life | 

Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

'Green hydrogen vital for net-zero Europe — but only for aviation, shipping and 

industry', says energy-system study 
10 January 

'Green hydrogen vital for net-zero Europe — but only for aviation, shipping and industry', says energy-system study 

| Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

JCB’S £100 Million Investment in a Project to Produce Super-Efficient Hydrogen 

Engines is Going Full Steam Ahead – with The Reaching of a Major Production 

Milestone - Hydrogen Central 
11 January 

https://hydrogen-central.com/jcbs-100-million-investment-project-produce-super-efficient-hydrogen-engines-is-

going-full-steam-ahead-with-the-reaching-of-a-major-production-milestone 

 

Hydrogen storage material's key restriction identified 
13 January 

Hydrogen storage material's key restriction identified (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2TA06458H 

 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Efficiency - How Economical Are They? | CarsGuide 
10 January 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Efficiency - How Economical Are They? | CarsGuide 

 

 

Hydrogen Internal Combustion Engine May See Faster Commercialisation Than 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric: Girish Wagh, Tata Motors - Hydrogen Central 
14 January 

Hydrogen Internal Combustion Engine May See Faster Commercialisation Than Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric: 

Girish Wagh, Tata Motors - Hydrogen Central (hydrogen-central.com) 

 

India Announces $2.3 Billion Program To Promote Green Hydrogen | OilPrice.com 
15 January 

India Announces $2.3 Billion Program To Promote Green Hydrogen | OilPrice.com 

 

Green ammonia defined in updated Green Hydrogen Standard 
13 December 

Green ammonia defined in updated Green Hydrogen Standard (h2-view.com) 

 

Hydrogen powers National Grid substation in 10-week trial 
13 January 

Hydrogen powers National Grid substation in 10-week trial (h2-view.com) 

 

https://www.energymonitor.ai/tech/hydrogen/why-critical-minerals-wont-hamper-the-green-hydrogen-revolution/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=em_1201
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/south-korea-to-create-six-hydrogen-cities-that-would-use-h2-in-buildings-and-transport-as-part-of-daily-life/2-1-1385821
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/south-korea-to-create-six-hydrogen-cities-that-would-use-h2-in-buildings-and-transport-as-part-of-daily-life/2-1-1385821
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/analysis/green-hydrogen-vital-for-net-zero-europe-but-only-for-aviation-shipping-and-industry-says-energy-system-study/2-1-1385116?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-12&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/analysis/green-hydrogen-vital-for-net-zero-europe-but-only-for-aviation-shipping-and-industry-says-energy-system-study/2-1-1385116?utm_source=email_campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2023-01-12&utm_term=recharge&utm_content=hydrogen
https://hydrogen-central.com/jcbs-100-million-investment-project-produce-super-efficient-hydrogen-engines-is-going-full-steam-ahead-with-the-reaching-of-a-major-production-milestone/
https://hydrogen-central.com/jcbs-100-million-investment-project-produce-super-efficient-hydrogen-engines-is-going-full-steam-ahead-with-the-reaching-of-a-major-production-milestone/
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-hydrogen-storage-material-key-restriction.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D2TA06458H
https://www.carsguide.com.au/ev/advice/how-economical-are-hydrogen-fuel-cell-cars-88672
https://hydrogen-central.com/hydrogen-internal-combustion-engine-may-see-faster-commercialisation-than-hydrogen-fuel-cell-electric-girish-wagh-tata-motors/
https://hydrogen-central.com/hydrogen-internal-combustion-engine-may-see-faster-commercialisation-than-hydrogen-fuel-cell-electric-girish-wagh-tata-motors/
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Fuel-Cells/India-Announces-23-Billion-Program-To-Promote-Green-Hydrogen.html
https://www.h2-view.com/story/green-ammonia-defined-in-updated-green-hydrogen-standard/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_760718d937ef568debd33b2410e6a302&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Green%20ammonia%20defined%20in%20updated%20Green%20Hydrogen%20Standard
https://www.h2-view.com/story/hydrogen-powers-national-grid-substation-in-10-week-trial/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_760718d937ef568debd33b2410e6a302&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Hydrogen%20powers%20National%20Grid%20substation%20in%2010-week%20trial
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Watch: “Hydrogen is going to be a major part of the energy transition” 
6 January 

Watch: “Hydrogen is going to be a major part of the energy transition” (h2-view.com) 

 

Bergen Engines trials green hydrogen and natural gas blend 
6 January 

Bergen Engines trials green hydrogen and natural gas blend (h2-view.com) 

 

Policy Pillar: Hydrogen rising Down Under, and Oceania capitalising on 

opportunities 
8 December 

Policy Pillar: Hydrogen rising Down Under, and Oceania capitalising on opportunities (h2-view.com) 

 

India Government: Government to Announce Bids for Setting up Green Hydrogen 

Plants by May 
13 January 

Government to Announce Bids for Setting up Green Hydrogen Plants by May : Chemical Industry Digest 

(chemindigest.com) 

 

Could hydrogen fuel-cell tech replace aircraft jet engines? 
17 January 

Could hydrogen fuel-cell tech replace aircraft jet engines? (greencarreports.com) 

 

India fleshes out green hydrogen plans — adding H2 highways and hubs, ammonia 

ports, ship retrofits, new fertiliser plants and more 
13 January 

India fleshes out green hydrogen plans — adding H2 highways and hubs, ammonia ports, ship retrofits, new 

fertiliser plants and more | Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

IEA: Ammonia and LOHC will be cheaper options for shipping hydrogen than 

liquefied H2 — even with reconversion costs 
13 January 

IEA: Ammonia and LOHC will be cheaper options for shipping hydrogen than liquefied H2 — even with 

reconversion costs | Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Novel protective layer for catalysts improves lifespan and performance 
18 January 

Novel protective layer for catalysts improves lifespan and performance (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1002/anie.202214541 

 

Making Hydrogen will consume 2% of total global renewable capacity growth by 

2027 
17 January 

Making Hydrogen will consume 2% of total global renewable capacity growth by 2027 - Energy Post 

 

Scientists Make Major Breakthrough In Sustainable Hydrogen Production | 

OilPrice.com 
18 January 

Scientists Make Major Breakthrough In Sustainable Hydrogen Production | OilPrice.com 

 

https://www.h2-view.com/story/watch-hydrogen-is-going-to-be-a-major-part-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_565abea3c4b680f5928fe6e0e8e3e0d4&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Watch%20Hydrogen%20is%20going%20to%20be%20a%20major%20part%20of%20the%20energy%20transition
https://www.h2-view.com/story/bergen-engines-trials-green-hydrogen-and-natural-gas-blend/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_565abea3c4b680f5928fe6e0e8e3e0d4&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bergen%20Engines%20trials%20green%20hydrogen%20and%20natural%20gas%20blend
https://www.h2-view.com/story/policy-pillar-hydrogen-rising-down-under-and-oceania-capitalising-on-opportunities/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_e12603580a121a208a4243877de07b50&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Policy%20Pillar%20Hydrogen%20rising%20Down%20Under%20and%20Oceania%20capitalising%20on%20opportunities
https://chemindigest.com/government-to-announce-bids-for-setting-up-green-hydrogen-plants-by-may/
https://chemindigest.com/government-to-announce-bids-for-setting-up-green-hydrogen-plants-by-may/
https://www.greencarreports.com/news/1138447_could-hydrogen-fuel-cell-tech-replace-aircraft-jet-engines
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/india-fleshes-out-green-hydrogen-plans-adding-h2-highways-and-hubs-ammonia-ports-ship-retrofits-new-fertiliser-plants-and-more/2-1-1387606
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/india-fleshes-out-green-hydrogen-plans-adding-h2-highways-and-hubs-ammonia-ports-ship-retrofits-new-fertiliser-plants-and-more/2-1-1387606
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/innovation/iea-ammonia-and-lohc-will-be-cheaper-options-for-shipping-hydrogen-than-liquefied-h2-even-with-reconversion-costs/2-1-1387346
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/innovation/iea-ammonia-and-lohc-will-be-cheaper-options-for-shipping-hydrogen-than-liquefied-h2-even-with-reconversion-costs/2-1-1387346
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-layer-catalysts-lifespan.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.202214541
https://energypost.eu/making-hydrogen-will-require-2-of-total-global-renewable-capacity-growth-by-2027/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Scientists-Make-Major-Breakthrough-In-Sustainable-Hydrogen-Production.html
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Better hydrogen transfer brings better hydrogen evolution reaction performance 
18 January 

Better hydrogen transfer brings better hydrogen evolution reaction performance (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.add6978 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Road To Decarbonization: Ammonia-Powered Trucks Take the Lead | 

OilPrice.com 
22 January 

The Road To Decarbonization: Ammonia-Powered Trucks Take the Lead | OilPrice.com 

 

On the use of ammonia as a fuel – A perspective 
June 2022 

On the use of ammonia as a fuel – A perspective - ScienceDirect 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfueco.2022.100064 

 

Liquid ammonia: a green fuel for the transport sector? 
2023? 
Liquid ammonia: a green fuel for the transport sector? (chem4us.be) 

 

Science and technology of ammonia combustion 
2019 
Science and technology of ammonia combustion - ScienceDirect 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.proci.2018.09.029 

 

Ammonia as Green Fuel in Internal Combustion Engines: State-of-the-Art and 

Future Perspectives 
22 July 2022 

Frontiers | Ammonia as Green Fuel in Internal Combustion Engines: State-of-the-Art and Future Perspectives 

(frontiersin.org) 
 

Green ammonia: The rocky pathway to a new clean fuel 
3 September 2021 

Green ammonia: The rocky pathway to a new clean fuel (newatlas.com) 

 

Exhaust gas treatment catalysts for ammonia-fueled engines 
16 November 2022 

Exhaust gas treatment catalysts for ammonia-fueled engines – Ammonia Energy Association and 

Presentation: 

PowerPoint プレゼンテーション (ammoniaenergy.org) 

 

Green Ammonia – An Alternative Fuel 
3 November 2022 

Green Ammonia – An Alternative Fuel - FutureBridge 
 

Green ammonia fuel faces three big challenges 
17 February 2022 

Sustainability | Green ammonia fuel faces three big challenges (crugroup.com) 

 

Ammonia as a gas turbine fuel 
? 

Ammonia as a Gas Turbine Fuel (energy.gov) 
 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-hydrogen-evolution-reaction.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.add6978
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/The-Road-To-Decarbonization-Ammonia-Powered-Trucks-Take-the-Lead.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666052022000140
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfueco.2022.100064
http://www.chem4us.be/liquid-ammonia-a-green-fuel-for-the-transport-sector/#:~:text=Ammonia%20can%20be%20fractionated%20to%20generate%20hydrogen%20for,%E2%86%92%202%20N2%20%2B%206%20H2O%20%2B%20Heat
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1540748918306345
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.proci.2018.09.029
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmech.2022.944201/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmech.2022.944201/full
https://newatlas.com/energy/green-ammonia-primer-clean-fuel/
https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/paper/exhaust-gas-treatment-catalysts-for-ammonia-fueled-engines/
https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/NU_Presentation-Tsuji-for-AEC-2022.pdf
https://www.futurebridge.com/industry/perspectives-energy/green-ammonia-an-alternative-fuel/
https://sustainability.crugroup.com/article/green-ammonia-fuel-faces-three-big-challenges
https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-08/8-nh3-gas-turbine-fuel.pdf
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Ammonia Fuel Cells: 
 

Fuel for the future: Chemist develops ammonia fuel cells that “bottle” sunshine and 

wind 
6 May 2021 

Fuel for the future: Chemist develops ammonia fuel cells that “bottle” sunshine and wind (chemistry.news) 

 

Recent progress in ammonia fuel cells and their potential applications 
2021 

Recent progress in ammonia fuel cells and their potential applications - Journal of Materials Chemistry A (RSC 

Publishing) 

DOI 

https://doi.org/10.1039/D0TA08810B 

 

Renewable ammonia: the future of fuels? 
16 January 2023 

Renewable ammonia: the future of fuels? - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (thebulletin.org) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

China launches 100-mph hydrogen/supercapacitor train 

22 January 

China launches 100-mph hydrogen/supercapacitor train (newatlas.com) 

 

Green hydrogen imported to Europe would be cost-competitive with locally produced 

H2 by 2030: analyst 
26 January 

Green hydrogen imported to Europe would be cost-competitive with locally produced H2 by 2030: analyst | 

Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Offshore hydrogen | Germany plans 1GW of wind-powered green H2 production at 

sea, with pipeline to shore 
23 January 

Offshore hydrogen | Germany plans 1GW of wind-powered green H2 production at sea, with pipeline to shore | 

Hydrogen news and intelligence (hydrogeninsight.com) 

 

Volkswagen Rules Out Launching Hydrogen Passenger Cars This Decade 
24 January 

Volkswagen Rules Out Launching Hydrogen Passenger Cars This Decade (motor1.com) 

 

Will Hydrogen Car Sales Ever Take Flight in the US? 
21 January 

Will Hydrogen Car Sales Ever Take Flight in the US? (hydrogenfuelnews.com) 

 

Make Hydrogen in developing nations: share prosperity while meeting our climate 

goals 
26 January 

Make Hydrogen in developing nations: share prosperity while meeting our climate goals - Energy Post 

 

Novel technique developed to produce hydrogen peroxide without emitting carbon 

dioxide 
27 January 

https://www.chemistry.news/2021-05-06-chemist-develops-ammonia-fuel-cells.html
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/ta/d0ta08810b#!
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/ta/d0ta08810b#!
https://doi.org/10.1039/D0TA08810B
https://thebulletin.org/premium/2023-01/renewable-ammonia-the-future-of-fuels/
https://newatlas.com/transport/china-hydrogen-supercapacitor-train/
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/production/green-hydrogen-imported-to-europe-would-be-cost-competitive-with-locally-produced-h2-by-2030-analyst/2-1-1393655
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/production/green-hydrogen-imported-to-europe-would-be-cost-competitive-with-locally-produced-h2-by-2030-analyst/2-1-1393655
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/offshore-hydrogen-germany-plans-1gw-of-wind-powered-green-h2-production-at-sea-with-pipeline-to-shore/2-1-1392107
https://www.hydrogeninsight.com/policy/offshore-hydrogen-germany-plans-1gw-of-wind-powered-green-h2-production-at-sea-with-pipeline-to-shore/2-1-1392107
https://www.motor1.com/news/632767/vw-no-hydrogen-car-2030/
https://www.hydrogenfuelnews.com/hydrogen-car-in-united-states/8556912/
https://energypost.eu/make-hydrogen-in-developing-nations-share-prosperity-while-meeting-our-climate-goals/
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Novel technique developed to produce hydrogen peroxide without emitting carbon dioxide (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsami.2c14872 

 

Green Hydrogen: An Opportunity for India-Africa Cooperation 
16 January 

Green Hydrogen: An Opportunity for India-Africa Cooperation | ORF (orfonline.org) 

 

Advanced materials and reactors for energy storage through ammonia 
27 January 

Advanced materials and reactors for energy storage through ammonia (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Hyderabad Based Novus Green Energy Builds India’s Largest Floating Solar Plant : 

Chemical Industry Digest 
30 January 

https://chemindigest.com/hyderabad-based-novus-green-energy-builds-indias-largest-floating-solar-plant 

 

Fine Bubbles Increase Hydrogen Production 50-Fold 
30 January 

Fine Bubbles Increase Hydrogen Production 50-Fold | Chemical Processing 

 

A way to produce hydrogen directly from untreated sea water 
31 January 

A way to produce hydrogen directly from untreated sea water (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41560-023-01195-x 

  

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-technique-hydrogen-peroxide-emitting-carbon.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsami.2c14872
https://www.orfonline.org/research/green-hydrogen-an-opportunity-for-india-africa-cooperation/?
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/advanced-materials-reactors-energy-storage-through-ammonia/29289/
https://chemindigest.com/hyderabad-based-novus-green-energy-builds-indias-largest-floating-solar-plant/
https://www.chemicalprocessing.com/industrynews/article/21545835/fine-bubbles-increase-hydrogen-production-50fold?utm_source=CHPR+CP+Morning+Briefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CPS230130063&o_eid=0847H3524889B7U&rdx.ident%5bpull%5d=omeda|0847H3524889B7U&oly_enc_id=0847H3524889B7U
https://techxplore.com/news/2023-01-hydrogen-untreated-sea.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41560-023-01195-x
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Company Information: 
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Solar Cell Chemistry & Technology  

Lightyear 0: World's first solar electric car Lightyear now enters production 
2 December 

Lightyear 0: World's first solar electric car Lightyear now enters production (interestingengineering.com) 

 

Field Testing Printed Solar Panels – CleanTechnica 
2 December 

Field Testing Printed Solar Panels - CleanTechnica 

 

PV windows cut energy use by 40% in glazed buildings, says NREL – pv magazine 

International 
2 December 

PV windows cut energy use by 40% in glazed buildings, says NREL – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Novel approach to thermophotovoltaics could lead to thermodynamic limit – pv 

magazine International 
5 December 

Novel approach to thermophotovoltaics could lead to thermodynamic limit – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Thin-film tin sulfide solar cells with high open-circuit voltage – pv magazine 

International 
6 December 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/06/thin-film-tin-sulfide-solar-cells-with-high-open-circuit-voltage/ 

 

Built to last: Perovskite solar cells tough enough to match mighty silicon 
7 December 

Built to last: Perovskite solar cells tough enough to match mighty silicon (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41563-022-01399-8 

 

Perovskite grain wrapping by converting interfaces and grain boundaries into robust 

and water-insoluble low-dimensional perovskites | Science Advances 
2 December 

Perovskite grain wrapping by converting interfaces and grain boundaries into robust and water-insoluble low-

dimensional perovskites | Science Advances 

DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abq4524 

 

Paper-thin solar cell can turn any surface into a power source | MIT News | 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
9 December 

Paper-thin solar cell can turn any surface into a power source | MIT News | Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

 

New perovskite solar cells developed to match silicon photovoltaics 
7 December 

New perovskite solar cells developed to match silicon photovoltaics (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Goldi Solar releases 520-550 W line of mono PERC solar panels – pv magazine 

International 

https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/lightyear-0-enters-production
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/02/field-testing-printed-solar-panels/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/02/pv-windows-cut-energy-use-by-40-in-glazed-buildings-says-nrel/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/02/pv-windows-cut-energy-use-by-40-in-glazed-buildings-says-nrel/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/05/novel-approach-to-thermophotovoltaics-could-lead-to-thermodynamic-limit/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/05/novel-approach-to-thermophotovoltaics-could-lead-to-thermodynamic-limit/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/06/thin-film-tin-sulfide-solar-cells-with-high-open-circuit-voltage/
https://techxplore.com/news/2022-12-built-perovskite-solar-cells-tough.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41563-022-01399-8
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq4524
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq4524
https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abq4524
https://news.mit.edu/2022/ultrathin-solar-cells-1209
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/new-perovskite-solar-cells-developed-match-silicon-photovoltaics/28116/
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2 December 

Goldi Solar releases 520-550 W line of mono PERC solar panels – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

Australian researchers patent additive for perovskite’s stability problem – pv 

magazine International 
12 December 

Australian researchers patent additive for perovskite’s stability problem – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Perovskites fabricated on textured silicon surfaces for tandem solar cells 
25 March 2020 

Perovskites fabricated on textured silicon surfaces for tandem solar cells | Communications Chemistry (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-020-0283-4 

 

MIT develops a scalable manufacturing technique to produce paper-thin, lightweight 

fabric solar cells that can be stuck onto any surface - pvbuzz.com 
12 December 

MIT develops a scalable manufacturing technique to produce paper-thin, lightweight fabric solar cells that can be 

stuck onto any surface - pvbuzz.com 

DOI: 10.1002/smtd.202200940 

 

Meyer Burger to commercialize 29.6%-efficient perovskite tandem solar cells – pv 

magazine International 
14 December 

Meyer Burger to commercialize 29.6%-efficient perovskite tandem solar cells – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Scientists enhance stability of new material for solar cells 
13 December 

Scientists enhance stability of new material for solar cells (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsaelm.2c00449 

 

MIT's slimmed-down solar cells would add only 20 kg to a rooftop 
12 December 

https://newatlas.com/energy/mit-slimmed-down-solar-cells-rooftop 

 

These PV Panels Open Crop Lands to Farming Energy 
15 December 

Agrivoltaic Panels Allow Farmers to Harvest Energy - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Europe added 41.4 GW of new solar in 2022 – pv magazine International 
19 December 

Europe added 41.4 GW of new solar in 2022 – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

Australian researchers reveal new pathways for perovskite cells – pv magazine 

International 
16 December 

Australian researchers reveal new pathways for perovskite cells – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

“Living Solar Cell” Could Pave The Way For Future Sustainable Energy Tech | 

OilPrice.com 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/02/goldi-solar-releases-520-550-w-line-of-mono-perc-solar-panels/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/12/australian-researchers-patent-low-cost-additive-to-solve-perovskites-stability-problem/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/12/australian-researchers-patent-low-cost-additive-to-solve-perovskites-stability-problem/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s42004-020-0283-4?sap-outbound-id=38DAD6CB4602C3591296F1258B8D674F88660316&utm_source=hybris-campaign&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=111_WADI01_0000027042_HSCR_42004_CON1_GL_PHSS_SUBJC_OAXPhotovt&utm_content=EN_internal_49132_20221212&mkt-key=42010A0553051EEB98E164A56B7423F6
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42004-020-0283-4
https://pvbuzz.com/mit-produce-paper-thin-and-lightweight-fabric-solar-cells/
https://pvbuzz.com/mit-produce-paper-thin-and-lightweight-fabric-solar-cells/
https://dx.doi.org/10.1002/smtd.202200940
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/14/meyer-burger-to-commercialize-29-6-efficient-perovskite-tandem-solar-cells/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/14/meyer-burger-to-commercialize-29-6-efficient-perovskite-tandem-solar-cells/
https://techxplore.com/news/2022-12-scientists-stability-material-solar-cells.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsaelm.2c00449
https://newatlas.com/energy/mit-slimmed-down-solar-cells-rooftop/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/agrivoltaics-optimize-yield
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/19/europe-added-41-4-gw-of-new-solar-in-2022/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/16/australian-researchers-reveal-new-pathways-for-perovskite-cells/
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20 December 

“Living Solar Cell” Could Pave The Way For Future Sustainable Energy Tech | OilPrice.com 

 

Perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell advance breaks efficiency record 
19 December 

https://newatlas.com/energy/perovskite-silicon-tandem-solar-cell-efficiency-record-32-5-percent 

DAS Solar unveils n-type bifacial glass-glass module for residential PV – pv magazine 

International 
20 December 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/20/das-solar-unveils-n-type-bifacial-glass-glass-module-for-residential-pv 

 

New process increases efficiency of CIGS bifacial thin-film solar cells – pv magazine 

International 
21 December 

New process increases efficiency of CIGS bifacial thin-film solar cells – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Construction begins on Bulgaria’s largest solar plant – pv magazine International 
16 December 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/16/construction-begins-on-bulgarias-largest-solar-plant 

 

Longi claims world’s highest efficiency for p-type, indium-free HJT solar cells – pv 

magazine International 
22 December 

Longi claims world’s highest efficiency for p-type, indium-free HJT solar cells – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Researchers develop highly stable formamidinium-cesium perovskite solar cells 
21 December 

Researchers develop highly stable formamidinium-cesium perovskite solar cells (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1039/D2EE01634F 

 

These Ultra-Thin Solar Cells Can Be Glued To Any Surface And Produce Incredible 

Power 
17 December 

These Ultra-Thin Solar Cells Can Be Glued To Any Surface And Produce Incredible Power (slashgear.com) 

 

Transparent Gratzel solar cells achieve a new efficiency record 
22 December 

Transparent Gratzel solar cells achieve a new efficiency record (interestingengineering.com) 

 

Global solar capacity additions hit 268 GW in 2022, says BNEF – pv magazine 

International 
23 December 

Global solar capacity additions hit 268 GW in 2022, says BNEF – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

Compositional texture engineering for highly stable wide-bandgap perovskite solar 

cells | Science 
22 December 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.adf0194 

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Living-Solar-Cell-Could-Pave-The-Way-For-Future-Sustainable-Energy-Tech.html
https://newatlas.com/energy/perovskite-silicon-tandem-solar-cell-efficiency-record-32-5-percent/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/20/das-solar-unveils-n-type-bifacial-glass-glass-module-for-residential-pv/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/21/new-process-increases-efficiency-of-cigs-bifacial-thin-film-solar-cells/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/21/new-process-increases-efficiency-of-cigs-bifacial-thin-film-solar-cells/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/16/construction-begins-on-bulgarias-largest-solar-plant/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/22/longi-claims-worlds-highest-efficiency-for-p-type-indium-free-hjt-solar-cells/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/22/longi-claims-worlds-highest-efficiency-for-p-type-indium-free-hjt-solar-cells/
https://techxplore.com/news/2022-12-highly-stable-formamidinium-cesium-perovskite-solar.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D2EE01634F
https://www.slashgear.com/1134339/these-ultra-thin-solar-cells-can-be-glued-to-any-surface-and-produce-incredible-power/
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/transparent-gratzel-solar-cells-efficient
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/23/global-solar-capacity-additions-hit-268-gw-in-2022-says-bnef/
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.adf0194
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Compositional texture engineering for highly stable wide-bandgap perovskite solar cells | Science 

DOI: 10.1126/science.adf0194 

 

Scientists just set a new solar-cell efficiency world record 
21 December 

Scientists just set a new solar-cell efficiency world record (electrek.co) 

 

A strategy to boost the efficiency of solar cells based on thin-film bifacial 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 
21 December 

A strategy to boost the efficiency of solar cells based on thin-film bifacial Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (techxplore.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41560-022-01157-9 

 

Solar roof tiles explained: Costs, installation and benefits | Homebuilding 
20 December 

Solar roof tiles explained: Costs, installation and benefits | Homebuilding 

 

2022 review in trends: Modules (Part I) 
28 December 

2022 review in trends: Modules (Part I) – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

Groundbreaking study reveals how to make perovskite solar cells more practical than 

ever 
27 December 

Groundbreaking study reveals how to make perovskite solar cells more practical than ever 

(interestingengineering.com) 

 

Hanersun releases 695 W TOPCon solar module with 22.37% efficiency rating – pv 

magazine International 
3 January 

Hanersun releases 695 W TOPCon solar module with 22.37% efficiency rating – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Rational Design of Non-Centrosymmetric Hybrid Halide Perovskites | Journal of the 

American Chemical Society 
3 January 

Rational Design of Non-Centrosymmetric Hybrid Halide Perovskites | Journal of the American Chemical Society 

(acs.org) 

https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12034 

 

Progress in perovskite LEDs for deep-blue light 
4 January 

Progress in perovskite LEDs for deep-blue light (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1117/1.AP.5.1.016001 

 

Huasun unveils 715 W heterojunction solar module – pv magazine International 
4 January 

Huasun unveils 715 W heterojunction solar module – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.adf0194
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.adf0194
https://electrek.co/2022/12/21/new-solar-cell-efficiency-world-record/
https://techxplore.com/news/2022-12-strategy-boost-efficiency-solar-cells.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41560-022-01157-9
https://www.homebuilding.co.uk/advice/solar-roof-tiles
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2022/12/28/2022-review-in-trends-modules-part-i/
https://interestingengineering.com/science/perovskite-solar-cell-more-stable
https://interestingengineering.com/science/perovskite-solar-cell-more-stable
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/03/hanersun-releases-695-w-topcon-solar-module-with-22-37-efficiency-rating/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/03/hanersun-releases-695-w-topcon-solar-module-with-22-37-efficiency-rating/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12034
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.2c12034
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.2c12034
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-perovskite-deep-blue.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.AP.5.1.016001
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/04/huasun-unveils-715-w-heterojunction-solar-module/
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Energy, exergy and economic (3E) analysis of flat-plate solar collector using novel 

environmental friendly nanofluid | Scientific Reports 
9 January 

Energy, exergy and economic (3E) analysis of flat-plate solar collector using novel environmental friendly 

nanofluid | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-023-27491-w 

 

New polymer material for PV cables – pv magazine International 
11 January 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/11/new-polymer-material-for-pv-cables 

DOI: 10.1038/s44161-022-00177-8 

 

EU solar deployment rate soars by almost 50% in 2022 – report 
9 January 

EU solar deployment rate soars by almost 50% in 2022 – report (energymonitor.ai) 

 

Solar Powered Machine Turns CO2 and Waste Plastic Into Valuable Fuel 
12 January 

Solar Powered Machine Turns CO2 and Waste Plastic Into Valuable Fuel (futurism.com) 

 

From 300 GW to 3,000 GW per year – a utopia? – pv magazine International 
12 January 

From 300 GW to 3,000 GW per year – a utopia? – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

First attempt to build solar cells based on gold polyhalide hybrid perovskite – pv 

magazine International 
12 January 

First attempt to build solar cells based on gold polyhalide hybrid perovskite – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Pathways for perovskite PV – pv magazine International 
13 January 

Pathways for perovskite PV – pv magazine International (pv-magazine.com) 

 

Researchers turn to facet engineering for more stable perovskite solar cells 
13 January 

Researchers turn to facet engineering for more stable perovskite solar cells | Perovskite-Info 

 

8 Most Efficient Solar Panels (2023) 
9 January 

8 Most Efficient Solar Panels (2023) (architecturaldigest.com) 

 

Scientists Have Developed a Living “Bio-Solar Cell” That Runs on Photosynthesis 
16 January 

Scientists Have Developed a Living “Bio-Solar Cell” That Runs on Photosynthesis (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1021/acsami.2c15123 

 

One-step preparation of deep eutectic solvents/ reduced graphene oxide composite 

materials for the removal of dibenzothiophene in fuel oil 
16 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-27491-w?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_13_1_20230110&utm_content=PS_3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-27491-w?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_13_1_20230110&utm_content=PS_3
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/11/new-polymer-material-for-pv-cables/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s44161-022-00177-8
https://www.energymonitor.ai/tech/renewables/eu-solar-deployment-rate-soars-by-almost-50-in-2022-report/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=em_1201
https://futurism.com/solar-machine-co2-plastic-fuel
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/12/from-300-gw-to-3000-gw-per-year-a-utopia/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/12/first-attempt-to-build-solar-cells-based-on-gold-halide-hybrid-perovskite/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/12/first-attempt-to-build-solar-cells-based-on-gold-halide-hybrid-perovskite/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/13/pathways-for-perovskite-pv/
https://www.perovskite-info.com/researchers-turn-facet-engineering-more-stable-perovskite-solar-cells
https://www.architecturaldigest.com/reviews/home-improvement/most-efficient-solar-panels
https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-have-developed-a-living-bio-solar-cell-that-runs-on-photosynthesis/
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsami.2c15123
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One-step preparation of deep eutectic solvents/ reduced graphene oxide composite materials for the removal of 

dibenzothiophene in fuel oil | Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-023-28041-0 

 

Perovskite-silicon tandem PV cell with textured wafers hits 28.1% efficiency – pv 

magazine International 
11 January 

Perovskite-silicon tandem PV cell with textured wafers hits 28.1% efficiency – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

All-perovskite tandem solar cell with 27.1% efficiency via gas quenching – pv 

magazine International 
18 January 

All-perovskite tandem solar cell with 27.1% efficiency via gas quenching – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Only5mins! – Thin-film expert on potential of cadmium-telluride solar – pv magazine 

International 
17 January 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/17/only5mins-cadmium-telluride-solar-modules 

 

CEA-INES unveils 565 W HJT solar module with low carbon footprint – pv magazine 

International 
17 January 

CEA-INES unveils 565 W HJT solar module with low carbon footprint – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Renac unveils high-voltage hybrid inverters for residential applications – pv 

magazine International 
20 January 

Renac unveils high-voltage hybrid inverters for residential applications – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

18 Times More Power: MIT Researchers Have Developed Ultrathin Lightweight 

Solar Cells 
22 January 

https://scitechdaily.com/18-times-more-power-mit-researchers-have-developed-ultrathin-lightweight-solar-cells 

DOI: 10.1002/smtd.202200940 

 

These Solar Windows Are an Invisible Alternative to Solar Panels – CNET 
22 January 

These Solar Windows Are an Invisible Alternative to Solar Panels - CNET 

 

Spray passivation to reduce losses in TOPCon, HJT cell-to-module process – pv 

magazine International 
23 January 

Spray passivation to reduce losses in TOPCon, HJT cell-to-module process – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28041-0?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_13_1_20230117&utm_content=PS_2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-28041-0?utm_source=srep_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=toc_41598_13_1_20230117&utm_content=PS_2
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/11/perovskite-silicon-tandem-pv-cell-with-textured-wafers-hits-28-1-efficiency/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/11/perovskite-silicon-tandem-pv-cell-with-textured-wafers-hits-28-1-efficiency/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/18/all-perovskite-tandem-solar-cell-with-27-1-efficiency-via-gas-quenching/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/18/all-perovskite-tandem-solar-cell-with-27-1-efficiency-via-gas-quenching/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/17/only5mins-cadmium-telluride-solar-modules/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/17/cea-ines-unveils-565-w-hjt-solar-module-with-low-carbon-footprint/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/17/cea-ines-unveils-565-w-hjt-solar-module-with-low-carbon-footprint/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/20/renac-unveils-high-voltage-hybrid-inverters-for-residential-applications/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/20/renac-unveils-high-voltage-hybrid-inverters-for-residential-applications/
https://scitechdaily.com/18-times-more-power-mit-researchers-have-developed-ultrathin-lightweight-solar-cells/
https://doi.org/10.1002/smtd.202200940
https://www.cnet.com/science/these-solar-windows-are-an-invisible-alternative-to-solar-panels/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/23/spray-passivation-to-reduce-losses-in-topcon-hjt-cell-to-module-process/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/23/spray-passivation-to-reduce-losses-in-topcon-hjt-cell-to-module-process/
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US startup begins producing 40%-efficient thermophotovoltaic cells – pv magazine 

International 
25 January 

US startup begins producing 40%-efficient thermophotovoltaic cells – pv magazine International (pv-

magazine.com) 

 

Groundbreaking new solar panels can generate electricity in the dark | BGR 
25 January 

Groundbreaking new solar panels can generate electricity in the dark | BGR 

 

Stability of perovskite solar cells reaches next milestone 
27 January 

https://techxplore.com/news/2023-01-stability-perovskite-solar-cells-milestone.html 

DOI: 10.1126/science.add7331 

 

These ‘terra-cotta’ tiles blend in perfectly with Italian roofs. But they’re really solar 

panels 
23 January 

These 'terra-cotta' tiles blend in perfectly with Italian roofs. But t (fastcompany.com) 

 

A New Pathway To Create Scalable Perovskite Solar Cells | OilPrice.com 
29 January 

A New Pathway To Create Scalable Perovskite Solar Cells | OilPrice.com 

 

Highly efficient p-i-n perovskite solar cells that endure temperature variations | 

Science 
26 January 

Highly efficient p-i-n perovskite solar cells that endure temperature variations | Science 

DOI: 10.1126/science.add7331 

  

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/25/us-startup-begins-producing-40-efficient-thermophotovoltaic-cells/
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https://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.add7331
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Chemistry & Artificial Intelligence  
 

Biotech labs are using AI inspired by DALL-E to invent new drugs | MIT Technology 

Review 
1 December 

Biotech labs are using AI inspired by DALL-E to invent new drugs | MIT Technology Review 

 

Computing With Chemicals Makes Faster, Leaner AI - IEEE Spectrum 
2 December 

Computing With Chemicals Makes Faster, Leaner AI - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Human Know-How to Accelerate Drug 

Discovery 
14 December 

Leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Human Know-How to Accelerate Drug Discovery 

(biopharminternational.com) 

 

Using machine learning to better understand how water behaves 
17 December 

Using machine learning to better understand how water behaves (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.255702 

 

Europe Gets an Exascale Supercomputer - IEEE Spectrum 
18 December 

Europe Gets an Exascale Supercomputer - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Generative AI: The technology of the year for 2022 - Big Think 
20 December 

Generative AI: The technology of the year for 2022 - Big Think 

 

Non-invasive artificial intelligence approach for IVF embryo selection 
20 December 

Non-invasive artificial intelligence approach for IVF embryo selection (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.1016/S2589-7500(22)00213-8 

 

Dendrocentric AI Could Run on Watts, Not Megawatts 
20 December 

Dendrocentric AI Could Run on Watts, Not Megawatts - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Searching for better battery electrolytes through Artificial Intelligence 
20 December 

Searching for better battery electrolytes through Artificial Intelligence (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

Pfizer Doubles Down on AI/ML to Bring Transformative Medicines to Patients | 

BioSpace 
22 December 

Pfizer Doubles Down on AI/ML to Bring Transformative Medicines to Patients | BioSpace 

 

The Year in Computer Science 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2022/12/01/1064023/biotech-labs-are-using-ai-inspired-by-dall-e-to-invent-new-drugs/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/analog-ai-ecram-artificial-synapse
https://www.biopharminternational.com/view/leveraging-artificial-intelligence-and-human-know-how-to-accelerate-drug-discovery
https://www.biopharminternational.com/view/leveraging-artificial-intelligence-and-human-know-how-to-accelerate-drug-discovery
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-machine.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.255702
https://spectrum.ieee.org/europe-s-exascale-supercomputer
https://bigthink.com/the-present/generative-ai-technology-of-year-2022/
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221220/Non-invasive-artificial-intelligence-approach-for-IVF-embryo-selection.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1016/S2589-7500(22)00213-8
https://spectrum.ieee.org/dendrocentric-learning
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/searching-for-better-battery-electrolytes-through-artificial-intelligence/28471/
https://www.biospace.com/article/pfizer-doubles-down-on-ai-ml-to-bring-transformative-medicines-to-patients-/
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21 December 

The Biggest Discoveries in Computer Science in 2022 | Quanta Magazine 

 

AI Is Now Essential National Infrastructure | WIRED 
26 December 

https://www.wired.com/story/digital-infrastructure-artificial-intelligence 

 

How China is building a parallel generative AI universe | TechCrunch 
31 December 

How China is building a parallel generative AI universe | TechCrunch 

 

Top Artificial Intelligence (AI) Trends to Watch in 2023 – MarkTechPost 
7 January 

Top Artificial Intelligence (AI) Trends to Watch in 2023 - MarkTechPost 

 

Machine Learning Accelerates Drug Formulation Development, Changing the Game 

for Pharmaceutical Research 
10 January 

Machine Learning Accelerates Drug Formulation Development, Changing the Game for Pharmaceutical Research 

(scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-35343-w 

 

 

  

https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-biggest-discoveries-in-computer-science-in-2022-20221221/
https://www.wired.com/story/digital-infrastructure-artificial-intelligence/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/12/31/how-china-is-building-a-parallel-generative-ai-universe/
https://www.marktechpost.com/2023/01/07/top-artificial-intelligence-ai-trends-to-watch-in-2023/
https://scitechdaily.com/machine-learning-accelerates-drug-formulation-development-changing-the-game-for-pharmaceutical-research/
https://scitechdaily.com/machine-learning-accelerates-drug-formulation-development-changing-the-game-for-pharmaceutical-research/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35343-w
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Quantum Computing & Quantum Computers 

 

Did physicists create a wormhole in a quantum computer? 
1 December 

Did physicists create a wormhole in a quantum computer? (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04201-6 

 

Quantum computing is a different kind of computing, says AWS • The Register 
5 December 

Quantum computing is a different kind of computing, says AWS • The Register 

 

Chemical and structural identification of material defects in superconducting 

quantum circuits 
19 July 2022 

Chemical and structural identification of material defects in superconducting quantum circuits - IOPscience 

DOI 10.1088/2633-4356/ac78ba 

 

Quantum Computing Will Change Our Lives. But Be Patient, Please – CNET 
14 December 

Quantum Computing Will Change Our Lives. But Be Patient, Please - CNET 

 

Using quantum-inspired computing to discover an improved catalyst for clean 

hydrogen 
16 December 

Using quantum-inspired computing to discover an improved catalyst for clean hydrogen (phys.org) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.matt.2022.11.031 

 

A New, Faster Type of Quantum Computer 
17 December 

A New, Faster Type of Quantum Computer (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.106.042442 

 

An IBM Quantum Computer Will Soon Pass the 1,000-Qubit Mark - IEEE Spectrum 
24 December 

An IBM Quantum Computer Will Soon Pass the 1,000-Qubit Mark - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Honey, I’ve Shrunk The Quantum Computer! World’s First Portable, Desktop-Sized 

Quantum Machines Announced 
21 December 

Honey, I’ve Shrunk The Quantum Computer! World’s First Portable, Desktop-Sized Quantum Machines 

Announced (swarajyamag.com) 

 

Quantum science and technology: our favourite research in 2022 – Physics World 
27 December 

https://physicsworld.com/a/quantum-science-and-technology-our-favourite-research-in-2022 

 

New Materials Will Bring the Next Generation of Quantum Computers 
27 December 

New Materials Will Bring the Next Generation of Quantum Computers | WIRED 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04201-6?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=71486d0211-briefing-dy-20221202&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-71486d0211-45372434
https://www.theregister.com/2022/12/05/quantum_computing_aws_interview/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2633-4356/ac78ba?utm_campaign=QuantumSC-2022-email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=internal_list&utm_medium=email&utm_source=iop&utm_term=&utm_campaign=23999-54297&utm_content=Link%20to%20article&Campaign+Owner=Laura+Gillham
https://www.cnet.com/tech/computing/quantum-computing-will-change-our-lives-but-be-patient-please/
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-quantum-inspired-catalyst-hydrogen.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.matt.2022.11.031
https://scitechdaily.com/a-new-faster-type-of-quantum-computer/
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.106.042442
https://spectrum.ieee.org/ibm-condor#toggle-gdpr
https://swarajyamag.com/tech/honey-ive-shrunk-the-quantum-computer-worlds-first-portable-desktop-sized-quantum-machines-announced
https://swarajyamag.com/tech/honey-ive-shrunk-the-quantum-computer-worlds-first-portable-desktop-sized-quantum-machines-announced
https://physicsworld.com/a/quantum-science-and-technology-our-favourite-research-in-2022/
https://www.wired.com/story/materials-computing-science/?bxid=604f408885e8954779470a61&cndid=64162920&esrc=growl2-regGate-1120&mbid=mbid%3DCRMWIR012019%0A%0A&source=EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_content=WIR_Daily122722&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily122722&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=P2
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How the quantum realm will go beyond computing | VentureBeat 
31 December 

How the quantum realm will go beyond computing (venturebeat.com) 

 

PsiQuantum Progress to Photonic Million Qubit Quantum Computers | 

NextBigFuture.com 
28 December 

PsiQuantum Progress to Photonic Million Qubit Quantum Computers | NextBigFuture.com 

 

Japan's Riken plans quantum link to supercomputer Fugaku - Nikkei Asia 
3 January 

Japan's Riken plans quantum link to supercomputer Fugaku - Nikkei Asia 

 

Japan businesses putting quantum technology to practical use | NHK WORLD-

JAPAN News 
3 January 

Japan businesses putting quantum technology to practical use | NHK WORLD-JAPAN News 

 

Dawn of Solid-State Quantum Networks – The Holy Grail of Quantum Information 

Sciences 
3 January 

Dawn of Solid-State Quantum Networks – The Holy Grail of Quantum Information Sciences (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1117/1.AP.4.6.066003 

 

What's next for quantum computing | MIT Technology Review 
6 January 

What's next for quantum computing | MIT Technology Review 

 

Israeli Researchers Find Novel Method In Developing Quantum Computers - 

I24NEWS 
10 January 

https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel/technology-science/1673340402-israeli-researchers-find-novel-method-in-

developing-quantum-computers 

 

Revived photon entanglement could enhance quantum communication and imaging    

– Physics World 
8 January 

https://physicsworld.com/a/revived-photon-entanglement-could-enhance-quantum-communication-and-imaging 

 

 

 

  

https://venturebeat.com/programming-development/how-the-quantum-realm-will-go-beyond-computing/
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2022/12/psiquantum-progress-to-photonic-million-qubit-quantum-computers.html
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Technology/Japan-s-Riken-plans-quantum-link-to-supercomputer-Fugaku
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20230103_10/
https://scitechdaily.com/dawn-of-solid-state-quantum-networks-the-holy-grail-of-quantum-information-sciences/
https://doi.org/10.1117/1.AP.4.6.066003
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/01/06/1066317/whats-next-for-quantum-computing/
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel/technology-science/1673340402-israeli-researchers-find-novel-method-in-developing-quantum-computers
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel/technology-science/1673340402-israeli-researchers-find-novel-method-in-developing-quantum-computers
https://physicsworld.com/a/revived-photon-entanglement-could-enhance-quantum-communication-and-imaging/
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Company operates in 35 countries and has nearly 9,000 employees whose objective is to 

provide excellent service worldwide.  
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leadership in Life Science and High Technology.  

For more information about Sigma-Aldrich, please visit its website at www.sigma-
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Nuclear Fusion Power - Saving Angel or Optimistic Dream?  

& Developments in Nuclear Technology  
 

How far has nuclear fusion power come? We could be at a turning point for the 

technology 
6 December 

How far has nuclear fusion power come? We could be at a turning point for the technology (theconversation.com) 

 

Fusion Technology Is Reaching a Turning Point That Could Change The Energy 

Game 
7 December 

Fusion Technology Is Reaching a Turning Point That Could Change The Energy Game : ScienceAlert 

 

The KTH Royal Institute of Technology has revealed it is collaborating with 

Novatron Fusion Group AB and EIT InnoEnergy to innovate solutions to the 

challenges stopping fusion energy commercialisation. 
8 December 

KTH collaboration aims to overcome fusion energy challenges (innovationnewsnetwork.com) 

 

National Ignition Facility demonstrates net fusion energy gain in world first 
14 December 

https://physicsworld.com/a/national-ignition-facility-demonstrates-net-fusion-energy-gain-in-world-first 

Fusion energy breakthrough by US scientists boosts clean power hopes | Financial 

Times 
11 December 

https://www.cnet.com/science/climate/a-fusion-energy-breakthrough-major-announcement-expected-from-us-

scientists and 

Nuclear fusion "breakthrough" reportedly arrives 
12 December 

Nuclear fusion "breakthrough" reportedly arrives (axios.com) and 

We Could Be at the Turning Point for Nuclear Fusion | RealClearScience 
12 December 

We Could Be at the Turning Point for Nuclear Fusion | RealClearScience and 

How far has nuclear fusion power come? We could be at a turning point for the technology (theconversation.com) 

and 

Nuclear fusion reactor 'breakthrough' is significant, but light-years away from being 

useful 
13 December 

Nuclear fusion reactor 'breakthrough' is significant, but light-years away from being useful | Live Science and 

National Ignition Facility demonstrates net fusion energy gain in world first 
14 December 

National Ignition Facility demonstrates net fusion energy gain in world first – Physics World 

Nuclear-fusion lab achieves ‘ignition’: what does it mean? 
13 December 

Nuclear-fusion lab achieves ‘ignition’: what does it mean? (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04440-7 

Calm down. There's no NIF fusion power "breakthrough" - Big Think 
13 December 

Calm down. There's no NIF fusion power "breakthrough" - Big Think and 

https://theconversation.com/how-far-has-nuclear-fusion-power-come-we-could-be-at-a-turning-point-for-the-technology-195114
https://www.sciencealert.com/fusion-technology-is-reaching-a-turning-point-that-could-change-the-energy-game?utm_source=ScienceAlert+-+Daily+Email+Updates&utm_campaign=f5f9a6d712-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_fe5632fb09-f5f9a6d712-366021682
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/kth-collaboration-aims-to-overcome-fusion-energy-challenges/28107/
https://physicsworld.com/a/national-ignition-facility-demonstrates-net-fusion-energy-gain-in-world-first/
https://www.cnet.com/science/climate/a-fusion-energy-breakthrough-major-announcement-expected-from-us-scientists/
https://www.cnet.com/science/climate/a-fusion-energy-breakthrough-major-announcement-expected-from-us-scientists/
https://www.axios.com/2022/12/12/nuclear-fusion-energy-breakthrough
https://www.realclearscience.com/articles/2022/12/08/we_could_be_at_the_turning_point_for_nuclear_fusion_868806.html
https://theconversation.com/how-far-has-nuclear-fusion-power-come-we-could-be-at-a-turning-point-for-the-technology-195114
https://www.livescience.com/fusion-ignition-scientists-skeptical-explained?utm_term=79814908-BE91-4E09-9105-348DEBCDFC28&utm_campaign=368B3745-DDE0-4A69-A2E8-62503D85375D&utm_medium=email&utm_content=A1C1D8B0-307E-4483-A48F-5723D59EDB26&utm_source=SmartBrief
https://physicsworld.com/a/national-ignition-facility-demonstrates-net-fusion-energy-gain-in-world-first/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04440-7?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=b0206d83a8-briefing-dy-20221214&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-b0206d83a8-45372434
https://bigthink.com/the-future/fusion-power-nif-hype-lose-energy/
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What enabled the big boost in fusion energy announced this week? 
13 December 

What enabled the big boost in fusion energy announced this week? | Ars Technica and 

A shot for the ages: Fusion ignition breakthrough hailed as 'one of the most 

impressive scientific feats of the 21st century' 
14 December 

A shot for the ages: Fusion ignition breakthrough hailed as ‘one of the most impressive scientific feats of the 21st 

century’ | Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (llnl.gov) and 

Why fusion ignition is being hailed as a major breakthrough in fusion – a nuclear 

physicist explains 
14 December 

Why fusion ignition is being hailed as a major breakthrough in fusion – a nuclear physicist explains 

(theconversation.com) 

Recent nuclear fusion news is more about hydrogen bombs than energy related - 

MINING.COM 
16 December 

Recent nuclear fusion news is more about hydrogen bombs than energy related - MINING.COM and 

There Is No Nuclear Fusion “Breakthrough”: NIF fusion power still consumes 130 

times more energy than it creates 
13 December 

Calm down. There's no NIF fusion power "breakthrough" - Big Think 

Despite the hype, we shouldn’t bank on nuclear fusion to save the world from climate 

catastrophe | Robin McKie | The Guardian 
17 December 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/dec/17/dont-bank-on-nuclear-fusion-to-save-the-world-from-a-

climate-catastrophe-i-have-seen-it-all-before 

The Energy Department’s fusion breakthrough: It’s not really about generating 

electricity - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
16 December 

The Energy Department’s fusion breakthrough: It’s not really about generating electricity - Bulletin of the Atomic 

Scientists (thebulletin.org) 

Commentary: Fusion scepticism follows a century of genius, fraud and hype 
16 December 

Commentary: Fusion skepticism follows a century of genius, fraud and hype (phys.org) 

What the fusion breakthrough in the US means for Europe 
21 December 

What the fusion breakthrough in the US means for Europe (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d43978-022-00171-5 

Nuclear fusion breakthrough to be tested with world’s largest laser - oregonlive.com 
25 December 

Nuclear fusion breakthrough to be tested with world’s largest laser - oregonlive.com 

Shaunavon scientist part of fusion energy breakthrough 
28 December 

Shaunavon scientist part of fusion energy breakthrough - SwiftCurrentOnline.com - Local news, Weather, Sports, 

Free Classifieds and Job Listings 

Nuclear fusion reactor reaches 100 million degrees Celsius 
30 December 

Nuclear fusion reactor reaches 100 million degrees Celsius (interestingengineering.com) 

 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/12/what-enabled-the-big-boost-in-fusion-energy-announced-this-week/
https://www.llnl.gov/news/shot-ages-fusion-ignition-breakthrough-hailed-one-most-impressive-scientific-feats-21st
https://www.llnl.gov/news/shot-ages-fusion-ignition-breakthrough-hailed-one-most-impressive-scientific-feats-21st
https://theconversation.com/why-fusion-ignition-is-being-hailed-as-a-major-breakthrough-in-fusion-a-nuclear-physicist-explains-196475
https://theconversation.com/why-fusion-ignition-is-being-hailed-as-a-major-breakthrough-in-fusion-a-nuclear-physicist-explains-196475
https://www.mining.com/web/recent-nuclear-fusion-news-is-more-about-hydrogen-bombs-than-energy-related/
https://bigthink.com/the-future/fusion-power-nif-hype-lose-energy/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/dec/17/dont-bank-on-nuclear-fusion-to-save-the-world-from-a-climate-catastrophe-i-have-seen-it-all-before
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/dec/17/dont-bank-on-nuclear-fusion-to-save-the-world-from-a-climate-catastrophe-i-have-seen-it-all-before
https://thebulletin.org/2022/12/the-energy-departments-fusion-breakthrough-its-not-really-about-generating-electricity/
https://thebulletin.org/2022/12/the-energy-departments-fusion-breakthrough-its-not-really-about-generating-electricity/
https://phys.org/news/2022-12-commentary-fusion-skepticism-century-genius.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d43978-022-00171-5
https://www.oregonlive.com/nation/2022/12/nuclear-fusion-breakthrough-to-be-tested-with-worlds-largest-laser.html
https://www.swiftcurrentonline.com/articles/shaunavon-scientist-part-of-fusion-energy-breakthrough
https://www.swiftcurrentonline.com/articles/shaunavon-scientist-part-of-fusion-energy-breakthrough
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/nuclear-fusion-reactor-100-million-celsius
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Hydrogen’s role in US nuclear fusion breakthrough 
14 December 

Hydrogen’s role in US nuclear fusion breakthrough (h2-view.com) 

 

How Significant Was The Latest Nuclear Fusion Breakthrough? | OilPrice.com 
19 January 

How Significant Was The Latest Nuclear Fusion Breakthrough? | OilPrice.com 

 

Can Fusion Solve the Climate Crisis? - The New York Times 
13 December 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/13/climate/fusion-climate-change.html 

 

Watch "Watch Expert Explain Nuclear Fusion Breakthrough" on YouTube 
14 December 

Watch Expert Explain Nuclear Fusion Breakthrough - YouTube 

Recent nuclear fusion news is more about hydrogen bombs than energy related - MINING.COM 

 

Phil Wang: ‘How would I like to be remembered? As the man who solved nuclear 

fusion’ 
17 December 

Phil Wang: ‘How would I like to be remembered? As the man who solved nuclear fusion’ | Phil Wang | The 

Guardian 

What the fusion breakthrough in the US means for Europe (nature.com) 

Taiwan to fund fusion nuclear research in wake of major breakthrough - Focus 

Taiwan 
14 December 

Taiwan to fund fusion nuclear research in wake of major breakthrough - Focus Taiwan 

Fusion is a light in the darkness — it’s time to supercharge its pursuit | Comment | 

The Sunday Times 
18 December 

Fusion is a light in the darkness — it’s time to supercharge its pursuit | Comment | The Sunday Times 

(thetimes.co.uk) 

 

US pours millions into AI research to advance fusion power • The Register 
23 December 

US pours millions into AI research to advance fusion power • The Register 

 

Helion Trenta: A Nuclear Fusion Reactor Unlike Anything You've Seen Before – 

autoevolution 
20 December 

Helion Trenta: A Nuclear Fusion Reactor Unlike Anything You've Seen Before - autoevolution 

 

Current distribution monitoring enables quench and damage detection in 

superconducting fusion magnets | Scientific Reports 
28 December 

Current distribution monitoring enables quench and damage detection in superconducting fusion magnets | 

Scientific Reports (nature.com) 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26592-2 

 

General Fusion Achievements and Future | NextBigFuture.com 

https://www.h2-view.com/story/hydrogens-role-in-us-nuclear-fusion-breakthrough/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest&utm_content=Weekly%20H2View%20Weekly%20Digest+CID_e12603580a121a208a4243877de07b50&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Hydrogens%20role%20in%20US%20nuclear%20fusion%20breakthrough
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Nuclear-Power/How-Significant-Was-The-Latest-Nuclear-Fusion-Breakthrough.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/13/climate/fusion-climate-change.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLq9pRoLvE0
https://www.mining.com/web/recent-nuclear-fusion-news-is-more-about-hydrogen-bombs-than-energy-related/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/dec/17/phil-wang-be-remembered-as-man-solved-nuclear-fusion
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/dec/17/phil-wang-be-remembered-as-man-solved-nuclear-fusion
https://www.nature.com/articles/d43978-022-00171-5
https://focustaiwan.tw/sci-tech/202212140021
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fusion-is-a-light-in-the-darkness-its-time-to-supercharge-its-pursuit-sqt9xzgm9
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fusion-is-a-light-in-the-darkness-its-time-to-supercharge-its-pursuit-sqt9xzgm9
https://www.theregister.com/2022/12/23/doe_fusion_ai/
https://www.autoevolution.com/news/helion-trenta-the-nuclear-fusion-reactor-unlike-anything-you-ve-seen-before-206825.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26592-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26592-2
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30 December 

General Fusion Achievements and Future | NextBigFuture.com 

 

Fusion energy and the coming fight for the Moon | The Spectator 
31 December 

Fusion energy and the coming fight for the Moon | The Spectator 

 

International nuclear fusion project may be delayed by years, its head admits | 

Energy research | The Guardian 
6 January 

International nuclear fusion project may be delayed by years, its head admits | Energy research | The Guardian 

 

Cooling 100 million degree plasma with a hydrogen-neon mixture ice pellet 
6 January 

https://phys.org/news/2023-01-cooling-million-degree-plasma-hydrogen-neon.html 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.255001 

 

Fusion: A technology always 30 years away – The Irish Times 
5 January 

https://www.irishtimes.com/technology/2023/01/05/fusion-a-technology-always-30-years-away 

 

Israel's quantum leap | Ctech 
9 January 

Israel's quantum leap | Ctech (calcalistech.com) 

 

Investigation of interfacial strength in nacre-mimicking tungsten heavy alloys for 

nuclear fusion applications | Scientific Reports 
11 January 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26574-4 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-26574-4 

 

The Intricacies Of Creating Fuel For Nuclear Reactors | Hackaday 
10 January 

The Intricacies Of Creating Fuel For Nuclear Reactors | Hackaday 

 

Breakthrough! China's 'Artificial Sun' Achieves Super I-Mode That Could Lead To 

More Stable Fusion Energy 
13 January 

Breakthrough! China's 'Artificial Sun' Achieves Super I-Mode That Could Lead To More Stable Fusion Energy 

(eurasiantimes.com) 

 

AL_A wins approval for world's first magnetised fusion power plant 
13 January 

AL_A wins approval for world's first magnetised fusion power plant (dezeen.com) 

 

Nuclear Fusion Has Gone From Pipe Dream To Possibility | OilPrice.com 
14 January 

Nuclear Fusion Has Gone From Pipe Dream To Possibility | OilPrice.com 

 

https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2022/12/general-fusion-achievements-and-future.html
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/fusion-energy-and-the-coming-fight-for-the-moon/
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2023/jan/06/french-nuclear-fusion-project-may-be-delayed-by-years-its-head-admits
https://phys.org/news/2023-01-cooling-million-degree-plasma-hydrogen-neon.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.255001
https://www.irishtimes.com/technology/2023/01/05/fusion-a-technology-always-30-years-away/
https://www.calcalistech.com/ctechnews/article/niwetl0yb
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-26574-4
https://hackaday.com/2023/01/10/the-intricacies-of-creating-fuel-for-nuclear-reactors/
https://eurasiantimes.com/edited-chinas-artificial-sun-tokamak-achieves-super-i-mode/?amp
https://eurasiantimes.com/edited-chinas-artificial-sun-tokamak-achieves-super-i-mode/?amp
https://www.dezeen.com/2023/01/13/fusion-power-plant-uk-amanda-levete/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Nuclear-Fusion-Has-Gone-From-Pipe-Dream-To-Possibility.html
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Inside the nuclear fusion breakthrough that could be a step to unlimited clean energy 

in the distant future - CBS News 
15 January 

Inside the nuclear fusion breakthrough that could be a step to unlimited clean energy in the distant future - CBS 

News 

 

December 2022 Update of Helion Fusion Progress | NextBigFuture.com 
16 January 

December 2022 Update of Helion Fusion Progress | NextBigFuture.com 

 

U.S. Department of Energy is Testing Materials For Building “Next Generation of 

Fusion Reactors” - The Debrief 
16 January 

U.S. Department of Energy is Testing Materials For Building “Next Generation of Fusion Reactors” - The Debrief 

 

Metal alloys may support nuclear fusion energy 
25 January 

https://interestingengineering.com/science/metal-alloys-may-support-nuclear-fusion-energy 

 

Titanium oxide hydrophobic coating to clean solar panels – pv magazine 

International 
26 January 

https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/26/titanium-oxide-hydrophobic-coating-to-clean-solar-panels 

 
  

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nuclear-fusion-60-minutes-2023-01-15/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nuclear-fusion-60-minutes-2023-01-15/
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2023/01/december-2022-update-of-helion-fusion.html
https://thedebrief.org/u-s-department-of-energy-is-testing-materials-for-building-next-generation-of-fusion-reactors/
https://interestingengineering.com/science/metal-alloys-may-support-nuclear-fusion-energy
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/01/26/titanium-oxide-hydrophobic-coating-to-clean-solar-panels/
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Small (Modular) Nuclear Reactors & New Technology for Conventional 

Fission Reactors  
 

Chinese SMR project enters installation phase : New Nuclear - World Nuclear News 
5 December 

Chinese SMR project enters installation phase : New Nuclear - World Nuclear News (world-nuclear-news.org) 

 

Collaborators to develop SMR-based hydrogen production concept : Energy & 

Environment - World Nuclear News 
1 December 

Collaborators to develop SMR-based hydrogen production concept : Energy & Environment - World Nuclear News 

(world-nuclear-news.org) 

 

Small Modular Reactors Aren’t Difficult Nuclear Waste Generators 
7 December 

Small Modular Reactors Aren’t Difficult Nuclear Waste Generators (powermag.com) 

 

EDF, Fortum agree to study nuclear newbuild in Finland and Sweden | Reuters 
8 December 

EDF, Fortum agree to study nuclear newbuild in Finland and Sweden | Reuters 

 

How nuclear waste will help spacecraft explore the Moon — and beyond 
6 December 

How nuclear waste will help spacecraft explore the Moon — and beyond (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04247-6 

Rolls-Royce rivals gear up for mini-nuke race as power system creaks 
12 December 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2022/12/12/rolls-royce-rivals-gear-mini-nuke-race-power-system-creaks 

 

GE Hitachi Submits Generic Design Assessment Application in the UK for the 

BWRX-300 Small Modular Reactor | GE News 
20 December 

GE Hitachi Submits Generic Design Assessment Application in the UK for the BWRX-300 Small Modular Reactor 

| GE News 

 

NuScale completes standard plant design : New Nuclear - World Nuclear News 
22 December 
NuScale completes standard plant design : New Nuclear - World Nuclear News (world-nuclear-news.org) 

 

Watch "Day in the life of a Nuclear Physicist - A Sneak…" on YouTube 
December 2022 

Day in the life of a Nuclear Physicist - A Sneak Peek from the Nuclear Fuel Lab - YouTube and continues after 

introduction: 

Nuclear Physicist EXPLAINS - Why Operators at Nuclear Power Plants Wear White #shorts - YouTube 

 

Nuclear waste: how environmental radiochemistry is improving storage and site 

remediation – Physics World 
5 January 

Nuclear waste: how environmental radiochemistry is improving storage and site remediation – Physics World 

https://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Chinese-SMR-project-enters-installation-phase
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Collaborators-to-develop-SMR-based-hydrogen-produc
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Collaborators-to-develop-SMR-based-hydrogen-produc
https://www.powermag.com/small-modular-reactors-arent-difficult-nuclear-waste-generators/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/edf-fortum-agree-study-nuclear-newbuild-finland-sweden-2022-12-08/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04247-6
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2022/12/12/rolls-royce-rivals-gear-mini-nuke-race-power-system-creaks/
https://www.ge.com/news/press-releases/ge-hitachi-submits-generic-design-assessment-application-in-the-uk-for-the-bwrx-300
https://www.ge.com/news/press-releases/ge-hitachi-submits-generic-design-assessment-application-in-the-uk-for-the-bwrx-300
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/NuScale-completes-standard-plant-design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6i_5wDvsPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwOkIXJ5zG0
https://physicsworld.com/a/nuclear-waste-how-environmental-radiochemistry-is-improving-storage-and-site-remediation/
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Britain has a chance to be a nuclear fusion superpower. We must not blow it 
6 January 

Britain has a chance to be a nuclear fusion superpower. We must not blow it (telegraph.co.uk) 

 

Further cost refinements announced for first US SMR plant : New Nuclear - World 

Nuclear News 
9 January 

Further cost refinements announced for first US SMR plant : New Nuclear - World Nuclear News (world-nuclear-

news.org) 

 

Sweden Looks To Expand Its Nuclear Power Generation Capacity | OilPrice.com 
11 January 

Sweden Looks To Expand Its Nuclear Power Generation Capacity | OilPrice.com 

 

The Future of Fission Reactors May Be Small 
15 January 

The Future of Fission Reactors May Be Small - IEEE Spectrum 

 

Nuclear Reactor Mystery Solved: What Are Sterile Neutrinos? 
18 January 

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a42543923/scientists-solve-nuclear-reactor-mystery 

 

The Nuclear Fallacy: Why Small Modular Reactors Can't Compete With Renewable 

Energy – CleanTechnica 
18 January 

https://cleantechnica.com/2023/01/18/the-nuclear-fallacy-why-small-modular-reactors-cant-compete-with-

renewable-energy 

 

Final Green Light For Nuclear SMR Design From US Feds 
23 January 

Final Green Light For Nuclear SMR Design From US Feds (solarquotes.com.au) 

 

Decoded: The new Great British Nuclear era remains uncertain 

For ‘Great British Nuclear’, the British government needs to step up 
23 January 

For 'Great British Nuclear', the British government needs to step up (energymonitor.ai) 

 

Rare Look At Nuclear Reactor Inside Russian Ballistic Missile Submarine 
23 January 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/rare-look-at-nuclear-reactor-inside-russian-ballistic-missile-submarine 

 

WHO updates list of medicines to stockpile for nuclear emergencies | The Hill  
27 January 

WHO updates list of medicines to stockpile for nuclear emergencies | The Hill  

 

€1.28m funding allocated to cultivate the next generation of nuclear safety experts  
27 January 

€1.28m funding will cultivate the next generation of nuclear safety experts (innovationnewsnetwork.com)  

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2023/01/06/britain-has-chance-nuclear-fusion-superpower-must-not-blow/
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Further-cost-refinements-announced-for-first-US-SM
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Further-cost-refinements-announced-for-first-US-SM
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Sweden-Looks-To-Expand-Its-Nuclear-Power-Generation-Capacity.html
https://spectrum.ieee.org/small-modular-reactors
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a42543923/scientists-solve-nuclear-reactor-mystery/
https://cleantechnica.com/2023/01/18/the-nuclear-fallacy-why-small-modular-reactors-cant-compete-with-renewable-energy/
https://cleantechnica.com/2023/01/18/the-nuclear-fallacy-why-small-modular-reactors-cant-compete-with-renewable-energy/
https://www.solarquotes.com.au/blog/usa-nuclear-smr-mb2799/
https://www.energymonitor.ai/policy/for-great-british-nuclear-the-british-government-needs-to-step-up/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=em_2401
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/rare-look-at-nuclear-reactor-inside-russian-ballistic-missile-submarine
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3833195-who-updates-list-of-medicines-to-stockpile-for-nuclear-emergencies/
https://www.innovationnewsnetwork.com/e1-28m-funding-will-cultivate-the-next-generation-of-nuclear-safety-experts/29303/
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Holtec Nuclear for Faster and Cheaper Upgrade of Existing Coal Plants | 

NextBigFuture.com 
31 January 

Holtec Nuclear for Faster and Cheaper Upgrade of Existing Coal Plants | NextBigFuture.com 

 

Rolls Royce Teases Nuclear Reactor That Could Power A Moon Base 
29 January 

Rolls Royce Teases Nuclear Reactor That Could Power A Moon Base (wccftech.com) 

 

Can new cheap, frequent “laser” monitoring of critical components extend Nuclear 

plant lifetimes by decades? 
1 February 

Can new cheap, frequent “laser” monitoring of critical components extend Nuclear plant lifetimes by decades? - 

Energy Post 
  

https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2023/01/holtec-nuclear-for-faster-and-cheaper-upgrade-of-existing-coal-plants.html
https://wccftech.com/rolls-royce-teases-nuclear-reactor-that-could-power-a-moon-base/
https://energypost.eu/can-new-portable-cheap-frequent-laser-monitoring-of-critical-components-extend-nuclear-plant-lifetimes-by-decades/
https://energypost.eu/can-new-portable-cheap-frequent-laser-monitoring-of-critical-components-extend-nuclear-plant-lifetimes-by-decades/
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Thorium Power Reactors  
Thorium-Fueled Reactors Offer Huge Potential Benefits for the Nuclear Power 

Industry 
 

Watch "Nuclear Physicist EXPLAINS - What are Thorium Reactors?" on YouTube 
December 2022 

Nuclear Physicist EXPLAINS - What are Thorium Reactors? - YouTube 

 

Revisiting Thorium Energy - The Future of Nuclear Power? 
February 2022 

Revisiting Thorium Energy - The Future of Nuclear Power? - YouTube 

 

The Thorium Molten-Salt Reactor: Why Didn't This Happen (and why is now the 

right time?) 
16 December 2011 

The Thorium Molten-Salt Reactor: Why Didn't This Happen (and why is now the right time?) - YouTube 

 

Thorium-Fuelled Reactors Offer Huge Potential Benefits for the Nuclear Power 

Industry 
11 November 

Thorium-Fueled Reactors Offer Huge Potential Benefits for the Nuclear Power Industry (powermag.com) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Hydrogen-Boron 11 Fusion Power Reactors 
 

HB11, Energy is developing Laser Hydrogen Boron-11 fusion to provide a new source 

of unlimited, clean, safe and reliable energy 
? 

HB11 Energy | new Laser Hydrogen-Boron fusion energy | Australia | HB11 Energy develops Laser Hydrogen 

Boron-11 fusion to provide a new source of unlimited, clean, safe and reliable energy. Our mission is to generate 

electricity using laser-ignited non-thermal fusion. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=148NI9j23Kg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv6qt45lXDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbyr7jZOllI
https://www.powermag.com/thorium-fueled-reactors-offer-huge-potential-benefits-for-the-nuclear-power-industry/?itm_source=parsely-api
https://hb11.energy/
https://hb11.energy/
https://hb11.energy/
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SFI News, Updates & Reports 

 

 
 

 

 

SFI Frontiers for the Future 2022 

  

Science Foundation Ireland is pleased to announce that the 
SFI Frontiers for the Future 2022

 Call is now 

open.  

This programme provides opportunities for independent investigators to conduct highly innovative, 

collaborative research with the potential to deliver impact, whilst also providing discrete opportunities for high-

risk, high-reward research projects.   

The programme call is divided into Project and Award streams. The Project stream will run as a fixed 

deadline call with a submission deadline of 14th April 2023 at 13:00 Dublin Local Time. The Award stream 

will run as a rolling call with applicants free to submit applications from 14th April 2023.   

Further information on this Call and how to apply is available here: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SFI Frontiers for the Future 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-y/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjidiyhl-urlkwbc-j/
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Happy New Year from Science Foundation Ireland 

Thank you for your support throughout 2022. We look forward to sharing more research 

news in the new year. We are looking back on 2022 highlights over the last 12 days of the 

year, on social media, with #12DaysofIrishScience  

Follow along on Twitter and LinkedIn 

   

Funding Opportunities 

  

 

The SFI Frontiers for the Future 2022 call is now open, supporting 

excellent independent researchers. The call is run in collaboration 

with Geological Survey of Ireland and Children's Health 

Foundation. The Project stream deadline is 14th April 2023. 

  

 

The Co-Centre Programme is an opportunity to build strategic 

collaborative partnerships across Ireland, Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland through the formation of a Co-Centre. Deadline 

is 16th March 2023. 

  

 

There are 4 challenges open under the National Challenge 

Fund: Healthy Environment for All Challenge, Energy Innovation 

Challenge, Digital for Resilience Challenge, and OurTech 

Challenge. Deadline is 10th February 2023. 

   

Exploring opportunities with the National Challenge Fund With four Challenges currently open in the 

National Challenge Fund, SFI hosted an event last month, for members of the research community to hear 

from Government departments about the challenges for which Ireland most needs solutions.  

 

Read more 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-y/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-d/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-b/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-b/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-n/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-p/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-p/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-i/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjdytdky-urlkwbm-x/
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Four National Challenge Fund Calls Closing 10th 

February 

  

SFI reminds researchers that four calls in the National Challenge Fund will close soon. Six-page 

applications need to be made in SESAME by 1300 local Dublin time on Friday 10th February. 

The Healthy Environment for All Challenge seeks solutions to ensure clean and healthy air, 

water and soil for humans, animals and plants, with an overall prize award of 2 million euro. 

The Energy Innovation Challenge seeks solutions to accelerate Ireland’s transition to a clean 

and secure energy system, with an overall prize award of 2 million euro. 

The OurTech Challenge supports research teams to address the challenge of enhancing the 

connections between government, communities and people, with an overall prize award of 1 

million euro. 

The Digital for Resilience Challenge supports research teams to focus on the challenge of 

enhancing Ireland’s capabilities in crisis prediction & response,  with an overall prize award of 1 

million euro.    

In addition to funding, research teams will be provided with non-financial support through training 

and mentorship. All challenges will support inter- and trans-disciplinary teams made up of 

scientists, engineers and researchers from different domains working together with non-technical 

experts and those beyond academia. Initial funding is for a period of six months with teams 

expected to move from there to a second stage lasting twelve months. 

SFI will host an information webinar on these challenges on 26th January at 1400 local Dublin 

time. To attend, click here 

Full details for each challenge and how to apply can be found here: 

 

 

 

 

Energy Innovation Challenge 

Healthy Environment for All 

Challenge 

OurTech Challenge 

Digital for Resilience 

Challenge 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-y/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-i/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-d/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-truhdtiy-urlkwbc-r/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-k/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-h/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-o/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjhtyko-urlkwbc-u/
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Diverting carbon’s path from the atmosphere to medicine 

Prof Pat Guiry, University College Dublin 

In the atmosphere, carbon dioxide can act as a ‘greenhouse gas’ and trap heat from the sun. Yet in other 

contexts, carbon dioxide can be highly useful. So how do we harness carbon dioxide for our benefit and 

keep it from going into the atmosphere? 

A project at University College Dublin is looking at ways to use carbon dioxide more readily in the 

pharmaceutical industry, thus diverting their path to the atmosphere. 

When making medicines in the lab, one of the more useful classes of chemicals to have around is 

carboxylic acids, explains Professor Pat Guiry, Professor of Synthetic Organic Chemistry at UCD and a 

co-Principal Investigator in BEACON Bioeconomy SFI Research Centre. 

Professor Guiry is leading a project to use carbon dioxide when making carboxylic acids, and one of the 

goals is to find a suitable catalyst to make the reaction quick and easy to manage. “We are looking at lots 

of different metal complexes as catalysts,” explains Professor Guiry. “And we are particularly interested 

in abundant metals such as nickel or iron, which could be easily sourced without putting pressure on rarer 

metal resources.” 

By refining the chemistry of using carbon dioxide to prepare carboxylic acids – which can then be used to 

make medicines and other complex compounds in the lab – the hope is that industry will be able to use 

carbon dioxide that could otherwise be emitted and travel to the atmosphere, explains Professor Guiry. 

“We would anticipate that carbon dioxide could be captured from the process of burning biofuels and used 

in chemical reactions to make medicines,” he explains. “In this way, we would be making valuable use of 

waste material and also stopping that carbon dioxide from directly becoming a greenhouse gas.” 

 

 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjykuydy-urlkwbc-r/
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A double-whammy to potentially treat COVID-19 

Professor Luke O’Neill, Trinity College Dublin 

 
 

Professor Luke O’Neill wants to stop both the virus and the massive immune response, and he is 

exploring how a naturally-occurring substance in the body could do that. 

The substance is called itaconate, and it is a byproduct of a well-known biochemical pathway in cells 

called the Krebs cycle. “Our lab has been looking at how cells of the immune system burn nutrients, and 

we found that when the immune system is reacting to something, when it is going into a state of 

inflammation, you get these byproducts,” explains Professor O’Neill, who is Professor of Biochemistry at 

Trinity College Dublin and whose research has been supported by SFI. 

“One of the byproducts is itaconate, and we think it acts as a brake on inflammation, which could be useful 

for stopping a massive immune response that could be damaging.” 

In lab tests, itaconate has been able to stop inflammation in models of sepsis and lupus (both are 

conditions where an over-active immune response causes damage), but interestingly the substance has also 

been shown to act against viruses such as Zika virus and Influenza in the lab. 

We visited professor Luke O'Neill's lab at the Trinity biomedical sciences institute to hear about their 

work on #COVID19 @laoneill111 pic.twitter.com/I1Vl6ajNyz 

— NewstalkFM (@NewstalkFM) May 17, 2020 

“We have been looking at this for a while, and a company I co-founded, Sitryx, is interested in our work,” 

says Professor O’Neill. “Now, through a collaboration with scientists in Holland on the EU-funded 

INITIATE project, we are testing to see how the substance works against the virus that causes COVID-

19.” 

Many anti-inflammatory drugs are being tested for the new virus, and Professor O’Neill hopes that 

itaconate will be another ‘shot on goal’. “We need to throw everything we can at this virus, and see what 

works well, might work in subgroups of patients and what has the least side effects,” he says. “We are 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/laoneill111?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/I1Vl6ajNyz
https://twitter.com/NewstalkFM/status/1262150905756962816?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjykuydy-urlkwbc-r/
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fortunate that because of our past basic research, which SFI supported over a number of years, we are in a 

position to be able to test this potential anti-inflammatory and anti-viral agent now for the pandemic.” 

  

 

SFI 2023 Annual Programme Plan 

At SFI we are looking forward to an exciting year ahead.  

This month's SFI News includes the 2023 Annual Programme Plan, information on current funding 

opportunities and the latest news from our funded researchers. 

SFI 2023 Annual Programme Plan  
The 2023 Programme plan has been developed to align with the implementation of SFI's strategy, Shaping 

Our Future, and to support the delivery of the Government’s research and innovation strategy - Impact 

2030. To read the full Programme plan visit our website: 

 

Publications 

 

SFI publishes a range of reports and brochures throughout the year. These publications may be viewed 

and downloaded by clicking on the title of the publication below: 

 

 SFI Annual Programme Plan 2023 

 Evaluation of Research Infrastructure Report(opens in a new tab) 
 SFI Annual Plan 2022 

 SFI Annual Plan 2021 

 SFI Science in Ireland Barometer 2020 

 Science Foundation Ireland Strategy 2025 Shaping Our Future (English) (Irish) 

 A Snapshot of the Irish Public Perception of the Risk of COVID-19(opens in a new 
tab) 

 Annual Plan 2020(opens in a new tab) 
 Analysis of gender success rates in the SFI review process and overview of SFI's 

gender addressing initiative(opens in a new tab) 
 SFI Research Centres Snapshots 

 Annual Plan 2019(opens in a new tab) 
 Evaluation of the SFI Discover Programme 2013 - 2017(opens in a new tab) 

https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Programmes-Plan-2023.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Research-Infrastructure-Indecon-Report-Final-Version-22.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2022.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2021.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Science-in-Ireland-Barometer-2020-Research-Report.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Strategy-2025.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Strategy-2021-Irish.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/A-Snapshot-of-the-Irish-Public-Perception-of-the-Risk-of-COVID-19-a-report-by-Winton-Centre-for-Risk-and-Evidence-Communications.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/A-Snapshot-of-the-Irish-Public-Perception-of-the-Risk-of-COVID-19-a-report-by-Winton-Centre-for-Risk-and-Evidence-Communications.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2020.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Gender-Data-report-Nov-2018.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Gender-Data-report-Nov-2018.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/2020-All-SFI-Research-Centre-Snapshots-(Update).pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2019.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Graphic-Science-Evaluation-of-the-SFI-Discover-Programme.pdf
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tlmllyk-urlkwbc-r/
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 Agenda 2020(opens in a new tab) 
 Annual Plan 2018(opens in a new tab) 
 Ireland your Partner in Research 2019 

 Ireland Your Partner in Research 2018 

 Agenda 2020 Annual Review 2017 

 Science Foundation Ireland Snapshot 

 Gender Strategy 2016 - 2020 

 Little Book of Irish Science 100 things you should know 

 Ireland Your Partner in Science 2017 

 Annual Plan 2017 

 Annual Plan 2016 

 Interim Evaluation of Science Foundation Ireland Research Centres Programme  

 Evaluation of the Technology Innovation Development Award (TIDA) Programme 

 Evaluation of SFI's Peer Review Processes 

 Ireland's Research and Development Funders 

 Research in Ireland – The Benefit of Feedback  

 Science in Ireland Barometer 2015  

 2015 Annual Review of Agenda 2020  

 Annual Plan 2015 

 2014 Review of Agenda 2020 

 Evaluation of Science Foundation Ireland's Principal Investigator (PI) Programme 

 Annual Census 2012 

 Annual Census 2011 

 Annual Census 2010 

 Science Foundation Ireland: Celebrating 10 Years of Discovery  

 Annual Census 2009 

https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/AGENDA-2020-(2018)-WEB.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2018.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Industry-Brochure-2020-1902unmarked.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Industry-Revised.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/Annual-Review-Agenda-2020-web.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-A5-Snapshop-Booklet-Revised.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Gender-Strategy-2016-2020.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Little-Book-of-Irish-Science.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Industry-Brochure-2017.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Annual-Plan-2017.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Annual-Plan-2016.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/SFI-Research-Centres-Interim-Evaluation-Indecon-Report.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SC6502-00-SFI-Evaluation-of-TIDA-Final-Report-March-2016.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Peer-Review-Evaluation.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Irelands-Research-and-Development-Funders.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Research-in-Ireland-The-Benefit-of-Feedback.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Science-in-Ireland-Barometer(2).pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/2015-Annual-Review-of-Agenda-2020.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/Annual-Plan-2015.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Agenda-2020-Annual-Review-2014.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/2014-SFI-PI-Programme-Evaluation.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Census-2012.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Census-2011-(WEB).pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Census-2010.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/sfi_10_years_of_discovery.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Census-2009.pdf
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 Annual Census 2008 

 Annual Census 2007 

 Excellence in Research - Profiles of SFI Researchers 

 Powering the Smart Economy - Science Foundation Ireland Strategy 2009 - 2013 
(English) (Irish) 

 Energy Strategy 

 Vision 2004 - 2008 People, Ideas and Partnerships for a Globally Competitive Irish 
Research System  

 Value for Money Review of Science Foundation Ireland 

 Science Foundation Ireland Leaflet 

 Investing in Biotechnology Research  

 Investing in Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 

 Science Foundation Ireland The First Five Years 2001 - 2005 

 Discovery to Delivery 

 2018 Annual Review of Agenda 2020 

If you require hard copies of any of our publications please email communications@sfi.ie or phone 01 607 

3036. 

 

 

 

 
  

https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Census-2008.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Annual-Census-2007.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Excellence-book.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Final-SFI-Smart-Economy.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Irish-LangSFI-(smart).pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/Energy-Strategy-2009.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/Vision_2008.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/organisational-publications/Vision_2008.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/value_for_money_review_sfi.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-Leaflet-2011.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/BIO-Final.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/ICT-Final.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/SFI-First-5-Years.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/Discovery-to-Delivery.pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/publications/2018-Annual-Review-of-Agenda-2020_Web.pdf
mailto:communications@sfi.ie
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Water and energy solutions crystallise from materials research 
 

Professor Mike Zaworotko wants his research to tackle big challenges. Challenges don’t come much 

bigger than the impacts of climate change. In his focus for solutions to reduce global energy consumption 

and ease water stress around the world, he seeks answers in the very small: the structures and properties of 

‘crystalline’ materials. 

“There are two types of solid - things that are crystalline and thing that are not,” explains Professor 

Zaworotko, Director of SSPC, SFI Research Centre for Pharmaceuticals and Bernal Institute Chair of 

Crystal Engineering. “Crystalline materials have repeating pattern of atoms, molecules or ions in three 

dimensions, and this is what we research.” 

Porous, crystalline materials have many applications in industry. They are used for formulating drugs in 

the pharmaceutical sector, for manufacturing a range of other products and for purifying liquids and gas, 

including natural gas. 

Professor Zaworotko’s research at University Limerick uses crystal engineering to better understand and 

apply such materials for pharmaceuticals, and he has recently made discoveries that are set to have a large 

impact on global energy usage and water availability. 

His lab has found a crystalline material that has favourable properties for absorbing and releasing water 

from the atmosphere, and it could revolutionise dehumidification systems in buildings and the availability 

of water in regions of drought. 

“When we screened materials that we had already developed in our lab, we found that this one could 

absorb water well and, crucially, it releases it at a low temperature,” he says. “This makes it practical and 

energy-efficient for sourcing or managing water.” 

In practice, the material (or a future version of it), could replace the silica traditionally used in 

dehumification systems in buildings, explain Professor Zaworotko. “Silica has been used for a long time 

as a desiccant to pull water from the atmosphere, but it is not very efficient,” he says. “If we replaced 

silica with this crystalline material, it would require substantially less energy to maintain air quality in 

buildings around the world.” The material could also wick water from the atmosphere in arid regions, he 

adds. 

“Even in zones of very low humidity on Earth, even in deserts, there is still some water in the atmosphere. 

This material could be applied to capture the water from the air, meaning you could potentially grow crops 

there.” 
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Professor Zaworotko is working on the technology with a company called Molecule, which has now 

moved to Ireland to work on the approach, one that he believes could have a vast impact: “People have 

relied on old solutions for a long time, but with motivation and an understanding of crystalline materials, 

we could cut the global energy bill and make fresh, safe water more available.” 
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e-Alert: November 2022 

 
  

SFI, in partnership with the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) 

and UK Research & Innovation (UKRI), is pleased to announce that the Co-Centre 

Programme has launched today.    

The programme will support large-scale, virtual Centres with the aim of strengthening the 

research and innovation base within Ireland, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, building 

strategic partnerships across these regions within the areas of climate, and sustainable and 

resilient food systems.  

Funding of €40 million has been provided through the Shared Island Fund and the Department 

of Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, to SFI for the Co-

Centre programme. Additional funding includes an allocation of up to £17 million by DAERA and 

a UKRI budget allocation of up to £12 million. 

The closing date for applications is 16th March 2023, 13:00 Dublin Local Time.   

Further information on the Co-Centre Programme and how to apply is available here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Co-Centre Programme 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-j/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-r/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-y/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-i/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjtyhiky-urlkwbc-t/
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Calming windy cows and greenhouse gases  
 

Dr Sinead McParland, Dr Laurence Shalloo and Prof Catherine Stanton 
 
We often hear about carbon dioxide as a ‘greenhouse gas’ that helps to warm the Earth’s atmosphere, but 

there are other duvet gases too. They include methane, a gas that is belched out of some livestock 

(ruminants) such as cattle and sheep. 

With more than 6.5 million head of cattle in Ireland, that potentially constitutes a considerable amount of 

methane. The Vistamilk SFI Research Centre, co-funded by the Department of Agriculture Food and 

the Marine, with its headquarters in Cork, is looking at ways to reduce those greenhouse-gassy belches. 

One approach, led by Dr Sinead McParland at Teagasc, is to analyse the milk that dairy cows produce to 

figure out what is happening in one of the cow’s stomachs, or rumen. By looking at the fatty acids in the 

milk, she can build up a picture of activity in the rumen and potentially identify cows that naturally belch 

less methane as the microorganisms in their stomachs digest food. 

This offers a potentially non-invasive way of tracking a cow’s methane production, and by looking back at 

the records to identifying bulls that sired those cows, the hope is broaden the current breeding 

programmes to generate methane-light cattle into the future. 

Another strategy to cut the methane emissions from livestock is to give them food that does not encourage 

the microorganisms in their stomachs to produce the gas. Cows in Ireland predominantly eat grass, which 

lends their meat and milk a desired richness, while also being low cost and environmentally friendly. Dr 

Laurence Shalloo, Deputy-Director of Vistamilk, leads a programme to examine how tweaking the diet 

of cows can affect their methane emissions. 

But how can you measure how much methane a cow produces? Vistamilk‘s approach is to place 

measuring equipment in fields where cows graze and incentivise the cows to the machines and encourage 

them to stay at the machines for periods of up to four minutes. 

“While the cows are eating, the machine can measure the methane content of their breath,” says Dr 

Shalloo. “We are giving the cows particular complementary feeds in their diet, and the machines will tell 

us how that affects the methane-content of their belches over time.” 

In the past, some studies have shown that the effects of methane-reducing complementary feeds in the diet 

can wear off over time, but Dr Shalloo at Teagasc is encouraged by recent developments in the field. “The 

new generation of feeds and additives being tested now are showing much more promise, with bigger 

https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail20.com/t/r-l-tjjdtthd-urlkwbc-r/
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effects and in many cases the effects persist over time,” he says. “We will need to ensure that any changes 

to the diet have positive and lasting effects, and that is why the research is needed.” 

At Teagasc and at APC Microbiome Ireland SFI Research Centre, Professor Catherine Stanton is 

looking at how adding naturally occurring microbes called lactic acid bacteria to the diets of cows and 

sheep can affect methane emissions. The project is called METHLAB and it is funded by FACCE ERA-

GAS, an EU ERA-NET Cofund programme for Monitoring and Mitigation of Greenhouse Gases from 

Agri- and Silvi-culture, coordinated by Teagasc. 

“Lactic acid bacteria occur naturally in the intestines of cows and sheep, and they are also widely used in 

industry and they can be produced economically in large quantities,” says Professor Stanton, who leads 

the project with researchers in Cork, The Netherlands, France, Italy and New Zealand. “We are examining 

how they can be implemented to naturally influence the microbes in the rumen of cows and sheep to 

mitigate methane and create a more sustainable, emission-efficient food production system.” 
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Trinity scientists discover unexpected function for recently 

evolved alarm molecule in driving inflammation 
21 December 2022 

 
Prof Seamus Martin, Smurfit Professor of Genetics and SFI Frontiers for the Future Investigator, Trinity College Dublin. 

 

Scientists from Trinity College Dublin have made an important breakthrough in understanding how 

inflammation is regulated. They have just discovered that a key immune alarm protein previously believed 

to calm down the immune response actually does the opposite. 

 

Their work has numerous potential impacts, especially in the context of understanding and responding to 

autoimmune disorders and inflammation. 

 

While our immune system serves a very important function protecting us from infection and injury, when 

immune responses become too aggressive this can lead to damaging inflammation, which occurs in 

conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis. Inflammation is triggered when our bodies produce 

“alarm proteins” (interleukins), which ramp up our defenses against infection and injury by switching on 

different components of our immune system. 

 

Understanding how and when such alarm proteins are produced and how they activate our immune system 

has led to major breakthroughs in the treatment of many immune conditions. 

Now, scientists from the Smurfit Institute of Genetics at Trinity College Dublin, led by Seamus Martin, 

Smurfit Professor of Genetics and SFI Frontiers for the Future Investigator, have found that Interleukin-37 

has an unexpected function as an immune-activating molecule, as previous studies suggested that this 

interleukin instead served as an “off switch” for the immune system. 

 

Professor Martin said “Interleukins play key roles in regulating our immune systems in response to 

bacterial and fungal infections. However, Interleukin-37 has long remained an enigma, as it isn’t found in 

mammals such as mice. This has presented a major obstacle to figuring out what it does as much of what 

we know about the human immune system has first been discovered in model organisms whose biological 

make-ups are similar to ours.” 

 

Prior to the new study, Interleukin-37 was thought to have immune-suppressive functions but how exactly 

it switched off inflammation was hotly debated. However, the Trinity scientists now report that, when 

activated in the correct way, Interleukin-37 displays potent pro-inflammatory activity. 
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Professor Martin added “This pro-inflammatory impact was highly unexpected. Our work shows that the 

protein binds to an interleukin receptor in the skin that is known to play a key role in driving psoriasis. 

And, to add further intrigue to the story, this brings the total number of immune alarm molecules that 

signal via this particular interleukin receptor to four. 

 

“Why there are so many interleukins that bind to the same receptor is a mystery, but if we were to 

speculate it may be because this receptor serves a very important sentinel function in our skin, and that 

one alarm protein may simply not be enough to respond to the many different infectious agents that our 

skin encounters. Our skin is the major barrier between our bodies and the outside world that microbes 

must breach if they are to gain entry to our bodies and, in many respects, represents the first line of 

defense in our immune systems.” 

 

As such, Interleukin-37 and other immune alarm proteins may have evolved to become distinct variations 

on the same theme that enable our bodies to detect different types of infection by becoming activated by 

enzymes that are distinct to each infectious agent. 

 

The research has been published in the internationally renowned journal, Science Immunology, and was a 

collaboration between several Trinity research groups led by Professor Martin's team, which included 

post-doctoral scientists Dr Graeme Sullivan and Dr Pavel Davidovich, along with research groups led by 

Professor Ed Lavelle (School of Biochemistry and Immunology) and Professor Pat Walsh (School of 

Clinical Medicine). 

 

The research was supported via the European Research Council Advanced Grant Programme, The Irish 

Research Council Laureate Programme and Science Foundation Ireland. 
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Minister Harris and Minister Foley announce €1.2million in 

funding to STEM Passport for Inclusion 

15 December 2022 

 

 5000 TY girls will participate in the STEM skills programme over the next two years 

 The funding is awarded jointly by Science Foundation Ireland, the Department of Education, and 

Microsoft Ireland. 

Dublin, 15 December 2022: Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and 

Science Simon Harris TD, and Minister for Education Norma Foley TD, today announced €1.2 million in 

funding to extend the STEM Passport for Inclusion project. The project, led by Dr Katriona O’Sullivan at 

Maynooth University, addresses gender inequalities among female pupils in socially disadvantaged 

communities through an innovative programme of mentoring and education supports. 

 

The €1.2 million project will be funded jointly by the Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Discover 

Programme (€300k), the Department of Education (€300k), and Microsoft Ireland (€600k). 

Speaking about the project, Minister Simon Harris said: “I am delighted to announce today that 

€1.2million has been awarded to the STEM Passport for Inclusion project.  This is a really worthy 

programme which aims to engage Transition Year girls with STEM, opening pathways to further and 

higher education. My Department is committed to increasing the number of women and girls studying and 

working in STEM subjects. I hope that initiatives like this one will help to inspire a new generation of 

female leadership in science, research, and innovation.” 

 

Minister Foley said: “I would like to congratulate Katriona O’Sullivan and her team on this wonderful 

initiative. The Recommendations on Gender Balance in STEM Education launched earlier this year, 

illustrated the importance of encouraging female participation in STEM. In Ireland, out of almost 120,000 

people working in STEM, just one-quarter are women. The STEM Passport for Inclusion project was 

included in the recommendations and is an excellent initiative which aims to make STEM subjects more 

accessible and attractive to female students across the country.” 

 

The STEM Passport for Inclusion offers female secondary school students the opportunity to graduate 

with a university-accredited STEM skills module, and to develop a meaningful mentoring relationship 

with women in Industry. Recent research conducted by Maynooth University has shown that 16% of 

female students were not studying a science subject at Higher Level for the Leaving Certificate, while 6% 

of female students do not have the opportunity to study STEM subjects at Secondary level. The initiative 

provides a platform for girls to understand, participate and celebrate STEM, in order to increase STEM 

awareness and create pathways to further and higher education in STEM. 

 

Dr Katriona O’Sullivan, Maynooth University said: “I am delighted that STEMp.inc has got the 

combined support of SFI, the Department of Education and Microsoft to expand nationally. We aim to 

ensure that every young woman, irrespective of socio-economic background, gets a chance to see where 

they fit in the STEM eco-system. I am looking forward to growing our partnerships with Atlantic 

Technological University, and Munster Technological University and other industry partners, as well as 

expanding our work with Microsoft’s Dream Space team as their vision and passion for STEM has 
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ensured that the 1,250 young women we have worked with so far are motivated and ready to excel in the 

STEM workforce.   

 

The STEM Passport for Inclusion programme was co-designed by the education leads at Microsoft Ireland 

and Maynooth University and is delivered by Microsoft’s Dream Space team at its campus in 

Leopardstown, Dublin, and in the RDI Hub in Kerry. The national programme will empower 5,000 

Transition Year girls from unrepresented communities to gain a Level 6 STEM qualification, which may 

not otherwise be available to them, and go on to apply for STEM courses at Maynooth University, 

Munster Technological University and Atlantic Technological University. 

 

James O’Connor, Microsoft Ireland Site Leader and Vice President of Microsoft Business 

Operations International, said: “At Microsoft, we’re passionate about ensuring young people are given 

the opportunity to develop the essential skills that are required to fully participate in a digital economy and 

society. That’s why, over the last two years, the Microsoft Dream Space team has worked with Maynooth 

University to design, develop and deliver STEM Passport for Inclusion. Through this collaboration, we 

have been able to surpass the original ambition of engaging 1,000 girls in STEM. 

 

“Today, we’re delighted to be building on this relationship by co-funding the national delivery of STEM 

Passport for Inclusion to girls right across the country. Dr. Katriona O’Sullivan, in collaboration with our 

own Dr. Kevin Marshall and the Microsoft Dream Space team, will ensure that STEM Passport for 

Inclusion will continue to have a positive impact on girls’ STEM capabilities, confidence, and aspirations. 

I’m hopeful that by helping to extend the reach of this project we can create new pathways for girls in 

STEM so they can play an active role in shaping our digital world.”  

 

Director General of SFI, Prof Philip Nolan said: “I am delighted that the STEM Passport for Inclusion 

project has been awarded funding under SFI’s Discover programme. In line with SFI’s 2025 Strategy – 

Shaping Our Future(opens in a new tab), the SFI Discover Programme Call aims to empower and inspire 

deep public engagement. It is wonderful to see how this initiative has already allowed underserved young 

women to see their place in STEM, and I look forward to seeing the programme extend its reach over the 

next two years.” 

 

President of Maynooth University, Prof Eeva Leinonen said: “I’m delighted to congratulate Dr 

Katriona O’Sullivan on this achievement. I am especially appreciative of the contribution of Science 

Foundation Ireland, Department of Education and Microsoft Ireland. Extending this innovative project 

nationally will afford thousands of young female pupils with an important opportunity to gain a STEM 

qualification.” 

 
 

 

  

 

  

https://www.sfi.ie/strategy/
https://www.sfi.ie/strategy/
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Minister Harris announces €53.3 million for 33 awards through 

the SFI Research Infrastructure Programme 

29 December 2022 

Minister Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Simon Harris, TD, today 

announced a €53.3 million investment in 33 research infrastructure projects through the Science 

Foundation Ireland (SFI) Research Infrastructure Fund. The awards will contribute to the advancement of 

high-quality and high-impact research activities. 

Announcing the award today, Minister Harris said: “I am delighted to announce €53.3 million in funding 

through my department that will support and encourage transformative research which will have both a 

national and international impact. The research community on our island has consistently proved itself to 

be world-class, not least during COVID-19, and continues to undertake cutting-edge, innovative research 

projects. In order for this community to continue to thrive, it’s essential that they have sustained access to 

modern infrastructure and equipment.” 

Commenting on the investment, Prof Philip Nolan, Director General, Science Foundation 

Ireland said: “Encouraging and supporting excellent, ambitious and innovative research projects is the 

core objective of Science Foundation Ireland.  The SFI Research Infrastructure Programme was developed 

with this in mind; in order for researchers to continue to deliver outstanding research and meet evolving 

and future challenges, we must ensure that they have the tools required for their research. The 33 

infrastructure projects awarded funding are at the cutting edge and are truly helping us to achieve our goal 

of delivering today and preparing for tomorrow.” 

Examples of projects include: 

 National Rechargeable Battery Fabrication and Test Facility, University of Limerick, co-funded by 

SEAI, is one-stop-shop for battery development, not present anywhere else in Europe. It will 

combine electrode fabrication, cell assembly, testing and state of the art materials characterization 

within one location for the first time within Ireland.  

 National Soil Greenhouse Gas Test Platform, Teagasc, will provide a facility to examine the 

efficacy of a range of novel fertiliser, bioactives, bio-stimulants, manure, and digestate additives. 

 MICROFERM, University College Cork, is a facility for rapid development of microbial 

bioprocesses for applications in the food and bioeconomy sectors. It comprises four fermentation 

platforms at a micro-scale to enable simultaneous screening and testing of large numbers of strain 

and process variables. 

 Centre of Excellence in Multimodal Microscopy, University of Galway, this facility will comprise 

a correlative microscopy workflow where biological and biomedical samples can be imaged across 

scales and resolutions by combing three high end microscopy technologies - Super Resolution 
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Microscopy, Multiphoton Microscopy and Serial Block Face SEM (Scanning Electron 

microscopy) in one seamless ecosystem. 

 Tera Lab, Tyndall National Institute, will focus on the deep convergence of ultra-high speed 

photonic and wireless communications technologies for 6G Wireless-Photonic Networking 

 The Core Medium Throughput Facility at RCSI, University of Medicine and Health Sciences, will 

facilitate multi-parametric readouts for the assessment of functional alterations in single cells and 

brain networks in health and disease states. This project will ensure a streamlined workflow 

enabling faster research outputs and help advance scientific research at a faster pace that will 

answer new research questions to identify novel drug targets in epilepsy, autism, multiple 

sclerosis, pain, neurodegenerative, psychiatric, and motor neuron diseases. 

 Terahertz Transmission and Characterisation Facility, Dublin City University, will allow for the 

detailed generation and characterisation of terahertz signals spanning frequencies from 0.1 to 0.75 

THz. It will extend the existing capabilities of the University sector in Ireland and enable further 

interdisciplinary research that will further grow Ireland’s expertise in areas where THz is a key 

enabling technology. 

Two projects were co-funded by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI). 

The SFI Research Infrastructure Programme supports the research community in building and sustaining 

cutting edge infrastructure in order to accomplish high-quality, impactful and innovative research. The 

programme facilitates broad usage across Ireland and to encourage partnerships and collaboration between 

different cohorts of researchers in Ireland; for example, between Universities, Technological Universities, 

Institutes of Technology, other Eligible Research Bodies, researchers in the Republic of Ireland and 

Northern Ireland, and between different cohorts of researchers in Ireland.  

For more information about the research infrastructure programme 

visit: https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/sfi-research-infrastructure-programme/ 

 

 

 
  

https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/sfi-research-infrastructure-programme/
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Home> Funding> Funding calls> Healthy Environment for All Challenge  

Healthy Environment for All Challenge 

The Healthy Environment for All Challenge will support researchers in seeking solutions to 

ensure clean and healthy air, water and soil for humans, animals, and plants. 

DEADLINE Open 10th February 2023, CONTACT  challenges@sfi.ie 

 

https://www.sfi.ie/
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/
mailto:challenges@sfi.ie
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Do you have an idea for a solution that could help Ireland become an environmentally 

sustainable economy? 

The Healthy Environment for All Challenge gives academic research teams a unique 
opportunity to contribute to Ireland’s transition to an environmentally sustainable and 
climate-neutral economy. Following review of applications, successful teams will receive 
funding of up to €250,000 and training to accelerate development of their idea. A 
number of teams will then be selected as finalists and receive up to €500,000 to further 
develop their idea before an overall winner is selected for the €2 million prize award. 

The National Challenge Fund is an agile, fast-paced programme that allows research 
teams to work with societal stakeholders to deliver tangible impact through their 
research. In addition to funding, teams are provided with training and mentoring to 
support acceleration of an idea and to demonstrate how it can solve real-world 
problems. Participation has the potential to open up significant career development and 
collaborative opportunities. 

Healthy Environment for All Challenge Handbook  
 
Check these active links below: 
 

Who can apply? 
 

Funding 
 

Key Dates 
 

Challenge Description 
 

How to apply? 
 

Downloads 

DEADLINE 

Open 
10th February 2023 

CONTACT 

 challenges@sfi.ie 

 

 

Contact Us 

https://www.sfi.ie/__uuid/c7bce1ea-ccfc-4d8d-b8cc-c481bbf9bc8e/Healthy-Environment-for-All-Handbook-(4).pdf
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d80_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d80_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d81_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d81_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d99_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d99_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d9b_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009d9b_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009dc4_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009dc4_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009dc5_3b12
https://www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/healthy-environment/#comp_000062b41725_0000009dc5_3b12
mailto:challenges@sfi.ie
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20 January 2023 

Scientists create computer simulation based on digital microbes 

Digital microbe database unlocks patient response to treatment for diseases such as Parkinson’s and 

colorectal cancer. 

Researchers at University of Galway associated with APC Microbiome Ireland, a world-leading SFI 

Research Centre, have created a resource of over 7,000 digital microbes – enabling computer simulations 

of how drug treatments work and how patients may respond. The resource is a milestone in scientific 

understanding of human response to medical treatment as it offers the opportunity for computer 

simulations and predictions of differences in metabolism between individuals, including for diseases such 

as inflammatory bowel, Parkinson’s and colorectal cancer. 

The database - called AGORA2 - builds on the expertise developed in the creation of first resource of 

digital microbes known as AGORA1. AGORA2 encompasses 7,203 digital microbes, created based on 

experimental knowledge from scientific publications, with a particular focus on drug metabolism.  

The resource has been built by a team of scientists at University of Galway’s Molecular Systems 

Physiology group, led by APC Microbiome Ireland principal investigator Professor Ines Thiele. 

The team’s research aims to advance precision medicine by using computational modelling.  

Professor Thiele explained: “AGORA2 is a milestone towards personalised, predictive computer 

simulations enabling the analysis of person-microbiome-drug interactions for precision medicine 

applications." 

“Humans are hosting a myriad of microbes. Just like us, these microbes eat and interact with their 

environment. Considering that we are all unique, each of us hosting an individual microbiome our 

metabolism is also expected to vary between individuals." 

“The insight provided by the database of digital microbes presents a healthcare opportunity to harness 

individual differences in metabolism to provide personalised, improved treatments in ‘precision 

medicine’, compared to a currently more general ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach." 

“Besides our food, our individual microbiomes also metabolise the medicines we take. The same drug 

may therefore manifest diverse effects in disparate people because of the differences in metabolism 

performed by the different microbiomes.” 

mailto:info@sfi.ie
mailto:info@sfi.ie
https://sciencefoundationireland.cmail19.com/t/r-l-tjtuhrn-urlkwbm-f/
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Using the digital microbe resource AGORA2, computer simulations have shown that drug metabolism 

varies significantly between individuals, as driven by their own microbiomes.  

Uniquely, the AGORA2-based computer simulations enabled the identification of microbes and metabolic 

processes for individual drugs correlated with observations in a clinical setting.  

The research was published today in Nature Biotechnology.  

The team at University of Galway demonstrated that AGORA2 enables personalised, strain-resolved 

modelling by predicting the drug conversion potential of the gut microbiomes from 616 colorectal cancer 

patients and controls, which greatly varied between individuals and correlated with age, sex, body mass 

index and disease stages. This means that the team can create digital representations and predictions 

specific to the divergent microbes. 

Professor Thiele added: “Knowledge of our individual microbiomes and their drug metabolising 

capabilities represents a precision medicine opportunity to tailor drug treatments to an individual to 

maximise health benefit while minimising side effects. 

“By using AGORA2 in computer simulations our team have showed that the resulting metabolic 

predictions enabled superior performance compared to what was possible to date.” 

Professor Paul Ross, Director of APC Microbiome Ireland, said: “This research is a perfect illustration 

of the power of computational approaches to enhance our understanding of the role of microbes in health 

and disease – significantly this digital platform will be a fantastic resource that could lead to the 

development of novel personalised therapeutic approaches which take the microbiome into account.”  

This work was led by University of Galway and completed as part of a collaboration between many 

international institutions, including the Argonne National Laboratory, the University of Lorraine, and 

University Medicine Greifswald. 
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25 January 2023 

 

The National Crystal Growing Competition 2023 is back 

 

The iCRAG SFI Research Centre for Applied Geosciences, together with SSPC, the SFI Research Centre 

for Pharmaceuticals, have announced the 2023 National Crystal Growing Competition officially open. The 

competition, which is open to all primary and post-primary level students and individuals, challenges them 

to grow the biggest and highest quality single crystal. 

The National Crystal Growing Competition is an important scientific outreach activity that will challenge 

participants to grow crystals using ingredients readily available in the home. This is a fun hands-on 

experience that aims to introduce students to the exciting world of growing crystals and encourage an 

interest in science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM).   

Martin McHugh, Project and Public Engagement Officer for SSPC commented: “It is through 

education and outreach activities such as this that we will inspire the next generation of scientists and 

crystallographers. The process is safe and simple, and is designed to encourage students to develop an 

interest in chemistry. One of the most fun ways to interact with future scientists is through this crystal 

growing competition.” 

Elspeth Sinclair, Education and Public Engagement Officer for iCRAG added: “The competition is 

open to individuals, in small groups or class groups from both primary and post-primary level. We 

encourage all students to enter to develop their scientific interest for this exciting challenge and try their 

hand at growing their own single crystals through this national contest that will be judged by professional 
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chemists. We are looking forward to seeing the results and hope all those involved will understand and 

discover the science behind this process.” 

The National Crystal Growing Competition fits within SFI’s public engagement remit. The aim of the 

competition is to have fun with science and also inspire young minds to explore careers in the areas of 

STEM. The competition challenges individuals or groups to grow a single crystal from a variety of 

compounds such as: Salt (Sodium chloride or Potassium chloride), Alum, Sugar, or Copper sulphate. 

The competition originated in 2014 with the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr) Crystal 

growing competition, as part of the celebrations for the International Year of Crystallography. It has since 

grown from strength to strength and is a great addition to the many SFI outreach programmes hosted in 

Ireland. 

To enter the competition, participants must send a picture of their crystal to experts at iCRAG and SSPC 

before the closing date of April, 28, 2023. More information, including crystal recipes and growing 

instructions can be found on the National Crystal Growing Competition websites, bit.ly/crystalcomp and 

https://sspc.ie/education/. 

iCRAG is hosted at the University College Dublin and SSPC at the University of Limerick, with both 

working with a host of partners. 
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SARS CoV-2 Virus Updates and Developments 
 

Human T cell immunity is coping with mutations in SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern 
1 December 

Human T cell immunity is coping with mutations in SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (news-medical.net) 

doi.org/10.1038/s41590-022-01351-7 

 

Where Exactly Did Omicron Come From? | Technology Networks 
2 December 

Where Exactly Did Omicron Come From? | Technology Networks 

doi: 10.1126/science.add8737 

 

Surprising Omicron origins study comes under scrutiny 
6 December 

Surprising Omicron origins study comes under scrutiny (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04357-1 

 

Mucosal IgA fused nanobody as a non-invasive, cost-effective prophylaxis and 

therapeutic option against major SARS-CoV-2 variants 
2 December 

Mucosal IgA fused nanobody as a non-invasive, cost-effective prophylaxis and therapeutic option against major 

SARS-CoV-2 variants (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2022.995412 

 

Mutations in SARS-CoV-2 spike protein impair epitope-specific CD4+ T cell 

recognition | Nature Immunology 
1 December 

Mutations in SARS-CoV-2 spike protein impair epitope-specific CD4+ T cell recognition | Nature Immunology 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41590-022-01351-7 

 

SARS-CoV-2 Omicron infections pose long-COVID risks despite reduced severity 
2 December 

SARS-CoV-2 Omicron infections pose long-COVID risks despite reduced severity (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35240-2 

 

Vaxxinity will push for approval of COVID booster after trial shows noninferiority to 

market leader Pfizer | Fierce Biotech 
2 December 

Vaxxinity will push for approval of COVID booster after trial shows noninferiority to market leader Pfizer | Fierce 

Biotech 

 

Route of self-amplifying mRNA vaccination modulates the establishment of 

pulmonary resident memory CD8 and CD4 T cells 
2 December 

Route of self-amplifying mRNA vaccination modulates the establishment of pulmonary resident memory CD8 and 

CD4 T cells | Science Immunology 

DOI: 10.1126/sciimmunol.add3075 

 

Researchers Shed Light on Blood-Clotting After COVID-19 Vaccination 
5 December 

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221201/Human-T-cell-immunity-is-coping-with-mutations-in-SARS-CoV-2-variants-of-concern.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41590-022-01351-7
https://www.technologynetworks.com/genomics/news/where-exactly-did-omicron-come-from-368098?utm_campaign=NEWSLETTER_TN_Breaking%20Science%20News&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=236390309&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8SG3gbmdDfpCogFb_mneheuD9Mf-U3qkid6D-Zg5blTjIlTWAR2D53BsJzjQojP8Hmf_Y4cpPvKI7BxBj4aNKc90ONmg&utm_content=236390309&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.add8737
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04357-1?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=d184358ab0-briefing-dy-20221206b&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-d184358ab0-45372434
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221202/Mucosal-IgA-fused-nanobody-as-a-non-invasive-cost-effective-prophylaxis-and-therapeutic-option-against-major-SARS-CoV-2-variants.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221202/Mucosal-IgA-fused-nanobody-as-a-non-invasive-cost-effective-prophylaxis-and-therapeutic-option-against-major-SARS-CoV-2-variants.aspx
https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2022.995412
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41590-022-01351-7
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221202/SARS-CoV-2-Omicron-infections-pose-long-COVID-risks-despite-reduced-severity.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35240-2
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/vaxxinity-will-push-approval-1-shot-covid-booster-despite-mixed-efficacy-results-against
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/vaxxinity-will-push-approval-1-shot-covid-booster-despite-mixed-efficacy-results-against
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciimmunol.add3075
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciimmunol.add3075
https://doi.org/10.1126/sciimmunol.add3075
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Researchers Shed Light on Blood-Clotting After COVID-19 Vaccination (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1136/bmj-2022-071594 

 

Findings from researchers in Basel didn’t show an 800-fold increase in myocarditis in 

vaccinated people compared to unvaccinated individuals - Health Feedback 
 

29 October 

Findings from researchers in Basel didn’t show an 800-fold increase in myocarditis in vaccinated people compared 

to unvaccinated individuals - Health Feedback 

 

Holding Methotrexate After Second COVID-19 Vaccine Dose May Be Best in 

Psoriatic, Rheumatoid Arthritis 
28 November 

https://www.rheumatologynetwork.com/view/holding-methotrexate-after-second-covid-19-vaccine-dose-may-be-

best-in-psoriatic-rheumatoid-arthritis 

doi:10.1016/S2665-9913(22)00228-4 

 

Severe COVID could cause markers of old age in the brain 
5 December 

Severe COVID could cause markers of old age in the brain (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04253-8 

 

The off-patent drug that could protect us from future COVID-19 variants 
5 December 

The off-patent drug that could protect us from future COVID-19 variants (cam.ac.uk) 

 

Pre-existing SARS-CoV-2 antibodies may increase the breadth of mRNA vaccines, 

study suggests 
6 December 

Pre-existing SARS-CoV-2 antibodies may increase the breadth of mRNA vaccines, study suggests (news-

medical.net) 

doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05609-w 

 

Omicron sublineage recombinant XBB evades neutralising antibodies in recipients of 

BNT162b2 or CoronaVac vaccines - The Lancet Microbe 
6 December 

Omicron sublineage recombinant XBB evades neutralising antibodies in recipients of BNT162b2 or CoronaVac 

vaccines - The Lancet Microbe 

DOI:https://doi.org/10.1016/S2666-5247(22)00335-4 

 

Effect of hybrid immunity and bivalent booster vaccination on omicron sublineage 

neutralisation - The Lancet Infectious Diseases 
5 December 

Effect of hybrid immunity and bivalent booster vaccination on omicron sublineage neutralisation - The Lancet 

Infectious Diseases 

DOI:https://doi.org/10.1016/S1473-3099(22)00792-7 

 

Experimental decoy drug tricks coronavirus, then destroys it - Los Angeles Times 
7 December 

Experimental decoy drug tricks coronavirus, then destroys it - Los Angeles Times (latimes.com) 

 

https://scitechdaily.com/researchers-shed-light-on-blood-clotting-after-covid-19-vaccination/
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj-2022-071594
https://healthfeedback.org/claimreview/results-swiss-team-didnt-show-800-fold-increase-myocarditis-in-vaccinated-people-compared-to-unvaccinated-individuals/
https://healthfeedback.org/claimreview/results-swiss-team-didnt-show-800-fold-increase-myocarditis-in-vaccinated-people-compared-to-unvaccinated-individuals/
https://www.rheumatologynetwork.com/view/holding-methotrexate-after-second-covid-19-vaccine-dose-may-be-best-in-psoriatic-rheumatoid-arthritis
https://www.rheumatologynetwork.com/view/holding-methotrexate-after-second-covid-19-vaccine-dose-may-be-best-in-psoriatic-rheumatoid-arthritis
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04253-8?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=d184358ab0-briefing-dy-20221206b&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-d184358ab0-45372434
https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/UDCA-COVID19
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221206/Pre-existing-SARS-CoV-2-antibodies-may-increase-the-breadth-of-mRNA-vaccines-study-suggests.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221206/Pre-existing-SARS-CoV-2-antibodies-may-increase-the-breadth-of-mRNA-vaccines-study-suggests.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05609-w
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(22)00335-4/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(22)00335-4/fulltext
https://doi.org/10.1016/S2666-5247(22)00335-4
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(22)00792-7/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(22)00792-7/fulltext
https://doi.org/10.1016/S1473-3099(22)00792-7
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2022-12-07/experimental-decoy-drug-tricks-coronavirus-then-destroys-it
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Efficacy of Antiviral Agents against Omicron Subvariants BQ.1.1 and XBB | NEJM 
7 December 

Efficacy of Antiviral Agents against Omicron Subvariants BQ.1.1 and XBB | NEJM 

DOI: 10.1056/NEJMc2214302 

 

Dr. Fauci is worried that China's retreat from COVID zero comes with risks | 

Fortune 
7 December 

Dr. Fauci is worried that China's retreat from COVID zero comes with risks | Fortune 

 

Covid: Omicron BQ, XBB subvariants cause more than 70% of infections 
9 December 

Covid: Omicron BQ, XBB subvariants cause more than 70% of infections (cnbc.com) 

 

Prognosis of Myocarditis Developing After mRNA COVID-19 Vaccination Compared 

With Viral Myocarditis | Journal of the American College of Cardiology 
? December 

Prognosis of Myocarditis Developing After mRNA COVID-19 Vaccination Compared With Viral Myocarditis | 

Journal of the American College of Cardiology (jacc.org) 

 

Long-COVID’s Effects Can Now Be Detected Using Simple Chest X-Rays 
10 December 

Long-COVID’s Effects Can Now Be Detected Using Simple Chest X-Rays (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.3389/fphys.2022.999263 

 

A Covid-19 Milestone Attained — A Correlate of Protection for Vaccines | NEJM 
10 December 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2211314 

DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp2211314 

 

A New Biomarker for Acute COVID-19 May Have Been Found in Blood 
11 December 

A New Biomarker for Acute COVID-19 May Have Been Found in Blood (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.3389/fimmu.2022.1016991 

 

BA.2 and BA.5 omicron differ immunologically from both BA.1 omicron and pre-

omicron variants | Nature Communications 
13 December 

BA.2 and BA.5 omicron differ immunologically from both BA.1 omicron and pre-omicron variants | Nature 

Communications 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-35312-3 

 

SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins utilize different mechanisms to bind to 

ACE2 
11 December 

SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins utilize different mechanisms to bind to ACE2 (news-medical.net) 

doi:10.3389/fmolb.2020.591873 

 

New Research Reveals That COVID Virus Alters RNA in Infected Cells 
12 December 

New Research Reveals That COVID Virus Alters RNA in Infected Cells (scitechdaily.com) 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2214302
https://fortune.com/2022/12/07/fauci-covid-wave-of-infections-new-variants-china-easing-zero-covid/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/09/covid-omicron-bq-xbb-subvariants-causing-more-than-70percent-of-infections.html
https://www.jacc.org/doi/10.1016/j.jacc.2022.09.049
https://www.jacc.org/doi/10.1016/j.jacc.2022.09.049
https://scitechdaily.com/long-covids-effects-can-now-be-detected-using-simple-chest-x-rays/
https://doi.org/10.3389/fphys.2022.999263
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2211314
https://scitechdaily.com/a-new-biomarker-for-acute-covid-19-may-have-been-found-in-blood/
https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2022.1016991
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35312-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-35312-3
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20221211/SARS-CoV-1-and-SARS-CoV-2-spike-proteins-utilize-different-mechanisms-to-bind-to-ACE2.aspx
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmolb.2020.591873/full
https://scitechdaily.com/new-research-reveals-that-covid-virus-alters-rna-in-infected-cells/
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DOI: 10.3389/fcimb.2022.906578 

 

Shocking Study Finds Severe COVID-19 Linked With Molecular Signatures of Brain 

Aging 
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COVID: what we know about new omicron variant BF.7 
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Covid: BQ, XBB omicron subvariants pose serious threat to boosters 
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'variants of concern' 
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This Week at FDA: VRBPAC to weigh COVID vaccine updates; a new gene therapy 

and more | RAPS 
16 December 

This Week at FDA: VRBPAC to weigh COVID vaccine updates; a new gene therapy and more | RAPS 

 

Research reveals that a viral toxin may contribute to the severity of COVID-19 
14 December 

Research reveals that a viral toxin may contribute to the severity of COVID-19 (news-medical.net) 
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Experiments Show Infection of Visceral Fat Cells May Contribute to Severe COVID-

19 
20 December 
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‘We made a mistake.’ Omicron origin study retracted after widespread criticism | 

Science | AAAS 
20 December 

‘We made a mistake.’ Omicron origin study retracted after widespread criticism | Science | AAAS 
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Safety and immunogenicity of the Omicron BA.4/BA.5-containing bivalent booster 

mRNA-1273.222 
19 December 

Safety and immunogenicity of the Omicron BA.4/BA.5-containing bivalent booster mRNA-1273.222 (news-

medical.net) 

doi: 10.1101/2022.12.11.22283166 

 

What COVID-19 variants are going around in December 2022? | Nebraska Medicine 

Omaha, NE 
14 December 

What COVID-19 variants are going around in December 2022? | Nebraska Medicine Omaha, NE 

 

Impact of anti-PEG antibodies induced by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines | Nature 
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Impact of anti-PEG antibodies induced by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines | Nature Reviews Immunology 
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Researchers report the development of robust candidate single immunization PNP 

hydrogel COVID vaccines 
16 December 

Researchers report the development of robust candidate single immunization PNP hydrogel COVID vaccines 

(news-medical.net) 
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Study identifies four new monoclonal antibodies with broad neutralizing potencies 

that target conserved SARS-CoV-2 epitopes 
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Study identifies four new monoclonal antibodies with broad neutralizing potencies that target conserved SARS-

CoV-2 epitopes (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.12.15.520606 

 

One of Long COVID's Worst Symptoms May Have a Potential, Readily Available 

Treatment 
21 December 

One of Long COVID's Worst Symptoms May Have a Potential, Readily Available Treatment : ScienceAlert 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nerep.2022.100154 

 

New COVID Subvariant Resistant to All Therapeutic Antibodies 
20 December 

New COVID Subvariant Resistant to All Therapeutic Antibodies (scitechdaily.com) 

DOI: 10.1016/S1473-3099(22)00733-2 

Study shows SARS-CoV-2 infection, replication and persistence in human brain 

tissues 
16 December 

Study shows SARS-CoV-2 infection, replication and persistence in human brain tissues (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05542-y 

 

SARS-CoV-2 structural proteins trigger periodontal fibrosis 
20 December 

SARS-CoV-2 structural proteins trigger periodontal fibrosis (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.12.15.520561 

 

If you've recently had Covid, look out for shingles - The University of Auckland 
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If you've recently had Covid, look out for shingles - The University of Auckland 

 

There’s no room for COVID complacency in 2023 
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There’s no room for COVID complacency in 2023 (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-04476-9 

 

Nobel-nominated vaccine expert warns of Covid complacency: ‘We’re still losing too 

many lives’ | Coronavirus | The Guardian 
23 December 

Nobel-nominated vaccine expert warns of Covid complacency: ‘We’re still losing too many lives’ | Coronavirus | 

The Guardian 

 

Class switch towards non-inflammatory, spike-specific IgG4 antibodies after repeated 

SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccination | Science Immunology 
22 December 

Class switch towards non-inflammatory, spike-specific IgG4 antibodies after repeated SARS-CoV-2 mRNA 

vaccination | Science Immunology 

DOI: 10.1126/sciimmunol.ade2798 

 

Hybrid immunity from mRNA vaccines and breakthrough Omicron infections 

induces stronger immune responses against Omicron BQ.1.1 
23 December 
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Hybrid immunity from mRNA vaccines and breakthrough Omicron infections induces stronger immune responses 

against Omicron BQ.1.1 (news-medical.net) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.12.20.22283723 

 

Molecular Changes Linked to Long COVID a Year After Hospitalization 
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How common are severe side effects from COVID vaccines? And how are they 

detected? 
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How common are severe side effects from COVID vaccines? And how are they detected? (theconversation.com) 

 

As Omicron BF.7 surges, here are the top COVID symptoms to watch out for | Mint 
28 December 

As Omicron BF.7 surges, here are the top COVID symptoms to watch out for | Mint (livemint.com) 

Covid BF.7 Variant Explained!! New Variant Symptoms & Precautions 
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Covid BF.7 Variant Explained!! New Variant Symptoms & Precautions (sssamiti.org) 

 

Breakthrough! Receptor “Decoy” Drug Neutralizes COVID-19 Virus Including 

Omicron and Other Variants 
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Breakthrough! Receptor “Decoy” Drug Neutralizes COVID-19 Virus Including Omicron and Other Variants 
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DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abq6527 

 

COVID isn't just infecting you—it could be reactivating viruses that have been 

dormant in your body for years | Fortune 
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COVID isn't just infecting you—it could be reactivating viruses that have been dormant in your body for years | 

Fortune 

 

A genome-based comparison of SARS-CoV-2 XBB recombinant and its parental 

lineage 
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A scrappy African start-up could forever change the world of vaccines : Goats and 

Soda : NPR 
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A scrappy African startup could forever change the world of vaccines : Goats and Soda : NPR 

 

COVID-19 Vaccines and Fever: Scientists Have Discovered a New Potential Link 
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Highly immune evasive omicron XBB.1.5 variant is quickly becoming dominant in 

U.S. as it doubles weekly 
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Covid news: omicron XBB.1.5 is immune evasive, binds better to cells (cnbc.com) 

 

Sniffing plasma helps COVID-19 patients smell again 
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Sniffing plasma helps COVID-19 patients smell again | Drug Discovery News 
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COVID-19 may reach human brain and stay for almost 8 months, new study shows | 

Mint 
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Study provides safety assurance to the global population regarding COVID-19 

booster vaccines 
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2-can-be-better-achieved-through-hybrid-immunity-as-opposed-to-peripheral-vaccination-alone.aspx 

doi: 10.1101/2023.01.25.525485 

 

Study assesses the sensitivity, specificity of rapid antigen tests and PCR tests for 

Omicron variant of COVID-19 
30 January 

https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2023.28.3.2200195
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230123/SARS-CoV-2-Omicron-XBB15-CA31-and-CH11-exhibit-remarkable-antibody-resistance.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1101/2023.01.16.524244
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230124/Mosaic-RBD-nanoparticles-offer-10025-protection-against-SARS-CoV-2-in-animal-model.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2208425120
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/26/fda-covid-19-vaccine-flu-virus-mutation
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00234-7?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=e6dd074b90-briefing-dy-20230127&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-e6dd074b90-45372434
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230127/Disruption-of-the-blood-brain-barrier-due-to-long-COVID.aspx
https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-2069710/v2
https://theconversation.com/fda-advisory-committee-votes-unanimously-in-favor-of-a-one-shot-covid-19-vaccine-approach-5-questions-answered-198646
https://theconversation.com/fda-advisory-committee-votes-unanimously-in-favor-of-a-one-shot-covid-19-vaccine-approach-5-questions-answered-198646
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ch-1-1-meet-orthrus-214246502.html?guccounter=1
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230130/Study-suggests-robust-lung-mucosal-immunity-against-SARS-CoV-2-can-be-better-achieved-through-hybrid-immunity-as-opposed-to-peripheral-vaccination-alone.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230130/Study-suggests-robust-lung-mucosal-immunity-against-SARS-CoV-2-can-be-better-achieved-through-hybrid-immunity-as-opposed-to-peripheral-vaccination-alone.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1101/2023.01.25.525485
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https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230130/Study-assesses-the-sensitivity-specificity-of-rapid-antigen-tests-and-

PCR-tests-for-Omicron-variant-of-COVID-19.aspx 

doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2022-067591 

 

 

 

Final Papers: 

 

The next generation of coronavirus vaccines: a graphical guide 
1 February 

The next generation of coronavirus vaccines: a graphical guide (nature.com) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-023-00220-z 

 

The Pandemic Never Ended, WHO Warns 
2 February 

The Pandemic Never Ended, WHO Warns : ScienceAlert and 

Statement on the fourteenth meeting of the International Health Regulations (2005) Emergency Committee 

regarding the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic (who.int) 

 
 

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230130/Study-assesses-the-sensitivity-specificity-of-rapid-antigen-tests-and-PCR-tests-for-Omicron-variant-of-COVID-19.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20230130/Study-assesses-the-sensitivity-specificity-of-rapid-antigen-tests-and-PCR-tests-for-Omicron-variant-of-COVID-19.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2022-067591
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00220-z?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=bb0d3b6d2d-briefing-dy-20230201&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-bb0d3b6d2d-45372434
https://www.sciencealert.com/the-pandemic-never-ended-who-warns?utm_source=ScienceAlert+-+Daily+Email+Updates&utm_campaign=58669aeb13-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_fe5632fb09-58669aeb13-366021682
https://www.who.int/news/item/30-01-2023-statement-on-the-fourteenth-meeting-of-the-international-health-regulations-(2005)-emergency-committee-regarding-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-19)-pandemic
https://www.who.int/news/item/30-01-2023-statement-on-the-fourteenth-meeting-of-the-international-health-regulations-(2005)-emergency-committee-regarding-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-19)-pandemic
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Institute of Chemistry of Ireland as a Co-Owner Benefits 

when you publish in PCCP 

 

 

 
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 
Volume 24, Number 46 
14 December 2022 
Pages 28045- 28642 

 

 

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics  Home-High quality research in physical chemistry, chemical physics and 

biophysical chemistry.<br/><br/>Editorial Board Chair: David Rueda<br/>Impact factor: 3.945<br/>Time to first 

decision (peer reviewed only): 35 days<br/> (rsc.org) 

Support our Institute by publishing your new research results in this 

prestigious peer reviewed journal.  

Scope 

PCCP (Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics) is an international journal for the publication of cutting-

edge original work in physical chemistry, chemical physics and biophysical chemistry. To be suitable for 

publication in PCCP, articles must include significant new physical insights; this is the prime criterion 

that referees and the Editors will judge against when evaluating submissions. 

The journal has a broad scope which includes spectroscopy, dynamics, kinetics, statistical mechanics, 

thermodynamics, electrochemistry, catalysis, surface science, quantum mechanics and theoretical 

developments play an important part in the journal. Interdisciplinary research areas such as polymers and 

soft matter, materials, nanoscience, surfaces/interfaces, and biophysical chemistry are especially 

welcomed whenever they include a physico-chemical approach. 

PCCP is proud to be a Society journal and is co-owned by 19 national chemical societies. The journal is 

published by the Royal Society of Chemistry on a not-for-profit basis for the benefit of the whole 

scientific community. 

Impact factor: 4.493* 

Publishing frequency: 48 per year 

Indexed in MEDLINE and Web of Science 

 

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024044&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024044&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!issueid=cp024044&type=current&issnprint=1463-9076
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/cp#!partner-societies
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Our Capabilities 

We bring together innovative technologies and application expertise to help scientists 

and clinicians address daunting scientific challenges. 

Product Innovations 

 

 

 

PerkinElmer 

Dublin, Ireland 

C17 The Exchange Calmount Park  

Ballymount  

Dublin 12  

Ireland  

http://www.perkinelmer.com/ie  

P: 1 800 932 886  

http://www.perkinelmer.com/ie
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj3uoSqxuraAhVJKMAKHdO1CAIQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=http://www.lindinglab.org/external-files/images/pe_logo.png/view&psig=AOvVaw11Uv3ttGhc1Z_hzZsiGW1B&ust=1525471460195635
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IDA Updates & Reports 

 

     https://www.idaireland.com 

 Highest Increase in FDI Employment ever  
12 December 2022 
 

Performance 2022  
 
Numbers directly employed in multinational sector in Ireland reach 301,475, the highest 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) employment level ever and a 9% increase on 2021 

 Continued substantial growth in FDI in 2022 despite a difficult global economic 

environment 

 32,426 gross new job gains in 2022 – 24,019 net jobs 

 242 investments won in 2022 - 103 of them new name investments  

 52% - 127 of the 242 investments won went to regional locations – with employment 

growth in every region of the country 

 “Strong growth of the past decade in FDI employment continues in 2022 despite 

turbulent global environment” – IDA Interim CEO 

 Outlook  

 Positive pipeline for H1 2023 but outlook more uncertain for second half of next year 

 “Sustaining Ireland’s FDI performance in this climate of significant uncertainty, with 

persistent risks, requires a renewed focus on capacity constraints and competitiveness 

challenges” – IDA Interim CEO 
 

 IDA Ireland, the inward investment promotion and development agency of the Irish 

Government, today reported strong annual results for 2022 with a substantial increase in growth 

in FDI employment on 2021.  

 

Total employment in IDA client companies in Ireland now stands at 301,475*, a 9% increase on 

2021. 103 of the 242 investments won in 2022 were new name investments. 

https://www.idaireland.com/
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(*The Annual Employment Survey shows employment in client companies on October 31st 022. 

The results are preliminary, and any changes made post October 31st will be picked up in the 

following years survey.) 

Job losses remained at historically low levels with 8,407 recorded in the past year giving a net 

jobs total of 24,019 for 2022.  

Total employment in IDA client companies in core sectors grew in 2022, up 9% to 116,192 in 

Information and Communications Services, up 8% 105,199 in modern manufacturing, 5.6% in 

traditional manufacturing to 23,658 and up 9% to 56,426 in business, financial and other 

services. 

The strong growth in regions continued this year with 127 - or 52% of the investments won 

going to regional locations and employment growth recorded in every region of the country. 

Employment growth was highest in the Mid East region; up 13.1% to 21,861. The Midlands 

Region was up 10.5% to 7,665, Dublin was also up 10.5% to 137,822, the Border up 6.3% to 

8.885, the South West was up 7.5% to 52,228, the West region was up 7.3% to 31,490 the Mid 

West recorded a growth increase of 3.6% to 26,004 and there was growth of 3% in the South 

East, to 15,520.   

With sustainability one of five pillars of our strategy, IDA’s strong focus was evident in the 

number of sustainability project approvals in 2022 with 21 investments secured, the majority of 

them focused on climate change mitigation. A focus on transformation is more important than 

ever if companies are to remain competitive amid an accelerating shift towards a low carbon and 

high-tech economy. The resilience and longevity of MNCs in Ireland reflects their ability to 

constantly transform in response to change.  IDA is engaging with clients on RD&I, training, 

digitisation and sustainability related investments to ensure the FDI base is positioned for 

continued success in the future. 

The 2022 figures continue the pattern of sustained, robust growth in FDI investment and FDI-

related employment that has been achieved over a continuous period of more than ten years. 

However, at the announcement of our mid-year results in July, we pointed to serious global 

challenges and uncertainties. It is now evident that the global economy faces serious headwinds 
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in 2023 with the continuing Russia-Ukraine war, inflation, monetary policy and geo-political 

developments.  

IDA continues to monitor the situation in the global technology sector and continues to actively 

engage with its technology client base. The layoffs announced in recent weeks are regrettable 

and our thoughts are with those who have lost, or are in the process of, losing their jobs. The 

companies that have announced job losses in recent days will continue to operate in Ireland and 

are important companies in the global and Irish ecosystem. IDA’s focus is on the continued 

partnership with these companies to continue to grow their presence in Ireland and deepen their 

impact on the Irish economy. The technology base in Ireland has been building for over 60 years 

and will continue to grow in the future, despite current challenges. The underlying strength in the 

technology sector is driven by a number of factors, including the pace of digitalisation (across all 

sectors) and the associated need for new digital infrastructure and services.   

An Tánaiste & Minister for Enterprise, Trade & Employment Leo Varadkar T.D. said: 

“Ireland has not been immune to the challenges created by global events of recent months, and 

we expect those to continue into 2023. However, these figures show that Ireland continues to be 

seen as a location of choice for new investors and long-established companies who chose to 

reinvest in substantial expansions of their operations here. 

These are the best ever FDI employment figures in a single year – 24,019 net new jobs represent 

a 43% increase on 2021, which itself was a record year. The numbers directly employed in the 

multinational sector have also surpassed the 300,000 mark for the first time. 

It is extremely positive to see the growth in investment outside of Dublin continue in 2022, with 

a good nationwide spread achieved. 

I know it’s a difficult time for people working in Tech companies as we enter the Christmas and 

New Year period. My office is in close contact with the companies involved and we are working 

with them to minimise the impact on people’s livelihoods and the wider economy.  

While I am concerned about the job losses in Tech, there is a good pipeline of new investments 

coming from the multinationals and Irish-owned corporations in a range of sectors including Life 
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Sciences, Food and Beverages, Manufacturing and Aviation.  We expect many positive 

announcements in the coming months. The economy is well diversified.  Ireland continues to 

maintain a reputation as an excellent location for investment. 

Last week I launched a new White Paper on Enterprise which sets out the Government’s 

enterprise policies in the period to 2030. Foreign Direct Investment will remain central to our 

economic model. The White Paper seeks to advance Ireland’s FDI and trade value proposition 

and includes the targets of a 20% increase in IDA client expenditure in Ireland by 2024; and at 

least half of all FDI investments between 2021 and 2024 to be located outside of Dublin.” 

Mary Buckley, Interim CEO IDA Ireland said: “The challenging and volatile international 

environment that we saw in 2021 escalated this year. In light of that, these annual results are 

most encouraging and show that investors’ commitment to Ireland remains strong and Ireland’s 

value proposition as a place to do business remains a compelling one. That said, the now evident 

severe headwinds facing the global economy in 2023 means we will have to work harder than 

ever in the year ahead to win new investment. Our FDI base of companies is also subject to these 

headwinds. IDA will remain close to our clients at this time of uncertainty and support them as 

companies review their global cost base to remain competitive.  A focus on transformation is 

more important than ever if companies are to remain competitive amid an accelerating shift 

towards a low carbon and high-tech economy. The resilience and longevity of MNCs in Ireland 

reflects their ability to constantly transform in response to change.  IDA is engaging with clients 

on RD&I, training, digitisation and sustainability related investments to ensure the FDI base is 

positioned for continued success in the future.  

In the face of such uncertainty, we are likely to see companies adopt a cautious approach, so 

slower growth is likely in 2023 with less clarity in H2 of next year.  

We continue to see opportunities across and within our sectors of focus, which we believe 

remain well aligned to the global economy of today and well positioned to succeed in the 

transformed economy of the future. At the same time, we will continue to seek out and exploit 

opportunities in new and emerging growth areas in an evolving investment landscape.”  
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The forthcoming ABSEI2* survey will show that expenditure within the economy by FDI 

companies increased during 2021 despite the prevailing challenging conditions. Payroll was up 

9.8% to €19.6bn, Irish services and materials spend increased by 10% to €11.1bn and capital 

expenditure was up 8% to €9.2bn. Exports of €315.5bn represented an increase of 8.7% year on 

year. This resilience and growth from FDI has been an important contributor to our economy and 

the national finances.  

 

(*The Annual Employment Survey provides an analysis of employment levels in Industrial 

(including Primary Production) and Services companies under the remit of IDA Ireland, 

Enterprise Ireland and Údarás na Gaeltachta. The results show employment in client companies 

on October 31st 2022. The results are preliminary, and any changes made post October 31st will 

be picked up in the following years survey.) 

The altered political and economic landscape and its immediate future implications for FDI is a 

key focus of IDA’s current mid-term review of its strategy (Driving Recovery & Sustainable 

Growth – 2021-2024). The review is considering FDI implications arising from the global 

trends including the rise of industrial policy, open strategic autonomy, global tax reform, the 

future of work, the sustainability imperative and the increased prominence of geopolitics as a 

factor in the economic outlook. “Considering the many changes we have seen over the last few 

years and the changes facing us in the years ahead, it is an opportune time for us to set a renewed 

medium-term vision for our strategy” the Interim CEO said. IDA also proactively engaged with 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment on the newly launched White Paper on 

Enterprise as IDA’s strategic objectives are strongly aligned on the two dominant trends of the 

21st century, decarbonisation and technological change.  

Mary Buckley: “We have experienced much change in recent years from the national recession 

from 2008 to the global pandemic, and considerable global economic and political upheaval. 

Responding proactively to change has been the hallmark of Ireland and IDA’s success and we 

will continue to be agile, resourceful and committed in our aim to continue to attract FDI to 

Ireland. 
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To remain successful in the years ahead we need to accelerate the carrying capacity of the 

economy with regard to housing, energy, water, planning, infrastructure and also with talent 

policies. Continued action at speed and scale to address these issues is essential if we are to 

successfully move to an internationally competitive low carbon, high tech economy. 

Client companies remain positive about the business environment in Ireland and our 

attractiveness relative to key competitor locations for FDI. This is borne out by a good pipeline 

of investments for H1 2023. Ireland’s strengths continue to include our skilled and diverse talent 

base, high quality education and training ecosystem, stable and consistent policymaking, and 

competitive corporate tax regime.” 

Key Announcements for 2022  

 Analog Devices. Limerick. Announced it will invest €100 million over the next three 

years in ADI Catalyst, a 100,000ft2 custom-built facility, that will see the creation of 250 

jobs 

 IBM. Dublin. Cork. Galway. Announced plans to hire 200 people across its operations 

in Ireland 

 Intel. Kildare. Announced a substantial further investment of €12 b in Ireland as part of 

its overall European plans. It brings to €30 b the total invested in Ireland since 1989 

 Apple. Cork. Announced that is to further expand its operations in Cork with the 

addition of a new campus building that will afford it extra capacity to accommodate 

1,300 employees   

 Ericsson. Westmeath. Announced its plans to hire 250 people at its Irish Research and 

Development Centre in Athlone. 

 Kaseya. Louth. Announced plans to establish a new Centre of Excellence in Dundalk, 

creating 250 jobs over the next three years 

 Okta. Dublin. The leading independent identity and access management company 

opened a new office in Dublin’s Docklands, where it intends to create 200 new jobs by 

2024 

 Dell. Cork. Officially open its €2 m newly redeveloped Customer Solution Centre at the 

company’s campus in Ovens, Co. Cork 
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 Lilly. Limerick. Announced plans to invest more than €400 m in a brand-new 

manufacturing facility in Limerick, creating more than 300 jobs 

 Johnson & Johnson Vision. Limerick. Announced a €35 million investment in its 

facility in Limerick, with the potential to create up to 200 new jobs over the next three 

years 

 Workday. Dublin. Announced that it intends to create 1000 new jobs over the next two 

years at its European headquarters in Dublin 

 MarketStar. Dublin. The global leader in outsourced sales and B2B revenue 

acceleration announced a new location for its EMEA HQ in Dublin’s Central Park 

Business District, with plans to create up to 300 new jobs over the next three years, 

bringing its Dublin-based team to 500 by 2025 

 TikTok. Dublin. TikTok’s growth in Ireland continues with the news that it will hire an 

additional 1,000 new staff to its operations in Dublin. It brings to 3000 the number of 

people it will employ in Ireland 

 VMware. Dublin. Announced it is extending its presence in Dublin with a commitment 

to recruit 205 new technologists by 2025 

 Janssen. Cork. Announced the expansion of its biopharmaceutical supply chain facility 

in Ringaskiddy. The €150 m investment in the facility has the potential to create 180 new 

full-time jobs 

 MGS. Kildare. Announced expansion plans for its Leixlip plant in Kildare with a €7 m 

investment and 100 new jobs 

 Huawei. Dublin. Announced a €150 m investment and the creation of 200 new jobs as it 

plans to open its first European cloud hub in Dublin 

 Boston Scientific. Galway. Unveiled a new €100 m expansion of its operations at 

Ballybrit in Galway.  This expansion is expected to enable 300+ jobs and includes more 

than 40,000ft2 of medical device manufacturing space that will be powered by renewable 

energy 

 Merck. Cork. Announced it will invest approximately €440 m to increase membrane 

manufacturing capacity in Carrigtwohill and to build a new manufacturing facility at 

Blarney Business Park, both in Cork. The investment, which is the largest in a single site 
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ever for Merck’s Life Sciences business sector will create more than 370 permanent jobs 

by the end of 2027 

 Medtronic. Galway. Celebrated 40 years at its Parkmore facility in Galway and 

announced 200 Research & Development roles  

 Stryker. Cork. Celebrated the official opening of the high-tech facility at Anngrove. The 

new 156,000-square-foot development creates capacity for 600 high-tech jobs in the 

future 

 Abbott. Kilkenny. Donegal. Announced it is to construct a new greenfield 

manufacturing facility in Kilkenny and further invest in its Donegal Diabetes Care site, 

representing a combined investment of €440 m and creating 1,000 jobs between the two 

sites 

 MSD. Carlow. Announced the creation of over 100 new jobs in Carlow as part of the 

company’s ongoing commitment to strengthening its manufacturing capabilities  

 Horizon Therapeutics plc. Waterford. Submitted a planning application to expand its 

development and manufacturing facility in Waterford. The planned facility is expected to 

create approximately 350 jobs over time 

 J&J Vision. Limerick. Announced the expansion of its existing facility in Plassey, 

Limerick. The €100 million investment has the potential to create 80 new jobs 

 Pfizer. Dublin.  To invest over €1.2 bn at its Grange Castle facility.  This investment will 

see a new facility built on the site premises and will double the capacity for biological 

drug substance manufacturing at the facility and create 400 - 500 jobs 

 Citi. Dublin. Citi announced that it intends to create 300 new jobs for Ireland this year 

 Fidelity Investments. Dublin. Announced further expansion of its national footprint 

commencing a recruitment drive for 300 new fulltime positions for its team in Ireland 

 FinTrU. Donegal. Announced the establishment of a European Delivery Centre in 

Letterkenny and the creation of 300 jobs over the next five years 

 Waystone. Tipperary. Announced that it is to substantially increase its Ireland-based 

workforce by creating up to 100 additional new roles in Cashel, Co. Tipperary 

 Ultra Clean. Cavan. Announced the establishment of an Advanced Technology 

Cleaning Centre in Cavan, creating 100 jobs 
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 Three Ireland. Limerick. Announced a strong expansion of its operations at its 

Limerick customer experience centre, with the creation of 175 new jobs over the next 

four years 

 Grifols. Dublin. Inaugurated a new albumin purification and filling plant at its global 

manufacturing and supply hub in Grange Castle, Dublin, creating 200 jobs 

 EnerMech. Westmeath. Officially opened its first facility in Ireland, creating 

approximately 170 jobs opportunities over the next three years 

IDA Ireland Property Programme – Year End 2022 

Under IDA’s Property Programme the regional building programme will see 19 Advanced 

Building Solutions delivered in regional locations across Ireland during the lifetime of the 

strategy. 

The current status of this programme is that construction has been completed on four buildings: 

an Advance Technology Building (ATB) for Monaghan, an Advance Office Building (AOB) for 

Sligo, an Advance Building Solution (ABS) for Dundalk and the Advance Manufacturing Centre 

(AMC) in Limerick.  

Four buildings are under construction at present, in Carlow (ABS), Limerick (ABS) and 

Waterford’s third ABS and an AOB for Athlone. The Limerick ABS will be completed before 

the end of the year with the remaining three due for completion in Q1 2023. 

Other buildings under the programme, ABS for Sligo, Cavan, Galway, Letterkenny, Mullingar, 

Drogheda, Longford, Tralee, Oranmore and Castlebar, are in various stages of site identification, 

design, procurement and planning phases. IDA is also engaged with a number of local authorities 

for the delivery of advance planning permission in regional locations through partnership 

agreements. 

In addition to these Advance Building Solutions and our existing business parks, IDA Ireland 

has acquired a number of landbanks for future development in counties Kildare, Westmeath, 

Kerry, Waterford, Laois, Cork, Galway and Louth. 

Link to Annual Results 2022 Slideshow: https://www.slideshare.net/IDA-

Ireland/idairelandceo-endofyearppt2022v7-final-versionpptx 

  

 

  

  

https://idaireland.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1742b1fc555505427ce19d986&id=a40ee5c0d5&e=0ec98a7f8c
https://idaireland.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1742b1fc555505427ce19d986&id=a40ee5c0d5&e=0ec98a7f8c
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Read the full article here  
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Irish Government and IDA Ireland welcomes Pfizer’s $1 billion 

expansion 

1 December 2022 

 
 

IDA Ireland, together with An Tánaiste Leo Varadkar welcomed today’s announcement by Pfizer to 

invest over €1.2 billion at its Grange Castle facility.  This investment will see a new facility built on the 

site premises and will double the capacity for biological drug substance manufacturing at the facility and 

create hundreds of new jobs at the facility. 

 

Pfizer first established operations in Ireland in Ringaskiddy 1969, growing and has continuously invested 

in its facilities over the past 53 years. They presently employ some 5,000 people in Ireland. 

 

Tánaiste Leo Varadkar TD said: ‘The pharma sector is such an important part of the Irish economy and 

the commitment shown by Pfizer to further expand its business here is great news. The work undertaken at 

their facilities across Ireland saves and improves the lives of people all over the world.  I am very pleased 

that their presence in Dublin, and indeed in Ireland, continues to go from strength to strength.’ 

 

IDA Ireland Interim CEO Mary Buckley said: ‘’Pfizer has had a presence in Ireland for over 50 years and 

this major additional investment, adding further drug substance capacity to its already substantial Irish 

operations and jobs, underscores the strategic importance of Ireland in Pfizer’s global operations. It is 

proof of the company’s future commitment to Ireland and testament to Ireland’s continued attractiveness 

as a location for investment.’’ 
 
 
 

IDA Ireland 

Wilton Park House, 

Wilton Place, Dublin 2 

Tel: + 3531 603 4000 

Email: idaireland@ida.ie 
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Green Talent is on the rise – increased focus required to meet 

climate targets – Labour Market Pulse 

21 December 2022 

 

 

 LinkedIn data shows that 13% of LinkedIn members in Ireland are considered ‘’green talent’’ 

 Total number of people employed in Ireland maintained at record levels while unemployment rate 

has returned to pre-pandemic levels below 5%  

 Hiring rates have started to decline from post-pandemic highs, at 12.7% lower in October 2022 

than October 2021 

Wednesday 21st December 2022 - IDA Ireland, in partnership with Microsoft and LinkedIn, has today 

published its latest Labour Market Pulse, which provides an overview of the current insights and trends 

across the Irish labour market to help inform decision makers across business, academia and public policy. 

This edition of the Labour Market Pulse takes a closer look at the skills needed to support the transition to 

the green economy. This is particularly relevant off the back of the recent COP27 conference, where 

attendees called for more ambitious climate targets and stronger commitments to tackling climate change. 

This Labour Market Pulse shows the rising importance of green skills among today’s workforces.  The 

latest data from LinkedIn, based on analysis of the skills added by the platform’s 875+ million members 

globally over the past seven years, reveals that the share of green talent on LinkedIn has risen from 9.6% 

to 13.3% between 2015 and 2021.  

Ireland mirrors global and European talent trends, with 13% of LinkedIn members in Ireland considered 

‘green talent’ in 2021. This includes LinkedIn members that work in green jobs, requiring skills that 

enable the environmental sustainability of economic activity, and those that have these skills listed on 

their profile.   

The increase of green talent on LinkedIn has been driven partially by new sustainability-focused jobs but 

predominantly by jobs in other sectors with sustainable elements, such as compliance managers or data 

scientists. The most popular green skills groups added on LinkedIn in Ireland last year were 

Sustainability, Environmental Awareness, Renewable Energy, Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) and 

Environmental Science.  

https://www.idaireland.com/
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Green work 
In 2021, approximately 10% of LinkedIn Ireland members hired were in green jobs or jobs that benefited 

from green skills. Hiring for green jobs almost doubled from 2016 figures.  

Green jobs have particularly grown since 2019, coinciding with the implementation of climate targets and 

policies such as the Climate Action Plan. The continuation of this growth since 2020 has been encouraged 

by the focus on sustainability as a critical component to economic recovery following the Covid-19 

pandemic. This focus has been implemented at all levels, for example through the European Union 

Recovery and Resilience Facility’s requirement for Member States to focus plans on sustainability and 

digitisation.  

It is estimated that the Irish economy will need to fill over 20,000 jobs by 2030 just to support leading 

green economy sectors. Although new entrants to the labour market will fill some of these gaps, 

investment in lifelong learning, training and upskilling initiatives will be key to ensure future demand for 

green skills is met.  

Employment 
Meanwhile, the report also looks at employment rates in Ireland and highlights a decline in the hiring rate 

from post-pandemic highs. However, this 2022 figure is still above hiring rates in both October 2019 

(+6.3%) and 2020 (+6.75%).  

Amid several economic headwinds, uncertainty dampened consumer spending in Ireland during the first 

quarter of the year. However, the labour market continued to perform strongly throughout 2022, with CSO 

data showing that the total number of people employed in Ireland reached record levels of 2.55 million 

people in Q2 of 2022 and maintained them in Q3. 

Overall Ireland is approaching current economic challenges from a position of high employment, strong 

economic growth and robust public finances. IDA Ireland has seen a strong flow of foreign direct 

investment with several major announcements across sectors and regions and IDA’s recently announced 

annual results showed further growth in investment and employments in the multinational sector in 2022. 

Foreign direct investment is also growing rapidly in the green economy. The renewable energy sector was 

the biggest recipient of FDI globally in both 2020 and 2021, taking over from Coal, Oil and Gas which 

had been the traditional leader.  

Eamon Ryan, Minister for Transport, Climate, Environment & Communications commented 

“Ireland is committed to one of the most ambitious climate action plans of any developed country with the 

aim of achieving climate neutrality by 2050 at the latest, and a 51% reduction in emissions by 2030. Key 

to guaranteeing a more sustainable and secure future is ensuring we have the right green skills to power 

the transition to net zero - and the data from LinkedIn highlights that this workforce transition is already 

underway in Ireland. The growing sustainability skillset among Irish professionals coupled with the future 

demand for talent not only in a range of burgeoning climate sectors - like renewable energy and 

retrofitting but also in more traditions sectors - indicates the breadth of opportunities ahead in the journey 

to tackle climate change.” 

Commenting on the Labour Market Pulse, IDA Ireland Interim CEO Mary Buckley said: ‘’I welcome 

the data insights which shows that the green economy is a rapidly growing sector and that the increase in 

green talent demonstrates the focus that companies are putting on sustainability. Despite uncertainty in the 

global economy, it’s encouraging to see hiring rates of green talent almost double from 2016 and reflects 

the importance of sustainability.’’  
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Also commenting on today’s results, James O’Connor, Microsoft Ireland Site Lead and Vice 

President of Microsoft International Operations, said: “The ever growing need to protect the planet is 

forcing businesses to transform how they operate and to equip their teams with the skills to drive 

sustainable transformation forward. With a recent UCC report commissioned by Microsoft Ireland 

revealing that only 9% of Irish businesses consider themselves truly sustainable, it is reassuring to see the 

focus on ‘green’ talent in this latest Labour Market Pulse as it will greatly help to accelerate the transition 

to a net zero future while harnessing the new business opportunities that the green economy is unlocking.” 

Sharon McCooey, Head of LinkedIn Ireland, added: “A pronounced shift to green skills and jobs is 

already underway as evidenced by our latest data and recent IDA projects. With over 20,000 roles to be 

filled by 2030 in order to meet demand by companies in Ireland hiring for green skills, this presents a 

sizeable opportunity for businesses and job seekers alike. LinkedIn will continue to provide ongoing 

insights to help future talent, existing professionals and organisations realise the opportunities to come as 

we transition to a green economy.” 

Full details on the latest insights from Labour Market Pulse can be found here.  

 

 

 

 

 

IDA Ireland 

Wilton Park House, 

Wilton Place, Dublin 2 

Tel: + 3531 603 4000 

Email: idaireland@ida.ie  
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Siemens Healthineers launch laboratory equipment R&D centre in 

Swords 
13 January 2023 

 
 

 euro investment from Siemens Healthineers, with support from IDA Ireland. 

 The Centre will focus on uncovering breakthrough innovations in laboratory diagnostic equipment, 

used to help diagnose disease in laboratories and hospitals across the globe. 

 Local economy set to benefit from 100 new jobs with 65 high-level engineering roles. 

Siemens Healthineers has announced the launch of a Centre of Excellence for Immunoassay Instrument 

Research and Development (R&D) in Swords, Ireland. The new Centre will focus on unlocking 

breakthrough innovations in laboratory instruments used to detect infectious diseases, cancer and blood 

disorders. The existing manufacturing and engineering site, which supplies medical diagnostic equipment 

globally, will receive a multi-million-euro investment from Siemens Healthineers. This project is 

supported by the Irish Government through IDA Ireland. The investment will create additional jobs and 

enable clinicians to optimise patient care by bringing new levels of precision, efficiency and reliability to 

the diagnostic laboratories that serve them.  

Taoiseach Leo Varadkar TD states: “Congratulations to Siemens Healthineers on the launch of their 

Centre of Excellence for Immunoassay Instrument Research and Development. This is a significant 

expansion with the creation of 100 new jobs, the majority of which will be highly skilled, providing great 

opportunities for engineers. This new Centre is testament to Ireland’s strong reputation for R&D. Exciting 

new technology like that which will be developed in Swords, can make a real difference to people’s lives, 

to patient outcomes and to healthcare systems globally. I wish the team at Siemens Healthineers the very 

best for many successful years and continued growth in Ireland.”  

This significant investment by Siemens Healthineers will span multiple years and create 100 new jobs 

with 65 of those to be high-level engineering roles specialising in artificial intelligence, machine learning, 

software engineering, systems engineering and data science. This will more than double the existing 

https://www.idaireland.com/
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engineering team and transform the site into an innovation hub, growing knowledge, providing new 

training opportunities and developing a pool of expertise in immunoassay technology.   

The Centre will push the boundaries of science and engineering. Improvements to existing diagnostic 

techniques will enhance disease detection capabilities with the goal of delivering faster, higher precision 

results with improved patient insights. This will help to meet the extremely high throughput and complex 

needs of hospitals and laboratories in Ireland and globally. 

“The investment at Swords will build on our existing expertise in healthcare manufacturing, adding a 

critical research and development focus," states Dr Dennis Gilbert, Head of R&D for Siemens 

Healthineers Diagnostics. "Partnering with IDA has enabled us to move forward in ways that would not 

have otherwise been feasible and will allow us to pioneer breakthroughs in healthcare, helping hospitals 

and laboratories across the globe to diagnose disease more effectively and efficiently." 

“This is an exciting opportunity for us to create an entrepreneurial research environment, while leveraging 

the strength and breadth of all that Siemens Healthineers has to offer," states Fred O’Brien, VP of 

Manufacturing and Managing Director of Swords for Siemens Healthineers. "It highlights the calibre 

of the existing team and with this investment we will create a hub of skilled and experienced engineers 

and researchers, broadening the scope of careers in the local area.” 

‘’Today’s investment announcement by Siemens Healthineers is terrific news and demonstrates the 

company’s continued commitment to Ireland, where it’s had a presence in Dublin for 57 years,” 

states Mary Buckley, Interim CEO of IDA Ireland. “We welcome the company’s plans to create 100 

new jobs across research and development and we wish continued success for Siemens Healthineers.” 

Siemens Healthineers has been active in Swords supplying medical diagnostic equipment to hospitals and 

laboratories since 1966. The site manufactures haematology and immunoassay analysers and supports the 

continuous innovation of current and new products and the development of laboratory automation 

software, exported to more than 50 countries across all continents. Career opportunities available at 

Swords, Ireland will be advertised on the Siemens Healthineers recruitment portal.  

 

 
IDA Ireland 

Wilton Park House, 

Wilton Place, Dublin 2 

Tel: + 3531 603 4000 

Email: idaireland@ida.ie 
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Enterprise Ireland Updates & Reports 

   https://enterprise-ireland.com/en 

Two Irish women entrepreneurs win EU Prize for Women 

Innovators 

8th December 2022 

 
 
The European Commission has announced that two talented and inspiring Irish women entrepreneurs are 

winners in the EU Prize for Women Innovators 2022. Dr Ciara Clancy, founder and CEO of Beats 

Medical, has won in the Women Innovators category while Niamh Donnelly, co-founder and CRO of 

Akara Robotics, won in the Rising Innovators category. The competition celebrates the women 

responsible for Europe’s most groundbreaking innovations, from tackling climate change to treating the 

world’s deadliest diseases. 

The overall six winners in the two categories from Ireland, Spain, France, Bulgaria and Portugal were 

announced at the European Innovation Council (EIC) Summit in Brussels yesterday, Wednesday 7 

December. The three winners in the Women Innovators category will receive prizes of €100,000 each 

while the three winners in the Rising Innovators category will each receive €50,000. 

This is the second year in a row that Ireland has won in the Rising Innovator category which recognises 

promising emerging innovators under the age of 35. Last year, Ireland’s Ailbhe and Izzy Keane of Izzy 

Wheels won the award and a third of the entrepreneurs nominated for the finals were from Ireland. 

The competition is funded by the EU’s Horizon Europe programme for research and innovation and 

managed by the European Innovation Council (EIC) and SMEs Executive Agency (EISMEA). Enterprise 

Ireland leads the Horizon Europe National Support Network which aims to secure as much Irish 

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en
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engagement with this funding programme as possible. 

 

The prizes were announced by Mariya Gabriel, European Commissioner for Innovation, Research, 

Culture, Education and Youth, during the EIC's two-day summit in Brussels. 

Enterprise Ireland CEO Leo Clancy said: “This is great news for Ireland and reflects the notable rise 

of our women entrepreneurs in the start-up sector in this country. There were 14 finalists shortlisted for 

the six prizes, two of which were from Ireland. Both Dr Ciara Clancy of Beats Medical and Niamh 

Donnelly of Akara Robotics went on to win the overall prizes highlighting the international 

competitiveness and recognition of the calibre of women entrepreneurs emerging from Ireland. Enterprise 

Ireland continues to support and promote Irish women entrepreneurs with the aim of growing our talent 

pool while helping them to scale their businesses and ultimately create jobs. Overall, Ireland has enjoyed 

considerable success in EIC funding under the Horizon Europe programme with 15 Irish SMEs approved 

€86m in the last two years.” 

 

For further information, read the European Innovation Council Statement. 

Click here: Enterprise Ireland Press Office 

  

 

  

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.mediahq.com%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DKzH58ANruFYVUNEXIDIdzxgjcBjmxp7KQhnas5RvoLy6CofTkRmqe86vOcM6cBDp7YJA3LkAFUOOFNaf-2BogWuPev-2BFohF47eGm161gnRIyJSvZ6nBGzNnEjfKWd3de2JmStxVkp-2BFRiJLZWQTQcUIw-3D-3DbLs0_r1sI6Ewx8XCdLUxCgC-2FhydmKJIWKe6LIn7HJ-2BGpFlLRW80AY131k6aBeGO9OpUBUZTHM2cyv2tTgOZn4f-2BiBAIysCYHd4rKYUowRi0-2FbcTUKcTwxODxpAAlYpKZu-2BsIwpryu6s06UyjS6nc6RzsVuwmhj-2FhIKsQ6u8nHRJQjrr1WNOYzZmsGq-2BeRhpW0iC2FlHI4SKex9IbVzXwCNc-2BhisjFgEhOwldXveP-2BFxKAX4yvlr4qU0VBI8wooz9meNgfNgtZWZAQ5WmaBWIH4LAG-2F-2BjfQIF8Qza7LOEErD3BdA8-3D&data=05%7C01%7CCatherine.Fanning%40enterprise-ireland.com%7C47b5bccd09314781124b08dad903d67a%7Cbdd3e620ccf34ac6a8070501d2cb25c4%7C0%7C0%7C638060907748128190%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=RzonvKYebz%2Bgdq3SNreIFH59yVNZGqkg8ZShOMSqMLU%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.mediahq.com%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DKzH58ANruFYVUNEXIDIdzxgjcBjmxp7KQhnas5RvoLyUY7KM49-2BaWk8oXes366Md5pIErpN8ooFKcXAR0Xwbnaq2K4Cixau47UTOY-2Fda96-2FRnff8SjkYlx-2FmiDuKNMztLIDLXVng-2FwttD6aQznD2rEi2-2FP-2BsOAfjK6zqyXQ345hQSNATRoSPBph3rPojUo19XIBkPdarKF8JNCz2-2FDqUOg-3D-3D-boV_r1sI6Ewx8XCdLUxCgC-2FhydmKJIWKe6LIn7HJ-2BGpFlLRW80AY131k6aBeGO9OpUBUZTHM2cyv2tTgOZn4f-2BiBAIysCYHd4rKYUowRi0-2FbcTUKcTwxODxpAAlYpKZu-2BsIwpryu6s06UyjS6nc6RzsVuzsWpWcC3fjtzShijxsv6G00eQ4w-2FkALU6DjPQ5Om2wGyomanDQ7zTIpnWzzXocoIuAURlZdkLimLx972qjnb45dOPyU5UmnLpKh4ysrtiYpIGj2bIxi7pmO2uLuHESaQHuqSV7DKwkT6Cmt6TOu2kw-3D&data=05%7C01%7CCatherine.Fanning%40enterprise-ireland.com%7C47b5bccd09314781124b08dad903d67a%7Cbdd3e620ccf34ac6a8070501d2cb25c4%7C0%7C0%7C638060907748128190%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=v78MIGG71PZHKyNNXbMTkOS3VoN6tN69kqRvE%2FByj1g%3D&reserved=0
mailto:press@enterprise-Ireland.Com
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Enterprise Ireland, University College Dublin and French Embassy 

Announce New Agreement to Strengthen Innovation and Applied 

Research Links Between Ireland and France 
16th December, 2022 

 
 

At the signing of the MOU at NovaUCD are (left to right) HE Vincent Guérend, Ambassador of France to Ireland, 

Professor Mark Rogers, Acting UCD President and Leo Clancy, CEO, Enterprise Ireland. 

 

Enterprise Ireland, University College Dublin and the Embassy of France in Ireland today announced the 

signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) establishing a new International Technical Expert 

(ETI) role dedicated to strengthening Innovation and Applied Research links between France and Ireland. 

Building on the strong base of academic and cultural co-operation between France and Ireland, the ETI 

will work with multiple stakeholders in France and Ireland with the aim of broadening co-operation and 

mutual understanding in the fields of applied research and innovation. The ETI will be based at 

NovaUCD, Ireland's leading university incubator, which has supported over 500 start-ups and early-stage 

ventures. 

The ETI will also work closely with the Research and Innovation Department at Enterprise Ireland, which 

is also the co-ordinator of the Irish National Contact Point network for the Horizon Europe programme. 

In addition, the ETI will develop an in-depth understanding of the research and innovation landscape in 

both Ireland and France to identify strategic priorities common to both jurisdictions. 

Commenting on this announcement, HE Vincent Guérend, Ambassador of France to Ireland, 

said of the project, “Research and Innovation is one of the most dynamic areas of Franco-Irish relations 

and this position highlights the special relationship between our two countries as France is now Ireland’s 

closest EU neighbour. This partnership with Enterprise Ireland and UCD is particularly innovative 

because of its positioning between administration, research and business. The agreement represents one of 

several milestones that we have achieved in the France-Ireland Joint Plan of Action, which was signed on 

the occasion of the visit of President Macron in August 2021 in Dublin. This post is one of only 6 of its 

kind in the world, so having one of them in Ireland is a real achievement.” 

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en
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Professor Mark Rogers, Acting UCD President said, “UCD is delighted to be collaborating with the 

Embassy of France in Ireland and Enterprise Ireland to strengthen innovation and applied research links 

between Ireland and France, and to be hosting the international technical expert at NovaUCD. 

Through NovaUCD and the Enterprise Ireland team, we look forward to working with the international 

technical expert to strengthen links between the French and Irish start-up, innovation and applied research 

ecosystems. By leveraging existing partnerships, and building new collaborations, we aim to increase the 

attractiveness of both countries to the strategic innovation and research opportunities we will create in the 

coming years.” 

Leo Clancy, CEO, Enterprise Ireland said, “Enterprise Ireland is delighted to be a key partner in this 

new initiative that will strengthen the research and innovation links between Ireland and France. Both 

France and Ireland place a high value on the enterprise and job creation potential of cutting-edge research 

and innovation and its role in tackling key global issues, such as decarbonisation. I look forward to the 

new synergies between the research and innovation communities in both countries that this new initiative 

will foster.” 

Editors Notes 

Enterprise Ireland is the Irish government organisation responsible for the development and growth of 

Irish enterprises in world markets. We work in partnership with Irish enterprises to help them start, grow, 

innovate and win export sales in global markets. In this way, we support sustainable economic growth, 

regional development and secure employment. www.enterprise-ireland.com 

University College Dublin is Ireland’s largest and most diverse university and one of Europe’s leading 

research-intensive universities. Since 1854 UCD has made a unique contribution to the creation of modern 

Ireland, based on successful engagement with Irish society on every level and across every sphere of 

activity. As Ireland’s leading university in innovation, knowledge transfer and commercialisation, UCD’s 

commitment to innovation and entrepreneurship recognises the importance of active participation and 

collaboration to exploit leading-edge research and development outputs. As set out in Rising to the Future 

2020-2024 UCD’s four strategic themes are creating a sustainable global society, transforming through 

digital technology, building a healthy world, and empowering humanity. www.ucd.ie 

The French Embassy in Ireland is the diplomatic representation of the French Republic in Ireland. It is 

located in Dublin, the capital of the country. Since 2020 H.E Vincent Guérend is the Ambassador of 

France to Ireland. https://ie.ambafrance.org/ 

At NovaUCD, the hub for new ventures and entrepreneurs at University College Dublin, we nurture 

and support new high-tech and knowledge-intensive companies as part of UCD’s mission. At 

NovaUCD we provide purpose-built, state-of-the-art incubation facilities alongside a comprehensive 

business support programme for client companies. Since opening in 2003 NovaUCD has supported 

over 500 start-ups and early-stage ventures which haver raised in excess of €1 billion in equity 

funding and created thousands of jobs. NovaUCD has been funded through a unique public-private 

partnership that includes AIB Bank, Arthur Cox, Deloitte, Enterprise Ireland, Ericsson, Goodbody 

Stockbrokers, UCD and Xilinx. www.ucd.ie/innovation 

For further information, please contact: 

Paul Daly 

Press Office 

Enterprise Ireland 

Paul Daly +353 87 2235187 

http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/
http://www.ucd.ie/
https://ie.ambafrance.org/
https://www.ucd.ie/innovation/
mailto:paul.daly@enterprise-Ireland.Com
tel:+353872235187
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Tánaiste announces funding of up to €13.3m for three innovative 

projects 
16th December, 2022 

 
 

Disruptive Technologies Innovation Fund continues to drive investment in research 

and innovation 

The Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Leo Varadkar TD, and the Minister for 

Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Simon Harris TD today announced that 

another three innovative projects have been approved funding of up to €13.3 million in the second tranche 

of awards under the fourth round of the Disruptive Technologies Innovation Fund (DTIF). This brings the 

total allocation of DTIF funding to over €288 million, with over €165 million (57%) of the funding 

awarded to project partners outside of Dublin. 

Announcing the three additional awards under Call 4 of the DTIF, the Tánaiste and Minister for 

Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Leo Varadkar TD, said: 

“Innovation opens the door to future growth, future prosperity and future jobs. I am glad that we are in a 

position to fund a further three disruptive innovation projects under Call 4 of the Disruptive Technologies 

Innovation Fund. 

“The three additional awards will see €13.3m shared among the 11 partners involved, bringing total 

investment in this call to over €53m across 14 projects. It is really positive to see the commitment of the 

enterprise partners to match the Government investment, which will see a further €9m in private sector 

funding directed to these projects. 

“The latest projects being funded involve collaboration on exciting projects in the MedTech and Climate 

Action sectors. These projects have the potential to significantly improve the quality of life for people 

with heart valve problems or leg ulcers, and to reduce the carbon footprint of livestock.” 

DTIF places a large emphasis on SME participation, to utilise their potential as drivers of disruptive 

innovation. The three successful consortia in this tranche of funding are being led by an SME, in 

collaboration with three other enterprise partners and five partners from our research institutions. 158 

SMEs have been awarded funding in the four DTIF calls to date. SME participation is fundamental to the 
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continued stimulation of new technologies. These technologies will help us embrace new opportunities, 

futureproof our economy and provide resilience for the challenges we face today and for those that lie 

ahead. 

Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science Simon Harris TD 

also welcomed the three latest DTIF awards: 

“These three additional DTIF awards are further evidence of the links between excellent research and our 

strong industry base. The six enterprise partners and five research institutions involved will work together 

to convert their industrial research into products that can disrupt existing markets. Continuous innovation 

enables Irish companies to compete successfully in global markets. Such innovation is however dependent 

on having a solid science base, and I am proud that our research institutions so regularly demonstrate that 

they can rise to the demands required of them by industry. It augurs well for the ongoing success of our 

economy and society.” 

Leo Clancy, CEO of Enterprise Ireland, which administers the Disruptive Technologies Innovation 

Fund, said: 

“Despite the huge challenges presented in recent years, Irish companies have remained agile, and have 

contributed to Ireland becoming a global hub for technology and innovation. The recipients of these 

awards, who are working on disruptive projects with the ability to potentially improve healthcare 

outcomes and to have an impact on sustainability, exemplify that innovation and resilience. These awards 

will support these companies to continue to be ambitious and will support further collaboration.” 

 Download Disruptive Technologies Innovation Fund (DTIF) – Second Tranche of Awards under Call 4 

(2021 – 2022) 

NOTE TO EDITORS: 

The Disruptive Technologies Innovation Fund (DTIF) is a €500 million fund established under the 

National Development Plan (NDP) in 2018. The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

manages the DTIF with administrative support from Enterprise Ireland. The purpose of the Fund is to 

drive collaboration between Ireland’s world-class research base and industry as well as facilitating 

enterprises to compete directly for funding in support of the development and adoption of these 

technologies. The aim is to support investment in the development and deployment of disruptive 

technologies and applications on a commercial basis. 

Call 4 applications to DTIF were assessed by panels of international experts against four criteria – quality 

of the disruptive technology, excellence of overall approach, economic impact and sustainability, and 

strength of the collaboration. 

For further information, please contact: 

Emma Jane Hade 

Press Office 

Enterprise Ireland 

Email Emma Jane Hade 

 

  

https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/News/PressReleases/2022-Press-Releases/Disruptive-Technologies-Innovation-Fund-DTIF-Second-Tranche-of-Awards-under-Call-4-2021-2022.docx
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/News/PressReleases/2022-Press-Releases/Disruptive-Technologies-Innovation-Fund-DTIF-Second-Tranche-of-Awards-under-Call-4-2021-2022.docx
mailto:emma-jane.hade@enterprise-Ireland.Com
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Job creation ahead of target - 218,178 now employed by 

Enterprise Ireland client companies 

10th January 2023 

 
 

• Net Jobs increased by 5% with 10,841 created in 2022 

• 68% of total jobs outside the Dublin region 

• 161 early-stage company approvals in 2022 

The Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Simon Coveney TD and Enterprise Ireland, the 

Government agency responsible for developing Irish business globally, today announced the creation of 

19,660 new jobs by Enterprise Ireland client companies in 2022. The jobs growth translates into a net 

increase of 10,841 jobs created last year. 

Enterprise Ireland companies now employ 218,178 people, an increase of 5% on the 2021 outturn and 

68% of these jobs are outside Dublin. 

Employment increased across Enterprise Ireland’s three core economic sectors - Technology & Services 

(+8%), Industrial and Life Sciences (+5%) and Food and Sustainability (+3%). 

Strong employment growth was reported in specific sub sectors such as: 

 Climate, Sustainability and Agritech (+13%) 

 Digital Technology (+9%), 

 High Tech Construction and Housing (+6%) 

 Fintech, Financial and Business Services (+6%) 

The Life Sciences and Engineering sectors both saw 5% employment growth. 

Speaking at the launch of the figures today Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Simon 

Coveney TD said: “The employment base in Ireland is already strong as further evidenced by the 

substantial jobs figures announced today by Enterprise Ireland. 2021 was a record year for employment 

creation in Enterprise Ireland companies and to see a further 5% increase in total employment in 2022 

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en
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shows the potential we have to continue to go from strength-to-strength. But we must not be complacent, 

and we need to continue to focus on the right things to further build the resilience of business and to keep 

innovation at the heart of that. 

“A real positive of today’s results is the regional balance in terms of both new jobs created and total 

employment. More than 147,000 people in the regions are now employed by Enterprise Ireland client 

companies, making an enormous contribution to local economies and communities. 

“The Government’s target to have a record 2.5 million people employed by 2024 has already been 

exceeded. Enterprise Ireland has also exceeded its own employment target for 2022 with these results 

announced today. 

“I firmly believe that with a strong focus on innovation, digitalisation, sustainability and regional 

development, Enterprise Ireland will continue to enhance their significant contribution to growing and 

maintaining quality jobs in every region and county in Ireland. 

“The White Paper on Enterprise which we published last December together with progressing the 

recommendations of the SME Taskforce and, in combination with Enterprise Ireland’s own strategy, will 

help to guide us on our journey to drive the improvements that matter most to small businesses, 

particularly the evolution towards a green and digital future, which are the twin pillars of our future 

enterprise policy. 

“To help business to adapt and to make the necessary changes we need to build on successful 

interventions, like the Digital and Green Transition Funds, and to reap the opportunities available. 

The results announced today give us a really strong platform on which to further grow and expand our 

enterprise base and in a sustainable way.” 

Enterprise Ireland CEO Leo Clancy said: “I am delighted to announce that 2022 was a strong year 

with our client companies creating 19,660 new jobs, growing net employment by 5%. This compares 

favorably with the latest CSO Labour Force Survey for 2022 which showed an increase of 3.4% in total 

employment across the economy.” 

“Of note is the significant growth in key sectors of the economy ranging from Lifesciences, Prepared 

Consumer Food to Technology and Services.” 

Today’s announcement takes place at leading Irish tech firm Version 1’s headquarters in Dublin. 

Leo Clancy continued,“Enterprise Ireland supported companies like Version 1 play a vital role in the 

Irish economy, employing more than 218,000 people in cities, towns and villages throughout the country 

and making an enormous contribution to local economies. 

“Supporting Irish-owned companies to achieve greater scale and expand their global footprint is a 

priority for Enterprise Ireland in 2023 and we are committed to supporting Irish companies on their 

journey to become global leaders in their field. This will ensure that Irish enterprise continues to create 

and sustain jobs, providing a platform for strong economic growth into the future.” 

Version 1, a Technology Services company supported by Enterprise Ireland, recently surpassed 3,000 

employees globally. Version 1 has embraced hybrid working and so, alongside employees in its Dublin, 

Cork and Belfast offices, it also has many employees working remotely from other locations across the 

country. 

Louise Lahiff, Director of Strategy and People, Version 1 said: “Enterprise Ireland’s support has been 

essential in enabling our rapid growth, in particular in an environment with strong overseas competition 

for talent. We are proud to offer compelling, high quality, flexible job opportunities across Ireland in a 

values-led organisation and will continue to do so in 2023.” 
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For further information contact 

Nicola Corboy 

Press & Media Relations 

Enterprise Ireland 

Nicola Corboy 

+353 86 021 0114 

  

mailto:nicola.corboy@enterprise-Ireland.Com
tel:%20+353%2086%20021%200114
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Applications are now open for Enterprise Ireland’s 42nd Student 

Entrepreneur Awards competition 
25th January 2023 

 
Annie Madden, co-founder of FenuHealth, winner of the Student Entrepreneur Awards 2022 

 

Awards are open to undergraduate and postgraduate students from across Ireland’s 

third-level institutions 

Closing date for entries is Thursday, 16 March 2023 

Enterprise Ireland is inviting students from third-level institutions across the country who have an 

innovative business idea with real commercial potential to apply to this year’s Student Entrepreneur 

Awards competition. 

This year celebrates the 42nd year of the Student Entrepreneur Awards, which aim to encourage students 

with entrepreneurial ambitions from all academic disciplines to explore starting their own business as a 

career option. 

The Student Entrepreneur Awards are co-sponsored by Cruickshank, Grant Thornton and the Local 

Enterprise Offices, and ten finalists will be selected to compete for several awards, such as the 

Cruickshank High Achieving Merit Award, the Grant Thornton High Achieving Merit Award and the 

Local Enterprise Office High Achieving Merit award. 

The overall winner of the Student Entrepreneur Awards competition will receive a prize of €10,000 and 

mentoring from Enterprise Ireland to support them to develop the commercial viability of their concept. 

Other award winners will also receive expert advice and mentoring support from Enterprise Ireland, as 

well as sponsorship to help them turn their entrepreneurial ideas into reality. 

University College Cork student Annie Madden, co-founder of FenuHealth, won Enterprise Ireland’s 2022 

Student Entrepreneur of the Year Award. Her company develops 100% natural products designed to 

prevent and resolve stomach problems in horses and ponies. 

Other 2022 award winners included SETU student Alannah Pardy of Recapture One, a cloud-based 

multimedia company specialising in the development of personalised bereavement memorials, and from 
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St. Angela's College, Sligo; vitamin C and collagen snack company Rollagen, established by Claire 

Finnegan. 

Richard Murphy, Manager Local Enterprise Offices Support, Policy & Co-ordination Unit, 

Enterprise Ireland said: 

“Since its inception over four decades ago, the Student Entrepreneur Awards have provided young, 

ambitious entrepreneurs with the opportunity to showcase their innovative business ideas. Every year, we 

receive over 1,000 entries from third-level students from across the country. We continue to be inspired by 

the high-calibre entries which are a testament to the emphasis that our higher-level institutes place on 

entrepreneurship. The awards are a stepping-stone to success for Ireland’s future business leaders and 

many past participants have excelled in entrepreneurship on both national and international levels. I’d 

encourage all third-level students to enter the awards now and start out on the journey to realising your 

entrepreneurial ambitions.” 

Annie Madden, of FenuHealth, winner of the 2022 Enterprise Ireland Student Entrepreneur of the 

Year, said: “The recognition from the Student Enterprise Awards was a great boost for the business. I am 

now focusing on promoting the products more within the sport horse industry. As well as the recognition 

FenuHealth received, the advice I received from the judges during the Student Entrepreneur Awards 

process was really helpful, and I have implemented that within the business. I would encourage any 

students who have an innovative idea and entrepreneurial ambitions to consider applying for this year’s 

Student Enterprise Awards.” 

The closing date for Student Entrepreneur Award entries is Thursday, 16th March 2023. The award 

winners will be announced at a ceremony on Friday, 9 June 2023. 

Entries to the Student Entrepreneur Awards 2023 can be made via www.studententrepreneurawards.com 

 

About Enterprise Ireland 

Enterprise Ireland is the Irish government agency responsible for the development and growth of Irish 

companies internationally in order to grow exports and jobs. Enterprise Ireland works with entrepreneurs 

and businesses to help them to start-up, develop innovative products and services, and scale 

internationally. Enterprise Ireland facilitates access to international markets through its international office 

network, supports business strategy & management capability training and provides finance, investment 

and research expertise. 

www.enterprise-ireland.com 

For further information contact: 

Enterprise Ireland Press Office 

 

  

http://www.studententrepreneurawards.com/
http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/
mailto:press@enterprise-Ireland.Com
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Enterprise Ireland has made three new appointments to its 

Executive Team 

26th January 2023 

 
Jenny Melia has been appointed as Executive Director with responsibility for Regions & Local 

Enterprise, Food & Sustainability and Industrial, Life Sciences & Construction. Jenny will have 

responsibility for a wide portfolio including our largest client segments and our initiatives in providing 

deep infrastructure for enterprise development in regional Ireland. 

Jenny has a strong track record in leadership roles within the organisation. She is passionate about helping 

Irish companies to innovate and grow, and supporting Ireland’s entrepreneurs to achieve their ambition. 

She first joined the Research and Innovation Division as a commercialisation specialist, and managed 

Enterprise Ireland’s national research and technology programmes between industry and third-level 

research institutes. As the Irish liaison for EU nanotech and advanced materials funding programmes, 

Jenny was appointed by the EU Commissioner to their high-level advisory group. 

She has since held a number of senior roles within the organisation across a variety of sectors, led the 

High Potential Start-Up (HPSU) team and was most recently the Divisional Manager for Technology and 

Services. She graduated from UCD with a BSc and PhD in Chemistry. 

Marina Donohoe has been appointed as Enterprise Ireland’s Head of Research and Innovation. In this 

role she will lead on Enterprise Ireland’s extensive portfolio of investments in industry focused academic 

research and commercialisation of third level intellectual property. She will also manage a wide range of 

programmes focused on advanced innovation including in company-based research, Disruptive 

Technologies as well as our very successful teams focused on European research programmes. 

Marina has enjoyed a distinguished career with Enterprise Ireland and has held a number of senior 

positions in our head office in Ireland, as well as across our network of international offices, including the 

United States and UK. Marina led on the establishment of six new offices globally for Enterprise Ireland, 

including Silicon Valley, Sao Paulo and Copenhagen, and the development of the organisation’s Eurozone 

strategy. 

She previously served as the Manager of our West Coast office in the US, as well as the Director for 

Americas. Marina also spent time as the Clean Tech manager in the organisation, as well as serving as 
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Head of the Business and Consumer Services department and Head of Education in Ireland. She was most 

recently the Enterprise Ireland Director for UK and Northern Europe, a role she held for eight years. 

Marina is a graduate of Trinity College Dublin (BSc Mgmt), UCC/IMI (MoB) and has attended executive 

development programmes at IMI, Stanford, Colombia and LSE. 

Gillian Brennan joined Enterprise Ireland earlier this month as Divisional Manager for Business 

Operations, leading all of Enterprise Ireland’s core business support functions. Gillian is a Chartered 

Accountant with 20 years’ experience across a range of Business Operations, Financial Management, and 

Portfolio Management roles. 

Prior to joining Enterprise Ireland in 2023, Gillian spent nine years with Accenture, working with clients 

to prioritise, plan and deliver strategically important IT and business transformation programmes. 

Throughout her career, she has worked with a wide variety of companies across Public Sector, 

Technology and Financial Services. Gillian is passionate about mentoring young people entering STEM 

and business roles. She has an MBA from Smurfit Business School, a Diploma in Corporate Finance 

(ICAI), is a Project Management Professional (PMI), and certified in Lean Six Sigma. 

Speaking about these appointments, Leo Clancy, CEO, Enterprise Ireland said: 

“I am delighted to announce the promotions of my colleagues Jenny Melia and Marina Donohoe and to 

welcome Gillian Brennan to Enterprise Ireland, taking up key positions on our Executive Team. 

“Enterprise Ireland, through our new strategy, is committed to working with our excellent Irish owned 

enterprise sector to create a step change in impact for this country by the end of this decade. This depends 

on leadership and ambition among our clients, but also on ensuring we have leaders at all levels within 

our organisation. 

“These colleagues have proven track-records of leadership in Enterprise Ireland and elsewhere. I am 

confident they will bring new and innovative approaches to their respective roles, focusing on our mission 

of accelerating the development of world class Irish companies.” 

 

 

Contact: Enterprise Ireland Press Office 
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Trinity, Teagasc and UCD win big at KTI Impact Awards 2022 
2 December 

 

The annual awards from Knowledge Transfer Ireland recognise innovation and 

collaboration in bringing public-funded research to the commercial space. 

 
Trinity College Dublin (TCD), Teagasc and University College Dublin (UCD) were recognised at the 

Knowledge Transfer Ireland (KTI) Impact Awards 2022 for their role helping produce commercial impact 

from academic research. 

 
To read more go to: 

Trinity, Teagasc and UCD win big at KTI Impact Awards 2022 (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

 

Vish Gain is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

----------------------------------------  
 

Five women awarded STEM-focused Trinity scholarship 
6 December 

Trinity plans to award 25 women the Connect to STEM scholarship over the next five 

years, which is worth €20,000 per student and supported by Three Ireland. 

 

Trinity College Dublin has announced the recipients of a new scholarship that aims to attract more 

women to STEM subjects. 

Five women have been selected for the Connect to STEM scholarship, which is worth €20,000 for 

each student over a four-year undergraduate programme. 

To read more go to: 

Five women awarded STEM-focused Trinity scholarship (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

 

Leigh Mc Gowran is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------   
 

Irish women awarded top EU innovator prizes 
7 December 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/knowledge-transfer-ireland-kti-impact-awards-2022
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/women-connect-stem-scholarship-trinity-dublin
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/
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Dr Ciara Clancy and Niamh Donnelly were among the six winners at the EIC’s 

awards for women innovators. 

Irish entrepreneurs have once again come out on top at an EU ceremony celebrating 

innovative women founders. 

The winners of this year’s EU Prize for Women Innovators were announced by European 

commissioner Mariya Gabriel during the two-day summit of the European Innovation Council. 

Dr Ciara Clancy, founder and CEO of Beats Therapeutics, was one of three winners of the main 

Women Innovators award. 

To read more go to: 

Irish women awarded top EU innovator prizes (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Elaine Burke is the host of For Tech’s Sake, a co-production from Silicon Republic and The 

HeadStuff Podcast Network. She was previously the editor of Silicon Republic. 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------  

 

UCC researcher awarded €2.5m from EU to look into antibiotics alternatives 
12 December 

The EU-backed project aims to tackle antimicrobial resistance, which has become a 

problem due to over-reliance on antibiotics and a lack of new drug development. 

The director of Science Foundation Ireland’s APC Microbiome research centre has been awarded an EU 

grant to investigate alternatives to antibiotics. 

APC Microbiome is located at University College Cork (UCC). Prof Paul Ross is the first researcher 

based at the university to receive such a grant, which comes from the European Research Council (ERC). 

Ross has been awarded €2.5m in funding for his investigations under the ERC’s Advanced Grant 

programme. 

 

To read more go to: 

UCC researcher awarded €2.5m from EU to look into antibiotics alternatives (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 
Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 
 

---------------------------------------------------  

 

Tiny sensors created by Irish scientists could help farmers cut pollution 
14 December 

The sensor tech lets farmers know in real time what the nitrate levels in the soil are, meaning less fertiliser 

needs to be spread. 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/eu-women-innovators-awards-ciara-clancy-niamh-donnelly
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/drug-resistant-antibiotics-research-apc-microbiome-ucc
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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As part of efforts to make farming more environmentally friendly, researchers in Cork have developed 

new sensor tech to measure the levels of nitrates in soils more accurately. 

 

Nitrates are essential for plant growth, but too much can be a pollutant affecting biodiversity in rivers, 

lakes and oceans. 

 

The sensors mean that testing for nitrates can be done in real time instead of in laboratories – a process 

that farmers would have to wait for and that would only reveal the levels at a particular point in time. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Tiny sensors created by Irish scientists could help farmers cut pollution (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

-----------------------------------------------------------  

 

Cork’s Tyndall Institute teams up with US semiconductor start-up incubator 
20 December 

 

Silicon Catalyst’s semiconductor start-up founders will be able to tap into insights from researchers 

at Ireland’s Tyndall Institute. 

 

Tyndall National Institute has formed a partnership with Silicon Catalyst, a semiconductor start-up 

incubator based in the US. 

The collaboration will connect the Irish research centre to scaling start-ups and SMEs, creating new 

working partnerships between industry and academia globally. 

Based at University College Cork, Tyndall specialises in deep-tech research in electronics and photonics. 

Its team works with industry to transform research into products in its core areas of electronics, 

communications, energy, health, agri-food and the environment. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Cork's Tyndall Institute teams up with US semiconductor start-up incubator (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------  

 

Galway researchers make healthcare breakthroughs with biomarkers research 
21 December 

Two separate teams of University of Galway researchers found that certain 

biomarkers can indicate Parkinson’s disease and the likelihood of breast cancer 

recurrence. 
 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/sensor-tech-iot-ucc-farmers-pollution
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/tyndall-institute-ucc-silicon-catalyst
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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Researchers at University of Galway have identified a set of biomarkers in people’s blood that can 

distinguish patients with Parkinson’s disease from those not affected. 

 

The study was led by Prof Adrienne Gorman of University of Galway’s School of Biological and 

Chemical Sciences and a paper has been published in the journal Molecular Neurobiology. 

 

“This research brings us one step closer to improving Parkinson’s disease diagnosis,” said Gorman. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Galway researchers make healthcare breakthroughs with biomarkers research (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

--------------------------------------------------------  

 

Major boost for Ireland’s technological universities with new buildings 
22 December 

The new buildings around the country will cost about €250m, with many providing 

spaces for STEM education. 
 

Six new higher education buildings will be constructed across multiple campuses in the eastern, southern 

and midlands regions of Ireland. 

 

The construction plans were announced by Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, 

Innovation and Science Simon Harris, TD. 

 

The buildings will be located at TU Dublin’s Tallaght and Blanchardstown campuses, Munster 

Technological University (MTU) campuses in Cork and Kerry, the Athlone campus of Technological 

University of the Shannon (TUS) and at the Institute of Art, Design and Technology (IADT) in Dún 

Laoghaire. 

 

To continue go to: 

Major boost for Ireland’s technological universities with new buildings (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by 

Jenny Darmody is the editor of Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-----------------------------------------------------  

 

33 research infrastructure projects bag €53.3m in SFI funding 
3 January 

The projects range from a new platform to test novel fertilisers to a one-stop shop for 

battery development.  

 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/galway-biomarkers-research-healthcare-breast-cancer-parkinsons-disease
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/higher-education-buildings-science-technology-engineering
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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A new wave of funding has been announced to support 33 high-impact research infrastructure projects 

across Ireland. 

These endeavours will receive a total investment of €53.3m through the Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) 

Research Infrastructure Fund. The funding was announced by Minister for Further and Higher Education, 

Research, Innovation and Science Simon Harris, TD. 

 

Harris said the funding will support “transformative research” which will have a “national and 

international impact”. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

33 research infrastructure projects bag €53.3m in SFI funding (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by 

Leigh Mc Gowran is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-------------------------------------------------------  

 

University of Galway picks Prof Peter Doran to lead clinical research centre 
6 January 

Doran said he will work with the University of Galway’s clinical partners and industry to ensure the 

success of the new clinical research institute. 

 

Prof Peter Doran has joined University of Galway’s College of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, 

where he will lead its new clinical trials institute. 

 

Doran will be tasked with directing the institute’s medical research, overseeing scientists as they work to 

develop new treatments, medical diagnostics and preventative therapies. 

 

According to Doran, the new clinical trials institute aims to have an impact “locally, nationally and 

globally”. 

 

To continue go to: 

University of Galway picks Prof Peter Doran to lead clinical research centre (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Prof Tomás Ward appointed director of SFI’s Insight centre at DCU 
9 January 

Ward has been a principal investigator at Insight since 2018, focusing on machine 

learning development for the improvement of human health, performance and 

decision-making. 
 

The Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Insight research centre for data analytics has appointed Prof Tomás 

Ward as the new director of its Dublin City University branch. 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/research-infrastructure-funding-sfi-ireland
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/peter-doran-university-of-galway-clinical-research-institute
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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To continue reading go to: 

Prof Tomás Ward appointed director of SFI's Insight centre at DCU (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Leigh Mc Gowran is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-------------------------------------------------------  

 

Teen innovators scoop total prize fund of €5,000 at TECS awards in UL 
11 January 

This year’s TECS winners were Samir Bioud, Kishi Akinyemi and Surabhi Sathish. The 

competition for young innovators is in its second year. 

 

Ten teams of secondary school students were recognised for their tech and entrepreneurial acumen at this 

year’s national awards ceremony for TECS (Technologists, Engineers, Creators, Scientists). 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Teen innovators scoop total prize fund of €5,000 at TECS awards in UL (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Poolbeg Pharma wants to use key flu medication to treat cancer 
16 January 

POLB 001, a treatment for severe influenza developed by Poolbeg, has the potential 

to address life-threatening side effects in the treatment of cancer. 
 

Poolbeg Pharma, a biopharmaceutical company that focuses on infectious diseases, has filed a patent for 

one of its therapies to be used in cancer treatments. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Poolbeg Pharma wants to use key flu medication to treat cancer (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by 

Vish Gain is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

--------------------------------------------------------  

 

Irish scientists discover new potential treatment for superbugs 
17 January 

University of Galway research suggests antibiotics become more effective at 

eliminating superbugs when combined with purines, which are found in our DNA. 
 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/tomas-ward-sfi-insight-centre-dcu
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/tecs-awards-ul-teen-innovators-collison-brothers
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/polb-001-poolbeg-pharma-influenza-oncology-cancer-treatment
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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Scientists have shared a new method to improve the treatment of superbugs such as MRSA, which are 

resistant to typical antibiotics. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

Irish scientists discover new potential treatment for superbugs (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Leigh Mc Gowran is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------  

 

University of Galway scientists test Irish families for glyphosate toxin 
23 January 

The Galway study comes as the EU is yet to decide the outcome of its review on the 

use of controversial herbicide glyphosate. 
 

A study carried out by University of Galway researchers has found low level traces of the toxic herbicide 

glyphosate in a quarter of the people tested. 
 

To continue reading go to: 

University of Galway scientists test Irish families for glyphosate toxin (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Blathnaid O’Dea is Careers reporter at Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

EPA awards €10.7m to 42 climate research projects across Ireland 
28 January 

The funding will support more than 200 researchers as they address various challenges, such as 

restoring the environment and working towards a green economy. 

 

Ireland’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has awarded €10.7m to research projects tackling the 

climate crisis. 

 

To continue reading go to: 

EPA awards €10.7m to 42 climate research projects across Ireland (siliconrepublic.com) 

 

Article by: 

Leigh Mc Gowran is a journalist with Silicon Republic 

editorial@siliconrepublic.com 

 

----------------------------------------------------------  

 
  

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/superbugs-mrsa-treatment-research-university-galway
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/glyphosate-galway-study-university
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/innovation/epa-climate-research-funding-ireland
mailto:editorial@siliconrepublic.com
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